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PREFACE

The present book is a modified version of the authors' joint doctoral thesis of the
same title, presented at Cornell University in the winter of 1961. The modifications
introduced are few and of minor importance, except that the Introduction has been
completely revised and rewritten, and the bibliographical references brought up-todate.
Our research on Guarani was made possible by the assistance of several persons
and organizations, which we wish to mention in this Preface.
Grateful acknowledgement is due to the University of Buenos Aires, for a generous
grant with which most of the corpus was collected; to Cornell University, the American
Council of Learned Societies, and Altrusa International, for providing financial
support during the preparation of this work.
We are greatly indebted to Prof. J Milton Cowan, Chairman of the Division of
Modern Languages at Cornell University, whose constant help and resourcefulness
made the completion of our work possible; to Prof. Gordon H. Fairbanks, for his
enlightening suggestions and criticisms at all the stages of the analysis, and to Prof.
Frederick B. Agard, who read the earlier version of this book in its entirety and kindly
undertook the task of improving our English style.
Our deepest thanks go to Prof. Charles F. Hockett, for his help, for his encouragement at the initial stages, and for giving generously of his time and thought to criticizing an earlier draft of the grammar. The influence of his ideas is so patent throughout this book that to acknowledge it in each case by a special reference would have
been unnecessary.
Buenos Aires, January 1965

EMMA GREGORES

JoRGE A. SuAREZ

Printed in The Netherlands by Mouton & Co., Printers, The Hague
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ABBREVIATIONS

CPt
DN
F
In
M
N
Nm

customazy past
negative command
future
clause marker (interrogation)
modifier
negation
nominalizer
PI plural
Pt past
Pr progressive
X any word, in the word-by-word translation, whose literal translation, either in general, or in the
particular example, is not possible.
dm diminutive
ds desiderative
fc factitive
im imperative
rc reciprocal
rf reflexive
The other abbreviations used are the ordinazy ones, such as v.: verb, n.: noun, adv.phr.: adverbial
phrase, etc.
In the Guarani texts- both in the texts of Chapter 18 and in the examples of the grammar- space
indicates word-boundazy, and hyphen indicates morpheme-boundazy within a word. In the word-byword translations, the simple hyphen indicates that more than one English word corresponds to only
one Guarani morpheme or word; double hyphen corresponds to morpheme-boundazy within the
Guarani word.

INTRODUCTION

0.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this book is to describe the phonologic and grammatical structures of
modern Guarani, as it is spoken today in Asuncion and neighboring regions of Paraguay. A few texts and a short Guarani-English vocabulary follow the description.

0.2 LINGUISTIC CLASSIFICATION OF GUARANi

Guarani is a language of the Tupi stock, which extends over a wide area of South
America approximately from 4° latitude in the North to 30° latitude in the South:
at several points along the Amazon and in the basins of some of its tributaries (Xingu,
Tapaj6s, Negro, Madeira-Guapore); near the northern coast of Brazil East of the
Amazon; in the French Guiana and neighboring Brazilian region; in most of the
territory of Eastern Paraguay, and at scattered spots in the adjoining Brazilian states
of Mato Grosso and Parana; in the Northeast of Argentina; at a few points in the
Gran Chaco, and in Bolivia and northern Peru East of the Andes.
No genetic relations of the Tupian languages to other known languages or major
families have been proved so far. Some years ago J. Greenberg (1960; cf. also S.
Tax 1960) proposed a classification of the Indian languages of South America according to which Tupi would be included, together with Arawak, Zamuco, ·Mocoa,
Yuracare, and others, in the so-called "Equatorial" subfamily of an "Andean-Equatorial" family, to which Quechua, Aymara, Araucanian, and many other languages
would also belong. But no evidence has been supplied so far in support of these
assumed relationships. In Swadesh's glottochronological classifications (e.g. Swadesh
1959), based on lists of some hundred words - unpublished for the most part -, a
Macro-Tupi stock is set which comprises also M6vima (included in the MacroTucanoan subfamily by Greenberg) and Bororo (assigned by Greenberg to a different
family), and which shows diverse degrees of genetic relationship to all the rest of the
American Indian languages. (More recently, Tupi has been included by Swadesh in
the Macro-Arawak "linguistic net"; Swadesh 1962.)
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The classification of the languages of the stock, on the other hand, has not yet been
worked out on a comparative basis. Consequently the exact number of different
languages and dialects, as well as the precise degrees of their relationships, remain
thus far indeterminate. Furthermore, some of the languages are very poorly knownthe materials available often being limited to inadequately transcribed vocabularies-,
and a certain amount of confusion arises from the fact that whereas in some cases only
one name is used for different languages, in other instances several names may be
used for one and the same dialect - but spoken by different tribes.
L. Adam (1896) was the first to attempt, on the basis of some fifteen dialects, the
comparative study of Tupi. He distinguished in Ancient Tupi or Abafteenga two
different varieties: a southern branch, or Guarani proper, which developed into
modern Guarani or Abaiieeme, and a northern branch, or Tupi proper, which developed into modern Tupi or Neengatu. This dialectal division, which correlates with
the historical and linguistic Portuguese-Spanish boundary, has been too much emphasized by later writers, and is generally considered by non-specialists to be the primary
and basic subdivision of the Tupi stock. Accordingly, the languages spoken to the
East, in Brazil, have traditionally been called Tupi, while the ones of the Southwest
(Paraguay, Argentina, and Bolivia) are called Guarani. But from a purely linguistic
point of view the lumping together of all the so-called Guarani dialects over against
all the "Tupi" ones seems untenable.
After Adam, very little work has been carried out using linguistic criteria. P. Rivet
(1924) supplied a merely geographical list of the Tupian languages; W. Schmidt (1926)
and C. Loukotka (1935, 1942, 1950; Loukotka and Rivet 1952) advanced tentative
classifications, those of Loukotka partly based on lists of 45 words but taking chiefly
into account, for establishing the different groups, the chronology and direction of the
migrations of the Tupian tribes. Mason's classification (Mason 1950) derives from
Loukotka's, with some modifications only partially, if at all, based on linguistic
evidence. On the whole, all such classifications have been made on mostly geographical, not linguistic, grounds.
B. Pottier (1961) has recently suggested a genetic classification of part of the stock,
using a few sound-correspondences. His conclusions remain highly hypothetical, due
to the absence of reconstruction in any real sense, to the fact that not all the consonants - and none of the vowels - are taken into consideration, and to the lack of data
concerning the phonemicization of the various languages (only the consonant system of
Guarani is given, with a very questionable treatment of the nasal series). Much more
dependable seems the attempt at reconstructing Proto-Tupian segmental phonemes by
M. Swadesh and A. D. Rodrigues (W. Hanke, M. Swadesh, and A. D. Rodrigues
1958), based on phonemic correspondences among thirteen languages that belong to
five different major subdivisions of the stock.
So far, the most reliable classificatory attempt has been that of Rodrigues (1958a,
1958b), based on lexical counting. 1 He subdivides the stock into seven families and

numerous subfamilies. For the first time Guarani and Tupi are classified as dialects
(ancient Tupi and ancient Guarani share 90% common vocabulary) of a TupiGuarani language, which belongs in one of the six subfamilies of the Tupi-Guaranl
family. The internal division of the Tupi-Guarani language is as follows:

1

By using lexico-statistical techniques, as developed by Swadesh, he obtains results far different
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I. Modern Tupi or Neengatu. (The "lingua geral amazonica" of several Indian and
mestizo groups, along the Amazon and the Negro River, in Brazil. In the colonial
period it was spoken by several tribes along and near the coast of Brazil, from the
Tropic of Cancer to the Pani-Tocatins Rivers: Old Tupi, Coastal Tupl, or Tupinamba, abundantly preserved in written form.)
2. Modern Guarani or Avaiiee. (Spoken by non-Indians in Eastern Paraguay and
the Northeast of Argentina. At the time of the conquest it was the language of the
Guarani tribes, known through written documents of the 17th-18th centuries: Old
Guarani.)
3. Kaiwa or Caingua. (Generic name for the several dialects - Chiripa, Mbya,
Apapokuva, Tembecua, etc. -spoken by still independent or partially acculturated
tribes: scattered groups along the rivers and at government posts in the Brazilian
states of Mato Grosso and Parana, in Eastern Paraguay, and in the Argentine
province of Misiones.)
4. Chiriguano. (In the first plains West of the Gran Chaco, mostly in Bolivia but also,
by recent migration, in Northwestern Argentina. Some other groups further
North in Bolivia.)
5. Tapiete. (Southeast of Bolivia and bordering regions of Argentina and Paraguay.)
6. Izoz6 or Chane. (In Bolivia, chiefly in the Dept. of Tarija. Recently, by migration,
in the Argentine province of Salta.)
7. Guarayli. (In Bolivia, on the Blanco and San Miguel Rivers.)

In the usage of lexico-statistics the classification of two linguistic forms as "dialects"
only means that the percentage of basic lexical items shared by the varieties classed as
such is in every case more than 81%- It does not necessarily imply full intelligibility
between the dialects. In this respect, some of the above Tupi-Guarani dialects should
perhaps be considered different languages: for example, according to S. Gudschinsky
(apud L. Bridgeman 1961, fn. 2) the Kaiwa dialect of Panambi in Mato' Grosso
seems to be slightly less divergent from Guarani than Spanish is from Portuguese:
This statement agrees with L. Cadogan's own observations concerning Mbya and

from those obtained in previous classifications. Whereas in Mason's, for example, Sirion6 stands in
the same relation to Guarani as Guaray1l, Rodrigues's computations assign Sirion6 to a different
subfamily than that of the Tupl-Guaranl language, which includes both Guarani and Guaray1l as
dialects.
- The lexica-statistical method is occasionally supplemented by establishing regular sound-correspondences: between TupinamM and Mawe, and between TupinamM and Munduruku all three of
the Tupi-Guarani family (Rodrigues 1955).
'
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Chiripa (Cadogan 1956), and Mbya and Guarani." Also, an examination of reliable
texts in Apapokuva (C. Nimuendaju 1914) undoubtedly suggests that its speakers
would need considerable adjustement for attaining full intelligibility with Guarani
speakers.

loyalty". (E. Service and H. Servic~ 1954, pp. 147-48; cf. U. Weinreich 1953, p. 99)'
Guaram has been much neglected m the educational policies of Paraguay. It is not
used- ~ot eve~ allowed- in primary school; there the children are taught in Spanish,
and this constitutes for most of them their first contact with the official language.•
The most recent plans for the secondary school have introduced the teaching of
Guarani, but on an optional basis. Some instruction is also given at the School of
Philosophy and Letters.
The official policy toward Guarani is basically in agreement with the sociolinguistic usage, which may be briefly summarized as follows. The upper classes tend
to use Spanish more frequently than the lower classes, and people in towns more often
than the rural population. Likewise, any person in a socially "inferior" position with
respect to some other person would not, as a rule, address him in Guarani, unless the
latter has already done so; in many cases, this pattern may extend to the parent-child
(older relative-younger relative) relationship. Among "equals", Guarani is the language of intimacy, of love, and friendship; Spanish, the language of respect. A
stranger would be addressed in Spanish if he looks respectable; otherwise Guarani
would be used (J. Rubin 1962; cf. also E. Service and H. Service 1954, pp. 147-48; M.
Morinigo 1931, pp. 29-30).
We must conclude that Spanish is in Paraguay the "dominant" language, and that
Guarani is in a somewhat inferior position with regard to it. This is a fact not generally recognized explicitly in the literature, probably because most Paraguayans wiii
refuse to admit it when asked straightforwardly about the status of Guarani in Paraguay. But it is a fact that militates against the possibility of Guarani achieving a
standardized or "urbanized" form (P. Garvin and M. Mathiot 1960). Unless it be
actually raised to the status of an official language and, consequently, be taught in
schools, 5 the general picture thus far seems to be basically unfavorable to the standardization of Guarani.

0.3 HABITAT AND SPEAKERS

Everybody in Eastern Paraguay speaks Guarani, with the exception of the bare 4%
that speak only Spanish, of the scattered and scanty Indian groups, in different degrees
of acculturation and crossbreeding, that speak Kaiwa, and of the speakers of Guayaki, 3
who have only recently- and not all of them- come into contact with the Paraguayan
population. Though it predominates in rural areas, Guarani is much spoken also in
towns and in the Capital, about 40% of the population being monolingual, and the
rest including approximately 56% bilinguals. According to these figures the total
number of Guarani speakers in Paraguay, both bilingual and monolingual, was in
1960 a little over one million and a half.
Guarani is also spoken in the bordering regions of the Brazilian Mato Grosso and
Parana states, and among much of the rural population in the Argentine provinces of
Misiones, Corrientes, Formosa, and Chaco. Our informants were conscious of some
dialectal differences between their own variety and the one spoken in the Argentine
Northeast, but, according to their statements, they were never so great as to impair
communication in any serious way. There is a constant migration of Paraguayan
workers into the bordering Argentine provinces, and it is possible that both varieties
have influenced each other in the regions in which they are in contact; in any case, v
no sharp linguistic limit is likely to be found, correlating with the political border,
between the Guarani of Paraguay and that of Argentina.
Both in Paraguay and in Argentina, Guarani is spoken by a white and mestizo
population, of wholly European culture, among whom no pure Indians are found.
The process which led to the loss of the aboriginal culture together with the preservation of the language among non-Indians has been studied by E. Service (1954; cf.
also A. Rosen blat 1954, vol. 2, pp. 109-17; E. Service and H. Service 1954, pp. 282-90.)
Nowadays, Guarani constitutes for Paraguayans a powerful symbol of their independence, and of their national and "racial" identity. A tremendous amount oflove
and pride is bestowed upon this language. But in spite of the general "language
z "For a Paraguayan not used to have dealings with the Mbya, it would be practically impossible to
reach an understanding with, for example, a Mbya woman not used to contacts with Paraguayans.
As to men, most of them have come into contact with Paraguayans and learnt how to express themselves, more or less, in 'Paraguayan Guarani'. But the differences between both languages are great,
and even for me it is difficult to follow a conversation between two Indians when they are speaking in
their own language" (From a personal letter of Dec. 30, 1964, in which Dr. Cadogan kindly answered our inquiries concerning Mbya-Guarani intelligibility.)
• This language belongs to a different subfamily of Tupi-Guarani.

0.4 WRITTEN SOURCES

The present description covers only the spoken form of Guarani, which is almost the
sole practical usage the language has in present days. But there is also a written
form, in which a great quantity of texts, ancient ("Classical Guarani") and modern,
are available. The "Catecismo" of Bolanos (1607) constitutes the first long text
written in Guarani and, together with Montoya's "Catecismo" (1640b), the best we
have for the language in the early 17th century. Thanks to the Jesuit missionaries, we
~ In pra<:ti~, of course, the situation may be somewhat different: it is unlikely that teachers working
10 rural districts can comply with the enforced policy of total avoidance of Guarani in the classrom.
~ Ther~ has been, v~ry recently, a certain amount of discussion and comments on the possibility of
10troducmg Guarani 10 schools, and even of giving it the status of a second official language (Cadogan
19~3). But up to the moment in which these lines are written no major change has taken place in the
attitude of the Paraguayan administration toward Guarani.
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do not lack Guarani texts for the whole colonial period (e.g. Anonymous 1758-1785).
At the time of independence, several documents (proclamations, etc.) were written in
Guarani, both in Paraguay and in Argentina; most of them have not been published,
and may be found in the archives of Buenos Aires, Parana, Asuncion, etc.; only a few
are available in print (R. Lehmann Nitsche 1930; M. Morinigo 1946. Further information on this subject is in Levene 1947-48).
In modern times, several attempts have been made to use Guarani as a literary
medium, chiefly by poets. A sample of this kind of literature, both prose and poetry,
may be found in Guasch (1956). These texts are written for the most part in an archaistic language, with many grammatical features that are absent from the spoken
language, and with a vocabulary that avoids systematically all Spanish loans. The
results of these literary efforts are hardly intelligible to uneducated native speakers.
The only common and general use of Guarani in written form is to be found (1) in
popular magazines, composed entirely in Guarani, which most often have either
humorous or political character; and (2) in the great quantity of popular songs and
poems that circulate in print and are widely read. They exhibit a few deviations from
the spoken language, in both syntax and vocabulary, but these are understood by the
speakers and characterized by them as "poetical" forms. A feature which may occasionally be found in the songs is the use of alternate Spanish and Guarani lines.

He worked for us, together with J.A., in one recording session of about three hours.
June, 1959.
6. Lilia de Avila. Around 40 years old. Native of Quyquyo, a town 110 kms.
Southeast of Asuncion. She had been a rural teacher for several years in Paraguay.
She acted as an informant for a period of two hours and a half, working with a tape
recorder. September, 1960, in New York.
7. Laura Miranda. Around 25 years old. Native of Caraguatay, 80 kms. East of
Asuncion. She worked as a domestic in L. de A.'s house. She acted as an informant
for a period of two hours and a half, together with L.de A., working with a tape
recorder. September, 1960, in New York.
8. Luis Alvarez. Around 30 years old. Native of Encarnacion, 280 kms. Southeast
of Asuncion. Graduate student at Cornell University. He acted informally as an
informant on several occasions, mainly for checking the materials, and also for recording some read texts. September 1960-June 1961.
We were able to make isolated observations on other Guarani speakers meeting at
the "Casa Paraguaya" in Buenos Aires during the period March-November, 1958. s
All the informants were bilinguals. We cannot give any objective comment on
either their type of bilingualism (in terms of Weinreich 1953, pp. 8-10) or their proficiency in both languages. With respect to the latter, we can only give an impressionistic evaluation of their proficiency in Spanish. Five of them (E.S., L. de A., L.A., L.M.,
and V.S.) spoke perfect Spanish, with the characteristic segmental and intonational
features of Paraguayan and Northeast-Argentinian Spanish. The other three spoke
Spanish imperfectly, ranging from occasional lapses or gaps in the vocabulary and
syntactic "errors" in P.A., to a wholly "ungrammatical" Spanish in M.A. and especially J.A. For all of them Guarani was the mother tongue. No dialectal differences
were found among the informants, unless we count as such the preferential choice of
one or other allomorph of a morpheme.
Except for E. S. and- with a few occasional exceptions- L. de A., all the informants
spoke Guarani using many non-assimilated Spanish loanwords. This was especially
the case of J.A. and M.A., the least educated of our informants and the ones who, on
the other hand, spoke the most "incorrect" Spanish. Nevertheless, the informants
seemed to be perfectly conscious of the Spanish origin of those words.' Only with
respect to ancient loans, fully assimilated to the phonologic system of the language,
were they entirely unaware of their Spanish origin. This variety of Guarani, with a
quite high percentage of Spanish loanwords, is the variety most common in cities,
where the Guarani speakers, besides being bilingual, are sorrounded by Spanish
speakers; it is called yopara ('a kind of dish with mixed vegetables and meat; mixture'),

0.5 THE INFORMANTS

The following persons acted as our informants:
1. Venancia Suarez. Between 25 and 30 years old. Native of Ybycui, 90 kms.
Southeast of Asuncion. She was the domestic of a Paraguayan family living in Buenos
Aires, and had lived previously in Asuncion. She acted as an informant for a period
of two months, two-hour sessions three times a week. 1957.
2. Pedro Almiron. Between 30 and 35 years old. Native of Asuncion. He had been
a skilled worker in the metallurgic industry at a factory in the outskirts of Buenos
Aires for the last two years. He acted as an informant for a period of four months,
two-hour sessions three times a week. 1957.
3. Eduardo Saguier. Between 55 and 60 years old. Native of Asuncion. He was
professor of Guarani at the "Casa Paraguaya" in Buenos Aires. The materials were
gathered without his consciously acting as an informant, during the classes he gave,
twice a week, in his Guarani course for beginners. March-November, 1958.
4. Juan Armoa, 25 years old. Native of Villa Elisa, in the outskirts of Asuncion.
He had arrived in Buenos Aires, directly from his town, a few months before. He was
an unskilled worker (bricklayer). He acted as an informant, in daily sessions of two
hours, during the period September 1958-July 1959.
5. Miguel Azuaga, 21 years old. Also native of Villa Elisa. He had arrived at
Buenos Aires a few days before he acted as an informant. He was an unskilled worker.

19

• We must m~tion in this place the Paraguayan professor Pablo Max Ynsfran, of the University
of Texas, who kindly forwarded us the text transcribed in 18.3, as an example of epistolary Guarani.
Pr. Ynsfran is a native speaker of Guarani.
' Of course, it is also possible that for some of them the loanwords were simply words that just
happened to be "the same" in both languages.
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and against it all Guarani purists- A. Guasch (1956), among many others- fight in
vain. The term yoparti is especially applied, disparagingly, to the Guarani spoken in
the Argentine province of Corrientes, in Asuncion, and by the many Paraguayans
living in Buenos Aires, varieties considered by purists to be exceedingly "mixed".8
All the informants were able to read Guarani, with different degrees of facility.
We may say that, aside from E.S., who was a professional teacher of Guarani, the
ability to read Guarani was in inverse correlation with the ability to read Spanish.
The extremes were J.A., who read Guarani fluently but read and spoke Spanish very
poorly, and L.A., whose reading ability of Spanish was perfect but who read Guarani
with much hesitation and with total distortion of the intonational features.

Latin grammar. Besides the Spanish-Guarani vocabulary published together with the
grammar, Montoya also wrote the first Guarani-Spanish dictionary (Montoya 1639).
This is an important lexicographic work which supplies a rich vocabulary, with abundant examples for different constructions and idioms. Finally, Montoya also wrote a
handbook of catholic doctrine in Guarani, with page-by-page Spanish translation
(Montoya 1640b).
In modern grammars the most fortunate sections are, as a rule, the ones dealing
with representations and explanations of roughly phonemic (not phonetic) and morphophonemic character, as well as the attempts at establishing good orthographies,
each author introducing some modifications in the more or less standardized orthography (cf. Cultura Guarani 1939, and Recalde 1924; cf. also ch. II). On the grammatical aspect, the most independent work is Osuna's sketch (Osuna 1952), which offers
some useful suggestions.
At a more refined level of analysis, the more valuable contributions have been in
phonetics: an experimental study by Caballero (1911), under the guidance ofRousselot, utilizing kymograms and palatograms; two texts in "broad transcription" by
I. Dahl (1953) and E. Uldall (1949), and a more detailed description with some phonemic hints also by Uldall (1954). Based on the materials and description of Guasch
(1948), Garvin (1953) attempted a phonemic restatement.s
On the problems of Spanish-Guarani bilingualism, or of the language in the broad
cultural context, very few studies have been carried out. The book by M. Morinigo
(1931), under the guidance of A. Alonso, supplies lists of Spanish loanwords in Guarani, arranged by semantic domains, with two or more examples for the use of each
of them, and comments on the Spanish prototypes. In a later paper (Morinigo 1959),
Morinigo points out the strong influence of Spanish on Guarani, as shown by loanwords, loanshifts, loan-translations, and by "the substitution of its (Guarani] basic
linguistic structure" by one based on Spanish (p. 247). Apparently the latter statement
merely refers to a lesser use in Guarani sentences of expletive, emphatic, expressive,
and affective particles. On the other hand, the author very possibly underestimates the
influence of Spanish on Guarani syntax.
D. Fogelquist (1950), L. Cadogan (1958), J. Philipson (1950), and J. Rubin (1962)
have written papers on Guarani-Spanish bilingualism. Fogelquist's article does not
contribute anything new to the problem, and consists mainly of generalities and subjective judgements on the properties of the language. In Cadogan's paper the problem
is approached from a puristic standpoint, mainly to show, through a series of examples, the exceedingly "hybrid" character of Paraguayan Guarani as compared to the
"pure" forms of the language (cf. fn. 8), for which the name Guarani should be

0.6 THE CORPUS

The bulk of the corpus was obtained from J. A. It was gathered partly by elicitationin the form of translations, and of responses to questions such as "What did you do
yesterday", "What will you do next Sunday", "Tell me about your family", "Tell me
what you see through the window", etc., and partly it consists of a quite long dialogue
(25 min.) between J.A. and M.A., delivered spontaneously and registered with a tape
recorder; also, the words of some popular songs. The rest of the corpus consists of
more translations and answers to questions, of the same kind as the above (V. S.,
P.A., M.A., L.deA.); many different types of materials obtained at E.S.'s classe;
two stories told spontaneously by M.A. and registered with a tape recorder; a dialogue
of about ten minutes between L. de A. and L.M., also on tape; a few texts read by tht;
informants (J.A., P.A., and L.A.), and the brief written text mentioned in fn. 6.
Unfortunately, of all the informants only M.A. was a good narrator and knew a few
stories of a folkloristic type.
Spanish was used as the means of communication with all the informants.

0.7 PREVIOUS STUDIES

The bibliography for Guarani is rather copious (cf. Medina 1930, and Ayrosa 1943)
but, in general, of scarce scientific value and very little significance from a descriptive
view point. Modern grammars are modeled on the first one, written by Montoya in
the 17th century (Montoya 1640a).
For the study of Guarani in the first century after the conquest, Montoya's grammar, together with the scholia and comments of Paulo Restivo (1724), is the standard
and most important work. But in it the language is made to fit into the molds of
8
It is also applied to "guarani paraguayo" as a whole, as opposed to the Kaiwa dialects of the
Chiripa, the Mbya, etc., and to the Guarani spoken in the Jesuit missions during th,. 17th-18th
centuries, which are considered to be "pure" and "genuine" Guarani (e.g. Cadogan 195b.1
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• After the present description was completed several articles have appeared which, though not
dealing directly with Guarani, but with dialects more or less close to it, can be profitably compared
with our analysis: L. Bridgeman 1961; P. Priest, A. Priest, and J. Grimes 1961; H. Roshottom 1961;
also, so far unpublished, L. Bridgeman 1963, and J. Taylor 1963. During the writing of this book we
were able to consult, through its author's kindness, a preliminary paper by H. Rosbottom: Guarani
Verb Phrase, 1960, based on a dialect spoken in Bolivia.
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reserved. In turn Philipson presents a realistic and objective characterization of
Paraguayan bilingualism, followed by a few sensible ideas as to how the problems of
teaching should be tackled. J. Rubin's interesting paper describes Paraguayan
bilingualism within the framework of Brown and Gilman's dimensions of power and
solidarity, considering them in their association with the use of Spanish and Guarani.
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1.1 METHODOLOGICAL PREMISES

The set of basic theoretical and methodological premises underlying the present
analysis are the following. 1
(I) A phonologic system is not only a network of intersecting differences, but also
one of intersecting identities. Phonemes have some characteristic properties and
they must not be defined only functionally, as contrasting units different from all the
rest, but also in terms of what they actually are; not only with regard to differences,
but also with regard to identities or similarities.
(2) What phonemes are cannot be anything else than their phonic substance, and
the techniques of componential analysis are the ones that reveal it best: they give us
an insight into the inner structure with which phonemes are built up, i.e. into the
mechanism by which a phoneme is recognized as not being another one.
(3) The phonic substance of phonemes can be described either in terms of its acoustic properties, or in terms of its articulatory characteristics, both descriptions being
equally valid for the purpose of analyzing the phonemic system of a language. Here
the articulatory approach has been preferred, the authors being more conversant with
it than with the acoustic one.
(4) If structure is to be considered as apart, and different from function, then we
have two different kinds of patterning:
(a) The structural (or componential) analysis shows us how phonemes are built out
of components. This inner structure determines the position of phonemes on a 2-n
dimension chart which shows how they differ from, and are related to, each other.
(b) The functional (or distributional) analysis shows us how larger units are built
out of the phonemes. These arrangements of phonemes determine their distributional
pattern, in which phonemes are defined in terms of their occurrence next to other
elements.
(5) Any utterance of a given language has a phonologic structure which conforms to
the distributional pattern of that language. This structure is made up of phonemes and
of other units determined by their arrangements.
Unless otherwise defined, all technical terms in Part I will be used with the meanings they have in
Hockett 1955.
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(6) The phonologic structure of an utterance shows a hierarchic organization. The
units that make up that structure occur at various different size-levels, each being a
constituent of a unit at the next higher level, and being also structured in terms of
units on the next smaller size-level. These levels constitute the layers of !Cs of any
given utterance.
(7) Phonemes may appear at different levels. The level at which a phoneme makes
its appearance determines its classification as belonging in the segmental, junctura!,
accentual, or intonational systems.
(8) One and the same phonetic feature may occur phonemically at different levels,
and also may have non-phonemic occurrences, in such a way that "once a phoneme"
does not mean "always a phoneme". For example, Guarani [i'J is both a component,
at one level, and a segmental phoneme at another level; preceded by a vowel in the
same syllable it is not a phonologic unit but, together with the vowel, an allophone of
the vowel phoneme, positionally conditioned; preceding an unstressed vowel after
pause, it is also part of the allophone of the vowel phoneme in that position; preceding
an unstressed vowel in any other position it is phonemic, but not the segmental
phoneme /i'/: it is a juncture, marking the point of syllable boundary at which an
alternation [i'J ~ zero is possible.
The small-to-large order of presentation has not been chosen because of any methodologic principle, but merely because of the inability of the authors to achieve an
intelligible description working in the inverse, and more common, order. Also we
believe that neither way of describing the patterns involved in such hierarchic structures has any methodological advantages over the other.

componential structure turn out not to be the more convenient units for stating the
distribution of phonemes, or of classes of them as a whole, we investigate the possibility of defining them in a different way, even if this means the inclusion of successive
components as part of the same phoneme. Or, in other words, in this step we try to
make the distributional classification correlate with the constitutional one, in such a
way that comparable restrictions or limitations of distribution may be dealt with at the
same level. The result of any such readjustment of our previously defined phonemes
may be the establishment of other phonemes that differ from the former in that two
or more of the components making up their structure may occur in succession.
Fourth, we perform the analysis of accentual and intonational phenomena.

1.2 PLAN

The procedure followed in the next five chapters is schematically described below.
First, we begin with a set of actually distinct types of articulatory events discovered
in the language, including the occurrence of any feature that might turn out to be
phonologically relevant, and examine the combinations in which they occur, not
only in simultaneous bundles but also in sequences. This step shows the relative status
of different features with regard to total and partial predictability, complementation,
mutual exclusion, free variation, conditioning, and so on. The result is the establishment of the stock of ultimate phonologic constituents and of all the bundles in which
they occur, simultaneously, providing for distinctive contrasts. These bundles are
provisionally called phonemes. The subsequent steps of the analysis consist in determining the hierarchic arrangements in which these elements occur.
Second, we set up the constitutional classification of the phonemes, on the basis of
the simultaneous arrangements of components that enter into their definitions.
Third, we examine the distributional properties of phonemes and describe how
they occur relative to each other. If some of the phonemes set up on the basis of their
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1.3 TREATMENT OF LOANWORDS

The presence of unassimilated Spanish loanwords complicates the analysis of the
phonologic system of Guarani. All the informants seemed to be fully aware of the
Spanish origin of those words- or, at least, of their being in some way peculiar- but
the fact remains that they used them quite frequently. This was inevitable, in a sense,
since all of them were bilinguals, all were living in a community where only Spanish
was spoken, and the elicitation was carried out mainly through Spanish.
It was in the speech of the more imperfect bilinguals (as J.A.) that Spanish borrowings occurred more frequently; in more educated speakers, such as L.de A., P.A.,
and even V.S., all of whom spoke Spanish well, borrowings were much less common;
in the speech of E. S. they did not occur at all. What we have, therefore, is a series of
different idiolects, which clearly cannot be analyzed in the same way: for some
speakers the phoneme /'f/, for example, would have an extremely low frequency; for
others, it would be quite frequent; for still others, it would not occur at all. This
range of variations was the case for the phonemes occurring in Spanish loans only,
all the other phonemes having, on the contrary, roughly the same frequency in the
speech of all the informants.
Though we do not have any distributional criteria for keeping loanwords apart from
other words, we still want to provide in our description for the two following facts: (1)
the informants unanimously recognized loanwords as foreign or peculiar words; (2)
sounds occur in them which do not occur elsewhere, and it is only with respect to
these sounds that the idiolects of the various informants showed considerable differences. We have attempted to solve this problem in the same way as B. Bloch (1950)
in his description of Japanese phonemics, and have analyzed the phonologic systems
of two different corpora: Corpus A, or simply "Guarani", represents the speech of
such speakers as E. S., who do not accept the intrusion of Spanish sounds and only
have fully assimilated loanwords. To a great extent this system is also that ofL. de A.,
in whose speech only very exceptionally would Spanish loanwords occur. And we
suspect that it may be the system of a vast number of speakers living in the more
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isolated rural areas. 2 Corpus B (this would be "yopani"; cf. pp. 19-20) represents
the speech especially of the speakers of urban centers, who constantly recur to Spanish
words. This system contains phonemes and combinations of them that never occur
outside of unassimilated loans.
Only the phonologic system of Corpus A will be described in full. A chapter on
Corpus B will be added, in which its system will be described only in so far as it differs
from that of Corpus A. Both systems represent extreme points: The first one is that
with the minimum of different phonemes and combinations that will tum up in the
speech of speakers of the "Asuncion" variety of Guarani; the second one is that with
the maximum range of different phonemes and combinations that can be expected in
the speech of any such speaker.

2
THE COMPONENTS

2.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this chapter is to establish the smallest indivisible functional units of
the phonologic stratum, namely the components, and to state the arrangements,
simultaneous and linear, in which they occur relative to each other.

2.1 THE FEATURES

2.11
The phonetic subsystem of Guarani involves a selection from the wide possibility of
positions and manners of articulation used in speech; or, in other words, from the
wide possibility of sounds that can originate in the vocal tract. Consequently, this
subsystem can be completely covered in terms of a list of dependent and independent
minimal sound-features. All of them have been identified solely by ear, but will be
defined in terms of their assumed production by the vocal organs. (With respect to
some sound-types this production was actually verified by observing the mouth, and
the nose, of the informants.) That is to say that, save for pitch and stress, an articulatory terminology will be used.
Each single sound-feature that could be aurally isolated from the speech chain and
identified in some way is described and given a symbol in the following list. The
features are classified into eleven different orders or categories; features of the same
order are mutually exclusive, in the sense that they· never occur simultaneously.

P

• In many cases the Guarani form had to be elicited by asking some of the informants "how would
your folks at home (in the country) say this": otherwise they would only have given the Spanish
loanword that was more common in their idiolects.

1. TJ:

2.
3.
4.
5.
1

PL4:
PL3:
PL2:
PLI:

terminal juncture (this is a cover term, under which we subsume
several phonetic features that occur interdependently and do not
otherwise occur; cf. 6.1).
highest level of pitch
high level of pitch
mid level of pitch
low level of pitch

The analysis of features 1-5 is only tentative; cf. ch. 6.

6.
7.
8.
9.
III.
10.
N. 11.
12.
v. 13.
14.
15.
VI. 16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
VII. 22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
VIII. 28.
29.
30.
31.
IX. 32.
33.
34.
X.
35.
XI. 36.
37.
38.

II.

12:
II:
IO:
d:
b:
0:
N:
G:
H:
S:
L:
LD:
D:
A:
P:
V:
Cl:
Af:
Fr:
Sp:
B:
Fl:
r:
s:
It:
w:
f:
1:

'·
v.
<.

o.
>.

loud stress (highest degree of intensity)
medial stress (medium degree of intensity)
soft stress (lowest degree of intensity)
greater duration (with respect to the average one of a given feature)
greater brevity (with respect to the average one of a given feature)
closed velic (oral)
open velic (nasal)
glottis closed
glottis open and quiescent
glottis in vibration (sonorous)
bilabial position
labio-dental position
apico-dental position
apico-alveolar position
!amino-alveolar (or prepalatal) position
dorso-velar position
oral closure with explosive release
oral closure with spirantal release
spirantal fricative apprmcimation
spirantal frictionless approximation
audible breath
flap movement
rill contact
surface contact
lateral opening
lip rounding
fortis articulation
Ienis articulation
higher tongue position
lower tongue position
front tongue position
central tongue position
back tongue position

assume to be irrelevant. In other words, the above list is the result of a careful, detailed, but not over-differentiated phonetic analysis of the data." (2) We include only
one of two exactly opposite features in the case of those pairs in which one member is
undoubtedly the "marked" one, restricted to one or two environments, while the
other member occurs almost with every actual combination of features; this is the
case e.g. of "central opening" vs. "lateral opening", or of "lip spreading" vs. "lip
rounding". 3 Otherwise a symbol and a description are supplied for the two members
of a pair (or the several members of a set); e.g. 0 and N, or 12, II and 10.
2.2 THE BUNDLES

2.21
We will disregard, for the time being, the first ten features in the list, which can only
be defined with reference to a time series and which we will call prosodic features. All
the remaining features appear either alone or in simultaneous bundles that can be
defined without any reference to the temporal sequence.
The following simultaneous arrangements or bundles occur; each of them is followed
by the phonetic symbol that best represents the resulting sound. 4
1. G (it does not occur together with other features) [?]
2. 0
H
L [p]
Cl
f

3. 0
H
L [p]
Cl

8. 0
H

9. 0
H

v

[k]

Cl
f

v
15. 0

.s

Sp
2

5. 0
H
D [!)
Cl

10. 0
H
V [x]

II. 0
H [h]
B

Fr

CI

s

2.12

[k]

4. 0
H
D [1]
Cl
f

6. 0
H
D
Fr
r

[~]

12. 0

s

L
Cl

D
Cl

16. 0

[d]

7. 0
H
p [~]
Fr
s
13.0

[b]

1

14. 0
LD [v~]

The above list could of course have been greatly increased. In order that it should not
reach an unnecessarily large number of items, we have applied the following restrictions: (1) We include only those features that might be eventually involved in the
phonologic structure - i.e. which show at least some chance of being phonologically
relevant, thus admitting more than the ones which will be ultimately proved to be
necessary, but rejecting a priori those which even the briefest inspection of the data can
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s
L [w~]
Sp
w
19. 0

17. 0

18. 0

s

m
D

s

A [r]

~

It

Fl

Af

[dy]

s
p [y]
Sp

A more detailed phonetic description of the range of variations observed for some of the features
will be given in 7.1, when describing the allophones of the phonemes.
' Accordingly, the absence of any of the "positive" symbols will imply the presence of the corresponding opposite.
• The symbols are t3ken from G. L. Trager (1958); but for the nasalized spirants no symbols are
given there.
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22. 0

21. 0

20. 0

s
v (g]

vs

Cl

Sp

[y~]

s [i]

23. 0

s
A [e]

28. N

29. N

s

s

s

w

w

Cl

L [w~J
Sp
w

32. N

33. N

s

D
It

riJ

38. N

~ [eJ

v

[o]

!

L [m]

34. N

; [fi]

Fl

Cl

CI

39. N

40. N

41. N

(i']

~ [i]

~ [aJ

~ [i]

(IJ]

s
v

[a]

31. N

s [v~J

LD
Sp

s

D (Q]
CI

s [y~]
v

As [iJ

Sp
42. N

s
A[il]

s

w

w

v
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4. If a feature, in some but not all of its occurrences, occurs with another feature or
combination of features that does not occur in any bundle unaccompanied by it, it is
only partially determined. It must therefore be a component and it will be included in
the definition of even those bundles in which it is determined. These partially determined features seem to have, in Guarani, only a secondary "role" in keeping distinct
the bundles in which they are predictable; we will indicate this fact by the notational
device of including them between parentheses. The application of this principle does
not lead to a reduction in the number of features, but it allows for distinguishing the
features that seem to be of "primary" relevance in each bundle from those whose
presence in them is predictable and has, perhaps, a secondary distinctive function.

37. N

36. N

35. N

s
v

25. 0

30. N

27. 0

s
A[u]

26. 0
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24. 0

[o]

Bundles 22-27 and 37-42 will be called vowels or vocalic bundles; the remaining ones
will be called consonants or consonantal bundles. We have a total of 42 bundles,
which are the only simultaneous arrangements of features that occur in the language
(not taking into account the prosodic features).
2.221

By applying to the distribution of features in these simultaneous arrangements a
set of principles based on those traditionally applied to the distribution of bundles in
their linear arrangements, we may perform the first reduction in the number of features
toward the ultimate number of components. The phonemic principles that will be
applied are the following ones.
1. If two bundles are in free variation, the features by which they are differentiated
are to be considered free or conditioned variants of one and the same component (i.e.,
the distinction they convey is not relevant in the language), if at least one of them does
not occur elsewhere.
2. Two features of the same order which have complementary distributions will be
considered positional variants of one and the same component. If a feature is in
complementary distribution with more than one feature of the same order, it will be
grouped together with that which is articulatorily closer to it.
3. If a feature only occurs with two or more features that never occur together
unaccompanied by it, it is predictable in all its occurrences. It is therefore a determined feature and can be eliminated from our final list.

2.222

By applying the above principles to the set of bundles, we may perform the subsequent operations; the order in which they are performed is reversible, but the one
below permits the simpler statements.
(1) [x] and [h) are in free variation. Phonetically, they are differentiated by the
occurrence ofVand Fr in [x] and the occurrence ofB in[h]. Since Vand Fr also occur
elsewhere but B only occurs in this bundle, we may consider B as a variant of Fr when
neither V nor any other feature of order VI is present. Now we may fuse (x] and (h]
into one bundle which we may equally well write (x] or (h]. This bundle will be interpreted as containing Fr and H as its only constantly present positive features, without
any determining position-of-articulation component. When there is some local friction in the mouth, the position is always V, but this is not a constant feature of[x].
Consequently, while Fr and H are the defining components, V is an optionally present
component.
(2) L and LD belong to the same order and are in complementary distribution, LD
occurring only in the environment of Sp when w is absent, Lin the environment of CI
and of Sp-w. We eliminate LD from the list and leave L, 5 redefining it simply as
"labial".
(3) A and P belong to the same order and are in complementary distribution, A
occurring only in the environment of FI, Pin the environments of Sp, Fr, Af, and Cl.
We remove P from the list and leave A, redefining it simply as "alveolar".
(4) CI and Afbelong to the same order and are in complementary distribution, Af
occurring only in the environment 0-S-A, in which CI does not occur. We eliminate
Af and keep Cl, with the definition of "oral closure".
(5) Fr and Sp belong to the same order and are in complementary distribution,
Fr occurring only in the environment ofH, Spin the environment ofS. We eliminate
Fr and redefine Spas "spirantal approximation".
(6) rands are totally determined features which always occur simultaneously with
Spin combination with D and A respectively. We remove them from the list.
• We italicize components and reserve for the phonemes the use of the slant lines.
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(7) H only occurs with 0, and N only occurs with S, but 0 and S occur elsewhere
and occur together. Therefore, 0 is partially determined by H in all the bundles in
which both occur, and S partially determined by N in all the bundles in which both
occur. In other words, 0 is predictable in all the bundles containing H - where the
reverse is not true, and S is predictable in all the bundles contaning N - where the
reverse is also not true, thus fulfilling the conditions of principle 4.
(8) S is partially determined in all vocalic bundles (same case as the one above).
(9) In bundles 16-17 and 32-33, the features D and A are partially determined by It
and Fl respectively, which never occur unaccompanied by them (same case as the two
above). 6
2.23
After the preceding operations have been performed, (1) two features have been eliminated from the list, as totally determined features; (2) one feature has been eliminated
as a variant of another one in bundles lacking a certain type of features; (3) four pairs
of features have been found to be in complementation and reduced to only fom
tentative components, each of them redefined so as to include both its members; (4)
several features were found to be partially dependent, i.e. predictable in some of
their environments but not in all of them, and can therefore be tentatively recognized
as components; and (5) several features were found to be determining in at least some
of their environments, and can therefore be tentatively recognized as components.
We may now rewrite the bundles in order to show better the results of this first step
in the analysis. Tentative components are italic; partially determined features are
included in parentheses.
1. i'
2. p
3. !?
4. 1
5.!
6. §
7. ~
8. k
9. !<;

G
H-L-Cl-f-(0)
H-L-Cl-l-(0)
H-D-Cl-f-(0)
H-D-Cl-l-(0)
H-D-Sp-(0)
H-A-Sp-(0)
H- V-Cl-f-(0)
H- V-Cl-l-( 0)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Sp-H-(O)±V
0-S-L-Cl
w~ 0-S-L-Sp-w
v~ 0-S-L-Sp
d 0-S-D-Cl
l 0-lt-(S-D)
r Fl-0-(S-A)
dy 0-S-A-Cl
y 0-S-A-Sp
X

b

• o and > are in complementary distribution: the former does not occur in the environment of w,
while the latter occurs only in this environment. Therefore we could reduce both features to one
component, redefined as "non-front". Nevertheless we have refrained from perforn::ing this reduction because it does not seem to have support in the phonetic facts: [o l and [u] are but slightly rounded;
[i] and [u], [a] and (o], are mainly kept distinct by the tongue surface positions; (i] and (a] are clearly
central, and [i] may occasionally advance toward [r], never toward [i]. Consequently, w seems to be
more a secondary characteristic of [u] and [o] than a basic opposition; the dimension round-unrounded is secondary with respect to the dimension front-central-back. Because of this, it seemed
unwise to make of w a detennining feature for recognizing a complementation; it is, rather, a partially
determined feature in these bundles.
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

g
y~

i
e
a
u
0

31. i
32. r
33. fi
34. lJ
35. y~
36. i
37. e
38. i
39. a
40. ii
41. 6

0-S-V-Cl
0-S-V-Sp
0-'-<-(S)
o_v_<_(S)
0-'-0-(S)
o_v_o_(S)
0-'-,-(S)
o_v_>_(S)

m N-L-Cl-(S)
w~
y~

Q

N-L-Sp-w-(S)
N-L-Sp-(S)
N-D-Cl-(S)

37
lt-N-(S-D)
Fl-N-(S-A)
N-A-Cl-(S)
N-V-Cl-(S)
N-V-Sp-(S)
N-'-<-(S)
N- v_ <-(S)
N-'-o-(S)
N-v_o_(S)
N-'-,-(S)
N-v_>_(S)

2.3 THE PROSODIC FEATURES

Before proceeding to examine the linear arrangements of the features, it is convenient
to consider as a previous step features 1-10, the definition of which is necessary for
stating the distribution of the bundles in a time series.
2.31
12, II, and IO always occur simultaneously with a vocalic bundle and the consonantal
bundles, if any, that precede it. The greater prominence, or loudness, of a bundle can
only be determined by comparing all the bundles in the same sequence. Consequently,
these features cannot be defined except relatively to each other. Since every bundle
must occur simultaneously with one, and only one, of them, we will consider IO as a
negative feature, i.e. absence of stress, whose occurrence is predictable with all the
bundles not occurring simultaneously with either I2 or II. The bundles that occur with
either !2 or II will be called stressed; the remaining ones will be called unstressed.
2.32
TJ, PL4, PL3, PL2, and PLI are components that do not make their appearance
until the highest level of the hierarchy. Since the distribution of the bundles is statable
without any reference to them, we postpone their description until chapter 6.

2.33
d and b are features of arrangement, which can be discovered only by comparing the
duration of all the features in a temporal sequence. Features may occur with a certain
"normal" length, perceptually the same for all, for which no symbol need be provided,
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and the occurrence of either d or b can be easily determined by comparison with this
normal duration of features.

In order to avoid unnecessary repetitions, we will focus attention only on those
linear arrangements whose statements will lead to a further reduction in the number
of features. All other statements of sequences are postponed until the chapter dealing
with the distribution of phonemes (ch. 4).

2.331
d occurs only with the last loud-stressed vowel before pause. It will be included
among the interdependent sound-features that define jointly the component TJ (cf.
6.1).

2.41
Having taking stress into consideration, we may proceed to eliminate f and 1as totally
determined features: f occurs simultaneously with [p t k] when accompanied by loud
stress; elsewhere, I is present. With the rest of the bundles, no distinction is audible
between f and I.

2.332
b occurs simultaneously with the following consonantal bundles: [b c;J. g w~ -w~ m
~ lJJ. Its occurrence is predictable in [b c;J. g w~ w~], since these bundles never occur
with normal length. But this is not the case in the last three bundles, since they may
also occur, and not in free variation, with normal length. Therefore, b must be
preserved for the moment, and three more bundles must be added to our previous list;
we will call them short consonants:

2.42
Now we will consider the arrangements of the bundles occurring with b. It has already
been said that we cannot eliminate it as a conditioned feature, because of its being the
only feature keeping apart [m] and [m], [~]and [11], [lJ] and [DJ.

42. [m] N-L-Cl-b-(S)
43. [11] N-D-Cl-b-(S)
44. [DJ N-V-Cl-b-(S)

2.421
[b], [II], and [g] are unique in type. They only occur immediately following the
respective homorganic nasal bundles when they too occur with b, that is to say [m],
[11], [D], which, in turn, only occur in this position. The successive occurrence of
[ md], [1111], [Dg], or, in terms of features:

Bundles 11, 12, 14, 19, and 28 are to be rewritten as follows:
11.
12.
14.
19.
28.
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0-S-L-Cl-(b)
0-S-L-Sp-w-(b)
0-S-D-Cl-(b)
0-S-V-Cl-(b)
["WJ N-L-Sp-w-(S-b),

[b]
[w]
[s!]
[g]

NO

NO

ss

ss

LL DD
C!Cl CICI
bb
bb

with b a partially determined feature.
2.34

NO

ss
VV
CICI
bb

has the same duration as any single bundle not occurring with b; furthermore, these
bundles have, as we said, totally interdependent occurrence, and differ only by the
dichotomy N-0, all their other features being the same. These facts suggest the
possibility of fusing them into single bundles of normal length, from which b is eliminated:

As a result of the operations in this paragraph, d and IO are considered to be determined features; I2, II, TJ, PL4, PL3, PL2, PLI, and bare tentatively set up as components.

N-0 N-0 N-0

2.4 THE SEQUENCES OF BUNDLES

(S)
L
Cl

In 2.2 we examined the simultaneous arrangements of features, which we called bundles. Contiguous bundles have at least one feature that is different, and this fact allows
for segmenting the utterance in a simple manner, between every occurrence of two
different features, yielding successive bundles in a time series, some of which have
"normal" duration, while some are "short". In this section we will state the linear
arrangements in which the bundles occur.

(S)
D
Cl

(S)

v
Cl

Now if we examine the arrangements in which these three bundles occur, we observe
the following facts:
(a) They occur after pause, and after a vocalic bundle with N;
(b) They occur before a vocalic bundle with 0.

I

1
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Accordingly 0 is conditioned by the presence of 0 in the next bundle; we may
consider it, therefore, a feature predictable in terms of the sequence.
But 0 is precisely that feature which alone differentiates these bundles from the
otherwise identical [m I) IJJ. Our next step will be to consider the distribution of these
three consonants:
(a) They occur after pause, and after a vocalic bundle with N;
(b) They occur before a vocalic bundle with N.
Consequently, they are in complementary distribution with [mb], [l<~!], and [IJg].
Since both the three nasals with oral release, and the three nasals with nasality
throughout occur after pause, the presence of N cannot be said to be conditioned by
the preceding nasal vowel, when they occur in this position; but since the occurrence
of either nasal or oral release coincides with the presence of either 0 or N in the
following vowel, both types of release must be considered automatic and phonologically irrelevant. On the other hand, since none of these bundles occur after oral
vowel, the nasality of the preceding vowel must be considered a conditioned feature:
there is never contrast N-0 in this position, so that the occurrence of N is not relevant;
besides, if it were, the consonants [m I) 1J] would have a restriction in their distribution - namely, the non-occurrence after oral vowels - which has no parallel in any of
the remaining consonants.
Summarizing, we have in place of our former nine bundles only three: [m] N-L-Cl(S)±O, [IJ] N-D-Cl-(S)±o; [JJ] N-V-Cl-(S)±O.' In them, N is a determining feature,
conditioning the presence of N in the preceding vowel; whereas the presence of 0 is
conditioned by its occurrence in the following vowel. Only N is a constant component
of the three consonants; the oral release can be considered as no more than an
anticipation in the closing of the velic before a bundle in which 0 is present. 8

other bundle containing also the features O-S-A in combination, namely [y] 0-S-A-Sp,
we observe that the only opposition differentiating them, Cl vs. Sp, is not a contrast
but a complementation: O-S-A occurs with C/ only after pause; O-S-A occurs with Sp
only after vowel. Therefore, the opposition Cl-Sp is not distinctive when occurring
with 0-S-A, and we have only one unit: 0-S-A-(Cl/Sp). We will write it [y], using the
symbol that represents the variant of wider distribution.

2.422
In the remaining two bundles, [w-] and [w~], the occurrence of b is predictable:
it is automatically present with the combination Sp-w. It may, therefore, be eliminated,
since it does not enter in the definition of any bundle.
2.43
Now that [b d g] have been eliminated from the list of2.23, the following fact deserves
our attention: [dy] is the only bundle in which the combination 0-S-Cl occurs. If we
observe its distribution in the sequence, comparing it to the distribution of the only
' From now on, in this chapter, the notations [m], [l)] and [IJ] will subsume both [m] and [IDb], [l)]
and [l!Q], [IJ] and [IJg], i.e. the phones with nasal and with oral release.
• The phonetic process is very clear. Two transitions are equally possible from a nasal consonant to
an oral vowel: (1) the velic rises shnultaneously with the opening of the lips; (2) the velic rises before
the lips open: the acoustic effect is that of a nasal onset and holding, followed by an explosive oral
release. This second type of transition is the only one that occurs in Guarani. In a sequence like [rna],
the velic remains open all throughout; in one like [mba], the movement of the velic precedes that of
the lips; in both cases the duration is the same.
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2.44
If we examine the sequential arrangements of features other than 0 and N, we observe
that a feature does not last more than the normal duration of a bundle or, at most,
extends over one or two bundle boundaries; and this last only in the case of one of the
vocalic components ', v, etc. The characteristically consonantal features, such as H,
G, Fl, Cl, never stretch over more than one bundle, i.e. never occur succeeding themselves.
But if we observe the linear distribution of 0 and N, the case is quite the opposite:
0 and N normally occur stretching over quite a number of bundles, in such a way
that every utterance of Guarani is heard as a series of nasal and oral spans. The facts
may be clearly described as follows.
2.441
Except the first ten bundles in the list of 2.23 and the three bundles listed there with
numbers 27, 30, and 34, all the remaining ones may be grouped into pairs that only
differ by the presence of either 0 or N: [w~ w~], [v= v=], [l iJ, [r r], [y fi], [y~ y~],
[i i], [e e], [ii], [a a], [o 5], [u ii]. They always occur with 0 within an "oral span",
always with N within a "nasal span", so that if we "lift" both 0 and N from them they
may be reduced to half their number.
2.442
It seems clear, therefore, that we could have considered 0 and N in the first place as
prosodic features, and treated them in a similar manner as stress. We could have
stated that a long component N stretches over sequences of the above bundles, in
which case they are all nasalized, and that otherwise a feature 0 is automatically
present, as a "zero" feature: absence of N. The reverse- 0 the positive feature- would
not be true: the bundles containing H, which have 0 as a determined feature, may
equally well occur in nasal and in oral spans; N seems to "impose" itself over the
merely determined 0. Acoustically, the fact remains that the bundles with H are
never "heard" as nasals, but the orality in them does not prevent the running of
nasality through them; the same is true of G (but for the behavior of this feature
at the boundary between nasal and oral spans, cf. 5.233). 9
• In semi-Praguian terms, we might say that the contrast between 0 and N does not function in the
environment of H: the contrast is neutralized. -
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We did not adopt this analysis because of the following facts: [m ~ IJ] never occur
within an oral stretch: either they occur within a nasal stretch, or precisely at the
boundary between a nasal stretch and a subsequent oral one. The case seems to be
the exact opposite of the case of the bundles with H: while these, because of having
neither 0 nor N as a determining feature, can occur both in oral and nasal spans
without any change in their acoustic effect, these other three bundles [m ~ IJ], which
cannot occur within oral spans, must haveN as a determining feature; they appear to
be nasals in their own right.
There are also other facts that set up [m ~ IJ] as consonants different from the rest
with respect to nasality.
2.4421 The amount of nasalization is not exactly the same everywhere: in the position immediately following any consonant except [m ~ IJ], the contrast is heard between a complete oral or slightly nasalized vowel, and a strong nasalized vowel,
sometimes involving a nasal closure at the end; in the position immediately following
[ m ~ !]], the contrast is only between a completely oral vowel, following oral release
in the consonant, and a somewhat nasalized vowel when the release of the consonant
is nasal; in the latter case, and however weak the nasalization of the vowel may be, it
is always present.
Consequently, there is in both positions a 2-way phonemic contrast along the scale
of nasalization, but phonetically we have at least three degrees of nasalization. We
may assume that native speakers, who do not hear differences in isolation but in utterances, hear the difference 0-N after [m ~!]]both in the consonant and in the vowel;
and, perhaps, more in the consonant than in the vowel. This does not alter the phonology but, even being purely phonetic, contritutes to give [m ~ IJ] a place in the system
different from that of the remaining consonants.
2.4422 After pause, every consonant, except [m ~ IJ], may occur with N only if the
following vowel (and normally several more bundles) occur also with N. [m ~ IJ], on
the contrary, occur after pause whether the following vowel is nasal or oral. Or, in
other words, they are the only consonants that may constitute a nasal span by themselves. Therefore, if we were to extract N also from them, we would have to make
provision in our statements for the unparalleled fact of[b Q. g] occurring with N after
pause and before an oral span.
2.4423 If we do not take into account [ m ~ IJ], the occurrence of 0 is relevant only
with stressed vowels (cf. 5.232). But as soon as we take [m ~ IJ] into consideration we
have to modify this statement: precisely in the position immediately following them,
0 is always relevant. Accordingly, if N were extracted from them, this would also be
a rather mysterious characteristic of [b Q. g].
2.4424 The boundary between nasal and oral spans correlates with a boundary
between a vocalic bundle and a consonantal one. But if we extract N from [ m ~ IJ]
(leaving [b Q. g]), the boundary would fall within the consonant, between the two short
successive features [ mb 11Q !Jg], variants of [b Q. g] before oral vowel. Furthermore, at
the boundary between nasal and oral spans there is always a point of potential pause,
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so that the spans are phonologic units at a higher level of the hierarchy. If N were
extracted from [m ~ !]], this statement would also not be true.
2.443
Because of these facts, the analysis of 2.43 must be maintained, and [m ~ IJ] be
considered bundles that include N as a component. Consistently, we would have to
consider N as a component too of all the bundles in which it occurs- the same as 0,
and not a long component. Since N is a determining feature in the vowels - because
of the complementations [m- mb], [~- ~Q.], [IJ -l]g], and also because oral vowels
contrast with nasal vowels after voiceless consonants -all the other consonants would
be in complementary distribution with respect to the following vowel: [v-] before oral
vowel ~ [v-] before nasal vowel, etc. But this solution too is unsatisfactory.
2.4431 The statement on the conditioning of nasalization by the vowels would turn
out to be rather complicated, since we would have to say that the presence of N in the
vowel not only conditioned N in the preceding consonant, but also in all the preceding
bundles until the first stressed vowel containing 0 were reached. This statement
would also imply that N has phonologic status only in certain vowels of unpredictable
occurrence; it would remain unexplicable why in some bundles of the type N-'-<-(S),
N-v_>_(S) etc., N is a determining feature for the preceding bundles, while in other
bundles of the same type it is only a determined feature.
2.4432 On the other hand, if we do not extend the conditioning of N in the vowel
beyond the preceding consonant, N must be considered a defining feature of the vowels
in every occurrence of them: in a long nasal span, all the vowels would have to be
considered nasal vowels and represented as nasal throughout, and no statement over
the nasal span as such would be possible. But a solution of this kind would conceal
one of the most important and characteristic facts of Guarani phonology: the "spreading" of nasality from one point, in which it is contrastive, to the preceding sounds, in
which it is determined and non-contrastive. The occurrence of nasality turns out to
be predictable in most of its instances, only if we are able to establish a "domain of
nasalization" (cf. 5.231). Besides, this phonologic domain of nasalization has its
phonetic correlate in the fact that, in it, the velum is increasingly lowered, from its
beginning, toward the vowel in which N is contrastive, in such a way that the nasal
timbre is strongest at the end of the domain.
2.444
Consequently, there seems to be only one solution that meets the facts most adequately: the sound-feature N that occurs in the consonants [m ~ IJ] is the realization
of one component N which only occurs in these three consonants and which is precisely their defining feature in the distinction with [p t k], where the contrast 0-N is
"neutralized". The occurrence of N elsewhere is the manifestation of a different
phonemic unit: the long component N. In other words, this is a case of partial overlapping: the same feature N is in the environment CI-S a realization of a component
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N (is phonemically one thing, N); elsewhere, the feature N occurs simultaneously with

a succession of bundles, as a realization of a different component N (is phonemically
a different thing); the environments of N when it belongs to N do not intersect with its
environments when it belongs to N. In the position immediately following an occurrence of N, N occurs with slight nasalization; elsewhere, N occurs with strong, increasing to stronger, nasalization. The occurrence of N in a bundle conditions the
presence of N stretching over the preceding bundles down to the next stressed bundle
or to one occurring with Nina distinctive position (cf. 5.231).
2.445
Nasal spans, relevant points for N, conditioned nasalization, etc. will be dealt with
in 5.2.
2.45
After the preceding operations have been performed, (I) three tentative components
have been eliminated from the original1ist as being totally determined: b, I, f; (2)
three bundles have been turned into units of a different type and redefined in order to
include as a conditioned variant the occurrence of two successive "short" bundles:
[m Q 1)]; (3) fourteen pairs of bundles have been reduced to fourteen units, with two
complementary realizations also conditioned by the environment: [p t k w~ v~ l r y~
i e i au o]; (4) three bundles have been found to be complementary variants of one
unit: [dy y fi]; (5) one feature, N, has been assigned to two different components: N
"lnd the prosodic component N.

2.5 THE COMPONENTS

2.51
No further reduction in the stock of ultimate phonologic constituents is possible.
The following are the components of Guarani.
(1) Components with a temporal dimension.
I.

II.
HI.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

T J: terminal juncture
P L4: highest level of pitch
P L3: high level of pitch

PL2:
PLI:
12:
II:
N:

mid level of pitch
low level of pitch
loud stress
medial stress
open velic (nasalization)
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(2) Components with no temporal dimension.
N.
9. N:
open ve1ic (nasal)
V.
10. G:
glottis closed
11. H:
glottis open and quiescent
12. S:
glottis in vibration
VI. 13. L:
labial position
14. D:
dental position
15. A:
alveolar position
16. V:
velar position
VII. 17. Cl: oral closure
18. Sp: spirantal approximation
19. Fl: flap movement
VIII. 20. lt:
lateral opening
21. w:
lip rounding
IX. 22. A:
higher tongue position
23. v.
lower tongue position
X.
24. <.
front tongue position
25. o.
central tongue position
26. >.
back tongue position
Because 0 can be present in spans determined by N, without interrupting its "running
through", and also because the absence of N is not relevant unless accompanied
by stress, 0 se~ms to be something like a "zero" feature. We have interpreted
it therefore as being merely the absence of N, and eliminated it from the list in much
the same way as we previously did with "lip spreading" or "central opening". [p t k
~ ~] will be defined as voiceless, but not as oral, in the same way as vowels and sonorants have been interpreted as sounds undefined as to nasality.
The above 26 components are the minimal relevant units that build up the phonologic structure of Guarani. They are minimal because they cannot be broken down
into smaller ones which are also phonologic units, i.e. which occur at least once for
differentiating otherwise identical utterances.
Each component in the list occurs at least once with a differentiating function.
The following list comprises a series of utterances which only differ by the occurrence
of one different component. N is symbolized [-],and marked throughout (the center
of its domain not being defined until 5.2); I2 [ '], and II [' ].
pipe 'within' - pipe 'broad'
tupa 'bed'- tiipil 'god'
pai 'country' - pa?i 'priest'
per6 'bald'- mer6 'melon'
tiipii 'god' - niipii 'to hit'
xatii 'hard' - xakii 'branch'
iimu?a '(kind of) centipede' - iil)u?a 'mortar'
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~iriri

'slide' - ~iriri 'fried'
'those' - ko?liy=a 'now'
piri 'rush' - pire 'skin' - pir:i 'fish' - pir6 'to peel' - piru 'thin'
ipe 'it is broad' - ipe 'duck'
ko?lfv~a
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2.52
We may now rewrite our previous bundles to show the final results of this step.
1. ?
2. p

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

G
H-L-Cl
1 H-D-Cl
k H-V-Cl
H-D-Sp
~
H-A-Sp
~
H-Sp±V
X
m N-L-Cl-(S)
N-D-Cl-(S)
~
N-V-Cl-(S)
1)
v= L-Sp-(S)

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

w= L-Sp-w-(S)
y= V-Sp-(S)
y

l
r

i
e
i
a
u
0

A-Cl/Sp-(S)
lt-(S-D)
Fl-(S-A)
A_<_(S)
v_ <-(S)
A_o_(S)
v_o_(S)
A_>_(S)-(w)
v_>_(S)-(w)

In bundles 8-22 S is a partially determined feature, by our principle 4 in 2.221.
These bundles are all the contrastive simultaneous arrangements in which components can occur. Being in contrast, all these bundles are phonemic units.

3.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this chapter is to set up the system and sub-systems which Guarani
phonemes form on the basis of their componential constitution.
Each different combination of the components in 2.51 builds up a phoneme. The
phonemes, defined in this way, are bundles of simultaneous components, and they
must be considered tentative until after their distributional analysis is carried out.
3.1 THE PHONEMES

3.11

Once our ultimate phonologic constituents have been discovered, through studying
the simultaneous and linear distributions of the minimal phonetic features found
in the language, we may proceed to the second level in the hierarchic structure of
Guarani. At this level, every simultaneous arrangement of the components that has
been found in contrast with at least one other arrangement constitutes a larger unit.
To all such units, since they are contrastive and occur in linear succession at the lowest
level above the componential one, we will give tentatively the name segmental
phonemes. Our segmental phonemes, then, are the 22 units of 2.52:
1.

/?/

2. jpj

ftf
4. /k/
5. /sf
6. /sf

3.

7. jxj
8. fmf

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

jnj

/IJ/
/v/
jwj
jyj
jyj

/1/

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

/r/

/i/
/e/

/i/
fa/
juj
joj

3.12
Aside from the above, we have the following phonologic elements: TJ, PL4, PL3,
PL2, PLI, 12, II, and Jir. They are components, and because no further analysis or
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combination of them is possible they also are phonemic units. ~ut being pho_nemes
with a certain temporal dimension, they are not elements on this _le:el, at whi~h we
only deal with "time-minimal" units, i.e. units lasting only the mimmal ~uration at
which a simultaneous occurrence of components can be relevant, the duratiOn as such

The fact that the low vowel fa/ has higher variants (central or somewhat fronted)
supports this interpretation with respect to the also possible one of a system with
three heights, fa/ being lower than /e of.l
In each vowel, the construction in which the tongue-height and the tongue-advancement components stand is a coordinate construction. In fo uf, with a structure of
three constituents each, w stands, as a partially determined component, in attributive
construction with the other two components; these constitute the nucleus to which w
is satellite.
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not being relevant.
.
We call these phonemic units, which are both ultimate constituents and phonemes,
nd which have a temporal dimension either identical with or, more often, longer than
:he duration of the other phonemes, suprasegmental phonemes. T~ey "make their
appearance" at a hierarchic level higher than the present one, at whrch all t~e other
phonemes are distinctive. From the first level of the phonologic scale, at whrch t~ey
are found as components, they are extracted from the simultaneous bundles and earned
on to higher levels, at which their occurrence is distinctive.
3.2 THE SEGMENTAL PHONEMES

The segmental phonemes have already been written in ~u~h a_ way as to show clearly
the relevant internal structure of each phoneme. By ehr:rr~atmg all the t~tally_ determined features on our way toward establishing the mrmmal phon~logrc u~rts, we
have preserved only those which appear to be distinctive for opposmg th~ mternal
structure of phonemes against each other. Consequently, we have already discovered
.
.
all the distinctive oppositions of the system.
Only one of the segmental phonemes is a one-constituent umt; all_ the other ones
are multiple-constituent bundles. Depending on the component(s) whrch define them,
the segmental phonemes fall into constitutional classes.
3.21 The vowels
The name of vowels has already been given to those bund~e~ in which the only determining features present are relative features of tongue-posrtion. In ter~s _of the combinations in which their constituents occur, they form a system. Thrs IS the vowel
system of Guarani.
.
.
h · h
d
The dimensions of contrast involved in it are: a first drmensron of tongue- erg t ~n
·
d d"
·
f tongue-advancement. The numbers of contrastmg
a pnmary secon rmenswn o
.
.
d h _
points in each dimension are: two contrasting herghts, higher and lower, an at re~way contrast in the second dimension: front, central, and bac~. A seconda~ secon
dimension contrast of round-unrounded is involved too, m the followmg three
combinations: front-unrounded, central-unrounded, and back-r~unded.
The second dimension of contrast applies at all the ton~e herghts. Therefore, w~
have a system that may be assigned to the type with three hrgh and three low vowels.
u

e
a 3 x 2 system.

a

o,
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3.22 The consonants
The name of consonants has already been given to those phonemes which may be
defined negatively as not containing any relative features of tongue-position. In
terms of the components which define them, they constitute the consonant system of
Guarani. This system seems not to be marked by the obstruent-sonorant dichotomy.
The best way of handling it is to break it up into a three-way primary classification of
non-laryngeal consonants. The three sub-systems are the following ones:
1. An obstruent system, including all the consonants in which H is a component;
2. a nasal system, including all tlle consonants in which N is a component;
3. a sonorant system, including all the consonants in which neither H nor N is a
component. 2

Only f?/ is classed as a laryngeal. If, from the componential approach, the classification of fxf (in which V may not occur, in this case being [h]) as an obstruent is only an
alternative to considering it a laryngeal, a reason of patterning strongly supports this
solution: k : x :: t : s. Moreover, the distribution of /x/ is the same as the distribution
of any other consonant but? (cf. 4.341).
3.221 Obstruent system
According to manner and position 'Jf the obstruents, we may tabulate them in the
following way:
p

t
S

k
X

1
Cf. C. F. Hockett 1955, pp. 83-84 and 223, note 244.
• A simple obstruent-sonorant dichotomy could perhaps be feasible:
1. Obstruents (all voiceless)
2. Sonorants (all voiced): (a) Nasals (nasal everywhere), (b) Nasal/nonnasal (depending on the
general nasal/nonnasal contrast that operates at a higher level).
But /m n u/ have allophones which can be described as "prenasalized"voiced stops". Thus they
share a characteristic of obstruents, and this sets them apart from the other sonorants. As to the
possibility of considering fv y yf as obstruents, we believe that their behavior with regard to the nasalnonnasal contrast, so prominent in the language, assigns them naturally to the same group as /w 1 r/.
Consequently, we believe that the classification we propose in the text is the one that reflects more
truly the peculiar characteristics of the Guarani system.
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The obstruents in the first row share a manner: voiceless stops; those in the second
row share another manner: voiceless spirants. The obstruents in each of the columns
share one position: labial in the first column, dental in the second, alveolar in the
third, and velar in the fourth. We thus have two rows and four columns, with perfect
symmetry only in the second and fourth columns; in the first and the third columns
there are two holes: the lack of a spirant to match the labial stop, and the lack of a
stop to match the alveolar spirant.
Consequently, we have a manner system of the type (voiceless) stop versus (voiceless) spirant, while the stop-position system may be charted in the following
way:
(t)
(p)
k,
where the dash indicates a position which occurs distinctively somewhere else in the
system, but not for stops, and the parentheses indicate that either one of the positions
is missing when the position of the dash is filled. This means that a four-way position
contrast does not appear anywhere in the consonant system, which is a three-position
system.
In conclusion, the obstruent system of Guarani includes a symmetrical set witlr a
two-way manner contrast of stop vs. spirant:
k
S

THE PHONEMES

system includes a symmetric set with a two-way position contrast of labial versus
alveolar:
v

w

3.224 Laryngeals
Guarani has only/?/.

3.3 THE PHONEMIC SYSTEM

By the sole techniques of componential analysis, as performed in this and the previous
chapter, we have finally arrived at a constitutional classification 'Of the phonemes of
Guarani into a vowel system and a consonant system. In the following chapter, the
distributional analysis of the units at this level which we have called phonemes will
either confirm (in most cases) the present classification, or suggest modifications to it
(in one case).
In the following table of the phonemic system, the leftovers from each symmetric
set are put between parentheses.
L

n

I]

3.223 Sonorant system
It may be negatively defined as consisting of those consonants that do not include
either H or N among their constituents. But it may also be defined positively as
consisting of those consonants that may occur with either completely oral or completely nasal timbre, but with the nasal-nonnasal contrast being relevant at a higher
size-level than the segmental-phoneme level.
Guarani has the following manners for sonorants: three non-rounded spirants, one
rounded spirant, one lateral, and one flap; all of them are voiced. The sonorant

D

Obstruents (p)

CONSONANTS

3.222 Nasal system
The number of positions of articulation for nasals is the same as the number for
stops, with which they correspond one to one. Therefore, Guarani has three nasals,
differentiated solely by position of articulation:
m

y
r,

and two leftovers: 1 y.

X,

and two leftovers: p s.
This system is characterized, as against the two other sub-systems, by its not being
affected in any way by the general nasal-nonnasal contrast to be found at a higher
level.
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VOWELS

m

n

Sonorants

v
w

(1)

tigh
Low

v

(s)

X

t

Nasals

Laryngeal

A

k
I]

y
r

(y)

?
Front Central Back
u
e
a
0

We have a total of22 phonemes. Each of them is built up by a different combination
of components, involving a selection from a set of manners and positions.
In the consonant system, there is no manner of articulation for which more than
three positions are in contrast; and there is no position of articulation for which more
than four manners are in contrast. In the obstruent sub-system, the nasal-nonnasal
contrast is not operative, and His a component. In the nasal sub-system, N is a component, but the nasal-nonnasal contrast is also operative (affecting the release of
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the consonant). In the sonorant sub-system, N is present or not depending on the
presence or absence of R, and so neither nasality nor nonnasality is a distinctive component. All the consonants in each of the sub-systems share some articulatory characteristic which is absent from all other phonemes: 1. voicelessness; 2. nasality; 3.
neither H nor N; 4. closure of the glottis.
The three nasals, together with three obstruents: jm n IJ p t k/, all involve complete
oral closure. All the sonorants but two, and three of the obstruents: /v w y b s s xj
involve spirantal approximation; that in the sonorants being frictionless, that in the
obstruents being fricative. One sonorant involves flap movement, another involves
lateral opening, and another involves lip rounding, a feature which is also present in
two of the vowels. One sonorant, /y/, involves both oral closure (with spirantal
release) and spirantal approximation.
In each of the consonants, all the components which are determining stand in
coordinate construction; all those which are determined are satellites, in attributive
construction with the former.
The ways in which the components participate in the phonemes is shown in the
table below.

? p
G

H

s
N

Cl
Sp

Fl
L
D

t

·k

s

x m n

IJ

v w

r y

r

e

a

u

o

4
THE SYLLABLE

4.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this chapter is to state the distribution of the phonemic units of chapter
3, all of which occur only in linear arrangements. At this level, the phonemes are
found, in turn, as the ICs of a larger-size unit, in terms of which their distribution will
be stated.

4.1 THE SYLLABE

At the next higher level, in working up the phonologic scale, we find a phonologic
unit of a different kind from, and larger size than, the phonemic units. It is a unit of
distribution, which we will call a syllable and define as the minimal structural unit of
larger average size than the phoneme. The structure of this unit is made up of phonemes, which are its ICs.

4.2 PHONETIC DESCRIPTION OF THE SYLLABE

A

v
It

We will examine in the first place the "phonetic facts" about the syllable, and present
later the phonologic interpretation.

w

4.211
Up to three vowels occur in sequence, each of them being part or all of a different
syllable. Successions of three like vowels do not occur in the corpus, and are probably
non-existent. When no unstressed high vowel is involved, phonetically there is always·
a syllable between each of the vowels in sequence. Examples (successive syllables are
separated by space):
[a o a po xa] 'dressmaker'; [u pe Itine o u] 'on that Monday he went'; [sea 6]
'my clothes'; [tope a] 'eye-lashes'; [va i] 'ugly'; [a xa aka ni] 'I am going to eat';
[tu a] 'father'; [xe pie te rei] 'it is very expensive'.
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4.212
When one unstressed high vowel is involved, the normal transition is the same,l but
a diphthong or long vowel is also possible. However, the latter is entirely a free
variation: it seems not to depend on the pitch contour or to be related to distance from
the stress, but rather to depend on slight differences of tempo or of emphasis; in
careful speech it does not occur at all. For example, in [pi a xu] 'to be new', both [a]
and [i] are about equally prominent and last about the same; in rapid speech (not
always), also [pia xu]. The non-diphthongal transition is a special characteristic of
Guarani, particularly noticeable to Spanish speakers, because the diphthong is the
more frequent transition between higher unstressed vowels and lower ones in Spanish.
For instance, the Spanish word piola 'string' is always [piola] in Spanish; when it
occurs, as a loanword, in Guarani, it is [pi o la]: there are two phonetic syllables and
very little difference in prominence between the vowels (due to stressed [ o]), and they
last about twice as long as one vowel; even when [pjola] occurs, the [i] is never quite
so short as in Spanish [pio la]. Other examples:

4.214
When two like high vowels are involved, the situation is the same as the one described in 4.213 (except that there is a long vowel instead of a diphthong). But these
cases are rare: [uu] and [ii] do not occur. When the sequence is vowel plus [ii], we
find the following fluctuation: [no i'o xe n6 i i] 'I am not calling you', varying with the
sequence with only one unstressed high vowel, as above: [no ro xe n6 i], and also
[no ro xe n6!].
In the cases of 4.211-214, at points of potential pause[?] often occurs, breaking the
hiatus (cf. below 4.22 (1)).
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[se vo i] 'onion', also [se vo!]; [la i so si o] 'his friend', also [lai so sjo]; [rna i mil ra
mo] 'all without exception', also [rna! mil ramo]; [pi rue te] 'very thin', also [pi r~e
te]; [xa u pea yi] 'and because of that', also [xa~ pea yi]; [ndo use i] 'he does
not want to come', also [ndo~ sei].

4.22
[?] only occurs distinctively before stressed vowel, either medially or initially in the
utterance (cf. below 4.23). Medially, the situation may be described as follows:
(1) Every occurrence of -V?V- is matched by otherwise identical utterances with
or YV, if one of them is an unstressed high vowel)
the occurence of -VV- ( ~
or yv, if one
instead. The reverse is not true: there are occurrences of -VV- ( ~
of them is an unstressed high vowel) that do not fluctuate with -V?V-. 2
(2) The occurrences of -V?V- are in contrast with -VV-.

vy

vy

4.23
There are a few utterances (less than twenty) in which the sequence of unstressed high
vowel plus stressed low vowel never varies with the diphthong. In many of these
utterances -but not in all- a consonant may occur, in free variation, between the two
vowels (cf. 10.41). Examples:
[a mbu e] 'other', never [a mb~e]; [yi e] 'since', never [yje] (also [yi ve]); [xi e]
'womb', never [xje] (also [xi ye]).
4.213
When two different high vowels are involved, and at least one of them is unstressed,
the situation is the same as the one described in 4.212; but here, in the occurrence of
the diphthong, either one of the vowels may be the more prominent; consequently, if
one of them is stressed, the stress may fall on either one. Examples:
[tu i sii]'big', also [t¢ sii
rope xji].

~

tui sii]; [se rope xi i] 'I am sleepy', also [se rope xij

~

se

Only one limitation has been observed: a sequence [ii] or [ii], both unstressed, does
not occur before another vowel.
To Spanish speakers, an unstressed high vowel next to another vowel is easily mistaken for a
geminate cluster, on account of its being so much longer and prominent than the unstressed /i u/ of
Spanish when occurring next to a lower vowel.

In addition to one vowel (or two, but in non-contrastive variation), a syllable may
contain an initial consonant or cluster. After pause all the syllables begin with a
consonant, but when this is [?] in an unstressed syllable its occurrence is non-distinctive. All the consonants may occur initially in the syllable. Clusters are restricted to
only three: [kw yw l)W]. Other clusters also occur, in which the first member is a
nasal, but the two consonants are heterosyllabic (cf. below 4.24 (2-3)).
4.24
Syllable-final consonants do not occur, except:
(1) Before pause. In this position, all stressed syllables end with either[?] or[x ~ h],
in complementary distribution: [?] after /ii e of; [x ~ h] after /i i uf. Examples:
[iva te?] 'tall', [ro ?ix] 'cold'.
(2) In strongly nasalized stressed syllables before nonnasal ones beginning with a
consonant. In this case, the syllable-final consonant is always a nasal one, homorganic
with the following syllable-initial consonant, and it varies freely with its absence.
Example: [pete f sa ~ pete fn sa] 'the same'.
(3) In two particular morphemes, [nil) ko] 'indeed' and [tam pu ra ?e] 'I wish'
(interjection), and in any syllable immediately preceding the morpheme [nte], whose

1

' The variation might be stated in a reciprocal way only with reference to points of potential pause
(word boundary, cf. 10.221), at which -VV- always varies with -V?V-.
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first consonant goes in the same syllable with the preceding voweL Examples:
[sen te] 'just I'; [po rlin te] 'just fine'.

4.342
But a different phonemicization is possible. We have listed lwl among the phonemes, on the basis of componential analysis alone. But distributional considerations,
as we see, militate against the cluster interpretation and support a different analysis of
the clusters with [ w]: they may be also interpreted as units, without doing violence to
the system. 4
The distributional facts and -offering also a support for a different interpretationthe phonetic ones may be summarized as follows: (I) Aside from the three cases under
consideration, an independently occurring lwl does not exist; therefore, the distribution of lwl would be unique: no other phoneme is limited to the position between a
consonant and a vowel; consequently, it would constitute a distributional class by
itself, of very restricted freedom of occurrence. (2) The distribution of the three
clusters is precisely parallel in type to the distribution of any other single consonant.
(3) lrwl is often simply [ w], in free variation with [ yw], particularly in medial position.
(4) [ w] is shorter than any other phoneme (2.332), so that the clusters, though lasting
more than a single phoneme, are still shorter than the normal duration of two phonemes. (5) w slightly overlaps the preceding consonant.
In the cluster interpretation, lwl on the one hand, and lk y IJI on the other, would
form separate distributional classes of consonantal entities; in the unit interpretation,
we will be left with a single distributional class of initial consonants, including all of
them, with no other restriction to state than the non-occurrence of lkw yw IJwl before
lui and lol, which would also be the case for lwl. Consequently, our descriptive
statements can be less numerous and more generaL

4.3 PHONEMIC INTERPRETATION OF THE SYLLABLE

4.31
Every occurrence of a vowel implies the occurrence of a syllable. Phonetically, there
may be only one syllable in sequences such as -iV-, -Vi-, -iV-, -Vi-, -uV-, -Vu, in free
variation with, and less common than, two syllables, but, phonemically, there are
always two syllables.
For the cases in which a sequence such as -iV, -iV, -uV is phonetically always two
syllables (cf. 4.212 at the end), it appears necessary to recognize a phoneme ofjuncture,
I. I, to represent a type of transition from vowel to stressed vowel that never alternates
with the diphthongized one. Therefore, I. I represents a point of division between two
successive syllables that remains phonetically the same in every one of its occurrences.
When, on the contrary, I. I is not present, there are still two phonologic syllables, but
there is no point of syllable division between them: one may pronounce [i a] or [ia],
etc., in a way that is phonologically irrelevant.
4.32
The same phoneme of juncture occurs also medially before unstressed vowel, at the
point of syllable division in which [?] may or may not be present (4.21-22). This
occurrence of[?] may not be said to actualize I?I, since it is non-distinctive and varies
freely with zero.
4.33
Initially, the occurrence of[?] is also non-distinctive before unstressed vowel.3 It must
be interpreted as just being the way of beginning an initial unstressed wove! (in the
same way as it is just the way of ending a final stressed le a ol; cf. 4.35). Vowels in
initial unstressed position have an allophone [?V-].
4.34I
Besides a vowel, a syllable may also contain any single initial consonant except lwl,
or any one of the three possible initial clusters lkw yw IJWI. This distribution of
consonants relative to each other yields the following classification: (I) lk y IJI may
occur as first element of a cluster; (2) lwl only occurs as second element of a cluster;
(3) the other consonants do not occur in clusters.
• Phonetically, [?] before initial unstressed vowel is very slight, and probably not even heard by
native speakers; they would always reject, e.g. [6ya] (J?6yaf) 'house', but would accept consistently,
e.g. [upepel (Jupepef) 'there', while their repetitions would always be [?upepe].
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4.343
This is the old problem "unit phoneme or cluster". Within the componential analysis and at the "phoneme level" the situation was clear, and for methodological
reasons the problem was not introduced at that stage. There we found several contrasting units, each of which had as ICs certain fixed arrangements of simultaneous
minimal distinctive units, and we called them phonemes; at the immediately higher
level, the "syllable level", we find a larger unit whose ICs are the units of the lower
level, in certain successive arrangements. But intermediate between the phonemic
unit and the syllable, there now appears a different type of element, which is complex
in terms of the phoneme, but simple in terms of the syllable. We might call it a distributional unit: because of its inner structure, it is not exactly the same as our previous phonemes, but, as IC of the syllable, it patterns like any single consonant. If
we regard these elements as clusters of phonemes, this would involve a recognition of a
kind of sequential arrangement different from, and lower than, the syllable, which
would occupy a position in the hierarchic scale midway between the phoneme and the
syllable.
• If this interpretation is correct, Guarani would be the only language reported so far with labiovelars but not with affricates. Cf. C. H. Hockett 1955, par. 252113.
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The term "phoneme" was introduced at the level in which the bundles of simultaneous components occurred in contrast, without regard to their distributional characteristics. It is a matter of convenience - but it also serves to eliminate the intermediate
stage, otherwise irrelevant, between the phoneme and the syllable - to call both the
simultaneous bundles and the units of distribution phonemes. But for doing this we
need, in order not to mix IC-levels, to define these units, so that they would not be
elements at a different level of complexity, but at the same level as the previous phonemes. Consequently, we must define them in terms of their ultimate phonologic
features, in such a way as to show at the same time their more complex inner organization with respect to the other phonemes. Instead of introducing rather complicated
statements at a super-phonemic level, we choose to give more information at the
sub-phonemic level.

4.4 REPHONEMICIZATION

4.41

A new phoneme/./ has been recognized at the syllable level; it is therefore not a
s~g~ental phoneme but a juncture. It has two phonetic realizations, in complementary
d1stnbution:

(I) between two vowels, the second of which is stressed, it represents a clear point of
syllable division, at which no free variation with a diphthong is possible (as it is in all
otherwise identical vowel sequences with no f. f;
.(2) between two vowels, the second of which is unstressed, it represents a transition
w1th a range of variation covering diphthongization, syllable boundary plus smooth
vowel-initial, and syllable boundary plus initial glottal catch.

4.344

In conclusion: we reject the cluster interpretation, in favor of a new componential
analysis of jkw yw TJwf as more complex unit consonants. Instead of the highly restricted sonorant fw/, a new series of three labio-velar phonemes are recognized in the
obstruent, the nasal, and the sonorant system, each of them paralleling the other
consonants in their distribution. The inner structure of these phonemes is
H-S
V-L
Cl-(Sp-w)

N

s
V-L
Cl-(Sp-w)

s
V-L
(Sp-w)

4.42

Three new phonemes, /kw yw TJwf, have been recognized instead of the previous fwf.
Because of their ultimate phonologic constituents, these new phonemes also fall under
our definition of consonant. Consequently, a modification in the consonant system
has taken place: we have now an obstruent system with a color-modified stop as one
position, i.e. a 3-1 system
p
the whole obstruent system now being

p

k

The occurrence of[?] and [x ~ h] as syllable-final consonants is predictable in the
position -V- #,while the occurrence of either[?] or [x~h] is also predictable, in
terms of the preceding vowel (4.24 (!)). Instead of assigning them to f?f and fxf
respectively- in phonemic alternation and constituting a distributional class by themselves, we believe the best phonemic interpretation is as follows: vowels /e a of have
allophones [e? a? o?] when occurring stressed immediately before pause; vowels
/i i u/ have allophones [ix ix ux] when occurring stressed immediately before pause.
Similarly, all the sequences "stressed nasal vowel plus nasal consonant plus consonant", in free variation with "stressed nasal vowel plus consonant" (4.24 (2)), will
be interpreted phonemically as jVCf.
In consequence, syllable-final consonants do not occur in Guarani, except for every
occurrence of /niTJk6/, /nte/, and /tampura?e/ (4.24 (3)); they have, therefore, a very
marginal status in the system, though a quite high text-frequency.

kW

X

a complex one, since it includes components in succession.
4.35
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with the same symmetric set but three leftovers. Just like /p t k/, /kW/ also has a
nasal and a sonorant counterpart. The nasal system now comprises four nasals; the
sonorant system has the same number of phonemes as before, but no symmetric set:
v

y

r

No modifications have been introduced in the vowel system. The consonant system
now comprises 18 phonemes
L
D
A
v
LV
k

Obstruent/P)
Nasals
Sonorants
Laryngeal

s

m

(s)

n

v

y
r

?

(kW)

X

TJ

gw'

"(

yw
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THE SYLLABLE

I 5 of these are simple units; the three labio-velars are complex units, patterning like
the simple ones.

4.6 THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYLLABLE
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4.61
4.5 DISTRIBUTION OF THE PHONEMES WITIDN THE SYLLABLE

4.51

Based on similarities and differences of occurrence, Guarani phonemes fall into two
structural classes: phonemes that occur only as peaks and phonemes that occur only
as margins. f. I does not fall into any of these classes since, being a juncture, it is not
included in any syllable.
The set of phonemes defined as vowels in terms of their inner structure are the same
as those that occur as peaks. The ones defined as consonants in terms of their componential constitution are the same as those that occur as margins. Vowels on the
one hand, and consonants on the other constitute, therefore, not only a constitutional
system, but also a functional stock of elements. We redefine vowels as those phonemes
in which the determining features present are features of relative tongue- position,and
which occur as peaks in syllables; vowels constitute a syllable whenever they occur.
We redefine consonants as those phonemes which do not contain any feature of
relative tongue-position, and which occur as margins in syllables; consonants never
constitute a syllable by themselves.
4.52

No distributional classification of the vowels is possible: all of them occur as peaks,
and only as whole peaks, both in stressed and in unstressed syllables. The only
distributional classification of vowels is into a class that includes them all.
All the consonants occur as distinctive whole onsets. Only three consonants,
/m n TJ/, occur as distinctive whole codas (and only in /ni!jk6/, /tampurai'ef, and
f-Vnte(), and therefore constitute a distributional sub-class of consona~ts. /?I has a
defective distribution: it is the only consonant that does not occur m unstressed
syllables, and constitutes therefore a distributional sub-class by itself. To the extent
that only nasals (but only three of them) occur as codas, and that only f? I does not
occur in unstressed syllables, we may say that the distributional classification of consonants correlates with their constitutional classification.

In the phonologic structure, the syllable is the larger unit after the phoneme. Every
syllable contains a peak, which contrasts with other possible peaks. Every syllable
peak consists of one of the vowels, and every occurrence of any one of the vowels
constitutes a syllable peak; therefore, there are six contrasting peak units: /i e i a u of.
Peaks may occur in immediate succession or occur separated either by I .f or by an
onset. Initially, we have both onsets and unstressed peaks, but stressed peaks do not
occur initially. A coda only occurs in three marginal cases. Except for them, every
occurrence of any one of the consonants constitutes an onset, and every onset consists
of any one of the 18 contrasting onsets: /p t k kW s s x m n !J !Jw vI y y yw r ?I; of these,
only lm n TJI occur as codas.
4.62

Both onsets and peaks (and codas) are simple, each of them consisting of only one
phoneme. Since the peak is the only syllable-constituent constantly found in all
syllables, we shall say that the peak is the nucleus of the syllable and that the onset,
when present, is satellite to the peak. The ICs of a syllable consisting of onset-peakcoda are the onset-peak sequence and the coda; since peaks and peak-onset sequences
occur without codas, but not viceversa, we shall say that this construction is also
subordinate, with the peak or peak-onset sequence as nucleus, and the coda as satellite.
The status of I./ in the IC hierarchy is that of a marker, and it is not included in any
syllable.
4.63

The arrangement of the ICs of the syllable is unimportant: if one knows that a consonant and a vowel are to participate in a syllable, then there is no choice of arrangement: the consonant must come first as onset, and the vowel second as peak. These
matters of arrangement are predictable, and hence not independently important at the
structure-level of the individual syllables. The contrasts of arrangement appear only
for whole syllables as units to be combined. In the marginal cases in which two consonants are to participate in a syllable, the arrangement is also predictable, since only
nasals occur as codas, and the particular nasal depends on the position of articulation
of the following consonant.
4.7 THE SYLLABLE SYSTEM

4.53

The restrictions of co-occurrence of particular phonemes, within and across syllables.
wiii be dealt with in 7.2.

As to syllable type, the Guarani phonologic system must be classified as of the peak
type. Each syllable is definable in terms of the peak, and the peaks in turn are definable
in terms of the vowels; the system, therefore, is of the variety ofpeak defined by vocoid.
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Guarani syllables fall into two mutually exclusive structural types: they may have
only a peak, or they may include also an onset (or a coda, or an onset and a coda).
A whole macrosegment may consist of a single syllable of the onset-peak type: this
type, therefore, is strongly isolable. A whole macrosegment may not consist exclusively
of one or more syilables of the peak type: this type is non-isolable. These two mutually
exclusive types may also be defined in terms of stress, and will be considered in 5.13.

5

THE ACCENTUAL SYSTEM

5.1 STRESS

5.11

At the next higher level in the hierarchic scale, syllables occur, in turn, as constituents
of a larger-size structural unit. As their partners in this construction, the first two of
the suprasegmental phonemes, 12 and II, make their appearance (cf. 3.12). Since
syilables may also occur without either of them, but not viceversa, the construction
in which they stand is attributive, with the syllable as nucleus and the stress as a
satellite.
From now on, we will represent 12 by the symbol f' f, primary stress, and II by the
symbol/'/, secondary stress. When it is necessary to refer to their absence in a positive
way, we wiii refer to it as weak stress, and symbolize itv. These symbols wiii be written
above the symbol for the peak.
5.12
We propose to extend to this higher unit, so far unnamed, the same treatment traditionally given to the largest unit of the phonologic structure, whether this is called
macro segment or given any other name: the same name is used both for the constitute
"intonation plus remainder", and for the remainder itself. With a similar terminological shift, we will use henceforth the term "syllable" for what we have been calling a
"syilable" plus its stress. In this way we will not need to coin a new name for distinguishing between size-levels which are generally considered to be only one.
Our analysis, therefore, purports the introduction of stress at a level higher than
that at which onsets and pea1cs build up the syllable. We believe that, methodologicaiiy, this procedure is justified (at least in languages where peak is defined by vocoid
alone and may or may not occur with stress), on the same grounds on which the intonation is not considered a constituent of the macrosegment-remainder or of any
constituent of it, but, as its partner, of the higher-level construction also caiied
"macrosegment".
Stress certainly is not a syilable constituent on a par with consonants and vowels.
Another possibility, that of trebling the-number of vowels by considering 12 and Il
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components of vowels, hardly needs to be discussed; moreover, the reasons for abstracting I2 and I1 from the bundles and consider them "prosodic components" of a
higher level has already been given (2.21 and 2.31; cf. also 3.12). The remaining
possibility is that of considering stress a constituent of the peak together with the
vowel. 1 But in this case, to have extracted stress from the componential lowest level,
in the first place, appears as an arbitrary procedure: we could, equally well, have
extracted "higher" or "lower" -which likewise divide the vowels into two sets- since,
in the last instance, we were going to consider them occurring together with a vowel,
and with no more than one vowel, as partners in a construction.
We believe that, since stress functions as a satellite of syllables, whose presence or
absence determines their belonging in different structural types, irrespective of any
particular combination of the phonemes within the syllable, it functions in much the
same way as the intonation does with respect to the remainder, and that, to be consistent, it must be interpreted as relevant at a level higher than the peak level (which
for Guarani is the same as the phoneme level, since peak = vowel), and even than
the syllable ( = remainder) level, as a satellite to syllables that determines their inclusion in one or other structural type.
From now on, our use of the term "syllable" will refer exclusively to this higher
constitute, which includes as its ICs either/' I or I-' I as satellite and our former syllable
as nucleus. If we need to refer to the latter, as we will only in the next paragraph but
not later in the description, we will be able to use, unambiguously in the context, the
term "remainder".
5.13
On the basis of stress, Guarani syllables fall into two mutually exclusive structural
types: either they do not contain primary stress, and in this case they are not isolable
at all; or they contain primary stress, and in this case they may be strongly isolable
provided the remainder includes an onset in addition to the peak (cf. 4.7). Syllables
of the first type fall into two groups: those that include secondary stress and those that
are unstressed. Phonologically, the latter are therefore identical with the remainders
of the preceding lower level - but not phonetically, since a certain degree of stress is
always present.
Besides both being non-isolable, secondary-stressed and unstressed syllables have
also the following phonetic characteristics in common: (1) Stops are represented in
them by the same Ienis allophones; example: [xesarupi] 'through his eyes' like
[mba?eisapa] 'hello!', versus [tape] 'road'. (2) In primary-stressed syllables vowels
are slightly longer than either in secondary-stressed or unstressed syllables.
5.141
In a macrosegment, there are at least as many syllables as there are stress-occurren'

Cf. C. F. Hockett 1955, par. 230.
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ces, and normally there are several more. Thus, the number of stress-occurrences in a
macrosegment does not agree with the number of syllables.
In single-syllable macrosegments, there are no contrasts: /'I is necessarily present;
in multiple-syllable macrosegments, /'I is necessarily present in one of the syllables,
and the remaining ones may include/' I, /'I, or no stress. The occurrent arrangements
of these various types of syllables vary a great deal, but are not unlimited. At least one
of the last three syllables must include primary stress, most normally the last one or
the last but one: the former is the case in a much larger number of different macrosegments, though the text-frequency of the latter is not particularly low; on the contrary,
both the total frequency and the text-frequency of proparoxytonic macrosegments is
very low.
5.142
Within a macrosegment, we find no minimal contrasts between points at which a
pause is possible and points at which it is not. Nevertheless, the points in a macrosegment where a break is possible are, with great frequency, the ones immediately following primary stress or secondary stress. There is a high percentage of correlation between the points where a stress occurs and the actual boundaries between segments
which occur as whole utterances. Particularly, for instance, two primary stresses
in immediate succession do not occur unless there is a point of potential pause between
the syllables. This fact may give us a basis on which to divide macrosegments into
some small number ofiCs oflarger average size than the syllable: the initial syllable(s)
in a macrosegment, if unstressed, go(es) in the same constitute with the next stressed
syllable; the unstressed syllable(s) next to this go(es) in the same constitute with the
next following stress, and so on, until the last stress in the utterance is reached; if this
is followed by one (or more) unstressed syllable(s), it or they may not occur alone as a
macrosegment, and belong in the same constitute with the last stressed syllable. Or,
more briefly: each stressed syllable in a macrosegment belongs in the same constitute
with all the immediately preceding unstressed syllables, and - if it is the last stressed
syllable in the macrosegment- with the following one (or more, up to three) syllables.
A stressed syllable flanked by other stressed syllables stands, of course, alone. We
may call each of these structural units a stress group; in it, the stressed syllable must
be interpreted as the nucleus, and the unstressed syllables, in coordinate construction
with each other, as the satellite.

5.2 NASALIZATION

5.21
Nasality is not an element in the syllabic make-up of Guarani; we have already stated
(cf. 2.44) that the distribution of nasalization is such that it is to be regarded as an
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accent, which has certain sequences of segmental phonemes as its domain. This accent
makes its appearance at a level higher than that of stress.

strong as, say, in French nasal vowels. Except that any vowel occurring at the center
is so strongly nasalized that it may involve a rest of nasal closure at the end; we have
already seen (4.35) that this is not a consonant, but part of the strong nasalization of
the vowel. In general, the nasalization of the vowels is stronger after any of the nonnasal consonants than after the nasal consonants. With the latter, the contrast nasal
versus nonnasal is conveyed more by means of the allophones of the consonants than
by the amount of nasalization in the vowel (cf. 2.4421).
All the sonorants are very strongly nasalized, fyl more and Ill less than the other
ones. The nasal consonants are also nasalized, in the sense that, when occurring in
a nasal span (or in the positions conditioned by another nasal consonant) they are
wholly nasal, without any trace of the oral release which is present otherwise: [ m ],
[!,:!], [IJ], [IJwJ. Elsewhere they are realized (1) in stressed syllables, with strong and
clear oral release, more prominent than the nasal onset: [mb], [11\l.], [IJg], [IJgw]; (2)
initially and medially in unstressed syllables, with brief oral release: [mb], [!,:!\!], [IJg],
[ IJgw]; (3) in unstressed syllables after the last stress of the macrosegment, the release
of the consonant is always nasal, with weak nasalization of the vowel.
As to obstruents, we have already seen that they remain unaffected by the opposition
nasal versus nonnasal.

5.22
In 2.44 we abstracted nasalization from the simultaneous bundles of features as _a
"1 ong component" , R , which stretches through several linear phonemes.
We Will
.
.
now state its distribution purely in phonetic terms, and deal later With the phonologic
interpretation (in 5.23).
5.221
. 1
1 h
.
A macrosegment may be entirely nasal, or entirely oral, or partial Ynasa , t e possibility of the latter increasing in direct proportion with the length of the macrosegment.
5.222
R is more or less strong (l) depending on position with regard to a nasal conso~ant;
(2) depending on position with regard to stress, and (3) dep~nding o_n the part1~ular
phonemes. These factors normally intersect. All the phonetic facts mvolved Will be
described below.
_.
.
5.2221 With the unstressed syllables preceding a nasal consonant, N 1~ automatically
present and is never strong. Elsewhere, nasalization o~curs c~venng a spa~ of
variable length, in which the velum appears to be lowered mcreasmgly from medmm
to strong, so that the nasal timbre is strongest toward the end ~f _the nasal span:
this position constitutes a natural peak or center of some sort ':1thm the span - as
vowel is of stress within each syllable- and coincides most often with the occurrence of
he position for the nasal center may be the last syllable of the span, or the
stress. T
· h b '"
last but one or two syllables: in the latter case, (1) the span occurs e1t er e1ore pause
or before a nonnasal syllable, (2) the nasal center coincides with stress, ~nd (3) th~ last
syllable(s) of the span is (or are) unstressed and only weakly and dec~easmg~y nasaliZed.
Example: [poi'[va], [poi'llite]: the first and se_cond s~llables have mc:ea~mgly str~ng
nasalization; the third syllable is slightly nasalized, without the n~salization affecting
the consonant- in the first example -in any noticeable manner; m the first example,
the span occurs before pause, and in the second one it occurs befo~e a nonnasal
syllable; in both examples the nasal center coincides with stress and IS not the_ last
syllable of the span, and the last syllable of the span is unstressed and weakly nasahz:d.
On the other hand, in [poi'[vai'll] the third and fourth syllables have the same. Increasingly strong nasalization as the first and second, and lvI IS affected _ve_ry noticeably, as well as lrl, by nasalization; there are two spans, and the center ISm each of
them the last syllable.
.
5.2222 The nasalization of the particular phonemes is more or less strong ~ccordm~
to their position in the nasal span, but aside from this we observe the folloWing facts.
ji/ and lui are very strongly nasalized, both at the center and, compared to the
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other vowels, otherwise. The nasalization of the remaining vowels is never quite so

5.23 Phonemic interpretation
5.231
Every occurrence of R with the unstressed syllable(s) extending between a stressed
syllable (or a nasal center, or pause) and a nasal consonant is conditioned by the nasal
consonant and is, therefore, non-phonemic. Elsewhere, the occurrence of R is phonemic. Consequently, we will define the long component Rasa phoneme of nasalization
I-I that includes as members all the sequences of linear phonemes that are heard as
strongly, or increasingly more strongly, nasalized, in a contrastive manner, but not
those in which R is automatically present and nasalization is weak. Each occurring
bundle realizes the phoneme which is defined by the components present in it as a
bundle, but beyond this, such sequences of bundles as, e.g. [vai'[] or [iianei'atapif]
constitute the domain of I- f.
5.2321 We recognize therefore a "domain of nasalization" in each of these increasingly nasalized spans. We will call them nasal spans. They may have their center
both in stressed and in unstressed syllables. 2
The beginning of a nasal span is clearly marked, either by pause, or by the occurrence of a stressed nonnasal syllable, or by the occurrence of another nasal center. Its
end is clearly marked only when pause or a stressed nonnasal syllable immediately
follows the center. Otherwise the unstressed syllables following the center are weakly
t

It
f
t

It
!

I

• The latter only in tbe case of a few particular morphemes.
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and decreasingly nasalized, until either a pause or a stressed nonnasal syllable is
reached. In the first case, since no contrast is possible in the syllables between the
nasal center and pause, the domain will be considered to extend up to the pause, even
though nasalization is very weak in those unstressed syllables. In the second case,
even if there is weak nasalization in the syllables following the nasal center, they will
not be considered to belong in the nasal span. This interpretation rests on the following facts: If the next following stressed syllable is nonnasal, the slight nasalization of
the post-center syllable(s) is phonologically irrelevant, disappears in slow speech, and
in no case affects the following stressed nonnasal syllable; if the next following stressed
syllable is nasal, it is also a center, the pattern is necessarily one of strong or increasing
rather than decreasing nasalization, and the post-center syllable(s) belong(s) in another nasal span.
In short: a nasal span extends from pause, from nasal center, or from nonnasal
stressed syllable, to the center of nasality, or to pause if the center is the last stressed
syllable of the macrosegment. By delimiting the nasal spans in this way, their boundaries coincide with- and confirm- those of the stress groups delimited at the previous
level.

when re§lized by[?], it normally "prevents" the running through of phonetic nasalization from the preceding nasal span to the first one or two syllables of the nonnasal
one.

5.2322 Sequences of this type occur: [ ... CVCVCV], with a nasal span beginning
without being marked in any way. We ascribe nasalization in the penultimate syllable
of these sequences to secondary stress, and represent the sequences phonemicaily as
I ... CVCVCVI. 3
5.233
Once the nasal spans have been delimited, all the syllables not occurring within
them also constitute - by the very way in which nasal-span boundaries have been
defined- stress groups. At this level, these stress groups may be characterized in two
ways: (1) as stress groups, with all the characteristics assigned to them in 5.142, and (2)
as not occurring with 1-J. We might call them therefore "nonnasal stress groups" or,
better, since at this level they contrast with the nasal spans, nonnasal spans.
If a nonnasal span occurs after pause or after another nonnasal span, all the syllables are, phonetically, nonnasal. But if it follows a nasal span there may be, phonetically, a pattern of decreasing weak nasalization toward the stressed syllable, which is,
of course, never nasalized (cf. above 5.2321). At the boundary between a nasal and a
nonnasal span, if the latter begins with an unstressed vowel, I .1 is always present;
• This phonemicization has phonetic support in the following facts: (1) There is always a point of
potential pause before the last syllable; (2) in slow speech,/"/ is in fact present as n, and nasalization
disappears from this syllable. The transcription of cvcV'c\7 as cvc:Vc\7 always fulfills the condition of one-to-one correspondence. When, e.g. we write /xaixuprli/, we know that it can be pronounced either [xaixupira] or [xaixupiri] or, in slow speech, [xaixuplra], but that the nasalization
would never go farther back; when we hear any of the above, we know that there is a secondary stress
next to /ri/.
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5.234
The delimitation of nasal and nonnasal spans permits us to avoid such overdetermined writings as, e.g. CVCV. We need not represent 1-1 in all the phonemes of its
domain, but only once in each nasal span. The center seems to be the most convenient
position for transcription purposes. We will write - over the symbol for the vowel
that bears the peak of nasality; we will thus be marking simultaneously a nasal span
and the point of maximum nasalization within it. As regards nonnasal spans, the
stress mark, together with the omission of -, is sufficient for indicating the o~currence
of a stress group that is nonnasal.
5.235
In order to illustrate the above, we present several examples with a few notes.
1. [ iHl~ailldi]: lyasainil 'moonlight'. In the first three syllables, nasalization is
conditioned by the nasal consonant, and is therefore non-phonemic. The stress group
is defined as nonnasal because it does not occur with 1-I, and this is represented by the
absence of the symbol - under the symbol for stress.
2. [ m~Qa]: lm~nal 'husband'. In unstressed final position, no contrast nasal versus
nonnasal is possible, and the syllable(s) is (or are) to be assigned to the same span as
the last nasal center or s~ressed syllable (cf. 5.2321). Here we have, therefore, only
one nasal span: a form like [m~QIIa] is impossible, unless medially within a nonnasal
span:
3. [meQI!are]: jmenare/ 'widow(er)', constituting only one nonnasal span.
4. [yeiQ1€Qa]: lyeintenal 'just once more!'. Cf. above 2 (also 5.142 and 5.2321).
5. [kfiiillkarai]: /kuyakarai/ 'lady, madam'.
6. [?amba?ap6roreyu]: fama.ap6roreylil 'if I work you come'.
7. [sekwaywasu]: fsekw[ywasul 'my thumb'.
8. [?aki'traywe]: laki'iraywe; 'hair (of the head)'.
9. [?ifiaki'traku]: liyaki'trakul 'is hot-headed'.
10. [xembiaporli]: lxemiaporlll 'his task (to be done)'. Cf. 5.2322 and fn. 3.
11. [mba?embiasi]: /ma?emiasi/ 'sadness'.
12. [nerembe]: jneremel 'your lips'.
13. [royotopapamaroroxovai'[]: lroyotopapamarorox6vari'il 'if now we meet all of
us, we will have to go'.
14. [?ofiaki'tnyeka]: loyaki'tyekit 'he breaks his head'. Cf. 4.35.
In the following utterance, we separate by space the several spans:
15. [lasera?i ?iiiaH xat[ iterei laekwelape]: flasera?i.iyaki'txat[.iterei!aekwelape/
'my child (the father speaking) is just too stubborn at school'.
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5.3 THE MICROSEGMENT

5.31
Though the term has been defined in terms of juncture• we will give the name of
microsegment both to the nasal spans and to the stress groups that contrast with them
by the fact of not occurring with I- ;.s The ICs of the former are, in almost all of
them, one stress group and;-;; but we may now consider together with the stress
groups also those groups of syllables (cf. 5.2321 and fn. 2) that constitute together
with I-I a nasal span, in spite of their not being stressed. By another terminological
shift (as in 5.12), we may now give to all these groups -a few of which are unstressedthe common name of tmicrosegment-) remainder.
5.32
Microsegments are, on the average, larger than syllables but smaller than macroseg. ments. They fall into two mutually exclusive structural types, both of them strongly
isolable: those which have;-; as a unity-marking constituent and those which are
unmarked. We may speak of nasal and nonnasal microsegments, in the same way as
we speak of stressed and unstressed syllables.
5.33
There is never more than one stress, either primary or secondary, in a microsegment,
and there may be none if the microsegment is nasal; in the latter there is always a
center of nasality, which coincides with the stress when this is present. All the
unstressed syllables in a macrosegment belong in the same microsegment with the
next following stressed syllable or nasal center; when a macrosegment ends with one
or two unstressed syllable(s), these do not constitute a microsegment by themselves,
but belong in the same microsegment with the last stressed syllable or nasal center.
Nasalization may be present non-contrastively in the first unstressed syllable(s) of a
non-nasal microsegment, (1) when it follows a nasal one, or (2) when it contains a
nasal consonant.
5.34
Since only primary-stressed syllables are isolable, we may safely conclude that, in a
microsegment with one primary-stressed syllable, this is the nucleus, and that the
unstressed syllables also occurring in the same microsegment are satellites, in some
• Cf. C. F. Hockett 1955, par. 230.
5
This broadening of the meaning of the word "microsegment" has the obvious advantage of eliminating the need for coining a new word. Both the microsegment delimited by juncture (in other
languages), and the microsegment delimited by /~ 1 (in Guarani), constitute an intermediate unit
between the syllable and the macrosegment.
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subordinate construction. For instance, in a nonnasal microsegment such as
foyukatava/ 'the one who will be murdered', /ka/ would be the nucleus, and fo yu ta va/
the satellites. But unstressed syllables occur much more frequently preceding a
primary-stressed syllable than following it; moreover, a break is possible after a
stressed syllable in a very high percentage of cases (including the present example).
This seems to afford a basis for a different bipartite cut: we recognize two ICs, foyuka/
and ftavaf, the second attributive to the first; this, in turn, has two ICs: foyuf and
fkaf, the former attributive to the latter. While both /of and /yu/, on the one hand,
and /ta/ and /va/, on tlie other, may be considered to stand in coordinate construction,
we might also say ;Jiat, since the last primary-stressed syllable in a macrosegment is
much more seldom followed by two unstressed syllables than by only one, fva/ is
satellite to /ta/ in a subordinate construction. In a diagram:
va

0

5.4 THE ACCENTUAL SYSTEM

Stress and nasalization constitute a non-linear accentual system with zero: three
stress-levels and a nasal versus non-nasal contrast partly intersecting the former.
5.41

rI and/'/ belong in a linear system with zero. In this system, the contrasts involved
constitute three degrees or points of prominence along a scale of loudness; it is,
therefore, a three-termed stress system. r /,primary stress, and/'/, secondary stress,
are the positive units of this system; the other contrasting term, lowest degree of
loudness, was "zeroed out" as the "negative feature" of the system, i.e. absence of
stress (cf. 2.31).
Of the three contrasting terms, only primary stress is strongly isolable; that is to
say, every macrosegment contains at least one syllable with a distinctive primary stress.
The other two terms are non-isolable.
5.42
The second linear system is of the two-termed type with zero. The contrast involved is
presence versus absence of nasalization. Both the contrasting elements are strongly
isolable, but one of them can nevertheless be "zeroed out" because there is one position
in which its occurrence is not relevant.
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Every macrosegment includes at least one primary stress, and this may occur either
with nasalization or without it. This system can be graphed as shown below, the
parentheses meaning non-isolability and the brackets meaning that the combination
included is never phonemic; the symbols v and- represent weak stress and nonnasality
respectively.
c-)

w-J)

6
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c-)
c-)

r

Stress and nasalization are of relevance at different hierarchic levels: I and/'/ have
whole syllables as their domain, while;-; has as its domain a whole microsegment.

6.1 THE MACROSEGMENT

At the next higher level in the phonological structure, we find the largest phonological
unit which may be discovered by the present method of analysis. This is the macrosegment. Its ICs stand in coordinate construction and none of them may occur without
the other. They are, on the one hand, one or more microsegments in coordination
with each other, and on the other hand, one intonation occurring simultaneously with
them. The structure of microsegments has already been worked out, from the lowest
layer to the highest; the intonation is built up of pitch-level components, which make
their phonemic appearance at this level and also constitute a hierarchical organization.
One other component makes its appearance at the level of the macrosegment: TJ,
which we wiii represent, as a phoneme, by a plus/+/, written after the last phoneme
of every macrosegment. The structural role of this phoneme seems not to be that of
a constituent, either of the intonation, or of the remainder, or of the macrosegment as
a whole, but that of a marker. Every one of its occurrences marks the occurrence of a
macrosegment, and with respect to it macrosegments can be defined as units that
stretch from!+! to!+/, or from silence to!+!- It involves the following phonetic
characteristics: (I) articulatory pause, which can be very short; (2) abrupt cutting of
the voice without any rise or fall in pitch, accompanied either by glottal closure or by
velar aspiration ( ~ voicelessness), depending on the last vowel of the macrosegment;
(3) lengthening of the last primary-stressed vowel (extremely marked in some speakers).
Minimal macrosegments consist of one primary-stressed syllable. The longest
macrosegment in our corpus consists of twenty-six syllables, distributed in ten microsegments.
6.2 THE INTONATIONS

The intonational system of Guarani is built out of the four- ultimate phonologic
constituents PLI, PL2, PL3, and PL4. They occur in succession with each other and
simultaneously with segmental and accentual materiaL We will represent each of
them with a superscript number, written at the left of the syllable with which it occurs:
3
4
/ /, / /, /"/,and fl/, from highest to lowest pitch leveL Every occurrence of one or of a
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series of them within the boundaries marked by!+/, or by silence and/+/, and abstracted from the segmental phonemes and accents over which they stretch, constitutes an intonation.
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6.22

The pitch levels occur only in certain arrangements relative to each other and relative
to the remainder of the macrosegment. The following intonations have been observed:

6.21

I. This intonation begins with / 2/; the pitch then drops to fl/. If the next stressed
syllable is not the last. one in the macrosegment it has / 2 /, after which the pitch either
rises a little, not enought to reach ;a;, before dropping, or drops immediately again till
fl/ is reached. The same is repeated one or more times until the last stressed syllable
is reached. This has ;a;, after which one unstressed syllable, if any, rises to / 4/, and one
or more further unstressed syllables drop to / 2f.
In some of the up-down contours the pitch may go on dropping over one stressed
syllable, apparently in a non-significant manner. The whole intonation is delivered
with an acceleration of tempo up to the vowel-lengthening in the last stressed syllable;
also, with a general increase in the pitch register, in such a way that each occurrence
of / 2/ and fl! is slightly higher than the preceding one. The general meaning of this
intonation seems to be a "relational" one: it extends over a syntactic unit which is
in some kind of grammatical connection with the following macrosegment. It is also
found in certain interrogative and imperative "fragments" in which the speaker, for
one reason or other, interrupts his speech before reaching the "normal" end of a
macrosegment. Examples of this intonation are macrosegments 2, 6, 9, 11, 14, 18, 20,
22, 27, 28, and 45 in the text of 9.2, and the following ones:

Many more than four pitches would be needed to indicate all the phonetic differences
actually present, but it is possible to show distributional differences that account for
most of them, in such a way that, once they have been considered, we seem to be left
with contrasts between only four pitch levels (but cf. p. 31, fn. 1), which we tentatively
have assumed to be phonemic. Each of them has a rather wide range of allophonic
variations, distributed complementarily with regard to !+! and to the other pitch
levels which occur before and after within the same intonation.
The Guarani rhythmic pattern is syllable-timed. Primary-stressed syllables are
very prominent, secondary-stressed ones less so; but all, whether stre~sed or not: are
clearly pronounced and never slurred together, with the same duratiOn and wit~ a
certain "staccato" effect. The drops and increases in pitch are heard as proceedmg
step by step, one in each syllable, and no two contiguous syllables h~ve_ exactly t_he
same pitch. The intonational contours impress auditorially (I) as cons1stmg of senes
of ascending and descending scales, and (2) as being very much "sung" in comparison,
say, to the intonations of Spanish or English.
.
A pitch level has not been assigned to each one of the successive steps heard m these
increasing and decreasing contours. Though the four contrasting pitches '!'e have
arrived at are relative, not absolute in terms of frequencies, and though the mtervals
between them vary in different speakers, they are nevertheless fairly constant for any
single speaker. Once they were identified in the corpus of each of them/ we we:e able
to adopt the following interpretation of the phonetic facts: Between the pomts at
which a pitch phoneme occurs there may be several syllables with a step-by-step
contour covering (I) either the entire continuous frequency range fro_m one of th~se
points to the next, (2) or proceeding toward a different pitch level, without reachmg
it, before moving toward the next pitch phoneme. The difference be~ween (I) and (2)
has not been found to be contrastive in any case. We can therefore mterpret each of
those pitches between pitch phonemes as allophones of the pitch level at which the
contour begins. Or, in other words, we may say that the domain of a pitch phone~e
covers all the following syllables until either a different pitch phoneme or !+! IS
reached. These domains will be described more in detail in the following paragraph.
As a general rule, valid for all the intonations, we may state that the lowest allophone
of fl/, and the highest allophones of / 2/, ;a; and f4/ occur before/+/.

2 1

a na 2 s~ 1vo 3 ve+ 'when I was born'
se1mogwe3ra4ro+ 'if he cures me'
2 3
o x64ro+ 'if he comes'
2
na1ikWa3a 4i+ 'I don't know'
2
pelte2fsa 1 pi3?a4nig 2ko+ 'at a certain moment'
2 1 2
xa .u peikatu1xe2?f3se4 ve+ 'and then he did tell me'
2

II. This intonation begins either with f3! or / 2 /, after/+/, or with f/, after silence. In
the first case, the pitch drops to fll before reaching the first - or the second - stressed
syllable, which has f I; in the second case, the pitch rises until the first - or second stressed syllable is reached, and this has ;s;. Then the same pattern as Intonation I is
repeated, with similar nonsignificant variations, but with f3/ instead of / 2/ in the stressed
syllables. The last stressed syllable in the macrosegment also has f3/, after which
unstressed syllables, if any, drop. We have at this point two possibilities: the pitch
drops to fll (Intonations Ila); the pitch drops only to /"/ (Intonations lib). These
possibilities are not in contrast: Ila occurs when/+/ is followed by silence; IIb occurs
when/+/ is immediately followed by another macrosegment. Both intonations are
therefore in complementary distribution.
The whole contour is delivered in a steady, calm tempo until the lengthened vowel
in the last stressed syllable is reached, and along a stable pitch register, so that all the

Actually, the analysis of intonation was carried out only with reference to the speec~ of four of
the informants: M.A., J.A. (for most of it), L. de A. and L.M. In the case of the other informants;
either we have no tapes or the recorded material was being read. In ~e _latter c~e CL-'\·), the Guar~i
texts were read with much hesitation and difficulty, and with an artificial, readmg vanety of Spanish
intonation.
1

l
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f3/s in the macrosegment have the same- or nearly so -phonetic pitch, except the last
one which is slightly higher. This is the intonation for all normal colorless statements,
and the characteristic one for all answers to the question "how do you say ... " and for
the translations of words and sentences submitted to the informants in Spanish. The
examples ofiia are macrosegments 13, 24, and 54 in the text of9.2, and the following
ones:
kotpixareave1 pe.aae+ 'not until this morning'
tareak6lmesitaywi1pepeteaf1marakaaya+ 'I have a cat under the table'
taayliltaparaaywa1iya+ 'I will go to Paraguay'
taPmetoaketme+ 'I am standing at the door'
2 olyenoax[1 pe+ 'he is lying down'
1 reiame1 tuapa1 pe+ 'you are on the bed'
ane+ 'thou'
1
ta3ta + 'fire'
1 koa?a1pe+ 'here'
txesa.ilyli + 'it is yellow'
treayutseniave+ 'you come with me'
2

The examples of lib are macrosegments 12 and 16 in the text of 9.2, and the following ones:
tmoxaasaase2 ve+ 'he passed me .. .'
treywereak6 1 neap6 2pe+ 'you have in your hand .. .'
1peteaf+amoak6 2i+ 'one, two .. .'

III. This intonation differs from that of II only (a) by the occurrence of / 4/ instead of
;a; in the last stressed syllable, correlated with a higher pitch register in the whole
contour, and (b) by the occurrence of a syllable with/'/ after at least one- generally
the first- stressed syllable having ;a;. The general meaning that correlates with this
intonation is one of emphasis, "making important or calling attention to what is
being said", or "correcting something previously said". Examples are macrosegments
21, 32, 36, 38, and 41 in the text of 9.2, and the following ones:
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3

The occurrence of each of the / /s may coincide with that of stress, but normally it
does not, and the low-to-high scales include, as a rule, at least one stressed syllable,
which does not interrupt or affect in any way the smooth rising contours. Each of
these is delivered with a slightly accelerating tempo.
The macrosegments containing this intonation are all either "questions" (interested
and excited ones, and all greetings) or "commands"; the difference between these two
meanings is not correlated to any difference in the intonational contour. Examples
are macrosegments I, 3, 4, 5, 8, 15, 19, 23, 25, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 40, 42, 46,
48, and 49 in the text of 9.2, and the following ones:
araka3?e1re4yli+ 'when did you come?'
tmos6 1i4mil+ 'where is it?'
tma?e3re1 .e4re+ 'why do you say it?'
teye?eane1yu4ru1rupi+ 'speak through your mouth!'
1

V. This intonation has as relevant characteristics the following two features: (I)
the last stressed syllable has /1 /, after which any unstressed syllable goes on dropping;
(2) unless the macrosegment consists of less than five syllables, there is always a
syllable with / 4/, whether stressed or not, after which the pitch drops constantly up to
the end of the macrosegment. Otherwise the general contour shows a great deal of
variation in successive ups and downs from / 1/s or / 2/s to / 3/s.
Macrosegments with this type of intonation have either one of the following
meanings:
(a) statement intended as an approval (an expansion or comment) of, or a conclusion derived from, something said before; examples are 7, 26, 34, 43, 44, 50, and
53 in the text of 9.2, and the following ones:
aen4tero.anim1ilare1k6+ 'I have every kind of animals'
2
xatpo4r[xa?esu1 pe+ 'and O.K. he said'
(b) normal colorless question; examples are the following ones (none occur in the
text of 9.2):
petl4papeneye.eiJatu.etere1i+ 'are you very talkative?'
rerek6apa1 nepete4fmaraka1 ya+ 'do you have a cat?'
1 ma?eisa4pikoneri1 vi+ 'how is your brother?'

1

asetna4yli1i+ 'I didn't come'
tsenaayli4tatxanama.aap 0tmo4?[ti+ 'I won't go and I don't intend to work'
tPpe4ri"ywaasu•.enate4ro 2ma4?e+ 'ducks, hens, everything'

IV. This intonation begins with / 1 /" and the pitch rises to f4/, if the next- or the second
next- stressed syllable is the last one in the macrosegment, or to ;a; otherwise. Then
the pitch drops to / 1/, and rises again to f3/. The contour proceeds from beginning to
end in these successive low-to-high scales, until f4l is reached at the last stressed syllable of the macrosegment; if any unstressed syllable(s) occur(s) after it, the pitch drops
to / 1/.
'

A little higher after/+/, but not enough to be

f/, and dropping immediately to !'/.

1

VL This intonation begins either with ;a;, after/+/, or with / 1/, at the beginning of
the utterance, and develops in much the same way as Intonations II, except that at
least one of the unstressed syllables other than the last one has/'/, accompanied by
an extra-strong stress. The last stressed syllable has / 2/, after which any unstressed
syllable drops to / 1/. The general meaning of the macrosegments containing this
intonation is that of "stating something in contradiction or as a reproach". Examples
are macrosegments 17, 51, and 52 in the text of 9.2, and the following ones:
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ame4?1!1 ta2ne 1 ve+ 'I will give it to you (though you did not believe it)'
1 xa.oi•mi!1 xasi.e3 te 2xf1 na+ 'he is very ill (reproachfully)'

1

VII. This intonation is pronounced in a rather low register, the pitch never rising
above / 2 /, in each of the stressed syllables, including the last one. All the unstressed
syllables have / 1/, except that any unstressed syllable(s) after the last stressed one rise(s)
to / 3/. This intonation correlates with some kind of ironical meaning, or with the
implication that the opposite of what is said is really meant. Examples are the macrosegment 47 in the text of 9.2, and the following ones:
2se1 kulaserima2kW e1rai 2pe1soyi 2 .en1 te.oi 2ke1 xa2?e1su2pe+ 'I told him the animals
went (with the water) merely to their breasts (of course, I was lying to him)'
2retxe•sa1lane2si"kape+ 'you have seen your girl-friend (I doubt it)'
VIII. One intonation with f4l in the last stressed syllable followed by / 2/ in the next
unstressed one, occurs only once in the whole corpus (macrosegment 10 in the text
of 9.2), with a meaning implying some kind of shocked surprise.
6.23

If the above description is correct, it follows that only two distributional positions for
contrasting occurrence of a pitch level need be distinguished within macro segments:
the last stressed syllable (position one), and the nearest preceding syllable bearing aside from the pitch of position one - the highest pitch in the macro segment (position
two). As our description above shows, the intonational contour is predictable in
terms both of the pitch levels at positions one and two, and of the occurrence of/+/.
In very short macrosegments position two may be absent. In these cases, if the macrosegments have one or more unstressed syllables following the last stressed one, this
turns out to be a relevant position (position three); otherwise, the intonation may be
ambiguous. It follows that in every intonation the pitch level in position one is
nucleus, and the pitch level in position two, or in position three if the former is missing,
is satellite.
6.231
When the pitch in position one is / 3/, the pitch in position two may be either / 2/, and
the intonation is of Type I, or / 3/ and the intonation is of Type II. When position two
coincides with the first syllable of the macrosegment, this may be stressed or unstressed;
otherwise the syllable for position two is always stressed. In intonations of Type I,
the pitch level at position three is f4/; in intonations of Type II it is N (or / 2/, in
complementary distribution).
When the pitch in position one is f41, position two coincides with an unstressed
syllable, and has pitch level / 4/; or coincides either with an unstressed or with a
stressed syllable, and has pitch level j3I. In the first case the intonation is of Type III;
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in the second case of Type IV. In both, the pitch at position three is fl/. With respect
to the intonation VIII, which also has / 4/ in position one, since it occurs only once in
the corpus, we are not able to determine its contrasting characteristics. In the text of
9.2 we indicate the pitch of each syllable.
When the pitch in position one is / 1/, this fact is enough to characterize the macrosegment, since no contrasting intonations ending with f11 in the last stressed syllable
seem to occur. Nevertheless, since the position for pitch f4l cannot be predicted, and
since the pitch is present in every intonation of Type V that stretches over more than
five syllables, we have interpreted the occurrence of / 4 / in them as occupying position
two.
When the pitch in position one is / 2/, the pitch in position two may be either / 4/ or
2
/ /; in the first case the intonation is of Type VI; in the second case of Type VII.
In both types position two coincides with a stressed syllable. In VI position three has
pitch / 1/; in VII, pitch /"/.
6.3 DIAGRAM OF THE PHONOLOGIC STRUCTURE

With the macrosegment we have reached the largest structural unit in the phonologic
structure of Guarani. All the successive layers of this hierarchy are shown in the
following diagram.
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THE PHONEMES OF GUARANI: INVENTORY, DISTRIBUTION,
FREQUENCY, BALANCE, AND SYMMETRY

7.1 INVENTORY

9. /n/ N D Cl (S). Voiced dental nasal. After silence, vowels, and/+/; before
vowels, and before /t/ in one morpheme. Allophones in complementary distribution:
[JJ] with j-j, in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant, and before jtj; [l1d]
(prenasalized voiced dental stop) in stressed syllables without j-j; [l1d ~ JJI!] (dental
nasal with brief oral release) elsewhere. The articulation of /n/ in all its allophones
is very advanced; the tip of the tongue may be seen between the teeth. /m~na/
[m~JJa] 'husband'; /nanif [JJal1di] 'naked'; /xen6ij [xeJJ6i] 'to call'.
10. /u/ NV Cl (S). Voiced velar nasal: After silence, vowels, and/+/; before
vowels, and before /k/ in one morpheme. Allophones in complementary distribution:
[fJ] with j-j, in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant, and before /k/; [IJg]
(prenasalized voiced velar stop) elsewhere. jxaseuif [xa~eiJgi] 'whiner'; /nuufi/
[JJiiufi] 'almost'; /niuk6/ [JJiuk6] 'indeed'.
11. /uw/ N V-L Cl-Sp (w S). Voiced labiovelar nasal with spirantal release.
After silence, vowels, and / + /; before vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [fJW] with I-I and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant; [1Jgw]
(prenasalized voiced labiovelar stop) elsewhere. /ouwax~/ [?ouwaM] 'he arrives';
/kauwej [ka1Jgwe] 'bone'.
The allophones [ mb l1d IJg IJgw] of the nasal consonants are pronounced, in rapid
speech, so that the occlusive element is much more prominent than the nasalization;
in slow speech they are pronounced more closely to a real cluster. But in no case does
the syllable division fall between both elements.
12. /v/ L Sp (S). Voiced labial spirant. After silence, vowels, and/+/; before
vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [v-] (nasalized frictionless labiodental spirant) with j-j and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant; [v-]
(frictionless labiodental spirant) elsewhere. /nerivij [JJderiv=i] 'thy brother'; fuwaivf/
[uwaiv=f] 'old woman'.

We now list below the phonemes of Guarani. Each phoneme symbol is followed by
(1) the symbols for the components that define the phoneme and are therefore necessarily present in all its allophones, with the symbols for the dependent components
between parentheses; (2) a formal definition of the phoneme; (3) its general distribution; (4) the phonetic symbols for its allophones; (5) the distribution of the allophones; (6) any phonetic detail that seems warranted; (7) examples.
7.11 Segmental phonemes

1. jpj H L Cl. Voiceless labial stop. After silence, vowels, and/+/, and after /m/
in one morpheme; before vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [p]
with primary stress; [p] elsewhere. /porfl.j [porii] 'beautiful, good'; jama.ap6/
[?ambaap6] 'I work'.
2. jtf H D Cl. Voiceless dental stop. After silence, vowels, and/+/, and after /n/
in one morpheme; before vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [t]
with primary stress; [D elsewhere. /tata/ [~ata] 'fire'; Ioyukata/ [ oyuka~a] 'he will
kill him'.
3. fk/ H V Cl. Voiceless velar stop. After silence, vowels, and/+/, and after /u/ in
one morpheme; before vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [k] with
primary stress; [k] elsewhere. /karai/ [karai] 'gentleman, older man'; /rerek6/
[rerek6] 'you have'.
4. jkWj H-S V-L Cl-Sp (w). Voiceless labiovelar stop with voiced spirantal release.
After silence, vowels, and j + j; before vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [kW] with primary stress; [kw] elsewhere. jkwaraxi/ [kwaraxi] 'sun'; jkwera/
[kwera] plural marker.
5. jsf H D Sp. Voiceless dental spirant. After silence, vowels, and/+/; before
vowels. [~]: rill fricative; the tip of the tongue almost between the teeth; sometimes
heard as very close to [9]. jsapi?aj [~api?a] 'moment'; /kas6/ [ka~6] 'trousers'.
6. jsj HASp. Voiceless alveolar spirant. After silence, vowels, and/+/; before
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vowels. [~]: surface fricative; very much advanced, less before fa/. jSipa/ [~ipa]
'cake made of starch'; /kos6j [ko~6] 'mattress'.
7. /x/ H Sp ± V. Voiceless back spirant. After silence, vowels, and/+/; before
vowels. Allophones in free variation: [h]: no local friction in the mouth; [x]: velar
fricative. /xu?f/ [xil?f ~ hu?f] 'fermented manioc'; /rex6/ [rex6 ~ reh6] 'you go'.
8. /m/ N L Cl (S). Voiced labial nasal. After silence, vowels, and/+/; before
vowels, and before /p/ in one morpheme. Allophones in complementary distribution:
[m] with j-j, in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant, and before fp/; [mb]
(prenasalized voiced bilabial stop) in stressed syllable without ;-;; [mb ~ mb]
[bilabial nasal with brief oral release) elsewhere. /momiri/ [mombiri] 'far'; /mer6/
[mer6] 'melon'; /panamij [pa~Jambi] 'butterfly'; fmim6ij [mim6i] 'to boil'; jtampura?e/
[tampura?e] 'I wish .. .'

1

The pronunciation of this phoneme is similar to that of the German labiodental
e.g. in was: with the inner side of the lower lip slightly touching the outer side of th~
upper teeth, and with perhaps less friction than the German sound. Though all the
informants always pronounced it this way, they never rejected [p=].
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13. fyf A Cl/Sp (S). Voiced alveolar. After silence, vowels, and/+/; before vowels.
Allophones in complementary distribution: [ii] with;-; and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant; [dy] in stressed syllable without;-;; [y] (varying occasionally with a voiced surface spirant [~]) elsewhere. /yayaj [iiaiia] 'mean, vile';
fkavayu/ [J,;av~adyfJ.] 'horse'; fayap6/ [?ayap6 ~ ?$p6] 'I make'.
14. jy/ V Sp (S). Voiced velar spirant. After silence, vowels, and /+/; before
vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [y~] (nasalized frictionless velar
spirant) with;- f and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant; [y~](friction
less velar spirant) elsewhere. f?6ya/ [?6y~a] 'house'; /kayi/ [J,;a-y~i] 'a fermented drink'.
15. jyW/ V-L Sp (w S). Voiced labiovelar spirant. After silence, vowels, and/+/;
before vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [-y~w] (nasalized frictionless labiovelar spirant) with I-I and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant;
[ 1 ~w] (frictionless labiovelar spirant) elsewhere. In some speakers the velar element
is so slight as to be scarcely audible; this is the case especially after fu/: /tuywij
[turwi] 'blood'. In other speakers the velar element is clearly heard in all positions.
jaywf; [ay~Wf] 'near'; /paraywai/ [paray~wai] '(city of) Asuncion'.
16. frl Fl (SA). Voiced alveolar flap. After silence, vowels, and I+ I; before vowels.
Allophones in complementary distribution: [r] with I -1 and in the positions cond~
tioned by a nasal consonant; [r] elsewhere. lokarul [?o]j;aru] 'he eats'; laramirol
[?aramfr'6] 'starch'.
17. /lilt (S D). Voiced dental lateral. After silence, vowels, and 1+1; before
vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [i] with j-j and in the positions
conditioned by a nasal consonant; [l] elsewhere. /limasutf/ [lima~utf] 'small lemon';
flepiyu/ [lepidyfJ.] 'old man'.
jv r rl are very weak, sometimes scarcely audible, and in several morphemes they
alternate with zero (cf. 10.41). Together with /1 y ywj they are strongly nasalized with

tribution: [i], very strongly nasalized, with j- j and in the positions conditioned by a
nasal consonant; [i] elsewhere. In general, /i/ is more advanced with;-; than without it; is slightly retroflex and very tense. After /p t s s rf it is advanced, approaching
[I]; after /k y xf is somewhat backed; before /1/ it is slightly backed and rounded,
close to [ wi] in rapid speech. /?if 'water'; fimaj [?ima] 'before, long ago'; jokayf/
[?okaiif] 'it got lost'.
22. fa/ v o (S). Voiced low central vowel. After silence,/+/, j ./,consonants, and
vowels; before/+/, f./, consonants, and vowels. Allophones in complementary
distribution: [a] with ;-j and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant; [a]
elsewhere. /aka/ [?aka] 'head'; /siva/ [~iv~a] 'forehead'.
23. Juj A > (S w). Voiced high back rounded vowel. After silence, /+/, f./, consonants, and vowels; before/+/,/ .f, consonants, and vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [ii] with;-; and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant; [u] elsewhere. /xU/ [xU] 'black'; /puraxeij [puraxei] 'song'.
24. joj v > (S w). Voiced low back rounded vo;.,el. After silence,/+/, j ./, consonants, and vowels; before/+/, j.j, consonants, and vowels. Allophones in complementary distribution: [o] with I -1 and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant; [o] elsewhere. It rises considerably in an unstressed syllable next to a stressed
one. jsekane?6/ [~ekii~e?6] 'I am tired'; jro?i/ [ro?i] 'cold'.
The nasal allophones of the vowels may be so strongly nasalized that occasionally
the syllable is phonetically checked by a nasal consonant, homorganic with a following
consonant. This occurs only before a syllable beginning with a consonant, and particularly, but not exclusively, when this is a spirant. Examples: /iyaHyeka/ [?iiiaHnyeka] 'he broke his head'; fumfsaywaj [?iimfn~ay~wa] 'like those'; jpetefsa/
[petefn~a] 'the same'.
je a o/ have allophones [e? a? o?] in the position immediately preceding J+ J; in this
position /i i uj have allophones with final voiceless spirant of variable degree of velar
friction. In rapid speech, /i i uj have allophones [i i l}], in free variation with [i i u],
when occurring unstressed next to another vowel.

J-j.
18. j?/ G. Glottal catch. After silence, vowels, and/+/; before stressed vowels.
[?]. j?ara/ [?ara] 'weather, day'; jxo?uj [xo?u] 'he eats'; /xa?ii/ [xa?ii] 'seed'.
19. jij A< (S). Voiced high front vowel. After silence, consonants,/+/,/./, and
vowels; before consonants, vowels, /+/, and I .f. Allophones in complementary
distribution: [i] with j-j and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant; [i]
elsewhere. Iavat!/ [?av~ati] 'maize'; /tf/ [tf] 'nose'; /ita/ [?ita] 'stone'.
20. jej v < (S). Voiced low front vowel. After silence,/+/, j.j, consonants, and
vowels; before /+/, j.j, consonants, and vowels. Allophones in complementary
distribution: [e] with j- j and in the positions conditioned by a nasal consonant;
[e] elsewhere. Advanced and raised in pretonic syllable, ranging from a slightly
diphthongized [ei] to [I]; final unstressed is frequently [I]: /kiririxape/ [kii'irixapi]
'quietly'. jxera/ [xera] 'he is called'; /eira/ [?eira] 'honey'; /oTJwaxej [?oTJwaxe] 'he
arrives'.
21. ji/ A o (S). Voiced high central vowel. After silence,/+/, I./, consonants, and
vowels; before/+/, j ./,consonants, and vowels. Allophones in complementary dis-
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7.12 JWlctural phoneme
25. j ./Point of syllable division: between vowels, the second of which is stressed, it
indicates that the two vowels are never diphthongized; between vowels, the second
of which is unstressed, it indicates that a glottal catch may or may not occur
between them. jkWati.a/ [J,;watia], never [J,;watia] 'paper'; /ama.ap6/ [?ambaap6
?amba?ap6] 'I work'.

7.13 Accentual phonemes
26. /' j I2. Primary stress. jkWera/ [kwera] plural marker; jkWera/ [J,;wera] 'to heal'.
27. /'I II. Secondary stress. jrex6taram5/ [rex6taram5] 'if you go'.
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28. ;-; N. Nasalization. /ipor3./ [?f):!5i'3.] 'it is good'; /ko?ero.ofmok6ikuyataf/
[]f5?er5?5fm5k6i]fiiiiiitiif] 'to-morrow there will be two girls'.
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7.14 Intonational phonemes
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29. !+! TJ. Terminal juncture. After vowel; before consonant, vowel, and silence.
Abrupt cuttiug off of voice, pause, lengthening of the preceding primary-stressed
vowel. It marks the end of an intonation, and consequently also of a macrosegment.
/maW!isa+/ [mba1?ei~a?#] 'how'.
30. f4! PL4. Higher-high pitch. / 1m3.3va1 .o4x6+/ 'who came?' [1m3."Vii1?o4x6?].
31. / 3/ PL3. High pitch. / 1 pete3f1maraka3ya+/ 'one cat' [1 pete3f1mbara]fa3ya?].
32. / 2/ PL2. Mid pitch. jxeaui1 serima4 kWera.are2k6+/ 'I have many animals'
[ 1 xe 3 ta 1 ~erim ba4 kWeraare2k6?].
33. f1! PL!. Low pitch. / 1ma?e3re1nemitii3?i4peisareya1 p6+/ [ 1mba?esre1~~e
mitii 3?i4 pei~areya1 p6?] 'why, boy, did you do it this way?'
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Guarani therefore has 33 phonemes. Every one of them contrasts with at least one
other phoneme in at least one environment.
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7.2 DISTRIBUTION
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The consonantal cluster /nt/ only occurs before jej; jmpf only before /u/; /IJk/ only
before joj. There are no other consonantal clusters. Any consonant may occur as
onset and any vowel may occur as peak, with the following restrictions of co-occurrence: (1) jkw yw IJw/ do not occur before /u of; (2) /1/ does not occur before jij; (3)
jaj does not occur before /i/ and /u/; (4) /i/ does not occur before joj and /i/. No
stressed vowels occur initially in the macrosegment.
We show in the following table the total distribution of segmental phonemes, within
and across syllables, with respect to the phonemes that immediately precede and follow
them. Each row contains all the phonemes that follow a given phoneme, and each
column all those that precede it. They are listed in descending order, according to
their freedom of distribution. j +I and I. I are also listed.
v above a vowel means that the particular co-occurrence only takes place when that
vowel is unstressed; .t above a vowel means that the particular co-occurrence
only takes place when the vowel is stressed; no symbol above the vowel means that
there is no such restriction. A period between two phonemes (except I. I and I+/)
means that their co-occurrence takes place only across syllable boundary; a period
after them means that it takes place only within a syllable; a period both between and
after them means no restriction.
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(61)
(47)
?
(42)
(41)
u (41)
(37)
v
m (37)
(36)
X

The above table is summarized in the following tabulation.
Phonemes

Phonemes it
precedes

Phonemes it
follows

Total number of combinations
in which it occurs

26
26
26
26
24
24
24
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
4
4

26
26
26
22
23
22
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7
7
7

676
676
676
572
552
528
144
49
49
49
48
48
48
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
36
35
28
28
28

e
a
0

u
I

T

m
n
I)

p
t
k
s
X

v
y
y
r
?

kW
yw
IJW
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n

k

4.
3.09
2.76
2.69
2.69
2.43
2.43
2.36

(34)
(28)
yw (27)
s
(22)
y (14)
kW (9)
(6)
I)
IJW (3)

2.23
1.84
1.77
1.44
.92
.59
.39
.19

7.4 BALANCE AND SYMMETRY

7.41
The ratio of the number of vowel phonemes to the total number of segmental phonemes is .25.1
The ratio of the number of obstruents to the number of sonorants is 1.16, in a total
of 18 consonant phonemes.
7.42
The six vowels constitute a symmetric set: /i/ is to /e/ as /i/ is to /a/ as /u/ is to /of.
/p m v kw !Jw ywj fall into one symmetric set; /t s n 1 k x IJ y/ fall into another symmetric set; /s 1sy x y/ fall into another symmetric set; /r ?/do not belong in any symmetrict
set.
The ratio of the number of phonemes which belong in one or more symmetric set
to the total number of segmental phonemes is .91; the ratio of the number of consonants which belong in one or more symmetric set to the total number of consonants
is .88; the ratio of the obstruents which belong in a symmetric set to the total number
of obstruents is .57.

7.3 FREQUENCY

Below are tabulated the frequencies with which the segmental phonemes occur in the
texts transcribed in 9.1-2. Phoneme frequencies in the texts range, over a total of 1521
phonemes, from 318 for fa/ to 3 for /IJW/. All the phonemes occur.

a
e
r

(318)
(240)
(105)
(95)

20.90
15.77
6.96
6.24

0

p
y

(84)
(67)
(64)
(62)

5.52
4.40
4.20
4.07

1

This result falls within the generalizations advanced by C. F. Hockett 1955, par. 271.
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THE PHONOLOGIC SYSTEM OF CORPUS B

8.1 THE PHONOLOGY OF SPANISH LOANS

8.10
We will deal in the first place with a few facts concerning the characteristics of Guarani
borrowings from Spanish, regarding those aspects that concern the phonemics of the
language. We believe that these considerations, aside from their intrinsic interest,
may throw further light into the characteristics of the Guarani phonologic system.
In these considerations we will not concern ourselves with problems of chronology,
which would require very extensive treatment. Nor will we deal with problems of
Spanish historical phonology, which do not appear as particularly relevant for an
understanding of the borrowing process in Guarani. Except in the case of two phonemes: /h sj,l the Guarani loans can all be explained in terms of the phonologic system
of the variety of Spanish with which Guarani is currently in contact: /p t k b d g c f
s x m n ii 1 I r r y w i e a o u/. 2
8.11
We will first treat those Spanish borrowings that have not introduced any modifications in the Guarani system, as this was described in the previous chapters; i.e. we
will deal in this section with fully assimilated loans. They are used by all our informants, most of whom were not aware, in respect of the majority of them, of their
Spanish origin.
I. OSp /sf is represented in Guarani by /s/. Example: OSp fovfsa/ (MSp /obexa/),
G fovesa/ 'sheep'.
2. OSp /h/ is represented in Guarani by jxj. Example: OSp /almohada/ (MSp
/almoada/), G /aramoxa/ 'pillow'.
3. Sp /p t k/ are represented in Guarani by /p t k/. Examples: Sp /baka/, G /vaka/
'
'cow'; Sp /sapato/, G jsapatu/ 'shoe'.
4. Sp /b/ ([b) in initial position and after fm/, [~]elsewhere) has been adopted by
' These two were phonemes of the Spanish language at the time of the conquest. Later in the 16th
century, /h/ went to zero in Castilian, and /s/ went to fxf.
' In the Spanish of Paraguay and Corrientes there is /1/, as in Castilian. /r/ is an apical trill accompanied by a !aminal spirant: a widely spread regional pronunciation, instead of the standard Sp. /'f/.
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Guarani in two different ways:(!) /m/ ([mb]) for Sp [b]; fvf for Sp [~]; (2) jvj for Sp
/b/ in every position. Examples: Sp /bonka/, G /murika/ 'donkey'; Sp /kaba!o/,
G /kavayuf 'horse'; Sp /bico/, G jvisoj 'insect'.
When Sp /b/ occurs followed by[~], G represents the cluster with fywj. Examples:
Sp /buei/, G jywei/ 'ox'; Sp /abuelita/, G jaywelita/ 'granny'. But this phonemenon
may well represent a regional pronunciation of Sp jbuf in this position, this being a
fairly common pronunciation in rural regions of South America.
The Sp heterosyllabic cluster /mb/ is represented in Guarani by fmf. Example: Sp
/embes/, G /em~/ 'instead'.
5. Sp /d/ is represented in Guarani by /r/. Examples: Sp /almid6n/, G faramir6/
'starch'; Sp /maldad/, G /ma.er3./ 'wickedness'.
The Sp heterosyllabic cluster /nd/ is represented in Guarani by fnf. Example: Sp
/entender/ 'to understand', G /nantenei/ 'I don't understand'.
6. Sp fgf is represented in Guarani by fyf. Example: Sp /amigo/, G famiyof
'friend'.
7. Sp /f/ is represented in Guarani by fp/, occasionally by fvf. Examples: Sp
/xosefa/, G /xosepa/ proper name; Sp /alfax6r/, G jarapax6/ '(kind of) cake'; Sp
/alfiler/, G /arapire/ 'pin'; Sp /faltar/, G fvata/ 'to lack'.
8. Sp /c/ is represented in Guarani by /5/. Example: Sp /cika/ 'girl', G jsika/ 'girlfriend'.
9. Sp /m/ is represented in Guarani by fm/; the loanwords in which it occurs are
sometimes adapted as nonnasal, and sometimes as nasal. Examples: Sp fmorsija/, G
/musia/ 'blood sausage'; Sp /mesa/, G /mes3./ 'table'; Sp /manexarj, G fmanex3./ 'to
drive (a car)'.
10. Sp /n/ is represented in Guarani by fn/; the loanwords in which it occurs are
adapted as nasal. Examples: Sp /sabana/, G /savan3./ 'sheet'; Sp jaxeno/, G jax~no/
'another's'.
11. Sp /s/ is represented in Guarani by /s/. Examples: Sp /asukar/, G jasuka/
'sugar'.
12. Sp /x/ is represented in Guarani by fxf. Example: Sp /texer/, G /texe/ 'to knit'.
13. G /1/ has an extremely low list-frequency- though not a low text-frequencyand it is possible that it was introduced into the language through Spanish loanwords.
But some of its occurrences cannot be explained by Spanish, nor do they have a clear
Guarani etymology. Examples: /lamare/ name of a hill near Asuncion; /!emu/ 'bug';
/lekaya/ 'old man'; /lepiyir/ 'old man', and a few others. It may be that it entered
Guarani through some other Indian language. In any case, most of its occurrences
can be explained through Spanish; this is the case of borrowings such as the following:
Sp /baler/, G /vale/ 'to be of use, to be good for'; Sp flim6nj,.G flimasutf/ 'lemon'.
But several Spanish words with /1/ borrowed by Guarani have /1/ represented by /r/.
Examples: Sp /melon/, G /mer6/ 'melon'; Sp /pel6n/, G jper6/ 'bald'; this is particularly the case of Spanish words with the cluster /IC/, represented in Guarani by /ra/:
Sp /alfiler/, G /arapire/ 'pin'.
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14. Sp /r/ is represented in Guarani by frf. Example: Sp /pero/, G /pero/ 'but'.
15. Sp f'i:/ is represented in Guarani by frf. Examples: Sp fkoral/, G /kora/ 'stockyard'; Sp fcicaron/, G /sisar6/ 'cracklings'.
16. Sp /!/is represented inconsistently in Guarani, in any one of the following ways:
Sp fkaba!o/, G fkavayU.f 'horse'; Sp /morsi!a/, G /musia/ 'blood sausage'; Sp /sebo!a/,
G /sevoi/ 'onion'.
17. Sp fyf is represented in Guarani by /if. Example: Sp fyelo/, G fielo/ 'ice'; this
is the only example of a loanword with Sp fyf in our corpus.
18. Sp fa e i uf are represented in Guarani by the corresponding Guarani phonemes.
Cf. the examples above. The group [ni] is represented by fyf ([ii] in nasal microsegments); example: Sp /linia/, 'line', G /liya/ 'fish line'.
19. Sp fof is represented inconsistently by either /of or fuf, the former being much
more frequent. Examples: Sp /sapato/, G /sapatu/ 'shoe'; Sp /borika/, G /murika/
'donkey'; Sp /koras6n/, G /koras6/ 'heart'.
20. Sp words beginning with a stressed vowel are borrowed with initial/?/. Examples: Sp fora/, G /?ora/ 'hour'; Sp /isla/ 'island, mount'; G /?ila/ 'mount'.
A few Spanish words beginning with an unstressed vowel have been interpreted by
Guarani speakers as beginning with voiced spirant, and adapted thus into Guarani.
Example: Sp felar/, G /veia/ 'to freeze'.
21. Ail the vowel sequences of Spanish loanwords have been adapted in agreement
with the non-diphthongal characteristics of Guarani. Therefore, Spanish diphthongs
are always represented in Guarani by non-diphthongal sequences. Examples: Sp
1golpear/ ([golpl(ar] and [golpiar]) is represented in Guarani by /yo pea/ ([yo pea]) 'to
hit'; Sp /sosio/ ([sosio]) 'partner, fellow', by G /sosio/ ([sosio]) 'friend'.
,
22, Spanish final consonants disappear in the loanwords, Examples: Sp /kapat~s/,
G fkapata/ 'overseer'; Sp fpeskar/, G /peka/ 'to fish'; Sp /red/, G /ref 'fish net'. Fmal
fn/ disappears with nasalization of the whole microsegment; examples: Sp /boton/, G
fvot6/ 'button'; Sp ftukan/, G /tuk~/ 'toucan'. In only one loan in the corpus, a vowel
is added after a final consonant: Sp /krus/, G /kurusu/ 'cross'.
23. Spanish consonant clusters are normally simplified in Guarani. The simplification takes place in either of two ways: (a) intercalation of a vowel between the consonants; (b) drop of either the first or the second consonant. Examples: Sp /konserba/
'preserved food', G /kosereva/ 'orange preserve or marmalade'; Sp /kabra/, G
/kavara/ 'goat'; Sp jalfiler/, G farapire/ 'pin'; Sp /bolsa/, G fvosa/ 'sack'; Sp /k~ls?n/
'breeches', G /kas6/ 'trousers'; Sp /lornismo/, G /lomfmo/ 'the same'; Sp /termmar/,
G ftemin~/ 'to finish'; Sp /sidra/, G /sira/ 'cider'.
Sp clusters with /k/ or fgf as first element are represented in Guarani with /i/
instead of /k/ or fgf. Examples: Sp /doktor/, G /5oit6/ 'doctor'; Sp /'i:ekto/, G /reito/
'straight'; Sp /konsigna/ 'order, watchword', G /kosfina/ 'military duties' (for /5/ and
f'i:/ cf. 8.12).
24. No loans with Sp /ii/ and /w/ occur in the corpus,
25. With regard to stress, Spanish words have been adapted in either of three ways:
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(a) with stress in the last syllable, no matter in which syllable the stress originally fell;
(b) dropping the final post-tonic syllable; (c) with the stress in the same syllable as in
the Spanish word. Examples: (a) Sp /keso/, G /kesu/ 'cheese'; Sp /sandia/, G /sania/
'watermelon'; Sp /kamisa/, G fkamis~/ 'shirt'; (b) Sp /almohada/, G jaramoxa/
'pillow'; Sp /bentana/, G fovet~/ 'window'; (c) Sp /bico/, G jvisof 'insect'.

8.12
In this section we will consider the Spanish loanwords that have altered the phonologic system of Corpus A. They did not occur in the speech of all the informants, and
were considered by them to be Spanish words.
I. Sp /!/is represented by a new phoneme/!/, with the same phonetic features as the
Spanish one. Examples: Sp /bale/ 'valley', G fva!e/ 'village'; Sp fka!e/, G /kale/
'street'.
2. Sp /r/ is represented by a new phoneme /1:/, with the same phonetic features as
the Spanish one. Examples: Sp /bafio/ 'quarter (of a city)', G /val:io/ 'town'; Sp
/abunr(se)/, G favul:if 'to be bored'. Among most of the informants who had this
phoneme, there was fluctuation between /r/ and /1:/: Sp Jaros/, G faro/~ faro/ 'rice';
Sp /nko/ 'rich', G /ii'ikoite/ ~ /irikoite/ 'is very rich'.
3. Sp /d/ is represented by a new phoneme /5/: voiced dental frictionless spirant.
Examples: Sp /diputado/, G /5iputaoo/ 'representative'; Sp jestedia/ 'this day', G
/te5ia/ 'today'; Sp /estudiar/, G (tu5ia/ 'to study'.
4. Sp /f/ is represented by a new phoneme /f/: voiceless labiodental fricative. Examples: Sp /familia/, G /famflia/ 'family'; Sp /afiliar(se)/ 'to affiliate oneself', G /nayafilia/ 'I am not affiliated (to a political party)'.
5. In a few loanwords, Sp fcf occurs occasionally as [c] in alternation with [s].
Examples: Sp fdereco/, G [5ereco] ~ [5ereso] 'straight'; Sp ftecof, G [teco] ~ [teso]
'roof',
6. In two of the informants (M.A. and J.A.), consonant clusters occurred fairly
frequently; they have /m/, /n/ and /IJ/ as first element, /1/ and /r/ as either first or
second element. Examples: Sp /akostumbrar/, G fakotumra/ 'to be in the habit of,
to get used to'; Sp /importar/, G fyeimporta/ 'to matter'; Sp fareglar/, G fa'i:ey!af
'to arrange, to fix'; Sp /tarde/, G /tar5e/ 'late'; Sp /patron/ 'boss', G /patronita/
'selfish'; Sp jporke/, G (porke/ 'because'; Sp /kuatro/, G (kwatro/ 'four'; Sp /krusar/,
G /krusa/ 'to cross'.
Instability and variation in the first phoneme of these clusters is fairly common.
Thus Sp fglobo/ 'balloon' occurs four times in the corpus: <me as /ylovo/, two as
/vlovof, and one as /lovo/ (the same informant); Sp /gringo/ 'Italian; foreigner in
general' occurs several times in the corpus: twice in the form fyrfgo/, three times as
/yrigo/, the rest in the form /vrfgo/ (different informants).
In several unstressed clusters Sp I df and /b/ ([ d] and [b]) are represented in Guarani

I.

Jl..;
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by ft/ and /p/ ([!]and [p] in unstressed position) respectively. Examples: Sp /fakundo/,
G /fakunto/ proper name; Sp /balde/, G fvarte/ 'pail'; Sp /timbre/, G /timple/
'electric bell'.
In most of the clusters containing /r/ or /1/, there is fluctuation between these two
phonemes in Guarani; for example, in the same sentence the two following forms
occurred: fkwartelpe/ 'to the barracks' and /kwarteryi/ 'form the barracks' (Sp
{kuartel/ 'barracks').
7. When Sp fu/ ([y]) occurs after /x/, the group has been interpreted by Guarani
speakers on the same pattern of fkw yw gwf, and is represented in the loanwords with
;xw;. Examples: Sp /xuego/, G ;xweyo/ 'play, game'; Sp /xuersa/ (regional pronunciation of Stand. Sp /fuersa/), G fxwersa/ 'strength'.

8.2 THE PHONOLOGY OF CORPUS B

Spanish non-assimilated loans, which we have described in 8.12, alter in several ways
the phonologic system of Corpus A. We will not present a description of Corpus B,
which would be largely a repetition of what has been said in the preceding chapters,
but will only mention the differences between the two phonologic systems.
8.21
The system of Corpus B has six phonemes in addition to those of Corpus A: /! l' f o
xw c/, the latter having two allophones in free variation: [c] and [s]. We have
therefore a different consonant system, more symmetric than the system of
Corpus A:
k
p
X
f
s

m

n

v

fJ
y
r

y

i'
p
This system has 24 consonants. Little need be added to what was said with respect
to the system of Corpus A: in the obstruent system, there is an affricate at the alveolar
position, while /f/ and ;xw; fall into the same line with the other voiceless fricatives;
fo/, /1/, and /i'/ behave, with respect to nasalization, in the same way as the other
sonorants.
The vowel system of Corpus A suffers no modifications. The accentual and the
mtonational systems remain the same.
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8.22
Certain phonemes have a wider distribution in Corpus B than in Corpus A, entering
into new combinations.
(1) /1/ and /r/ occur clustered with other consonants, both as first elements of
heterosyllabic clusters and as second elements of monosyllabic ones.
(2) /m/, /n/, /TJ/ occur as first elements in heterosyllabic clusters; the following
consonant is not necessarily homorganic. Example: /kami6npe/ 'by bus'.
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bigger than you and it can carry me off sooner than you. The vixen told the tiger to
clasp a thick tree, and after fastening his hands and his feet to it she said to him:
now you shall remain there, son of the devil, and I shall depart."
9
9.2 TEXT II

TEXTS

The two following texts are written in a strictly phonemic transcription. Intonation is
represented only in the second text, in which separate macrosegments are numbered.
In the first text, I+ I has been marked only when a pause of a certain extent indicated
with certainty the end of a macrosegment. Numbers between parentheses after each
macrosegment of the second text indicate the type to which its intonation belongs.
Both texts are followed by a free translation; in chapter 18 they are analyzed and
accompanied by a word-by-word translation.
The first text is a Guarani tale told by a Guarani speaker to Ivar Dahl, who published it in Le Maitre Phonetique 99.7 (1953) in phonetic transcription. Dahl's version
is modified at several points in the text that follows, in agreement with suggestions
made by J. A., who was asked to read and translate the text. Later it was read by L.A.
and this reading was recorded. This is the version that we transcribe phonemically
in this chapter.
The second text is a conversation between L. de A. and L. M., recorded on magnetic
tape.
9.1 TEXT I
yaywarete?i.os~.iyivikwaywixaxe?i+

?!iya.aipixita.aywanipe+ oikeka.aywipexa.oxe
nupetef.aivu+ SaU+ Sau+ sau+ omay!ixa.OXeSa.ayWara.oikitixape.isipo+ ayWara
.OXeSakWevoyayWarete?ipexe?i+ apotima+ Se?utaxfna+ Up~maro.oyere.ayWara
xaxe?iyaywarete?ipe+ ouxfnapetef.ivitumarete+ eytisepitiv6.ayeyokwaxal)w!i.ivira
rexe+ anf.ivitusereraxatei+ yaywarete?i.oipitiv6.aywarape.omoyweyixa!Jw!l.isip6+
xaxe?isupe+ se.apitimfsevera~+
sesetuvisavenexey\Vixa.ikatusereraxanemoive+
aywaraxe?iyaywarete?ipe.oyayuhal)w!ipetef.ivirapoywasu+ xa.oyapitfrire.ipixa.ip6
rupixe?iSupe+ ?!iyarepitata.upepe+ ayllmemi+ xasekatu.axata+
Translation: "The tiger came out of his burrow and said: now I shall catch the vixen.
He entered the forest and heard a noise: shau, shau, shau. He looked around and
saw the vixen cutting Iianas. On seeing the tiger the vixen said: I am done for!; he
will be eating me. Then the vixen turned and said to the tiger: a powerful wind is
coming; come help me tie myself to a tree, so that the wind will not take me away.
The tiger helped the vixen to fell Iianas and said to her: please, fasten me first; I am
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I. ma?eisaPkoneka.aru laura+ (IV)
2. 2sinovera3 mfnte+ (I)
3. xanese•y6ra+ (IV)
4. ma?eikoreyapora3?esepore4?fme+ (IV)
5. axa.a3ya•ywasintonpe+ (IV)
6. 2seremiapo3 kw era+ (I)
7. tapia4 yWaisase1y6ra+ (V)
8. ma?eisaikonetrata3lator 4m~nta+ (IV)
9. 2xama.e3vela+ (I)
10. 3se4y6 2ra + (VIII)
11. 2oxa3sanik5+ (I)
12. ivituva3i4sa+ (lib)
13. "ivituxa"lli+ (Ila)
14. araka2?eikore"x6ta!a+ (I)
15. para3ywa4ipe+ (IV)
16. 3pe 2ro+ (lib)
17. vok5ie'tentesey6ra.a 2xata+ (VI)
18. reikwa3a'mapiko+ (I)
19. araka.ete3pa1are4 x6ta+ (IV)
20. 2amalisiilni3 ne+ (I)
21. nereikWaaila4 reipo4tava+ (III)
22. nereikwaaiyWeteri.araka2?epare3x6ta+ (I)
23. nf.araka?epa3rexo4se+ (IV)
24. ko?eropixareveyaxatayaxe3sayalu 3isape+ (Ila)
25. rexosepa3seni4 .e+ (IV)
26. axase4lase1 y6ra + (V)
27. ma?eiko.aprepa2rataya3neve+ (I)
28. yaraxava2rllyaxa3kwevo+ (I)
29. xa.eyap6yaneve.alyuntemP?upara4ywai+ (IV)
30. eyap6yane3vesi4pa+ (IV)
31. xame4yti+ (IV)
32. up~isa4 royaxesukatako?!i4yri!Jope+ (III)
33. ma?eisaywapa3layaneremi4?u+ (IV)
34. apreparatayanevetempranopo4r!llase1 y6ra+ (V)
35. ma?epinaxailamerk!ioope.ayweruyanevela"tekote4ve+ (IV)
36. re4 k6 1va+ (III)
37. ma?epiko.e3remer'kiloo+ (IV)
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38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
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l'eko va.ereva rliniiJko+ (III)
anivereye3?e!akaraiye4?eme+ (IV)
eye?ela3 .avaye4?eme+ (IV)
ya4 neye?e4 tepe+ (III)
ma?eisaikoxeralaneyeyuta3xa4 Hmra+ (IV)
nayeyu4 taiselase1y6ra+ (V)
narekoilaseyeyu4ta1xa+ (V)
xaneiko.ereselarexoyeiva 2ril:paraywa•ipe+ (I)
remenata3xase4yi.Sa+ (IV)
axe 2katase2yuro+ (VII)
naneyutai3pikola4yriiJo+ (IV)
Iane"m~na 4 rii+ (IV)
layriiJonaseyu4taise1y6ra+ (V)
aipo"ta!asepaPsiino+ (VI)
nereye?~kwaaveimalayaneye•?e 2 Iaura+ (VI)
yareyemo4yriiJama1xina+ (V)
reyepirtivaril:reye?~ye 3 ilayaneye.e"te+ (Ila)
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Translation:"(!) How are you this afternoon, Laura? (2) Just as usual, (3) and you,
madam? (4) What did you do in my absence?, (5) while I went to Washington?
(6) My daily tasks, (7) just as every day, madam. (8) How did the storm treat you?
(9) Well, it did nothing, (10) madam. (11) It really passed ... (12) like an evil wind,
(13) a strong wind. (14) When will you go to ... (15) Asuncion? (16) Well ... (I 7) just
soon, madam, I will go. (18) Do you happen to know ... (19) just when will you go?
(20) I suspect that you not even ... (21) know what you want. (22) You don't know
yet when you will go, (23) nor when you want to go. (24) Tomorrow morning we are
going to see Mrs. Luisa. (25) Do you want to come with me? (26) Yes, I do, madam.
(27) What shall I prepare for us?, (28) that we should take in going, ... (29) Well,
make us some Paraguayan food; (30) prepare us (starch-) cake, (31) and (manioc
flour) bread. (32) So that we may show these foreigners, (33) what kind of food ours
is. (34) I will prepare things for us very early, madam. (35) Why don't I go to the
mercado (market) to get everything we need? (36) recova (supposedly the Guarani
word for 'market', instead of mercado, the Spanish word), (37) but why do you say
mercado?, (38) recova is what you should say. (39) Don't speak in Spanish any more.
(40) Speak Guarani. (41) Our true language. (42) How is your sweetheart called,
Laura? (43) I don't like anybody, madam; (44) I don't have a sweetheart. (45) And
you are telling me that when you go back to Asuncion, (46) you will marry immediately? (47) I will try, for sure. (48) Wouldn't you like a foreigner?, (49) for a future
husband? (50) I don't like foreigners, madam; (51) I want a countryman of mine.
(52) You don't know how to speak our language any more, Laura (she has said
Spanishpaisano); (53) You are becoming a foreigner already. (54) You will have to
begin to speak our real language again.
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MORPHO PHONEMICS*

10.1 CANONICAL FORMS

10.11
On the basis of their occurrence in at least one shape containing 1-1 or not, Guarani
morphemes fall into three different classes.
I. Nasal morphemes are represented by morphs containing 1-I, which may be
either stressed or unstressed. Every occurrence of a nasal morpheme therefore constitutes one, or part of one, nasal microsegment. Many stems and a few affixes are
included in this class.
II. N onnasal morphemes are represented by stressed morphs not containing I-I.
Every occurrence of a nonnasal morpheme therefore constitutes one, or part of one,
nonnasal microsegment. Many stems and several affixes are included in this class.
They fall into two sub-classes:
IIA. Morphemes that contain a nasal consonant in at least one of their allomorphs,
the occurrence of which conditions the nasalization of a preceding morph of class III.
liB. Morphemes that do not contain a nasal consonant in any of their allomorphs.
III. Ambivalent morphemes are represented by morphs containing 1-1 and morphs
not containing I-I; the majority of them are unstressed, but there are a few stressed
ones (cf. 10.2112, 2 and 3). The occurrences of an ambivalent morpheme therefore
constitute either a part of a nasal micro segment or a part of a nonnasal one. This class
includes the majority of affixes (all the inflectional ones) and several unstressed stems.
10.12
Guarani morphemes are either stems or affixes. Affixes, in turn, belong in one of two
positional classes: prefixes and suffixes. There are many more prefixes than suffixes:

/

* For the word in Guarani and for the classification of stems and affixes, cf. Ch. 13 and Ch. 14.
In the cases in which a morphophonemic statement applies undiscriminately to stems and affixes, the
term morpheme will be used. External and internal sandhi will be treated together, since there is no
apparent need for differentiating between them. In the examples we will, as a matter of clarity,
separate words by space, stems and affixes by hyphen. The forms cited between { } are the base forms
for those particular morphemes. Prefixes and suffixes are cited followed or preceded, respectively, by
a hyphen.
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the former include all the inflectional affixes and a few derivational ones; suffixes
include the majority of derivational affixes, and also all formatives, but the latter have
dubious morphemic status (cf. 13.222'

belong in Class III; rna, me, na, ne, ro, which belong in Class I; pe, which belongs in
Class IP Their canonical forms are: CV, CVV, and CCV.
2. Allomorphs of stressed morphemes in particular positions (cf. 10.315 and 317-18,
but also 10.222). This group includes the stems which occur with Suffix Group 3
(above 10.122). Aside from them, some of which belong in Class III, the stems of
this group belong in Class I or II.
3. Aside from the above two groups, stems are stressed and either belong in Class I
or in Class II. They have the following favorite canonical forms, in decreasing order
of preference:
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10.121 Prefixes
The morphs that occur as prefixes are never stressed (except pe- and ?a-; cf. 13.22131
and 22133) and belong to one of the following canonical forms, in decreasing order of
preference:
CVre-

V-

a-

CVCpey-

CVCVyane-

CVVyai-

VCoy-

VVai-

Ct-

VCVore-

They occur both as nasal and nonnasal, depending on the stem; all of them belong
therefore in Morpheme Class III.

-?6

-CVV
-xei

-CV
-vo

-VCV
-uka

-CVCV
-yoto

cvcv

cv

cvv

vcv

cvv

porli

ki

tlii

ap6

pai

ae

Other canonical forms, among them longer ones combining two or more of the above,
have much lower frequencies.

10.122 Suffixes
The morphs that occur as suffixes are stressed for the most part, except (including
formatives) four unstressed morphemes, and a few unstressed allomorphs of stressed
morphemes. Their canonical forms, in decreasing order of preference, are as follows:

-CV
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10.13
Guarani words (for their definition see 13.1) are either stressed or unstressed.
1. Unstressed words are very few. They consist of only one stem (of Group 1, in
10.123 above) without affixes. They occur as enclitics, except ko, ku, !a, and xa,
which are proclitics. One is discontinuous, with a proclitic and an enclitic part: na .. .i.
They may have allomorphs with secondary stress in certain positions (cf. 10.321).
2. Stressed words may have one or two stresses.
2a. Words with only one stress have primary stress when occurring in isolation.
Within the utterance they may occur with secondary stress or no stress (but cf. 10.222;
also 10.31). They may consist of one or two stems; in the latter case it is the second
stem that bears the stress. In addition they may contain prefixes- from one to threeand one or two nonnasal suffixes; in the latter case either the stem (the second stem if
there are two) or the suffix (either one if there are two) may bear the stress. In words
consisting of two stems, either both belong to Class I or II, or the first belongs to
Class III; since all the prefixes belong in Class III, the sequence prefix plus stem(s)
is either wholly nasal or wholly oral, except when the stem (or either of them if there
are two) belongs in Class IIA; with the nonnasal suffixes of Group 2, the sequence
prefix plus stem(s) may be either nasal or nonnasal.
The words in this group constitute the great majority of Guarani words. Their
favorite canonical forms are the following: CVCVCV, CVCV, CVCVv, CVVCV,
CVCVV, VCVCV, CVVCVV, and in general the forms that result from the combinations of the favorite canonical forms of stems, prefixes, and suffixes. Examples:

-V
-i

According to their occurrence with I-I they fall into three groups:
1. A few (including all the unstressed ones) belong in Morpheme Class III: they
occur as both nasal and nonnasal, depending (a) on the stem, for the stressed ones;
(b) on the following word, for the unstressed morphs which are allomorphs of a morpheme having also stressed morphs; (c) either on the stem or on the following word,
for the unstressed morphs which are allomorphs of an unstressed morpheme.
2. The majority of suffixes belong either in Class I or in Class II: they are always
nasal or always oral, independently from the stem.
3. A few formatives belong either in Class IIA or in Class I, and bring about the
nasalization of the stem.
Examples:
la. -?6, -se; also -?6, -s~ (Class III)
lb. -ve ({-ve}), -re ({-re}); also -ve, -re (Class III)
1c. -va ({-va}), -vo ({-vo}); also -vii, -vo (Class III)
2. all the allomorphs of {-kwe} (Class IIA), {-xa} (Class IIB), {-rli} (Class I)
3. -slii (Class I), -ni (Class IIA).

pi-nani 'barefoot', two stems: pi 'foot' and nani 'to be uncovered'
se-ru 'my father', infl. pref. and one stem: se- 'my' and ru 'father'

10.123 Stems
The morphs that occur as stems are stressed, except for the two following groups:
1. yi, ywi, ke, ko, ku, Ia, na .. .i, nte, pa, pi, re, sa, ri, ta, tei, ti, va, ve, vo, xa, which

1

i

l
~'

The list is perhaps not complete.
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a-mo-po?i 'I make thin', infl. pref., deriv. pref. and one stem: a- 'I', mo- factitive,
and po?i 'to be thin'
i-tupao-kwe 'its former church', infl. pref., two stems, and derivational suf.: i- 'its',
tupii 'god', a6 'clothes', and -kwe 'former'.
2a'. A special group of one-stressed words are those that are otherwise identical to
the words of Group 2b; they contain one stress instead of two because of the morphophenemic rule that I' I is replaced by zero in the syllable immediately preceding j' f (but
cf. 10.222).
2b. Words with two stresses are compound words, with secondary stress on the
first stem and primary stress on the second one; within the utterance, both stems may
have secondary stress, under the same conditions as the words in 2a occurring with
secondary stress (cf. 10.31). Both stems follow each other without affixes between
them. They may belong in the same class- either I or II- or one of them may belong
in I and the other one in II. Prefixes with respect to the first stem, and suffixes with
respect to the second one, behave in the same way in regard to nasalization as in
the words of 2a. Examples:
so?o-kal)we 'bone': so?6 'meat, flesh' and kal)we 'bone'
maraka-sii 'guitar-string': maraka 'guitar' and sii 'string'.
2b'. A special group of two-stressed words consist of those that are otherwise identical
to the words of Group 2a, but that contain a nasal suffix of Group 2 following a stem
of Class II. In these words, the occurrence of I· j in the last syllable of the stem only
indicates the boundary between a nonnasal and a nasal microsegment (cf. 5.2322 and
fn. 3).
2c. Three-stressed words are those that are otherwise identical to the words of
Group 2b, but that contain a nasal suffix of Group 2 following a stem of Class II (cf.
the paragraph above).

10.2 PHONOLOGICALLY CONDITIONED ALTERNATIONS

10.21

MO"RPHO"PHON'IlMlCS
in stressed syllables, all unstressed morphemes with a nonnasal base form must automatically be nasalized next to a nasal span or before a nasal consonant. This is the
case of the following morphemes:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The inflectional affixes for personal reference {se- ne- i- yane- ore- pene-}
The inflectional affixes for object {se- ne- ro- yane- ore- pene- po-}
The inflectional affixes for subject {a-re-o- ya- ro-pe-}
The inflectional affix for command {e-}
The inflectional affix for desiderative {ta-}
(6) The inflectional affix for reflexiveness {ye-}
(7) The inflectional affix for reciprocity {yo-}
(8) The unstressed derivational affixes
(9) The stems {ywi} postposition and conjunction, {ke} modifier, {ko} pronoun,
{ku} article, {Ia} article, {na .. .i} modifier, {pa} clause marker, {sa} postposition, {ta}
modifier, {tei} modifier, {va} nominalizer, {vo} conjunction, {xa} coordinator, {pe}
postposition (when occurring in the allomorph jvej, cf. 10.338), {pik6} clause marker
(when occurring in the allomorph /pi/, cf. 10.313 ), {rexe} postposition (when occurring
in the allomorph /re/, cf. 10.311), and {rire} postposition and conjunction (when
occurring in the allomorph /ri/, cf. 10.311).
All the morphemes of (1)-(8) occur with either nasal or nonnasal shape depending
on the stem with which they constitute a word: if this belongs in Class I or in Subclass IIA, the prefixes are nasalized; otherwise they occur with a nonnasal shape.
When the morphemes in (9) occur preceding a morpheme of Class I or of Sub-class
IIA, or when they occur following a morpheme of Class I, they are nasalized; otherwise they occur with a nonnasal shape. Example: {va} in fxUvaj and in (reyap6varii/
is nasal; in (oyukava/ is nonnasal.
10.2112 Non-automatic alternations.
(1) The postposition {pe} has an allomorph /me/ when occurring after a morpheme
of Class I.
(2) The derivational affix {-?6} has an allomorph (-?6( when occurring after a
morpheme of Class I.
(3) The derivational affix {-se} has an allomorph /-se( when occurring after a morpheme of Class I.

We will first consider those alternations that take place with regard to nasalization.
10.211 Morphemes of Class Ill
According to their definition, the morphemes in Class III occur in (at least) two
different shapes, a nasal and a nonnasal one. The alternation is determined by the
occurrence or not of these morphemes either with j- j or next to a nasal consonant.
While for some morphemes in this class the alternation is, in addition, automatic, for
some other morphemes it is non-automatic.
10.2111 Automatic alternations. Because the non-occurrence of j -e j is relevant only

10.212 Morphemes in Class IIA.
A group of morphemes of Class II which have a base form beginning with a stop or
a sonorant have allomorphs with a nasal consonant instead when occurring after a
morpheme of Class I. This alternation only takes place between consonants of the
same series. The morphemes which manifest this alternation - all of them included,
by definition, in Sub-class IIA- are, among others, the following:
(1) The verbal stems {pa} and {pota} have allomorphs (rna/ and (mota/ respectively
when occurring in composition with a stem of Class I.
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(2) The postpos1tions {ywa} and {yware} have allomorphs /uwa.; and /uware/ when
occurring after a morpheme of Class I.
(3) The derivational suffixes {-ti} and {-pi} have allomorphs /-ni/ and /-mi/ when
occurring with a stem of Class I.
(4) The stems {kwera}, {ywive}, {puku}, {ywasu}, and the derivational affix {-kWe}
have allomorphs /uwera/, /uwive/, /muku/, fuwasu/, and /-uwe; respectively when
occurring after a morpheme of Class I.
The alternations in (!) and (3) are obligatory; the alternations in (2) and (4) are
optiona1. 2
10.22 Other phonologically conditioned alternations
10.221
When two words, the second one of which begins with an unstressed vowel, stand
in succession, juncture occurs between them. Example: kWima?e . o-yuka 'the man
killed him'.
The second part of the discontinuous word {na .. .i} is not included in this rule; no
juncture ever occurs before /-i/.
10.222
f'l and/' 1 do not occur, in this order, in immediate succession (except under the
conditions of 5.2322 and fn. 3). When, according to its position and function (cf.
below 10.31), a morpheme would have to occur with secondary stress on its last
syllable immediately preceding a syllable bearing stress, the secondary stress is automatically replaced by zero. We set up a morphophoneme m(/ for representing both
terms of the alternation. By replacing in our notation the phonemic symbol I by
this morphophonemic symbol, we not only greatly simplify the description of the
alternations of stress (10.31), but also achieve a uniform representation, and therefore
easier identification, of the same morpheme and of the same construction in all of
their occurrences.

10.226
{i-} '3rd.p.pers.ref.' has the following allomorphs: /i-/ before consonant except/?/,
fiy-f before vowel, and fxi-/ before/?/; cf. 10.343 for other morphologically conditioned alternations. Examples: i-tupa 'his bed'; iy-ayura 'his neck'; xi-?ara 'his day'.
10.227
The nominalizers {va~} and {vakWe} occur with secondary stress when following a
word with primary stress on its last syllable.
10.228
The postposition {sa} has an optional allomorph /isa/ after vowel other than
/i/ or /if.
10.229
With the suffix {-uka} either an alternant /ka/or an allomorph of the stem without
final vowel optionally occurs.
10.3 MORPHOLOGICALLY CONDITIONED ALlERNATIONS

10.31 Alternation of

r

10.223
The second part of the discontinuous morpheme {na .. .i} has, optionally, alternants
fi/, /ri/, and zero after morphemes that end with /i/. Example: n o-tf i ~ n o-tf ri ~
n o-d 'he is not ashamed'.
10.224
{ywa} 'from' has optionally an alternant /iywa; after vowel other than /i/ and /i/.
• We might say that, in a way, the occurrence of the nasal consonant (always, of course, represented
by the allophones [mb 11<;1 lJg lJgW]) "prevents" or "makes impossible" the nasalization of the nonnasal morpheme. While in the occurrence of {akil.} + {yWasu} represented by the morphs /alcl./ and
frWasu/ the latter is phonetically, especially in rapid speech, [yWasli], the occurrence of the optional
alternant /lJWasu/ (phonetically [lJgWasu]) maintains the nonnasal morpheme {yWasu} free from any
partial nasalization.
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10.225
The qualifiers {te} and {terei} have the following allomorphs: ftef, ftereif after fef
fite, /iterei/ after /a/ and /of, and fete/, fetereif after /i/, /i/, and fuf.

rI with m/'1

Guarani words, except the few unstressed ones, occur in isolation, with primary stress
on one and only one of their syllables. Several of these words also occur with
j
instead of
but this alternation depends in every case on the position and function
of the word within an utterance.

mr

r /,

10.311
The postpositions and conjunctions {rire} and {rupi}, and the postpositions {ni}
and {rexe} have allomorphs with
when occurring with their axis in an utterance.
Examples: k6va rire 'for this'; oktl rupi 'by the door'.
{rexe} and {rire} have, in addition, an unstressed alternant: /ref and /ri/ (cf.
10.2111); while /ri/ is very rare, /ref is the most common alternant.

mrt

10.312
The qualifier {katu} occurs with m(J when following a personal pronoun.
10.313
The clause marker {pik6} and the adverb {niuk6}, except when occurring in isola-
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10.314
The conjunction and postposition {ram6}, except when occurring in isolation, is
represented by allomorphs with mr; and with no stress; in the latter case its shape is

fro f.
10.315
The word in an axis that occurs immediately preceding any one of the stressed
postpositions (except those considered in 10.311 and 10.314); the word modified by,
and immediately preceding any one of the stressed modifiers (except hfna, {fna}, and
raka?e) or stressed qualifiers (except katu); and the word in a conjunctive constitute
that immediately precedes one of the stressed conjunctions (except those considered in
10.311 and 314), occurs with m/'1. In the case of two stressed or three-stressed words
(cf. 10.13), this statement applies to the last stress of the word. Examples:
mam6. iywa 'where from?'; tupa ?ari 'on the bed';
iy-arl kuri 'he became· gray-haired';
n a-veve i si!ne 'I will not fly'; a-xa yevi 'I go again';
x-asi . ete 'it is very difficult'; xa?e kwera 'they';
o-karu. eterei 'he eats very much';
o-puka rei 'he laughs idly'; ava-ye?l: te 'real Guarani';
o-yweyi xalJw[ 'in order that he descend';
a-xa-kwaa-se yevi 'I want to know how to go again'.
10.316
The last word in a clause nominalized with {varii} or {vakwe} occurs with mfj,
unless it is stressed on the last syllable (cf. 10.227).
10.317
The stems occurring as first element of compound words occur with
xa-?i-?u 'I drink water'; oy-apo-vai 'he harms him';
?ara-porii 'fine day'; iy-aH-yeka 'he breaks his head';
i-ko?l:-mota 'it is nearly dawn'; kuya-karai 'madam'
a-ma.apo-kwaa 'I know how to work'; aka-raywe 'hair'.
10.318
Derived stems with stressed suffix occur with /'/. Examples:
yeroki-xa 'dance'; a-karu-se 'I want to eat';
xemiapo-rii 'his future work'.

~---······-----

~~~~~~~~~-~~-
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tion, are represented by allomorphs with m('j; the former has also an unstressed
allomorph /pi/.

m;' f.

Examples:

10.32 Alternations of no stress with

/'I or m/'1

10. 321
Any unstressed monosyllabic word takes mj' I optionally when occurring after
another unstressed monosyllable. Example: la o-karu ta va 'what he will eat'.
10.322
The postpositions {ywi} and {pe} have allomorphs with f' f when inflected for allocation. Examples: i-suywi 'from him'; i-supe 'to him'.
10.33
Aside from the alternations we have already considered, and from the sporadic ones
we will consider in 10.4, Guarani stems manifest for the most part invariant alternation. We will examine in this paragraph the few exceptions to this statement.
10.331
A group of stems, some of which are nouns while others are quality verbs, constitute a special morphophonemic class characterized by an initial alternation between
/t-/, /r-/, and 0. The r-shape is the one the nominal stem takes when following its
attribute in an attributive construction, and when inflected for I st. and 2nd. p. alloc.;
and it is the one the verbal stem takes when occurring as second element of compound
verbs, and when inflected for 1st. and 2nd. p. subj. The 0-shape is the one nominal
and verbal stems take when inflected for 3rd. p. The t-shape (rare for quality verbs)
occurs elsewhere. Examples:
se-rape 'my road', ?6ya rape 'the road to the house', x-ape 'his road', tape . i-puku
'the road is long'; se-raku 'I am warm', se-.akit-raku 'I am hot-headed', x-aku 'it is
hot', ?i taku 'hot water'.
A relatively large number of nouns and verbs belong in this class, which we will refer
to as Class A. The nouns include almost all the names for body parts; all the derived
nouns with the prefix {temi-} belong also in this class.
We may consider as a special group within this class the nouns ?6ya 'house', ovetii
'window', and oki! 'door', which do not occur with initial t- but in the forms shown
above instead; the r-shape and the 0-shape being roya, rovetii, roki!, and x-6ya,
x-ovetii, x-oki! respectively. And also so?6 'flesh, meat', with neither t-shape nor
r-shape, but with 0-shape when inflected for 3rd.p.: x-o?6.
The two nouns tenime 'bed' and tenim6 'thread' also belong in this class. They
differ from the other stems by the fact of also having, besides the t-forms, the forms
inime and inim6 respectively.
Finally, a small group of nouns, all of which are kinship terms, belong in this class.
They are characterized by the fact of not occurring in the 0-shape: the t-shape also
occurs when the noun is inflected for 3rd.p. We may constitute with them a special
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Sub-class A1 . The complete list is as follows: tam5i 'grandfather, ancestor', tayira
'daughter of the father', ta?ira 'son of the father', tikera 'older sister of a woman',
tike?ira 'older brother of a man', tivira 'younger brother of a man', tua 'father',
tua!Ja 'step-father'. Except tam5i and tua!Ja, all these nouns occur, in addition, with
two shapes: the one cited above and a shorter one: tayi, ta?i, tike, tike?i, tivi, and ru.
The two shapes are in free alternation except in the case of the latter, in which the
shorter form is the only one that occurs in the r-allomorph, while the other occurs in
the t-allomorph: se-ni 'my father', i-tua 'his father', tua . i-puku 'the father is tall'.
In listing these words in the vocabulary and, from now on, also in citing them, we
will consider the 0-allomorph to be the base form, except for (I) the nouns of Subclass A1 , whose base form will be the t-form; (2) ?6ya, ovetii, oke, and so?6, which
will be thus cited. The ones cited with the 0-allomorph will be preceded by a hyphen.
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'I blow out'. The stem pu also occurs with the allomorph fpuf in this position, but
with a different meaning: a-mo-pu 'I ring'.
10.335
The verb {x6} 'to go' has an alternant /xa/ when the vowel of the subject prefix is
/a/; elsewhere the base form occurs: a-xa, re-x6, o-x6, ya-xa, ro-x6, pe-x6 '1, thou, he,
etc. go'.
10.336
The verb {?e} 'to say' has thefollowingallomorphs: f?ef for 1st.p., fyef for 2nd.p.pl.,
/ref for 2nd.p.sg. and for command, /?if for 3rd.p.: xa-?e, e-re, xe-?i, ya-?e, ro-?e,
pe-ye 'I, thou, he, etc. say'.

10.332
The following fifteen verbs: xa.ar6 'to wait', xaixu 'to Jove', xapi 'to burn', xasa
'to pass', xa?ii 'to try, to procure', xeka 'to look for', xekwav6 'to spill', xen6i 'to call',
xenu 'to hear', xesa 'to see', xetli 'to smell, to kiss', xeya 'to leave', xovasa 'to bless',
xupi 'to lift', and xupiti 'to reach, to obtain', have an alternant with r- instead ofxwhen inflected for object (except with ro- and po-) or reflexive, and when occurring 'its,,
second stem of a compound verb. Examples:
a-xaixu 'I love', yane-raixu 'he loves us', ro-xaixu 'I love thee', o-ye-rapi 'he
burned himself', o-ye-po-rapi 'he burned his hand'.
In listing these verbs in the vocabulary and also in citing them, the x-allomorph will
be considered the base form. We will refer to this class as Class B.

10.337
The verb {yoxei} 'to wash' has an allomorph /xei/ when occurring as second element
in certain compound verbs (not in all): a-yoxei 'I wash', a-po-xei 'I wash my hands',
a-pi-xei 'I wash my feet', but ay-aU-yoxei 'I wash my head'.
10.338
The postpositions {pe} and {pel)waril} have alternants /ve/ and /vel)warii/ after the
personal pronouns, except pee (cf. 10.2111). Examples: seve 'for me', ne Vei)War[
•for thee'. For the analysis of fve/ as alternant of {pe} cf. 14.311.
10.339
{pe} has an allomorph fupej when inflected for reflexive, and an allomorph fsupef
when inflected for 3rd.p.alloc.: i-ye-upe 'to himself', i-supe 'to him'.

10.333
The derived verbs with the prefix ro-, and the following seven transitive verbs:
noxe 'to remove', raxa 'to carry', rek6 'to have', roir6 'to scorn', rova 'to move', rovia
'to believe', and ru 'to bring', have an alternant with re- preceding the base form (the
one cited above) when inflected for object (except with ro- and po-) or reflexive, and an
alternant with ywe- preceding the base form when inflected for 3rd.p. and lst.p.pl.excl.
subj., and for 2nd.p.obj. ro- and po-. We will refer to this class as Class C. Examples:
a-rek6 'I have', o-ywerek6 'he has', ro-ywerek6 'we (excl.) have', a-raxa 'I carry',
a-ye-reraxa 'I carry myself', ne-reraxa 'they carry thee', po-yweraxa 'I carry you'.

10.3.3.10
The postpostition {rexe} has an allomorph /e/ after the noun kapital 'city', one of
the two in our corpus ending in /1/: {kapital rexe} 'through the city', with a nonoccurring cluster, occurs in the shape /kapitale/ (cf. /kapitalyi/ 'from the city').
{rexe} has another alternant /ese/ when inflected for 3rd.p.alloc.: fx-ese/ 'through
him'. 3

10.334
The following verbal stems - and perhaps a few others - belong in Morpheme
Class IIA (cf. 10.11); they have a special allomorph with nasal consonant when occurring with the prefix {mo-}: ki?a 'to be dirty', kove 'to live', pai 'to wake up' (intr.),
pia 'to turn aside' (intr.), and pu 'to sound' (intr.). The alternation consists in replacing the initial consonant by the nasal of the same series: a-mo-IJi?a 'I soil', a-moIJOVe 'I revive', a-mo-mai 'I wake up' (tr.), a-mo-mia 'I turn aside' (tr.), a-mo-mu

10.3.3.11
The postposition {ywi} has an allomorph jxeywij when inflected for reflexive and
for allocation, except the 3rd.p., and an allomorph fsuywij when inflected for 3rd.p.
allocation: Se-XeyWj 'from me', i-suyWi 'from him', Se-ye-XeyWi 'from myself'.
• This form is the historical result of a dissimilatory process preventing the occurrence of two fxf in
succession: Old Tupi intervocalic /s/ > Guarani /x/, so that Old Tupl/rese/ > Guarani /rexe/; but
the 3dr.p.infl.pref. /x-/ prevented the change of fsf to /x/ in the following syllable.

l

J
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10.3.3.12
{ni} has a form /nive/ when inflected for reflexive and for allocation: se-nive 'with
me'.

have the allomorphs /xa-/, fxo-/ and fxe-/ respectively. Example: xa-?a 'I fall', re-?a
'you fall', xo-?a 'he falls', xe-?a 'fall!'. But when the verb either is negated or is inflected for desiderative, the basic allomorphs occur: n a-?a i 'I do not fall', na re-?a i
'you do not fall', n o-?a i 'he does not fall', t-a-?ti 'may I eat!'. In the vocabulary these
verbs will be labeled Class xa.
With the verb {?e} the subject prefixes have the following allomorphs: fxa- e- xeya- ro-pe-/, those for the 3rd.p. and for the 1st. and 2nd.p.sg. being the special ones.
Only with this stem is the subject prefix of 2nd.p. homophonous with the command
prefix.

10 .3.3.13
The adverb {yweteri} 'still, yet' has an allomorph /yiti/ in the phrase /ne?ira
'not yet'.

yitif

10.3.3.14
The negation {na .. .i} manifests the following alternation: /n .. .i/ before the subject
prefixes {a-} and {o-}; fne .. .if before the subject prefix {re-}; /no .. .i/ before the subject prefix {ro-} and the object prefixes {ro-} and {po-}; /na .. .i/ elsewhere.

10.343
{i-} '3rd.p.pers.refer.' (cf. 10.226) has an allomorph fx-f with the stems of Class A
and with {rexe} (/x-ese/); an allomorph fxe-/ with {ni} (/xe-nivef). The allomorph
/xi-/ occurs before a few stems beginning with a vowel, /./ being present between
the prefix and the stem. Examples: x-etli 'his country', xi-.ayti 'it is ripe'. With the
stem {aranti} 'to be wise', the allomorph of the prefix is either fiy-/ (phonologically
regular) or /xi-/. With the quality verbs tuvisa 'to be big', misf 'to be little', and momiri
'to be far', {i-} has an allomorph 0: ?oya tuvisa 'the house is big'. 0 occurs also optionally before the postposition {pe}: i-supe ~ $upe.

10.3.3.15
The modifier {ne} has an alternant /sene/ in negative verbal phrases.
10.3.3.16
The noun {ta?ira} 'son (of the father)' has an allomorph /?i/ when occurring as
second stem of compound nouns, e.g. ya!o-?i 'chicken'.
10.34

10.344
The desiderative prefix {ta-} has the following allomorphs: /t-/ before the prefixes
{a- o-}, fte-/ before {re-}, /to-/ before {ro-}, /ta-/ elsewhere. (Compare with 10.3.3.14.)

We will examine in this section the morphologically conditioned alternations of
affixes.
10.341
The derivational suffix {-kWe} has an allomorph
xa-ywe.

)})

10.4 SPORADIC ALTERNATIONS

f-ywef after the conjunction xa:
Free sporadic alternations between phonemes have been observed to occur in several
morphemes.
10.41

10.342
The subject prefixes {a- re- o- ya- ro- pe-} and the command prefix {e-} have
allomorphs ending in /if: /ai- rei- oi- yai- roi- pei- ei-/, before a group of stems that
can only partially be phonologically characterized: none of them begins with a vowel,
about 40 begin with /k/, about 10 begin with /p/, about 5 begin with /t/, one begins
with /n/ (nupli 'to beat'), and one begins with /s/ (su?ti 'to bite'). In the vocabulary
these verbs will be labeled Class i.
The subject, command, reflexive, and reciprocal prefixes have allomorphs ending in
fyf: fay- rey- oy- yay- roy- pey- ey- yey- yoy-/, before a group of verbal stems beginning with fa/; also before the verb ti 'to come', but in the latter the 3rd.p.subj.prefix is
fo-f: ay-ti 'I come', o-ti 'he comes'; ay-ap6 'I make', oy-ap6 'he makes'. In the
vocabulary these verbs will be labeled Class y.
With the verbs ?a 'to fall', ita 'to swim', ?ti 'to eat', and the compound ?i?ti 'to
drink water', the subject prefixes for 1st.p.sg. and 3rd.p., and the command prefix

The consonants /v o y r k/, in intervocalic position, alternate with zero or with/./
in the following morphemes (those having more than one allomorph are transcribed
with the one in which the alternation takes place):

fyif

~ /if 'from' ({ywi})
/yiti/ ~ /iti/ 'still, yet' ({yweteri})
/yive/ ~ /yi.e/ 'since' ({ywive})
-iye ~ -i.e 'womb'
k6va ~ k6a 'this one' (and all the pronouns with -va)
movi ~ moi 'few'
/nive/ ~ /ni.e/ 'with' ({ni})
peve ~ pee 'till'
/piko/ ~ fpi.of clause marker ({pik6})

I

_j,.
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(4) /a/ ~ /of in some Spanish loans:
asa6a ~ asa6o 'roasted meat'
amfya ~ amfyo 'friend'

teri ~ tei 'or'
va ~ a nominalizer
vo ~ o 'while'
yevi ~ yei 'again', and in some others.

10.46

One morpheme has three alternants: tuviMt

~

tuisa

~

tusa 'to be big' ({tuvisa})

10.42

fsf

~

fxf in a few words, e.g. yemosarai

~

In a few morphemes, /IJ/ in a nonnasal span alternates freely with either fyf or fk/, e.g.
raywe ~ raiJwe 'hair'
10.47

yemoxarai 'to play'. 4
The nominalizer {va} has an alternant fva.e/ which may optionally occur in the position before {-ri} and before {-kwe}.

10.43

The phoneme f'yW/ may be realized with very little or no velar friction, i.e. [w] (as
described in 4.342 (3)). But in four morphemes the labial element optionally disappears or, in one of them, is realized as an fuf, so that we have /r/ instead of frwj.
This realization is regular for two of the informants (J.A. and M.A.), but since it
does not seem to be tied up with any dialectal difference we include it here, provisionally, as a morphophonemic alternation:
yWi ~ yi 'from'; ywive ~ rive 'since';
yweteri ~ yeteri 'still'; ywasu ~ yusu 'to be big'.

10.48

We list below the remaining most common alternations that occur in the corpus:
{tei} modifier has an alternant /ti/
{avei} 'also' has an alternant jave/
{pik6} clause marker has an alternant /iko/
{moriaxu} 'to be poor' has an alternant /poriaxuf
{aye} 'really' has an alternant jay~/
{apayuai} 'mess' has an alternant /apayuii/
{niiJk6} 'indeed' occurs only as /nik6/ in one speaker.

10.44

One sporadic alternation of stress occurs in the following word: 6ia

~

6ia 'day'.

10.45

Sporadic alternations of vowels are the following:
(1)

/o/ ~ fuf in
ko ~ ku article
moyi ~ muyi 'to run, pursue'
mo?i ~ mu?i modifier
poranu ~ puranu 'to ask'
poru ~ puru 'to borrow'
ramo ~ ramti} {
<5} ··r h ,
ram 1,wen

ro~ril

yo- ~ yu- reciprocal prefix
yoxu ~ yuxu 'to find', and in some others.
(2) fif ~ fuf in vevii ~ vevui 'light (of weight and touch)'
(3) Jo/ ~ fu/ ~ Jif in mo- ~ mu- ~ mi- factitive prefix
• This alternation is a residue of the historical process mentioned in fn. 3 of this chapter.

10.5 LIST OF PLURI-ALLOMORPHIC MORPHEMES

Because alternant shapes of the same morpheme, in a few cases, have been examined
separately in different sections of this chapter, we shall now bring together all those
variant shapes, in order to provide a clearer picture of the alternations involved.
10.51 Prefixes for personal reference

{se-} 1st.p.sg.: fse- se-J
{ne-} 2nd.p.sg.: /ne- ne-f
{i-} 3rd.p.: /i- iy- xi- x- xe-/, all also with;-;;
{yane-} 1st.p.pl.inc.: jyane- yane-/
{ore-} 1st.p.pl.exc.: /ore- ore-/
{pene-} 2nd.p.pl.: /pene- pene-/

0

10.52 Prefixes for object

The same as the above, except {i-}, plus the following two:
{ro-} 2nd.p.sg.obj.lst.p.subj.: /ro- ro-/
{po-} 2nd.p.pl.obj.1st.p.subj.: jpo- po~l
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10.53 Prefixes for subject

\\5

beginning with /t/ normally take the allomorphs ending in /i/, but there are a few
exceptions. Examples:

{a-} lst.p.sg.: /a- a- ai- ai- ay- ay- xa-/
{re-} 2nd.p.sg.: jre- re- rei- rei- rey- rey- e-/
{o-} 3rd.p.: jo- o- oi- oi- oy- oy- xo- xe-j
{ya-} lst.p.pl.inc.: jya- ya- yai- yai- yay- yay-/
{ro-} lst.p.pl.exc.: fro- ro- roi- roi- roy- roy-/
{pe-} 2nd.p.pl.: /pe- pe- pei- pei- pey- pey-/

ai-tini 'I pull' (Sp tirar 'to pull'), but
o-texe 'he knits' (Sp tejer 'to knit').

10.54 Prefix for command

{e-}: je- e- ei- ei- ey- ey- xe-/
10.55 Prefix for desiderative

{ta-}: jt- te- to- ta-/, all also with j-j
10.56 Reflexive and reciprocal prefixes

{ye-} reflexive: jye- yey-j, both also with j-j
{yo-} reciprocal: /yo- yoy-j, both also with j-j
10.57 Postpositions

{yWi} 'from': jyWi yWi yi yi i i xeyWi SUyWij
{pe} 'to, at': jpe me supe upe ve vej
{rexe} 'through': /rexe rexe re re ese xe/

10.6 THE MORPHOPHONEMICS OF SPANISH LOANS

10.61

Spanish verbs have always been adopted in Guarani in the form of the infinitive,
without the final /r/. Examples:
a-seyi-ta 'I will follow' (Sp seguir 'to follow')
a-ye-perM 'I get lost' (Sp perder 'to loose')
o-kosinil. 'he cooks' (Sp cocinar 'to cook')
e-krivi 'write!' (Sp escribir 'to write')
e-mo-IJoi'e la ?i 'make the water run!' (Sp correr 'to run')
10.62

Almost all Spanish verbs take the base forms of the subject prefixes. Only those

i.w

\\1
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APPENDIX
A NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY

Guarani is a written language, with a more or less standardized orthography. This
orthography is phonemic to a great extent, and proceeds from the transcription
adopted by Montoya in the 17th century (see pp. 00-00). Some authors of grammars
and dictionaries differ in the use of a few letters, and it must be noted that all these
various orthographies have in general a good traditional basis in practical orthographic representation. 1
The Guarani orthography that is found in the popular literature of Paraguay is the
following, with the different symbols used by some grammarians and lexicographers
put in parentheses.

fp tf: p,
fcf: ch

t

fk/: c before a, o, u; k before e, i, f (k everywhere)
jkW/: cu (ku)
jfs/:f,s

/5/:

ch (x)
jxj:jh (h)
jxwj:jhu (hu)
jm n/: m, n before nasal vowel and sometimes also before unstressed nonnasal

vowel; mb, nd before stressed nonnasal vowel and, in general, also before unstressed
nonnasal vowel.
/g gwj: ng, ngu
/v/: v (b)
/S 1 r y ywj: d, I, r, g, gu
fy/: fi before nasal vowel; y elsewhere (fi,j)
/'f:/: rr medially, r word-initially

/!/: II
/?/:'(-);not marked initially
fi e a o uf: i, e, a, o, u
/if: f(y, f, l)
'

Cf. K. L. Pike, Phonemics (Ann Arbor, 1947), ch. 16.

;-;: marked - above the last nasal stressed vowel in a word; never indicated after
/m n y/: in the case of these phonemes, the allophonic representations m and mb, n
and nd, fi andy are sufficient for indicating the presence or absence of;-;.
/'/: ·; not marked when the symbol - is present in the same syllable.
/'/:·or not marked.
/./: represented sometimes with space and sometimes with '; within words sometimes not marked.
/+/: represented with space, accompanied or not by one of the punctuation
marks (these follow the rules of Spanish spelling).
In the grammar, the texts and the vocabulary, the phonemic notation employed so
far will be replaced by the Guarani orthography, with the few modifications needed
either for clarity or for making it phonemic (and, in three cases, morphophonemic).
The modifications are the followmg:
/k/: always k

/c/: c
fsxf:s,h

/m n g/: always m, n, IJ
/y/: always g
/y/: always y
jkw yw xw gwj: kw, gw, hw, IJW

/'f/:

f

/?/:?,also marked initially.
With the three morphophonemic ones:

;-I: indicated with - above the last vowel of every morpheme of Morpheme Class I'
and nasal stressed morphs of Class III.
/./:.only when occurring within a word. Words will be separated by space: if the
second one begins with an unstressed vowel, then/./ is necessarily present (except in
the case of the second part of {na .. .i}, cf. 10.221).
mn:'
In the vocabulary, the alphabetical order is as follows: a
ll m n g gw o p r 'f: s s t u v y ?.

c de f g gw h hw i i

k kw 1

PART III

GRAMMAR
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INTRODUCTION

12.1 METHODOLOGICAL PREMISES

This presentation of Guarani grammar follows a morphology-syntax division with
regard to the patterns for building forms larger than the morpheme, but the units
that are the result of morphological constructions, and also serve as the starting point
of syntactical ones, are determined by both morphologic and syntactic criteria.
The syntax is based on an immediate constituent approach. The top-level constitutes, those which are not in turn constituents - i.e. sentences, are broken down
into an intonation and a remainder, and because of the still provisional analysis of
intonation very little reference is made to it in the grammatical context. The description of the grammar is made in terms of constructions: members of given form-classes
joined together with a certain relation, the product of this relation being another form
of a given class. The basic form-classes are the classes of words determined by similar
syntactic and morphologic distribution - although in their determination some priority has been given to syntactic distribution. These classes constitute therefore a partsof-speech system.
At a few points, informal mention is made of transformational relations. They
are brought into the picture so as to give more support to certain analyses - although
they obviously stand beyond the frame of an IC approach -, or in order to suggest an
alternative solution to a striking irregularity in the pattern, but they are not intended
as a restatement of some part of the grammar in terms of kernel and derived sentences.

12.2 SCOPE

We believe that the present description is complete on the morphological level, both
with respect to the classes of morphemes and the patterns for derivation and inflection, and to the members that belong in the various subclasses· of derivational and
inflectional morphemes.
As far as the syntax is concerned, it is obvious that there would be much room for
refinement until the level of individual co-occurrences be reached. But we want to
make explicit mention of two points at which further elaboration would be particu-
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1arly desirable. One of them is the verbal phrase (cf. 15.4), in which surely there are
more restrictions in the occurrence of modifiers with each other and with certain
verbs, and also depending on whether the predicate in which the verbal phrase is
embodied occurs in a main clause or in a dependent one. The other point of greater
complexity- although, we believe, not in a phrase-grammar approach, but in a transformational analysis- is to be found in the relations of complex predicates (16.221)
with simple predicates containing either vo-clauses or hagwli-clauses (cf. 16.2311 and
2312).

13
MORPHOLOGY

13.1 THE WORD

The word is defined for Guarani as any morpheme or morpheme sequence which (1)
may constitute a minimal pause group, or (2) may stand in construction with a
constitute whose immediate constituents are words by condition(!). Every word that
meets condition (1) also meets, as a rule, condition (2), but there are exceptions: the
modifier tove 'do not', for example, always stands in construction with a constitute
that is a single word, namely a verb inflected for desiderative. Words determined
by condition (2) are, e.g. pe and Ia: in
~ 'on that road' and ~ 'the white rabbit',

both upe and -ape, as well as tapiti and morotf, are words by (1); therefore pe and Ia
are words by (2). Words defined in this way do not have any common morphophonemic characteristics, nor are they different morphophonemically from sequences of
words. (For the morphophonemic description of words, cf. 10.13).

13.2 THE INTERNAL STRUCfURE OF WORDS

13.21
Stems constitute the parts-of-speech system of the language and will be treated in
Chapter 14. But here we will examine the ways in which they come together in the
formation of compound words.
Composition is not a very productive construction of Guarani. The words of
Group 2a (cf. 10.13) with two stems are not to be considered c6mpound words. The
order in which the stems stand with respect to each other is not the usual one for the
meaning of the construction and, besides, most of them, though not all, have idiomatic meaning. Furthermore, they differ from the compound words that are discussed below by occurring with only one stress and by the stems always constituting
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either a wholly nasal or a wholly nonnasal microsegment. All these characteristics
favor their synchronic treatment as units. An example is apekti 'palate', from ape
'top, surface' (a nonnasal stem seldom used by itself) and kti 'tongue': it is obvious
that the meaning 'palate' does not follow from the addition of both elements and,
on the other hand, the normal order of two nouns, one of which is attributive to the
other with "possessive" or "belonging to" meaning, is attribute plus center (cf. 15.1 14).

13.2122
Some intransitive verbs are compounds formed by a noun stem plus a transitive
verbal stem; semantically the noun is the object of the verb. In some cases the verb
stem appears with irregular morphophonemic alternants (cf. 10.337). These compounds have some semantic cohesion in that the noun is frequently a term that
designates a body part. Examples:
ak~-yoh6i 'to wash one's head'
po-hei 'to wash one's hands'
ak~-yeka 'to break one's head'
ye-po-rapi 'to burn one's hands'.

13.211 Nominal compounds
The elements joined together in compound noun stems are two noun stems, the first of
which is attribute to the second. They differ grammatically from nominal phrases
formed by two nouns, as is shown in the following example:
Nominal phrase:

Compound noun:

r6ga 'my father's house'. vs.

'my hair'.

They differ also in stress pattern: in compound stems, both nominal and verbal (see
below 13.212), the first element always has secondary stress. On the other hand, they
are similar to nominal phrases in that the two stems may belong in microsegments
which differ with regard to /-/.
One other type of compound noun exists in Guarani: that of a noun composed of a
nominal stem plus a verbal stem, with the same morphophonemic characteristics the
other compounds have. There are four of such compound nouns in our corpus, and
in all four the nominal stem is ?ara 'day, weather', the verbal stem being in two of
them a quality verb and in the other two an impersonal intransitive verb. These nouns
have a peculiar syntactic function (cf. 17.343).
13.212 Verbal compounds
There are three types of verbal compounds: they differ by the class of the stems that are
combined, by the class of the resulting stem, and by their productivity. On the other
hand, the three of them have the same morphophonemic pattern with regard to stress
and nasalization as nominal compounds have (cf. 10.13 2b and 2c, 2a'; but also 10.222).
13.2121
A number of quality verbs are compounds formed by a noun stem plus a quality
verbal stem. Examples:
ak~-raku
ak~-rasi

'to be hot-headed'
'to have a headache'.

13.2123
The only truly productive type of compounds in Guarani are the verbs formed by a
verbal stem of any class plus one of the following verbal stems: kwaa 'to know';
pa 'to end'; porii 'to be beautiful, good'; pota 'to want'; vai 'to be homely, bad, evil'.
The compounds with kwaa, pa and pota belong in the same class as the first verbal
stem in the compound; those formed with pori and vai are usually intransitive, but
there are cases in which, if the first stem is transitive, the compound is also transitive. 1
Because the meanings of the verb stems that occur as second element in these compounds have some peculiarities, they will be treated separately.
13.21231 kwafz. When occurring by itself it means 'to know'; when used as
the second element of these compounds it means 'to know' and 'to be in the
habit of', thus paraiieling the Spanish verb saber, which also has both meanings.
Examples:
n a-yeroki-kwaa i katu se ni Ia tago (N I=dance=know N certainly I not-even the
tango) 'I do not even know how to dance the tango'
ne pa re-?u-kwaa Ia rigwasu rupi?a (thou In thou=eat=in-the-habit-of the hen egg)
'Are you in the habit of eating eggs?'
13.21232 pa. (Cf. 10.212, 1). When occurring by itself it means 'to end, to come
to an end, to cease'; when used as the second element of these compounds it indicates
"completeness" or "totality" ('thoroughly, ail'). Examples:
i-pod-ma rna Ia ne-platillo (it=is-clean=completely already the thy=plate) 'your plate
is thoroughly clean already'
se se-rikwe-pa (I I=get-soaked=completely) 'I got completely soaked'
ro-hesa-pa-mf ta upepe lo koi'elihionilrio (we=see=all=dm F there the-PI companion)
'we and our companions, all of us will meet there'
o-ma?~-ma umf hente ore-rehe (he=look=all those people our=at) 'all the people
looked at us'
In the last two examples, as it occurs very often, pa is better translated by 'all',
referring either to the subject, or to an attribute, or to both of them.
These cases seem to be loan translations from Spanish; example: me?~-vai 'to give (something)
in the wrong way, give the wrong thing' (cf. Sp dar mal, with the same meaning).

1
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13.21233 porii, vaf. When used by themselves they mean, respectively, 'to be beautiful, good' and 'to be ugly, evil, bad'; when used as the second element of these compounds they mean 'well' and 'wrong' respectively, with the total often having a more
or less idiomatic meaning. Examples:
Ia so?6 n o-yi-por[ i (the meat N it=is-cooked=well N) 'the meat is not thoroughly
cooked'
tampura?e o-s~-porii ra?e (!-hope he=go-out=well Pt) 'I hope he came out well'
o-me?~-vai Ia diresi5 (he=give=wrong the address) 'he gave him the wrong address'
anf re-?u heta iterei Ia ?i porke oy-apo-vai ne-rehe (DN thou=drink much very the
water because it=make=wrong F thy=to) 'do not drink so much water because it
will harm you'.
13.21234 pota. (Cf. 10.212, 1). The semantic range of this morpheme is approximately the same as the one covered by the Spanish verb querer: when it occurs by itself
it means 'to want'; when occurring as the second element of these compounds it means
'to feel like, to be on the point of, almost'. Examples:
se-.atl:a-mota (I=sneeze=almost) 'I almost sneezed'
ho-?a-pota kiiro gi (he=fall=almost cart from) 'he almost fell from the cart'.

13.22113 {-emi-}, resultative: 2 it occurs with verbal stems; the resulting sequence
is a noun, whose meaning is that of"object of the activity named by the verbal stem".
Examples:
-erni-?u 'food, dish' (?u 'to eat')
-emi-.ap6 'work, task' (ap6 'to make')
13.22114 {-?6}: it occurs with nominal stems; the resulting sequence is a verbal stem,
with the general meaning of "to get rid of the thing named by the noun". Examples:
pe-?6 'to strip off the bark of a tree' (pe 'bark')
hakfi-?5 'to split off a branch' (-ak[ 'branch')
hatl:-?5 'to dehorn, to remove thorns' (-atf 'horn, thorn')
13.22115 {:ha}: it occurs with verbal stems and the resulting sequence is a noun. If
the verbal stem is transitive, the resulting noun is agentive; if the verbal stem is
intransitive, the resulting noun is locative (it indicates the place where the activity of
the verbal stem is performed). Examples:
mona-ha 'thief' (mona 'to steal', trans. verb)
purahi:i-ha 'singer' (purahei 'to sing', trans. verb)
pitu?u-ha 'place for resting' (pitu?u 'to rest', intrans. verb)
karu-ha 'dining-room' (karu 'to dine', intrans. verb)
13.22116 {-pi}, passive:• it occurs with transitive verbal stems; the resulting
sequence is a noun which can occur as postponed attribute to other nouns (cf. 15.114).
Examples:
yokwa-pi 'bundle' (yokwa 'to bundle')
hesa-pi-r[ 'thing to be seen, wonder' (hesa 'to see')

13.22

Aside from stems, the internal structure of words also includes affixes, which may in
turn be subdivided into derivational, formative, and inflectional. We will treat them
in the following sections of this chapter.
13.221 Derivation

Derivational affixes may be arranged for discussion into governing and restrictive.
13.2211
Governing affixes may be presented, without any further subdivision, taking merely

into account the affix itself. They are the following:
13.22111 {mo-},factitive: it occurs with a stem which may belong to almost any of
the stem classes; the resulting sequence is a transitive verbal stem. Examples:
mo-tenone 'to advance, to put forward' (-enone 'fore-front', noun)
mo-kwa 'to meke a hole' (kwa 'hole', noun)
mo-gwata 'to make (somebody) walk' (gwata 'to walk', intr. verb)
mo-porii 'to embellish' (porii 'to be beautiful', attrib. qual. verb)
mo-ayet~ 'to assure' (ayet~ 'true, really', h~e-class)
mo-momiri 'to move away' (momiri 'far away', adverb)
13.22112 {ro-}, comitative: it occurs with intransitive verbal stems; the resulting
sequence is a transitive verbal stem whose meaning is that the subject performs and
makes someone else perform jointly the action of the verb. Example:
ro-gwata 'to make (someone) take a walk with (the subject)' (gwata 'to walk').

13.2212
Restrictive affixes may be classified into three groups:
13.22121 Affixes which occur with nominal stems.
13.221211 {-ti-}, collective: it occurs with nominal stems which have the meaning

of tree, plant, and the like. The meaning of the resulting noun is that of "place where
the object named by the stem grows or is found in quantities", but some of these
nouns have a more or less idiomatic meaning. Examples:
avati-ti 'cornfield' (avati 'corn')
yanA-ni 'place full of weeds' (yan[ 'weed')
ivi-ti 'hill' (ivi 'earth')
13.221212 {-kwe}: besides its occurrence with nominal stems, it also occurs with the
conjunction ha and the nominalizer va. It means 'past, former'. Examples:
h-oga-kwe 'his former house' (?6ga 'house')
Ia a-hesa va-kwe 'what I saw'
• This prefix has the peculiarity of being the only one to show the morphophonemic alternation
t- ~ r- ~ 0 of some nouns and verbs (cf. 10.331). Historically it is probably a noun.
• The forms containing this suffix were easily identified and translated by the informants, but they
used them very seldom.
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13.221213 {-ril}: besides its occurrence with nominal sterns, it also occurs with the
norninalizer va. It means 'future'. Examples:
h-erni-.apo-rli 'his future work' (-erni-.ap6 'work')
!a ha-?e va-ril 'what I am going to say'
13.22122 Affixes which occur with verbal sterns.
13.221221 {-uka}, causative: it occurs with transitive verbal sterns. The resulting
verbal stern indicates that the subject makes someone else perform the action indicated
by the stern. Example: rno-poti-uka 'to have (something) cleaned (by somebody else)'
(rno-potf 'to clean')
13.221222 {-se}: it occurs with transitive and intransitive verbal sterns, and it
means 'want to ... '. Example: yeroki-kwaa-se 'to want to know how to dance'
(yeroki-kwaa 'to know how to dance').
13.22123 Affixes which occur with sterns of different classes.
13.221231 {-ve}: it occurs with verbal and adverbial sterns. It means 'more'.
Examples:
IJWaivi-ve 'to be older' (IJwaivf 'to be old (a woman)')
hesa-ve 'to see better' (hesa 'to see')
?apeo-ve '(moving) more close to the speaker' (?apeo '(moving) close to the speaker').
13.221232 {-re}: it occurs with nouns and with some adverbs, postpositions, and
conjunctions. It means 'past'. Examples:
ao-apo-h:'t-re 'the one who made the clothes' (ao-apo-M 'maker of clothes')
rnarn5-IJwa-re 'where from?' (rnarn5 'where?' plus gwa 'from')
13.221233 {-rnf} and {-?i} occur with nouns, verbs, and adverbs. Both are diminutives, but {-rnf} has in addition an emotional and affective connotation. Examples:
se-kunu?fi-rnf 'my little love' (kunu?ti 'love')
rnitil-?i 'small child' (rnitli 'child')
rnegwe-rnf 'slowly, slowly' (rnegwe 'slowly')

ko-?a-gwive 'from this place, since this moment' (?a-gwive 'from here, since now')
ko-?a-pe 'in this place' (?a-pe 'here')
ko-rire 'after this' (rire 'after')
ko-rupi 'through this place' (rupi 'by, through')
ko-?liga 'now' (?liga 'now')
ko-?liva 'these (?:iva 'these')
13.22133 {pe-}: it occurs with two postpositions, constituting adverbs:
pe-pe 'there' (pe 'to, at')
pe-rupi 'thereabouts' (rupi 'by, through')
13.22134 {-goto}: it occurs with the adverb arn6 'there' and with the noun oka
'the outside, the exterior', constituting adverbs:
arn5-goto 'toward there, toward that part'
oka-goto 'toward the outside, toward the exterior'.
13.22135 {poro-}: it occurs with a reduced number of transitive verbal sterns to
indicate that a non-specified plural third person object is involved. Example: poroyuka 'to kill people, to be a killer' (yuka 'to kill')
13.22136 {-va}: it occurs with a restricted number of pronominal sterns. The
resulting forms are pronouns that occur with nominal function. Examples:
rnok5i-ve-va 'both of... ' (rnok&i-ve 'both')
k6-va 'this one' (ko 'this')
urnf-va 'those' (urnf 'those')
13.22137 {-ve}: it has a negative meaning and it occurs with rna?e'thing'(noun),
ava 'who' (pronoun), rno5 'where' (adverb), rnarn5 'where' (adverb), and araka?e
'when' (adverb):
ma.e-ve 'nothing' (noun)
ava-ve 'nobody' (pronoun)
moo-vi§ 'nowhere' (adverb)
marno-ve 'nowhere' (adverb)
araka.e-ve 'never' (adverb)
13.22138 {-vo}: it occurs with ?a-pe 'here' and ?a-gwi 'from here' to constitute an
adverb:
?a-pe-vo '(moving) close to the speaker'
?a-gwi-vo '(moving) from close to the speaker'

13.2213
In addition to the above affixes, all of which are "productive" or, in other words,
occur together with a high number of stems, we may recognize a sub-class of derivational "unproductive" affixes, with highly restricted occurrence but with statable
meaning, and otherwise similar to the affixes considered above. They are the following:
13.22131 {?a-}: it occurs with four postpositions; the derived forms are adverbs:
?a-gwi 'from here' (gwi 'from')
?a-gwive 'from here, since now' (gwive 'from, since')
?a-pe 'here' (pe 'to, at')
?a-rupi 'hereabouts' (rupi 'by, through')
13.22132 {ko-}: it occurs with three of the adverbs containing {?a-} and with two
postpositions and one adverb, the resulting sequences being adverbs, and with a
demonstrative, the derived form being also a demonstrative:
ko-?a-gwi 'from this place' (?a-gwi 'from here')

13.222 Formation
Forrnatives are "unproductive" affixes similar to those of 13.2213, but from which they
differ by the following two characteristics: (1) they occur wi.th very few sterns, the
majority of them being restricted to occurring with only one stern, 4 and many of them
changing the class of the stern; (2) it is not possible to assign them any definite mean• The validity of this statement is not limited to the corpus analyzed for this description: an examination of a rather copious dictionary of Guarani failed to provide any further examples.
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ing. We will give the list of them, with the word (or words if there are more than one)
in which they occur. This analysis is highly tentative; perhaps in a synchronic approach, where no further analysis of these forms is possible, the whole sequence (stem
plus formative) should be considered a single morpheme.

the other hand, we take into account the syntactic distribution of stems inflected for
personal reference, it becomes necessary to recognize two different categories which
this set manifests: with a certain class of stems it indicates allocation, whereas with
another class it indicates subject. In the following sections the term "personal reference" will be used when it is necessary to refer specifically to the morphological level.
(For the allomorphs of the inflectional morphemes, see I0.5).

13.222I Nominal formatives
1. -aiJa: tuaiJa 'step-father', siaiJa 'step-mother' (tua 'father', si 'mother', nouns)
2. mu-: muruvisa 'chief' (tuvisa 'to be big, great', qual. verb)
3. -nau: amanau 'hail' (amii 'rain', noun)
4. -IJll: ye.eiJll 'proverb' (ye?e 'to speak', trans.-intr. v.) huiJll 'black-and-blue
mark' (hti 'to be black', qual. verb)
5. -I)i: -aseiJi 'whiner' (-ase 'to cry, weep', qual. verb)
6. -pif: -atapif 'charcoal' (-ata 'fire', noun)
7. -ra: the five nouns of Sub-class A1 (cf. 10.331, p. 176) plus the following ones:
apira ( ~ api 'point, top')
atira ( ~ ati 'pile, heap')
kwara ( ~ kwa 'hole')
kera ( ~ ke 'sleep')
8. -re: apitere 'middle' (apite 'middle', noun) atire 'pile, heap' (ati 'pile, heap',
noun)
9. -siii: namis&i 'ear-ring' (nami 'ear', noun)
IO. -s6: ku.is6 'fine dust' (ku?i 'bits, shreds', noun)
II. -tf: -atatf 'smoke' (-ata 'fire', noun)

13.2222 Verbal formatives
I. -?e: -aime?e 'to sharpen', trans. verb (-aime 'to be sharp', qual. verb)
2. -hei: uhei 'to be thirsty', qual. verb (?u 'to eat or drink', trans. verb)
3. -i: kerai 'to talk in one's sleep', qual. verb (kera 'sleep', noun)
4. -nil: keranii 'to be sleepy', qual. verb (kera 'sleep', noun)
5. -n6: pohan6 'to cure', trans. verb (pohii 'medicine', noun)
6. -sii: ro.isii 'to be cool', qual. verb; mo-ho.isii 'to cool', trans. verb (ro?i 'to be
cold, to have cold', qual. verb).

1.'31

I3.223I
Pers01ml reference has six specific categories: speaker, addressee, neither speaker
nor addressee, speaker and others including the addressee, speaker and others exduding the addressee, addressee and others. They will be referred to respectively as
first person singular (Is), second person singular (2s), third person (3), first person
plural inclusive (!pi), first person plural exclusive (lpe), and second person plural
(2p). Examples:
Is se-manu?a
'I remember'
2s ne-manu?a 'thou rememberest'
'he (she, it, they) remember(s)'
3 i-manu?a
I pi yane-manu?a 'we (including you) remember'
Ipe ore-manu?a 'we (excluding you) remember'
2p pene-manu?a 'you remember';
Is
2s
3
Ipi
Ipe
2p

se-a6
ne-a6
iy-a6
yane-a6
ore-a6
pene-a6

'my clothes'
'thy clothes'
'his (her, its, their) clothes'
'our (including your) clothes'
'our (excluding your) clothes'
'your clothes'.

13.223 Inflection

13.2232
Subject has the same specific categories as personal reference. Example:
Is a-ma.ap6 'I work'
2s re-ma.ap6 'thou workest'
3 o-ma.ap6 'he (she, it, they) work(s)'
I pi ya-ma.ap6 'we (including you) work'
Ipe ro-ma.ap6 'we (excluding you) work'
2p pe-ma.ap6 'you work'.

Morphologically, there are seven sets of inflectional affixes, which may be called
personal reference, object, subject, reflexive, reciprocal, desiderative, and command.
There is considerable overlap between the morphemes for personal reference and those
for object, but since in each set there are morphemes which are not in the other set
({i-} in personal reference, {ro-} and {po-} in object), their privileges of occurrence
with given stems allow for the clear distinction between the two categories. When, on

13.2233
Object has seven specific categories, four of which express also" person of the subject:
Is, 2s with 3 subj., 2s with I subject, !pi, lpe, 2p with 3 subj., and 2p with I subj.
Example:
Is
se-pete
'he (she, it, they, thou, you) hit(s) me'
2s, 3 ne-pt~te '1-te (she, it, they) hit(s) thee'
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'I (we excl.) hit thee'
'he (she, it, they) hit(s) us (inc.)'
'he (she, it, they, thou, you) hit(s) us (exc.)'
'he (she, it, they) hit(s) you'
'I (we exc.) hit you'.

13.2234 Reflexive
The morpheme for reflexive {ye-}, which occurs with verbal stems together with the
morphemes for subject, indicates that the subject is undergoer, or actor and undergoer
simultaneously. Example:
a-yey-api 'I hurt myself'
re-yey-api 'thou hurtest thyself'
o-yey-api 'he (she, it, they) hurt(s) him- (her-, it-, them-) self (selves)'
ya-yey-api 'we (inc.) hurt ourselves'
ro-yey-api 'we (exc.) hurt ourselves'
pe-yey-api 'you hurt yourselves'.
13.2235 Reciprocal
The morpheme for reciprocal {yo-} occurs with verbal stems, together with the
morphemes for subject: third person or one of the plural morphemes. Example:
o-yo-pitiv6 'they help each other'
ya-yo-pitiv6 'we (inc.) help each other'
ro-yo-pitiv6 'we (exc.) help each other'
pe-yo-pitiv6 'you help each other'.

13.3 SOME NOTES ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF SPANISH LOANS

13.31
Spanish verbs are adopted in Guarani as verbs, with all the inflectional and derivational affixes, as well as the modifiers of verbs. One Spanish verb has been adopted
both as quality verb and as intransitive verb, with different meanings: i-vale 'is proud,
skillful, courageous'; o-vale 'is worth, is of use for' (Sp valer 'to be worth, to cost').
13.32
Spanish adjectives are adopted as quality verbs. Example: i-dereco 'is right, is straight'
(Sp derecho 'straight').
13.33
The Spanish article in one of its forms Ia, lo, el has been adopted in several cases as
constituting a single word with the following noun. Examples:
lomfmo 'the same' (Sp lo mismo 'the same')
lai'eina 'queen, term of endearment' (Sp Ia reina 'the queen')
lete 'the East wind' (Sp el Este 'the East wind')
13.34
Nouns have always been adopted in the singular form. Examples:
tallarf 'vermicelli' (Sp tallarines)
milit[ 'military men' (Sp militares).

13.4 LIST OF MORPHEMES'

13.2236 Desiderative
The morpheme for desiderative {ta-} occurs with verbal stems together with the
morphemes for subject, and indicates wish, permission, exhortation, command.
Example:
t-a-puka 'I would like to laugh'
te-re-puka 'I would like thee to laugh'
t-o-puka 'I would like him (her, it, them) to laugh'
ta-ya-puka 'I would like us (inc.) to laugh'
to-ro-puka 'I would like us (exc.) to laugh'
ta-pe-puka 'I would like you to laugh'
13.2237 Command
The morpheme for command {e~} occurs with verbal stems and indicates second
person singular command. Example: ey-ap6 'make it!'

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.
12.

ae-emi-goto

1s subject: 13.2232; 10.2111; 10.342; 10.53
2s command: 13.2237; 10.2111; 10.342; 10.54
nominal prefix 'resultative': 13.22113; 10.2111; 10.331
adverbial suffix 'toward': 13.22134
nominal suffix 'agentive, locative': 13.22115
-ha
3 personal reference: 13.2231; 10.2111; 10.226; 10.343; 10.51
iko- adverbial prefix 'nearness to the speaker': 13.22132
-kwe nominal suffix 'former, past': 13.221212; 10.212 (4); 10.341
-mf diminutive suffix (dm): 13.221233
mo- verbal prefix 'factitive' (fc): 13.22111; 10.2111; 10.45 (3)
ne- 2s personal reference: 13.2231; 10.2111; 10.51
2s-3 object: 13.2233; 10.2111; 10.51
ne-

• All the bound morphemes, except formatives, are included in this list.
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3 subject: 13.2232; 10.2II 1; 10.342; 10.53
14. ore- lpe personal reference: 13.2231; 10.2111; 10.51
15. ore- lpe object: 13.2233; 10.2111; 10.51
16. pe- adverbial prefix 'remoteness from the speaker': 13.22133
17. pe- 2p subject: 13.2232; 10.2111; 10.342; 10.53
18. pene· 2p personal reference: 13.2231; 10.2111; 10.51
19. pene- 2p-3 object: 13.2233; 10.2111; 10.51
20. -pi
nominal suffix 'passive': 13.22116; 10.212 (3)
21. po- 2p-1 object: 13. 223,3; 10.2111; 10.52
22. poro- verbal prefix 'unspecified plural object': 13.22135
23. -ra
nominal suffix 'future': 13.221213
24. re2s subject: 13. 2232; 10.2111; 10.342; 10.53
25. -re
past suffix: 13.221232
26. roverbal prefix 'comitative': 13.22112; 10.2111
27. rolpe subject: 13.2232; 10.2111; 10.342; 10.53
28. ro2s-1 object: 13.2233; 10.2111; 10.52
29. -se
verbal suffix 'want to': 13.221222; 10.2112 (3)
30. seIs personal reference: 13.2231; 10.2111; 10.51
31. seIs object: 13.2233; 10.2111; 10.51
32. tadesiderative: 13.2236; 10.2111; 10.344; 10.55
33. -ti
nominal suffix 'collective': 13.221211; 10.212 (3)
34. -uka verbal suffix 'causative': 13.221221; 10.229
35. -va
pronominal suffix: 13.22136; 14.312; 10.41
36. -ve
verbal and adverbial suffix 'more': 13.221231
37. -ve
negative suffix: 13.22137
38. -vo adverbial suffix 'in motion, nearness to the speaker': 13.22138
39. ya!pi subject: 13.2232; 10.2111; 10.342; 10.53
40. yane- !pi personal reference: 13.2231; 10.2111; 10.51
41. yane· I pi object: 13.2233; 10.2111; 10.51
42. yereflexive: 13.2234; 10.2111; 10.342; 10.56
43. yo- reciprocal: 13.2235; 10.2111; 10.342; 10.45; 10.56
44. ?aadverbial prefix 'here': 13.22131
45. -?i
diminutive suffix (dm): 13.221223
46. -?6 verbal suffix 'to get rid of': 13.22114; 10.2112 (2) (4).
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14.0 OUTLINE OF THE HIERARCHY OF SENTENCES

Since in the discussion of the parts-of-speech system and of the constructions reference will be made to higher levels in the syntactic hierarchy, an outline of the hierarchical structure of major sentences is given below. Compound constituents are not
included.
SENTENCE= Intonation+ (Clause± Attributes)
EQUATIONAL CLAUSE = Topic + Comment
CONNECTIVE CLAUSE= Subject+ Connector+ Predicate Attribute
PREDICATNE CLAUSE= ±Subject+ Predicate
SIMPLE INTRANSITNE PREDICATE= Verbal Phrase± Non-Adverbial
Attributes ± Adverbial Attributes
SIMPLE TRANSITIVE PREDICATE= 1. Verbal Phrase ± Indirect Object
± Adverbial Attributes; 2. Verbal Phrase + Object ± Indirect Object ±
Adverbial Attributes
COMPLEX PREDICATE= 1st. Predicate+ 2nd. Predicate
FIRST PREDICATE= Simple Intransitive Predicate
SECOND PREDICATE= Simple Intransitive or Transitive Predicate

14.1 STEM CLASSES

There are three major stem-classes: nouns, verbs, and adverbs. They are open classes
par excellence (a great amount of Spanish loans enter them continuously), they are
the largest classes, and, syntactically, their members may be centers in constitutes.
Nouns may occur as the center or only constituent in a constitute functioning as
subject, object, or axis of a postposition; morphologically, tl;ey may inflect for personal reference. Verbs may occur as the center or only constituent in a predicate, and
may inflect for desiderative. Adverbs may occur as the center or only constituent in a
constitute functioning as adverbial attribute in a predicate; they are uninflected.
The remaining stem-classes - pronouns, h~e-class, clause markers, coordinators,
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conjunctions, nominalizers, postpositions, qualifiers, articles, modifiers, connectors
To the extent that this is true in any language, the;
are closed classes with a few members and, as a rule, they cannot be centers in constitutes, unless they are pro-forms. The definition and sub-classification, if any, of
these classes will be found in 14.3.1-13. We will deal first with the sub-classes of
major classes.

(part)', -enone 'front part', gwi 'inferior part', ike 'side', ipi 'proximity', koti 'interior',
kupe 'rear part', pa?ii 'middle', -ugwai 'bottom'.

p~ina-class- are all minor classes.

14.2 MAJOR CLASSES

14.21 Nouns
Syntactically, there are two large classes of nouns, according to the function they
fulfill in a constitute which is the object of a transitive verb: some nouns occur as the
center or only constituent of that constitute; other nouns occur in it as axis of the
postposition pe (cf. 15.51 and 15.52). Examples:
'I see thy house'
'I see thy father'

14.211
A small syntactic sub-class of nouns is formed by those that name the days of the
week, and by the following ones: ?6ra 'hour', semlina 'week', ko?~ 'morning', ka.aru
'afternoon', pihare 'night', pihareve 'morning'. Like adverbs, these nouns may occur
as adverbial attributes.
14.212
A small number of nouns that indicate the parts of an object, like "the top", "the
bottom", etc., constitute another syntactic sub-class. They rarely occur as subjects
or objects; usually they occur either (1) as center of a nominal phrase which is the axis
of a postposition, or (2) inflected for allocation, as axis of a postposition. Examples:
(!) ?6ga kupe pe

(2)~

'behind the house'

~ 'behind me'

Nouns belonging in this class are: -akikwe 'back', ape 'top, surface', apite 'middle

14.213
There is a morphological subclass of possessed nouns, including names for the
body parts and kinship terms, which nearly always occur inflected for allocation. It
is not an absolute rule, because in spite of the fact that one of the informants (P.A.)more conscious than others of the differences between Spanish and Guarani - even
stated "You do not say hand in Guarani, but my hand, your hand, etc.", nevertheless
on some rare occasions the uninflected form occurred in spontaneous utterances, e.g.
in the following one: n o-hupiti-ve i rna supe o-yogwa haiJwll so?6 ho-?u-ka haiJwll
ta?ira kwera. 'It is not possible any more for them to buy meat to feed (their)
children.'
14.22 Verbs
Syntactically, verbs would fall primarily into two classes: transitive and intransitive.
However, it is convenient to set up the primary sub-classification on morphological
grounds - and this yields a threefold division - because smaller syntactic sub-classes
appear within each of the three morphological ones.
The full range of inflection divides the verbs into three classes:
Quality verbs inflect for desiderative and personal reference, e.g. manu?a 'to remember': ta-manu?a 'let him remember', i-manu?a 'he remembers'.
Intransitive verbs inflect for desiderative, subject, and command, e.g. puka 'to
laugh': t-o-puka 'let him laugh', o-puka 'he laughs', e-puka 'laugh!'.
Transitive verbs inflect for desiderative, object, subject, reflexive, reciprocal, and
command, e.g. yuka 'to kill': t-o-yuka 'let him kill him', se-yuka 'he kills me', o-yuka
'he kills him', o-ye-yuka 'he kills himself', o-yo-yuka 'they kill each other', e-yuka
'kill him!' 1
Transitive verbs may have a free object. There are a few verbs in the corpus:
?e 'to say', yerure 'to ask for', ordenli 'to order', that do not inflect for object but that
have otherwise the same privileges of occurrence in some objective constructions as
transitive verbs have - which, incidentally, also fail to occur inflected for object in
these constructions, but inflect instead for subject. Accordingly, these verbs are
transitive only syntactically. This peculiarity is due to the fact that their object never
refers semantically to a person; therefore the verb can only occur with a third-person
object, and for this transitive verbs do not have an inflected form. Also, these verbs
belong in a special sub-class on the basis of other characterist~cs (cf. 14.2234).
In the following sections, the members in each of the three large morphological
sub-classes are sub-classified further according (1) to the types of relations that they
1
From now on, when speaking in general of a verb as inflected for subject, also quality verbs inflected for personal reference (cf. 13.2230) are to be understood.
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have with other elements, and (2) to the types of constitutes with which they may stand
in construction.

14.2223 A small sub-class of intransitive verbs occur with a non-adverbial attribute.
This sub-class may be further subdivided into
(1) reM-class; e.g. ma?e 'to look at', yerure 'to ask for'
(2) gwi-class; e.g. tf 'to be ashamed of', kihiye 'to fear'
(3) ram6-class; e.g. ap6 'to make', pita 'to remain', mone 'to dress'.
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14.221 Quality verbs
14.2211 A sub-class of quality verbs, besides occurring as centers in predications,
may also occur uninflected as attributes to a noun (cf. 15.115); we will call them attributive quality verbs. All the members in this class manifest certain semantic cohesion:
they are color terms and several pairs of antonyms referring to physical properties.
Examples:
misf 'to be little', miki 'to be short', tuvisa 'to be big', puku 'to be long', -ovi 'to
be blue', pit& 'to be red'.
14.2212 A sub-class of quality verbs occur as the center of a predicate whose subject
is an unmarked clause (cf. 16.21). The quality verbs that belong in this sub-class are:
i-katu 'is possible', hi-?li 'seems, is likely, is wanted', i-guto 'is pleasant', i-porli 'is all
right'. Except porli, the other three only occur inflected for third person.
14.2213 A sub-class of quality verbs may occur with a non-adverbial attribute
(cf. 16.23). They fall into three groups according to the postposition which occurs
as director in the attribute:
(I) reM-class; e.g. se-manu?a h-t!ra rehe 'I remember his name'

(2) gwi-class; e.g. h-esarai tape gwi 'he forgets the road'

..

(3) ni-class; e.g.

14.222 Intransitive verbs
14.2221 Impersonal verbs only inflect for third person and do not enter in construction with a free subject. Examples: o-sunli 'it thunders', o-vera 'it lightens',
o-ki 'it rains'.
14.2222 Motion verbs can occur as the first member in a complex predicate (cf.
16.221). Not many verbs seem to belong in this sub-class, and the following is the
complete list of those that occur in the corpus:
h6 'to go', ime 'to be at'(= Sp estar), ke 'to go in', k6 'to go around, to be, to f~el'
(= Sp andar), kotumra 'to have the habit of', ko?e 'to dawn', pita 'to remam',
pu?li 'to get up', s~ 'to go out', segi 'to continue, to follow', yeha?li 'to strive to',
yepirli 'to begin to', ?a 'to fall'.
We may note that the term "motion verb" applies semantically to most of them, but
not to all; we adopted it for lack of a better one.

14.223
Transitive verbs occur inflected for object or, when occurring with a free object, for
subject. The different types of constitutes which may be the object of a transitive
verb (cf. 15.51-8) determine its sub-class. There are five of these sub-classes, as well as
two small sub-classes determined by the type of constitute of the subject.
14.2231 Transitive verbs whose object may only be a nominal, a pronominal, or a
postpositional constitute. Examples: me?e 'to give', mona 'to steal', yogwa 'to buy'.
14.2232 Transitive verbs whose object may be a nominal, a pronominal, or a postpositional constitute, or an interrogative clause. Example: hen6i 'to call'.
14.2233 Transitive verbs whose object may be a nominal, a pronominal, a postpositional, or a conjunctive constitute, an interrogative clause, or an imperative clause.
Examples: kwaa 'to know', ?e 'to say, to tell'. The conjunctive constitutes that occur
as object of these verbs contain the conjunction ha as director.
14.2234 Transitive verbs whose object may be a nominal, a pronominal, or a conjunctive constitute (with the conjunction hai)Wll as director). Examples: ordenli
'to order', yerure 'to ask for', ?e 'to say, to tell'.
14.2235 Transitive verbs whose object may be an unmarked (or narrative) clause:
heya 'to let, to permit, to leave', malisili 'to suspect', mo?li 'to believe, to judge', pota
'to want, to like'.
malisili and mo?li do not occur with any other type of constitute as object. heya
may also occur with a nominal or pronominal constitute, or with an imperative clause,
the same as pota. When its object is a narrative clause, heya, unless inflected for
command, inflects for the same specific category of object as that of subject in the
narrative clause.
14.2236 The verb guta 'to like' may have as subject a narrative clause; besides, it
always occurs inflected for object.
14.2237 The transitive verb yogwa 'to resemble, to look like, to seem' belongs in
one small sub-class together with the quality verb ?li 'to seem': these two are the only
verbs that may stand in construction with a conjunctive clause functioning as subject;
the conjunction is ha or hagwe (cf. 16.31).
14.23 Adverbs
Syntactic sub-classes of adverbs seem to be due exclusively to semantic restrictions,
except for one of them: this might be set up on the basis of the occurrence of the
adverbs in appositive adverbial phrases and of their non-occurrence as centers in the
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adverbial phrases having a postpositional constitute as modifier (cf. 15.3). This
syntactic sub-class coincides with the sub-class of demonstrative adverbs that may be
established on other grounds: the subdivision of adverbs into substitutive and nonsubstitutive. Examples of the latter are the following: agwf 'near', momiri 'far away',
pia?e 'fast', rae 'formerly'.
14.231

There are four types of substitutive adverbs, parallel to some of the pronominal
types (14.312-3, 315-6):
(1) Demonstratives: ?!iga, ko?!iga, 'now'; upt\ramo 'then'; ?ape, ko?ape 'here';
?apeo-ve 'nearer'; ko?apeo 'hither'; ?agwi, ko?agwi 'from here'; ?arupi 'aroun~
here'; korupi 'through here'; korire 'after'; ?agwive, ko?agwive 'from here'; amo
'there'.
(2) Negatives: m!iro, araka.eve 'never'; mamovt\, moovt\ 'nowhere'.
(3) Interrogatives: mam5, mo5 'where'; araka?e 'when'; ma?e 'why'; mam611ware
'where from'.
(4) Indefinites: oimehiipe 'anywhere'.
14.232

There are three stems: ayeve, upegi and upt\isaro, with the anaphoric meaning
'because of that', that can be classified as adverbs, though their most common
occurrence is as clausal attributes (cf. 17.22).

14.3 MINOR CLASSES

14.31 Pronouns

Morphologically, all of them are uninflected. The syntactic position sh~red ~y all the
members of the class is that of center in a subject constitute. A sub-classificatiOn based
on syntactic criteria yields the following classes:
(1) Pronouns that occur as either center or axis in constitutes;
(2) pronouns that besides being center or axis may also be attributes. Some of
them have two different forms, one when occurring with the former function and one
when occurring with the latter one (cf. 14.312, 314). These two different forms are not
always used consistently, so that the set of attributive forms have been i~cluded in_the
class of pronouns in spite of the fact that some of them would not fit, stnctly speakmg,
into the syntactic definition of pronouns.
According to their type, pronouns may be subdivided into personal, demonstrative,
indefinite, numeral, interrogative, and negative. Only personal pronouns are well
differentiated syntactically: besides their selection according to the inflection for
subject in the verb, when used as subjects, they have much more restricted occurrences
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than the other pronouns: they can occur with only a few attributes, and they do not
occur as attributes, nor as objects, nor as the axis of several postpositions.
14.3ll

The personal pronouns are the following ones: se '1', ne 'thou', yane 'we (inc.)', ore
'we (exc.)' pet\ 'you'. These forms are almost identical with the bound forms for personal reference (cf. 13.2231), except pet\ versus pene-, but, besides being stressed free
forms, pronouns do not have morphophonemic alternations like those listed in 10.51.
There is no personal pronoun for the third person. Instead, a form ha?e is used
which we prefer to consider a demonstrative: it has little resemblance to the thirdperson inflectional prefix of personal reference (there is no third person for object
inflection either), and does not occur in the constitute for indirect object as all the
personal pronouns do.
The personal pronouns occurring in a constitute functioning as indirect object could
be analyzed as being inflected for case: seve 'for me', neve 'for thee', yane ve 'for us
(inc.)', ore ve 'for us (exc.)'. But we have preferred to analyze jve/ as an allomorph of
{pe} (10.338), because of the two following facts: (a) in the case of the pronoun of
second person plural, pet\, the form that occurs as indirect object is evidently the
pronoun directed by the postposition pe, namely pet\ me (cf. 10.2112) 'for you' (like
kuy!i me 'for the woman'); (b) the postposition {pe1)war!i}, when occurring with
nouns and also with the pronoun of second person plural, has the shape /pe1)warll/ or
/me1Jwarll/ (depending on the phonologic alternation of 10.2112), but the shape
/Ve1)Warll/ when occurring With the other personal pronouns: Se Ve1)Warll 'for me', ne
ve1)warii 'for thee', and so on.
14.312

The demonstrative pronouns correlate partially with the categories of personal
reference. In addition, they fall into two syntactic classes: the members of one class
occur as attributes to nouns, while the members of the other do not. This difference
in syntactic function recurs in other types of pronouns, as we have said before (14.310),
sometimes without any change in form; in every case we will call the members of the
first class attributive pronouns.
The demonstratives can be arranged in the two following sets:
Attributives Non-attributives
1. ko
2. pe

3 _ {upe.
amo

k6va
'near the speaker'
peva
'near the addressee'
upeva}
·
,
.c
'away from both speaker and addressee
am ova

The demonstratives umf and umfva, ko?!i and ko?!iva, do not show relative distance
to the speaker; both indicate plurality. The attributive aip6 would belong in the same

--------------------------------------------------------------
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group as upe and am5, but it points rather to temporal distance; it is rare in colloquial language.
ha?e forms a sub-class by itself. Reference has been already made to the fact that
semantically ha?e is nearer to the personal pronouns in one of their functions: it
occurs as a free subject of a verb inflected for the third person subject. But ha?e does
not occur as indirect object, for which function an inflected form of the postposition
pe is used: (i)-supe (cf. 10.339). In addition, ha?e occurs with functions that are different from those of personal pronouns, but also of other demonstrative pronouns
(cf. 17.341).

14.33

Clause markers mark clauses as interrogative. pa indicates mere interrogation; pik6
is more used in questions indicating some surprise, and also in rhetorical questions.
They are further differentiated by the fact that only pa occurs in clauses that function
as objects.
14.34

Coordinators mark the additive, alternative, and adversative types of coordinate

constructions: ha 'and', terli, ?6 'or', (nf) ... nf 'neither ... nor', pero 'but'.
14.313

The indefinite pronouns may be centers or attributes (except maimliramo, maimliva,
which cannot be attributes), and only one of them has a different form for each of the
two functions, not always used consistently: entero (attr.), enteroveva (center) 'all of
them'. Other indefinite pronouns are: amu.e 'another', maimliramo 'everybody',
maimliva 'any(body)', oimera?eva 'any(one)', opa 'every(body)', t6da 'every(body)'.

14.35

Conjunctions occur as directors of clausal axes: aya 'while', gwi 'since, because', gwive

'since', ha 'that', hagwe 'that', hal)wll 'in order that', moive 'before', peve 'till', porke
'because', ram6 'if, when', ram5gware, ram5l)warli 'at the time of', rire 'after', rupi
'because', vo, kwevo 'while', vove 'when', yave 'while', yepe 'although'.

14.314

The numeral pronouns also have special forms for the attributive function (although,
again, the use is not entirely consistent): petef 'one', petefva 'the one'; mok6i 'two',
mok5iveva 'the two'. Semantically, petef is, in many of its occurrences, an indefinite.
The other numerals are: mohapi 'three', iruni 'four'; from "five" on, the numerals are
all borrowings from the Spanish.

14.36 Nominalizers

There are three stems: va, vakwe, and varli, which make nouns out of clauses. The
resulting noun may occur with the functions of subject, object, or axis. vakwe and
varli, derived stems, are used, respectively, for past and for purpose (cf. 13.221212 and
221213).
14.37

14.315

In the domain of the negative pronouns, there is a distinction between person and
non-person: ma.eve, moive 'nothing' (things); avave 'nobody' (persons); nipetef 'no
one' (both persons and things). Except for nipetef, the negative pronouns do not
occur as attributes.
14.316

The interrogative pronouns show the same distinction as negatives: ava 'who'
(persons), ma?e 'what' (things), miiva 'who, what', movi 'how many' (persons and
things). ava and mliva are only centers; ma?e and movi also occur as attributes.

Postpositions occur as directors of nominal or pronominal axes. They fall into two

sub-classes.
14.371

Postpositions that inflect for personal reference and may occur, when thus inflected,
as either non-adverbial or adverbial attributes (cf. 16.23): gwi 'from', ni 'with', pe 'to,
in', rehe 'through, by', rire 'after', ?ari 'upon, above'. pe is a special case, in that it
only inflects for third person. Examples:
(a) as non-adverbial attribute: e-ma?e se-rehe (im-thou=look my=at) 'look at me'
(b) as adverbial attribute: a-ha ta ne-nive (I=go F thy=with) 'I'll go with you'

14.32 Me-class
14.372

Four uninflected stems: nahanfri 'no', Me 'yes', yef 'is it?', aye 'it is', belong in one
class because they occur in answers as the only constituent of a sentence (aside from
intonation); nahanfri and aye also occur in coordinate construction with a predicate
(cf. 17.31).

Uninflected postpositions only occur as directors: gwa, gware 'from', gwigwa,
gwigware 'of', gwive 'since', moive 'before', l)warli, pel)warli 'for', pegware 'from',
peve 'till', ram6 (cf. 15.6.5.10), ram5gware 'at the time of', rupi 'through, by', sa 'as,
like'.

------------------------------------------------
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14.38 Qualifiers

cally, yaimo?[ seems to be the 1pi of the verb mo?[ 'to believe, to think, to judge', and
it is very likely that historically this is the case; but synchronically it does not seem
possible to analyze the construction into which it enters if we do not consider it a
different element. The form yaimo?iiva(i)sa does not enter into exactly the same construction (cf. 16.32), but it is obviously related to yaimo?ii and does not fit well into
any other class. naha?ei is, morphologically, the pronoun ha?e plus the verbal modifier of negation na ... i; for its syntactic functions see 17.341.

This class is a catchall for several stems, most of which have great freedom of occurrence: te modifies verbs, adverbs and nouns; it is a "superlative". terei is the same as
te, with more emphasis. nte 'merely, just' modifies nouns, pronouns, verbs, and adverbs. katu modifies personal pronouns and adverbs; it is an "emphatic". rna
modifies verbs, adverbs, and also nouns if the latter occur as comment in an equational
clause; it means 'already'. hikwil.i pluralizes verbs and, rarely, nouns. kwera pluralizes nouns and pronouns. nf 'not even' modifies pronouns and nouns.
14.39
Articles are markers of nominal constructions: la, ku (mostly used with a nominalized

clause), ako (rare). lois sometimes used, especially with nouns with plural meaning;
like Ia it is a borrowing from Spanish, but its use is so sporadic that it does not seem to
be yet fully incorporated into the language. la may also stand in construction with a
conjunctive constitute, the most frequent case being a clause directed by the conjunction ha.
14.3.10
Modifiers modify verbs but they are not interchangeable with adverbs; syntactically,

they are included in the verbal phrase (cf. 15.4). Some of them also occur in the comment of equational clauses. They either negate the verb or indicate mode, tense, or
aspect of the verb. They are the following: anf "negative command", hikwil.i "plural",
hfna, fna "progressive", kuri "recent past", rna 'already', mi ~ miva "customary
past", mo?il. 'perhaps, almost', "intention", na .. .i "negation", ne "obligatory future",
nte 'merely, just', raka?e "remote past", ra?e "past", ta "future", te, terei "superlative", tove "let ... ", vakwe "past", varil. "obligatory future", yevi 'again', ?i "negation".
fna only occurs inflected for subject, with five specific categories: 1s, 1pi, 1pe, 2s,
and 2p. For the third person the form hfna is used, but it cannot be properly considered as inflected for third person, because it also occurs with verbs inflected for
any of the other persons. hina can also occur in the comment of an equational clause
(cf. 16.1). In a certain type of minor clause, hfna can be considered a pro-form (cf.
17.343).
Three words, ke, na, and tei, constitute a sub-class within the modifiers: they are
not modifiers of the verb but of the modifier ant When ani occurs in a verbal phrase,
either ke, or both ke and na, or tei, may also occur. ke and na have a "polite"
meaning; tei reinforces the command.
14.3.11 Connectors
Three stems belong in this class: yaimo?il. 'seems, is like', yaimo?iiva(i)sa 'seems', and
naha?ei 'is not'. They occur as connectors in connective constitutes. Morphologi-

14.3.12
Two stems, p~Sina and k6ina, only occur in a type of minor sentence (17.342).
14.3.13
There remain a few stems whose class affiliation is dubious. All of them are borrowings from Spanish and appear sporadically in our corpus. Their syntactic function is
clear in every case. Some of them will appear in the examples or in the texts, such as
algtl.n 'some', ?6tro 'another': these two occur preceding a noun to which they are
attributes, thus occurring in the same position as attributive pronouns; but they do
not occur - either in that shape or in a derived one - as centers in a constitute. Another type of stem is constituted by words that originally were adjectives in Spanish:
they occur as attributes to a preceding noun, thus occurring in the same position and
with the same function as attributive quality verbs; but they do not occur inflected as
center in a verbal phrase.

14.4 MULTIPLE CLASS MEMBERSHIP OF STEMS

Within the major classes we find several instances of stems that belong in more than
one class, but the cases are by no means so numerous as to justify including them in
separate classes. The more frequent case is that of stems that are nouns and verbs;
less common are the cases of double membership within the subclasses of verbs. A
few stems can occur with either of the inflectional sets that indicate subject: when
inflected for personal reference (quality verbs) they mean "permanent state", whereas
when inflected for subject (transitive or intransitive verbs) they indicate a transitory
activity. Two stems, at least, are quality verbs and adverbs: porii 'to be good', meaning 'well' as adverb, and -atii 'to be hard', meaning 'much' as adverb. Examples:
Noun/Verb: -iakw[ 'smell; to smell' (qual.v.) -esarai 'forgetfulness; to forget'
(qual.v.) vi?a 'gladness; to be glad' (intr.v.)
Qual.v./Tr.v.: mona 'to be a thief; to steal'
Attr.qual.v./Intr.v.: mimi 'to be brilliant; to shine'
Qual.v./Intr.v.: ka?u 'to be a drunkard; to be drunk' karu 'to be a glutton; to dine'.
Within the minor classes, the most important case of double membership is the one
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between postpositions and conjunctions; the stems that belong to both classes are:
gwi, gwive, moive, peve, ram<\ rire, and rupi.
A few other stems belong to different classes and have been listed twice: hikwlii, mii,
nte, te, terei (14.38 and 3.10); vakwe and var[ (14.36 and 3.10); ha?e (14.312 and 3.11).
katu is both adverb and qualifier.
A different case is that of the verb katu (14.2212). This stem always occurs as a
quality verb when affirmed, but when negated it fluctuates morphologically, in the
same informant, between quality verb and intransitive verb: na i-katu i, n oi-katu i.
This fluctuation does not affect its syntactic function, except that it would be the only
intransitive verb with a narrative clause as subject.

15

NON-PREDICATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

In this chapter we will consider endocentric and exocentric constructions, with the
exclusion of the exocentric ones that build up clauses. These will be considered in
Chapter 16.
Constitutes built by an endocentric construction will be called phrases.

15.1 NOMINAL PHRASES

Nominal phrases may be built by an attributive or an appositive construction. The
center is a noun.
15.11

Attributive constructions are the most common ones. The examples below, unless
otherwise stated, give the only possible order of constituents.

15.111
The attribute is an article:
la h-emi-rek6 (the his=wife) 'his wife'
ku tape 'the road'
lo mit[ 'the boy(s)'
The use of ku and lois rare; ku is more common in popular poetry than in spoken
Guarani.
15.112
The attribute is an attributive pronoun:
ko se-koras6 (this my=heart) 'my heart'
pe mitft-?i (that child=dm) 'that little child'
upe ?6ga 'that house'
mok6i kavayu 'two horses'
moi mitli 'how many boys?'
amu.e tet[ 'another country'
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15.113

Example:

The attribute is a qualifier:
oke nte (door just) 'just the door'
hente kwera (people PI) 'people'
ipe hikwlii (duck PI) 'ducks'

~

'this priest'

This is the order in which the elements commonly occur, but the pronoun may also
come after the noun:

15.114

The attribute is a noun. There are two types:
(a) the first noun is attributive to the following noun; the meaning of this contruction is "made of" or "belonging to". Examples:
kwati.a pep6 'paper wing'
tahii raiti 'ant(s) nest'
(b) The attribute is the second noun, this being a stem derived through the suffix -pi.
Example: rigwasu yuka-pi (hen killed) 'dead hen'
The rare cases in which the attribute follows the center and is not a noun derived
through -pi seem to be fixed expressions:
plato temi-?u (dish food) 'a dish of food'
sipa aramir6 (cake manioc-starch) 'a cake of manioc-starch'.
15.115

The attribute is an uninflected attributive quality verb:
kise piahV.. (knife new) 'a new knife'
a6 potf (clothes clean) 'clean clothes'

±!:

'that woman'

lt must be noted that if either the attributive pronoun or the article is omitted, the
Iesult is an attributive predicative clause:
~

(this-one~priest)

'this one is a priest';
with the article !a we may also have: k6vallalpa?i 'this one is the priest',but always
with two macrosegments.
~
Though on the basis of their internal structure these constitutes could equally
well be called "pronominal phrases", their distribution is more like that of nominal
than of pronominal phrases.
15.122

15.116

The attribute is a postpositional constitute: ?6ga ita gwigwa (house stone of) 'a
house of stone'.

Another appositive construction, although much less common, has as immediate
constituents a noun and a nominalized clause with varli:
epeni.nsa:~a-ha yei vara:

15.12

Appositive constructions are much less common than attributive constructions. Only
two types are fairly common.

(hope~I=go again Nm)

'hope of going again'
15.123

Other types of appositional constructions are the following.
(a) Two nominal phrases:

15.121

One immediate constituent is a demonstrative pronoun, the other a nominal phrase;
the latter in turn consists either of a noun and one of the articles !a and ku, or a noun
and one of the attributive demonstrative pronouns agreeing with the pronoun in
apposition. We have therefore the following possibilities:
k6va
ueva )
~
peva
umfva

.
+ (etther)

1ue
leo

!a
p (or) { k
pe
u
umf

paragwayo memete

+ Noun
'our countrymen, all Paraguayans'
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15.23

(b) Personal pronoun and nominal phrase:

~

(thoulboy=little~useless)

The attribute is a postpositional constitute; the center is a pronoun other than
personal:
in)
mnvlpene-pa?tl

t:

'you, useless boy'
'who among you?'
15.13 Nesting of attributes
15.3 ADVERBIAL PHRASES

The number of attributes usually does not exceed three. Theoretically, the occurrence
of at least seven attributes would be possible, but no more than five occur in our corpus, and very infrequently. The following sequence shows all the attributes that could
possibly occur. Those preceding the center have fixed positions, while those following
the center have only preferred positions; the center is underlined:
Demonstrative - (numeral) - article - noun - noun - attributive quality verb qualifier (te, nte)- postpositional phrase- qualifier (kwera, hikwlli).
The numeral is in parentheses because - like umf and ko?ll too - it is mutually
exclusive with the qualifiers kwera and hikwlii. Examples:
upe Ia ?6ga nte ita gwigwa kwera (that the house just stone of PI) 'just those houses
of stone'
umf Ia kuyataf por~ ite (those the girl pretty very) 'those very pretty girls'
ko mok6i lo mitli se-valle gwa (this two the boy my=village from) 'these two boys
from my village'.

The center is an adverb; the attributes are restricted to the qualifiers and to postpositional constitutes. Examples:
are rna (long-time already) 'a long time ago'
tarde rna (late already) 'already late'
momiri tape gwi (far-away road from) 'far away from the road'.
Other adverbial phrases are appositive constructions; they are restricted (1) to a few
demonstrative adverbs expressing time, in apposition with a noun of the class in
14.211, and (2) to the demonstrative adverbs referring to place (chiefly am6), in apposition with a postpositional constitute (always with the postposition pe). Examples:
ko?i§ro pihareve 'tomorrow morning'
aiJe pihare (today night) 'last night'
?liga pihareve (now morning) 'this morning'
am6 ?6vra pe (there building-under-construction in) 'there in the building under
construction'
am6 ivi pe (there earth on) 'there on the earth'.

15.2 PRONOMINAL PHRASE
15.4 VERBAL PHRASES

The center is a pronoun and the construction is attributive. Attributes are very restricted.
15.21
The attribute is another pronoun; this construction is rare: ko k6va (this this-one)
'this one'.
15.22
The attribute is a qualifier; this construction has various restrictions:
(a) center: a personal or demonstrative pronoun; attribute: katu or nte.
se katu 'I indeed'; se nte 'just I'
(b) center: a demonstrative pronoun other than umfva or ko?liva; attribute:
kwera or hikwlli.
ha?e kwera (that-one Pl) 'they'
Two of these qualifiers are the largest number of attributes of a pronoun that we have
in our corpus: ha?e nte kwera (this-one merely PI) 'merely they'.

The center is an inflected verb; the attributes may be one or more modifiers. Verbal
phrases may be transitive or intransitive. Transitive verbal phrases have as center a
transitive verb inflected for object or subject; intransitive verbal phrases have as
center a quality or intransitive verb inflected for subject. Apart from this, both types
are identical. The modifiers have, as a rule, a more or less fixed order, as shown in the
diagram:
Imperative
Negative
tove

anf
na .. .i

I

EmMode Neg.\ phatic

Aspect

Aspect

i'l

mi

yevi

VERB mo?n

nte
te
terei

TenseMode
ta
ne
ra?e
raka?e
kuri
vakwe
varii

Aspect

mli

I

Plural

Aspect

hikwni

fna
hfna
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Exceptions to this order are: (1) mo?ti can occur in the last position; (2) yevi and rna
can occur before the verb; (3) nte and te may occur practically in any place after the
verb; (4) fna and hfna can occur before yevi. When anf occurs in the verbal phrase,
either ke, or na, or both, or tei may occur immediately after anf or after the verb. The
second part of na .. .i occurs after the verb or, if any, after the first or the second attribute.
15.41

The forms that belong in the same box of the diagram are mutually exclusive; other
restrictions are the following:
(a) In a verbal phrase beginning with tove the verb inflects for desiderative.
(b) In a verbal phrase containing anf, na ... i, or ?I, the verb is never inflected for
either command or desiderative.
(c) In a verbal phrase either with anf or with a verb inflected for desiderative or
command, the temporal modifiers (ta, ne, etc.) do not occur.
(d) anf and na ... i are mutually exclusive with ?t
(e) mo?li is mutually exclusive with ta, ne, vakwe, and mi.
(f) fna occurs inflected for the same person as the verb.
On the basis of the foregoing restrictions, at le~st four subtypes of verbal phrases
can be set up: (I) desiderative (with tove), (2) imperative (with anf or with the verb
inflected for command), (3) negative (with na ... i or with ?i), and declarative (all the
remaining ones).
15.42

The previous diagram indicates only relative order and does not entirely reflect the
immediate constituent structure. On the other hand, the analysis in ICs, besides being
still tentative, is not easy to display in chart form. The morphemes immediately in
construction with the verb are tove, anf, na ... i, and ?f; the two succeeding layers may
be represented by mo?li, mi, and by the tense-mode morphemes; the outermost layer
is the one of fna and hfna. As for the rest of the modifiers, they probably constitute
together an intermediate layer between mo?li and fna.
15.43

In the following sections we survey the use of the modifiers.
15.431 tove.

It is used to reinforce a verb inflected for desiderative. Example: tove t-o-h6
(let ds=he=go) 'let him go!'
15.432 na ... i, ani, ?i.

All these three modifiers have negative meaning. The first is simply a negation; the

NON-PREDlCATIVE

CONSTRUCTIONS

ISJ

second is a negative command. ?f is used in dependent clauses, but it is not obligatory,
na ... i being also possible and relatively more frequent for some speakers. Examples:
anf re-sapukai (DN thou=scream) 'don't scream!'
anf ke ne-resar:ii (DN please thou=forget) 'don't forget, will you?'
n ai-pota i o-yi ?f va (N I=want N it=is-cooked N Nm) 'I don't want what is uncooked'
pe-mo-aivu ro-henil ?I hal)wli isa la pe-ye vakwe hfna (you=fc=noise we=hear N
in-order-that as the you=say Nm Pr) 'you were making noise so that we could not
hear what you were saying'
15.433 mo?fi
It is preferably used in negative verbal phrases, and (a) indicates intention or possi-

bility; (b) when it occurs in aflirmative verbal phrases, it indicates that something was
on the point of happening (with the implication that it did not happen); (c) if in the
verbal phrase varli is also present, mo?li indicates either possibility or impossibility.
Examples:
(a) hweve n ay-il mo?li i hfna (Thursday N l=come M N Pr) 'I don't think I'll be
coming on Thursday'
se la gwaranf gi na se-resarai mo?li i voi (I the Guarani from N !=forget M N soon)
'I will not forget Guarani easily'
(b) ha-?a mo?[ (I=fall M) 'I almost fell'
rey-apo-pa mo?[ yevi rna (thou=make=entirely M again already) 'already you almost
did it completely again'
(c) e-re gi.e seve ro-heya varll mo?li re-pitu?u (thou=tell since me to thee=permit
M M thou=rest) 'if you had told me I would have let you rest'
ya-yo-topa rire ya-vi?a-ve varll mo?li (we=rc=meet after we=rejoice=more M M)
'if we meet together we will rejoice'.
15.434

Among the set of temporal, modal, and aspectual modifiers, ta and ne are the more
inflection-like elements. ta is future, ne (in negative verbal phrases /sene/) means also
future, but implying obligation or necessity. Verbal phrases with future meaning and
not containing either ta or ne are unusual. On the contrary, a verbal phrase in which
neither ta nor ne occurs may refer to past or present events, depending on context
(not necessarily linguistic context). Actually, a verbal phrase of this sort more often
refers to past events; for the present, fna or hfna occurs very frequently, though it may
also occur with reference to past events. ra?e, raka?e, and kuri occurwhen there is
some special need of making explicit the reference to past events; but if some other
word already occurs which indicates the past, such as kwehe 'yesterday', then they
never occur. For future events, instead, we may have both a word indicating future
and a temporal modifier, e.g. ko?ero a-ha ta (tomorrow I=go F) 'I'll go tomorrow'.
ra?e is used almost exclusively in interrogations, and means past in general; raka?e
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indicates "remote past"; kuri means "recent past", something that has happened on
the same day. varii indicates "obligation". mi "customary past" and vakwe "past"
are rarer; mi ( ~ miva) may occur with ra?e, raka?e, or vakwe. Examples:
se ko?ero a-ma.ap6 heta ta (I tomorrow !=work much F) 'tomorrow I will work a
great deal'
ani re-h6 porke re-?a ne (DN thou=go because thou=fall F) 'do not go because you
will fall'
n o-hO i sene (N he=go N F) 'he will not go'
n ai-kwaa i ay-u yei ne pa (N !=know N !=come again F In) 'I don't know if I will
come again'
ma?e ?ora pa rei-ke ra?e re-ma.ap6 (what hour In thou=enter Pt thou=work) 'at
what time did you begin working?'
oi-ke piko ra?e pe kwima?e (he=enter In Pt that man) 'did that man go in?'
entero ma?e i-varato-ve raka?e (all thing it=is-cheap=more Pt) 'everything was formerly cheaper'
ne moi ?iiyo re-tudia raka?e la re-ye-l'esivi hal)wii (thou how-many year thou=study
Pt the thou=rf=receive in-order-that) 'how many years have you studied in order to
get your degree?'
pe micl h-as~ kuri (that child he=cry Pt) 'that child was crying'
a-purahei a-Ina kuri ha ... (!=sing I=Pr Pt and) 'I was singing and .. .'
pe sikwentaisiete pe rigwasu o-vale mi vakwe die peso (that fifty-seven in hen he=cost
CPt Pt ten pesos) 'in 1957 hens used to cost 10 pesos'
imii rigwasu porii o-vale vakwe die peso (formerly hen good he=cost Pt ten peso)
'formerly a good hen cost 10 pesos'
se a-ma.apo varii a-vivi hal)wii (I I=work M I=live in-order-that) 'I have to work in
order to live'
ai-kwaa ha?e o-hO va.er~ ha (!=know that-one he=go M that) 'I know that he has
to go'
15.435
yevi means 'again'; very frequently, it occurs together with mii. Examples:
araka?e o-u yei ta (when he=come again F) 'when will he come again?'
pero ya a-ha yei ta rna a-fna (but already l=go again F already I=Pr) 'but I wiH
already be going'
15.436
mil means 'already'; very often it is duplicated by ya ( < Sp ya 'already') placed
before the verb. ya, on the other hand, does not occur if rna is not present. Examples:
kova ko masiina ya hi-.ayu-pa rna (this-one this apple already it=is-ripe=completely
already) 'this apple is already completely ripe'
e-re vove ya ai-kwaa rna (thou=tell when already !=know already) 'when you told
it I already knew it'
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15.437
nte 'merely, just' and te, a superlative. Examples:
k6a ko koti i-ki?a-pa ite (this-one this room it=is-dirty=thoroughly very) 'this room
is all dirty'
se ve ya hi-?~ nte yei rna o-IJwaM hfna (me to already it=seems just again already
he=arrive Pr) 'it just seems to me that he is already coming back again'
15.438
hikwfli means "plural". It is used only when the verb is inflected for third person;
it does not occur if there is any word indicating plurality in construction with the
verbal phrase. But even if there is no such a word, a verbal phrase inflected for third
person may have plural meaning without hikwiii. Example: pe mitii h-as~-ma hikwiii
(that boy he=cry=all Pl) 'those boys are all crying'.
15.439
fna, hfna. We have already mentioned (14.3.10) the most important facts concerning
these two modifiers. They give progressive meaning to a verbal phrase and are used when no other modifier indicates past action - to stress the fact that something is
occurring in the present. No significant restriction seems to exist either with the
other modifiers or with the verb. Examples:
yane ya-tudia hfna (we we=study Pr) 'we are studying'
o-yen6 hfna (he=lie-down Pr) 'he is lying down'
ma?e !a rei-kwaa-se-ve va re-fna (what the thou=know=want=more Nm thou=Pr)
'what else do you want to know?'
a-mayii a-fna ?6ga renone pe (l=look I=Pr house front to) 'I am looking at the front
of the house'
?~ga ite rna o-l)wahe ta hfna !a o-h6 vakwe (now very already he=arrive F Pr the
he=go Nm) 'very soon now the one who went will be arriving'
ivi h-ikwe hina kuri (earth it=is-wet Pr Pt) 'the earth was getting wet'
re-votesa yei rna re-fna (thou=yawn again already thou=Pr) 'you are already yawning
again'.
15.5 OBJECTIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

Objective constructions consist of a transitive verb inflected for subject, with or
without modifiers, and an object. A transitive verb inflected for object is syntactically
equivalent to the construction with a free object. It should be noted that a verb inflected for object cannot have, except in one instance (cf. 15.53), a free object, and
therefore the latter cannot be considered an expansion of the bound object. On the
other hand, a transitive verb inflected for subject and without a free object has an
"implicit" third person object, the use of (i)-supe 'him, her, it, them' being optional.
Example: a-heka ta ne ve (!=look-for F thou for) 'I will find it for you'.
In the following sections we survey the constitutes that can occur as objects.
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15.51

The axis of the postposition may be also a pronoun, but not an interrogative one.
Example:

A noun, a pronoun (other than personal), and a nominal or pronominal phrase.
Examples:
(noun) ho-?u so?6 (he=eat meat) 'he eats meat'
(pron.) ma?e re-rek6 (what thou=have) 'what do you have?'
ma?e re pa rey-ap6 upeva (what by In thou=make that-one) 'why do you make that?'

'I make that one walk'.

(nom.
phr.)

15.53

.

A narrative clause (with verbs of the class in 14.2235). Examples:
n ai-pota i nte~ne-posi

'give me a chicken leg'
(pron. e-raha
phr.)
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oimera?~ ko?~valyagwal gwi

>

(im-thou=carry-away

(N l=want N just J:thou=art-angry)

'I just don't want you to be angry'

),

no ro-heya mo?li i ~

(N thee=let M N ~ thou=go-out)

'I don't intend to let you go out'

'carry away any one of the dogs'

rei-mo?~kse-tavi

(thou=thinkbl=am-silly)

15.52

'you think I am silly'

A postpositional constitute; the directive postposition is pe. This construction is
found when the object refers to a person, and sometimes to animals; this rule has
some exceptions. Exam]')les:

The construction in which the verb heya is the director is the only one in which a
verb inflected for object has also a free object.

o-yukaft

15.54
An interrogative (marker: pa) or an imperative clause; the director is a verb of the
classes in 14.2232 and 14.2233. Examples:

'he killed his mother'

...,,,,

n ai-kwaa i ma?e \pa; ha-?e ta

...

a-haihiiE±

'I don't know what I will say'
e-re~...t-o-ii

'I love my country'
The axis of the postposition may be a nominalized clause, but this is not frequent;
the preferred construction is as in 15.56. Example:

(im-thou=telll him~ ds=he=go)

'tell him to go!'

(he•fe<live F

o-poranii

Isc: ve I ko ?6ga \pat se-ma?e
''

I

'

I

-'

.

-

'he will revive the one who is dead'.

II

I

(he=ask ~to this ho~se \In
1 my=thing)
\
I

'he asked me if·this house was mine'

l.

~

'I II

= ''
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15.55

the class in 14.2234 could also have been included in the sub-class of transitive verbs
that have as objects either a nominal or pronominal constitute, or a postpositional
constitute (14.2231); (2) haiJwli-constitutes are analyzed alsewhere (16.2311) as either
non-adverbial or adverbial attributes; (3) verbs like ?e also have a clause directed by
ha or hagwe as object; (4) the hal)wll-clause is not mutually exclusive with a direct
object: both occur together when the hal)wli-clause has a meaning of purpose and
occurs as an adverbial attribute:

A conjunctive constitute (director: ha or hagwe), very often preceded by the article la.
The directive verb is one of the class in 14.2233. Examples:
that)

'I know he does not intend to go'

ha-?6 ~~pete! yap11o-u~

'I told him a lie to make him go away'.
'you heard I was sick'
ai-kwaa

'I know that he will go'
(I already !=know already the thoulsoldierjthat)

k

..
&

'I already knew that you were a soldier'

~

All these constructions, as well as the one in which a verb inflected for the desiderative occurs as object (15.54), can be better explained if we take into consideration
transformational relations: the occurrence as objects of every one of these constitutes
is the result of a single transformation that makes of a clause the object of another
one, but the underlying kernel sentence is different in each case. A clause such as
he-?i supe o-il ha (he=tell him he=come that) 'he tells him that he comes',
or one such as
e-re supe a-ha ha (im-thou=tell him I=go that) 'tell him that I go',
are transforms, respectively, of a narrative and an imperative clause: he?i supe, ere
supe, plus a narrative clause in each case: ou, aha. A clause such as
he-?i supe o-il hagwli (he=tell him he=come X) 'he told him to come',
is a transform of a narrative clause: he?i supe, plus an imperative clause: tou 'let him
come!'. Finally, a clause such as
e-re supe t-o-u (im-thou=tell him ds=he=come) 'tell him to come!',
is a transform of two imperative clauses; ere supe, tou.

'he says that he came'
15.57

15.56
A conjunctive constitute. The conjunction is hal)wli; the directive verb is one of the
class in 14.2234. Example:

A nominalized clause, almost always preceded by an article:
t-a-yuhUaai-kwaa va

(ds:l=find EI=know Nm)

'I wish I'd find the one I have in mind'
'he tells him to come'

rei-kwaa paEo-h6 vakwe
15.561
Because of the following considerations, the treatment of this constitute as an object does not seem to be entirely justified within a phrase grammar: (1) The verbs of

(thou=know InEhe=go Nm)

'Do you know,the one who left?'
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15.58
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15.63

As regards the constructions listed in 15.51-7, the object may also be a coordinated
construction of two or more of those constituents; we give below an example of two
coordinated nominalized clauses:

A conjunctive constitute:
(!=am-sitting X from)

..

'from where I was sitting'
ne-guta M isa (thou=like X as) 'as you like it'
o-sl: ha!Jwll isa (he=leave for as) 'as if to leave'
'we separate the dirty ones and the clean ones'.
15.64
A nominalized clause:
15~6

POSTPOSITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS

Ia

Postpositional constructions are directive constructions with,a postposition as director.
The constitutes built by these constructions belong to various form-classes, as they
may function as objects, adverbial and non-adverbial attributes, topics and comments.
The axis may be any one of the constitutes listed in the following sections.

'as much as possible'
(the

A noun or a pronoun; a nominal or a pronominal phrase:
tupa ?ari (bed on) 'on the bed'
k6va gi (this-one about) 'about this one'
petei ?6ga pe (one house in) 'in a house'

');!" his=handr:

'from his feet and his hands'
The most important restriction between individual members of each class affects the
inflected postpositions: they cannot occur with a personal pronoun as axis.

An adverb or an adverbial phrase:
mam6 gi 'where from?'
ma?e re (what by) 'why?'

Iii§!

~--------.,

crar·more~f3J>

'from farther than you'.

~

'than I thought'.
15.65
Without entering into a detailed study of the meaning of the postpositions, we will
refer in this section to their most common usages.
15.651
?ari 'on' (directly upon; implies contact).
kise o-im~ ivi ?ari (knife it=is ground on) 'the knife is on the ground'
ei-pe?a Ia ne-p6 Ia mesi'l ?ari (im-thou=remove the thy=hand the table on) 'remove
your hand from (on) the table'.
15.652
nf 'with, together with' (indicates company).
pe miti'l-?i oi-k6 i-si ni (that child=little he=go his=mother with) 'that child goes with
his mother'
o-ye?~ hfna i-sika ni (he=talk Pr his=girl-friend with) 'he is talking with his girl friend'

15.62

molilirl-ve

I=think ~~ than)

~

15.61

(his=foot

1:

15.653
gwa 'belonging to, from, native of'. This postposition occurs with nominal and
adverbial axes, and indicates that its meaning is true for the present. For the past,
the derived postpositions gware and pegware (with adverbial and nominal or prono-
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minal axes respectively) are used; for the future, IJWarii and pelJwarii (with the same
distribution) are used.
se paragwai gwa (I Asuncion from) 'I am from Asuncion'
ko mesii am6 gwa (this table there form) 'this table is from there'
ko mesii am6 gware (this table there from) 'this table came from there'
ko sipa piko tedia gware (this cake In today form) 'the cake was baked today?'
uperire gwarii (later for) 'for later'
mam6 IJWarii (there for) 'for there'
la so?o-kaiJwe e-yeya umf kure pegwarii (the flesh=bone im-thou=leave those pig
for) 'leave the bones for those pigs'
a-yogwa Ia yagwa ne Vel)warii (I=buy the dog thou for) 'I bought the dog for you'.
15.654
gwi indicates (!) local origin, (2) cause. Also, it means 'than', introducing the

second term of a comparison; in this usage it may have another postpositional constitute as axis.
o-se h-oga gi (he=go-out his=house from) 'he goes out of his house'
o-u taragwi gi (he=come Corrientes from) 'he comes from Corrientes'
h-asi parto gi (she=is-ill childbirth because-of) 'she is ill of childbirth'
o-man5 yemiahii gwi (he=die starvation because-of) 'he died of starvation'
upe ?oga i-por3:-ve kova gi (that house it=is-beautiful=more this-one than) 'that
house is more beautiful than this one'

kuj kweheJgware

ko temi-.ap6 h"asi-ve

J·

gi

-w
'<;)-

<
E

1

(this work it=is-hard=more the 1yesterday from than)
),

~
~

€

'this work is harder than yesterday's'.
15.655
gwigwa 'of' is used for indicating the material a thing is made of; if the object does
not exist any more or has changed its composition, the derived postposition gwigware

may be used instead.
mesii ivira gwigwa (table wood of) 'a table (made) of wood'
?oga ita gwigwa (house stone of) 'a house (made) of stone'
?oga ita gwigware (house stone of=past) 'a former house of stone'.
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15.656
gwive indicates (1) starting point, (2) cause.

o-muy[ umf ivira give (he=run those tree from) 'he ran from those trees'
i-moriahil va give o-ye-mo-mirf (he=is-poor Nm because he=rf=fc=is-humble) 'he is
humiliated because he is poor'.
15.657
pe 'on, at, in, to, for, with'. It is the most frequent of all postpositions; besides

occurring in objects and indirect objects, it occurs in many expressions indicating
place. Its translation depends on the verb with which the postpositional constitute
is in construction. It also indicates means.
kwehe a-yuhu ne-ru pe (yesterday I=find thy=father X) 'I met your father
yesterday'
e-me?e yagwa pe kova (im-thou=give dog to this-one) 'give this one to the
dog'
o-ime oke m6 (he=is door at) 'he is at the door'
a-ha ta yti me (I=go F field to) 'I'll go to the field'
oi-ke ka.agwi pe (he=enter forest to) 'he entered the forest'
a-ha kamion pe (I=go bus in) 'I go by bus'
oi-kitf h-ili me (he=cut his= tooth with) 'he cut it with his teeth'.
15.658
moive 'before'. Its use as a postposition is very restncted. In fact, it can be con-

sidered a postposition only in so far as zeroed elements are excluded from the analysis;
otherwise it must be considered always a conjunction.
Within the frame of a transformational grammar, on the other hand, zeroed elements may be taken into account. The cases in which moive is a postposition would
turn out to be transformations of two clauses that contain in the predicate the same
verb, but inflected for different persons. E.g. from
(a) kwehe a-pu?[ 'yesterday I got up', and
(b) kwehe re-pu?[ 'yesterday you got up',
we would derive
(c) kwehe a-pu?ii ne moive 'yesterday I got up before you',
by deleting from (b) the attributes and the verb that appear in (a), a11d by adding
moive in construction with the personal pronoun corresponding to the inflection of
the dropped verb. On the contrary, when the basic clauses have different verbs in
their predicates, only the common attributes can be deleted, and the result is the usual
main clause plus conjunctive constitute. E.g. from
(a) kwehe a-pu?[ 'yesterday I got up', and
(b) kwehe rey-u 'yesterday you came',
we obtain
(c) kwehe a-pu?[ rey-il moive 'yesterday I got up before you came'.
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15.659
peve indicates final point, chiefly of a movement.

ro-mo-gwata tape ka.agwi peve (thee=fc=walk F that forest till) 'I am going to make
you walk as far as that forest'.
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some function as objects or subjects, some also as non-adverbial or as adverbial
attributes.
a-manti moive (!=die before) 'before I die'

r:------.,..

( I4ie Jin-order-thaq tree to)

15.6.5.10
ram6 is used only in postpositional constructions which constitute a special type
of non-adverbial attribute to a limited number of verbs (cf. 16.23; also 14.2223).
15.6.5.11

rehe 'through, by, along, with'. It also indicates place in a somewhat indeterminate
way, as against pe.
o-kayila se-yagwa pe tape re (he=get-Iost the my=dog that road along) 'my dog got
lost along the road'
o-yokwa ivira rehe (he=tie tree to) 'he tied him to a tree'
a-may[ a-fna Ia vetiina re (!=look I=Pr the window through) 'I am looking through
the window'
pe tnihe re o-f mok5i miinca (that suit in it=is-there two stain) 'there are two stains
in that suit'.
15.6.5.12
rire 'after' (in time).

k6va rire (that after) 'after that'
oy-u media?6ra rire (he=arrive half-hour after) 'he arrived after half an hour'.
15.6.5.13
rupf 'through, by' (local meaning), 'because of'.
e-ye?e ne-yuru rupi (im-thou=speak thy=mouth through) 'speak through your
mouth'
oi-ke Ia oke rupi (he=enter the door by) 'he entered by the door'
se-liver:il se-si ha se-ru rupi (!=am-liberal my=mother and my=father because-of)
'I am a liberal because of my mother and my father'.

.

'in order that I tie it to the tree'.
Further examples and details of the use and meaning of conjunctive constructions
are given in 17.24. Cf. also 15.55.

15.8 NOMINALIZED CLAUSES

Clauses are nominalized by means of va for non-past, vakwe for past, and varii for
future when purpose or obligation is implied. The resulting constitute has roughly
the same functions as a noun, except that, in general, the nominalized clauses do not
occur as axis of a postposition in some constructions in which nouns do so occur
(cf. 16.23). Only predicative narrative clauses (16.2) can be nominalized. The nominalizer occurs directly after the verb, or after the modifiers na .. .i, mo?ii, or ta, when
one of them is present.
The meaning of the nominalized clause- but not its function within another clausedepends on the class of predicate that the nominalized clause contains (for the classes
of predicates cf. 16.22). There are three different kinds of meanings for nominalized
clauses.
(a) When the predicate is intransitive- i.e. the center is a quality or intransitive
verb, the meaning of the nominalized clause is "the one who performs what is meant
by the verb in the nominalized clause". Examples:
(he=fe=live

15.6.5.14
(i)sa 'as, like'.

'she is reviving the one who died'

o-hasa ivitu-vai sa (it=pass wind=bad like) 'it passed like an evil wind'
iy-ivate se isa (he=is-tall I as) 'he is as tall as I am'.

o-pui'a

mEo-h6 ~

15.7 CONJUNCTIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

'he has got up already, the one who has to go'.

Conjunctive constructions are directive constructions with a conjunction as director
and a clause as axis. Conjunctive constitutes function in general as clausal attributes,

Irrespective of their meaning, the nominalized clauses are, in the first example, the
object and, in the second example, the subject.
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(b) When the predicate is transitive and the center is a transitive verb inflected for
subject but without a free object (there is an implicit third person object: cf. 15.50),
the meaning of the nominalized clause is "what is acted upon by the subject of the
verb in the nominalized clause"; in this case, "subject" refers to a free subject as well
as to an inflectional subject. Examples:

if the object occurs after the verb of the nominalized clause, the meaning is the same
as in case (a):
r-----~~------1

n a-topa i Ia oi-poruka

~~1i-kw~ \

I

.

r---r-=--=---=--'""-1-,

(N I=find N the he=lend~~1his

0:' it=is-possible N

ring)l· \

~l

'it is not possible for me to tell you what I saw'
rei-kwaapiko~

(thou=know InEthou=Say ~

'I don't find the one who lent me his ring'.
15.81

'do you know what you have to say?'
(c) When the predicate is transitive, of the type built by an objective construction,
the meaning of the nominalized clause may be either as in case (a) or as in case (b),
depending on the position in which the object of the nominalized clause occurs: if it
occurs between the verb of the main clause and the verb of the nominalized clause
the meaning is the same as in case (b):
'

f=r-· v)

(Nl·ha~ N

The constructions of(c) in 5.80 above have been analyzed as if the whole nominalized
clause were the subject or object in another clause, and they are considered also in
this way in 15.57 and in 16.21. But in the examples given in 15.80, clear cases of
shared constituents are present. For instance, in the example na arek6 i tiipo aperde
varli, tii§po is object both of arek6 and of aperde; in the example n atopa i Ia kwaira
oiporuka vakwe se ve, kwairii is object both of atopa and of oiporuka; but in the
example n atopa i Ia oiporuka vakwe se ve ikwaira, ikwairii is object only of oiporuka.
On the other hand, also when the nominalized clause contains an intransitive predicate, cases of shared constituents may occur, as in the following example

'I don't have time to waste'

r----,
se v

n a-topa i Ia kwairii oi-poruka ~
ot

.
(Nl=find N

'you saw that man who entered',
in which kwima?e is object of rehesa and subject of oike.
These constructions are better explained when they are considered to be transformations, which also clarifies the difference between a nominalized clause and a clause
directed by ha, both constructions having approximately the same privileges of occurrence as a noun. According to 15.561, a clause such as

'I don't find the ring he lent me';
'1 saw that the man entered',
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would be the transformation of (a) a-hesa 'I saw', and (b) pe kwima?e oi-ke 'that
man entered'.
In the case of the example above, instead,
rehesa pe kwima?e oike vakwe pe,
the kernel clauses would be: (a) rehesa pe kwima?e pe, and (b) pe kwima?e oike.
Also, in another one of our examples above,
n atopa i la kwairu oiporuka vakwe se ve,
the kernel clauses would be: (a) n atopa i la kwairu, and (b) oiporuka la kwairu seve.
If this analysis were carried out consistently we would have to assume many
instances of zeroed elements. E.g. in the example just mentioned: in order to account
for the occurrence ofvakwe instead ofva, we would have to start from a kernel clause
in which ra?e or raka?e occurred (oiporuka raka?e seve la kwairU). (But then, in
all the numerous instances in which a clause like oiporukii se ve Ia kwairil has past
meaning, we would have to postulate a zeroed ra?e or raka?e.) Similarly, a clause
such as
reikwaa piko la ere vara (see 15.80, b)
would have to be derived from the clauses (a) reikwaa piko k6va (or upeva, etc.),
(b) ere k6va, and this would in turn imply that ;when a clause like reikwaa pika
occurs with the proper intonation, as an independ~nt sentence, it has also a zeroed
object k6va or upeva.

16
CLAUSES

There are three types of clauses: equational, predicative, and connective. Clauses also
fall into a partially intersecting classification: interrogative, imperative, and narrative.
Interrogative clauses are marked by the words pa or pik6; imperative clauses have
the verb center of the predicate inflected for desiderative or command, or modified by
anf; narrative clauses are unmarked. Among the interrogative clauses, only those
marked by pa occur as objects; among the imperative clauses, only those marked by
desiderative or command inflection of the verb occur as objects. Only predicative
clauses may be imperative. Only predicative narrative clauses may be nominalized.

16.1 EQUATIONAL CLAUSES

An ~quational clause consists of a topic and a comment in predicative attributive
construction. Both topic and comment may be a noun (Nn), a pronoun (Pn), a nominal phrase (NnPh), a pronominal phrase (PnPh), a postpositional constitute (PpC),
a nominalized clause (NmCl), an adverb (Av), an adverbial phrase (AvPh), or a conjunctive constitute (CjC).
"Topic" and "comment" will be used only with regard to these clauses, but this
does not mean that the terms could not also be applied to the constituents in a predicative or in a connective clause. We have restricted their use to the equational clause
because in it the determination of what is subject and what is predicate attribute
seems arbitrary; topic and comment, instead, are determined here by position. For
example, in the following clauses:
(I)

ko Idse~11e-ma?e

'the knife is yours'
(2) ne-mai'e-~ko Ids6

(thy=thing~!this_knife)

'is this knife yours?',
ne-ma?e is comment in (1), in (2) it is topic; we would not be sure about which is the
subject in (2), even if we accept that it is ·ko kise in (1).
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Examples of equational clauses:
16.2 PREDICATIVE CLAUSES

(this-one~tabl1thy=thing)

A predicative clause consists of a predicate with or without a free subject. Examples:

'this table is yours' (NnPh Nn)

'I get up from my bed'

r----------,
'this root, what tree's is it?' (NnPh NnPh)

iy-aki-ma ~ami!~

~o-hen5i~
'my clothes are completely wet with the rain'
'certainly I am the one who is calling you' (PnPh NmCl)

(who

l'"l:r=mo~

'who is the one who came?' (Pn NmCl)

~cake~rday~

ko

Although the predicate alone may constitute a clause, the anaphoric character of
the bound subject seems to indicate that the free subject is not merely an expansion.
This is shown more clearly when the verb is inflected for object; in this case there is
also a reference to the subject, but with various degrees of precision. In a clause such
as se-hesa (me=see), or ore-he§a (us=see), the subject may be a second or a third person;
in ro-hesa (thee=see), or po-hesa (ye=see), the subject is always a first person, but without specification as to whether it is singular or plural; ne-hesa (thee=see), or pene-hesa
(ye=see), or yane-hesa (us=see), the reference to the subject is unambiguous: it is always
third person.

'was this cake baked today?' (NnPh PpC)
ma?e

'what village are you from?' (PpC Pn)
kwehe~domfiJo

(yesterday~Sunday)

16.21
The subject may be a noun, a pronoun, a nominal phrase, a pronominal phrase, a
nominalized clause, a conjunctive constitute, or a clause. A clause occurs as subject
if the center of the predicate is one of the verbs listed in 14.2212 and 2236. A conjunctive constitute occurs as subject with the verbs por:i, interesa, and seguro, the conjunction always being ram5, and with the verbs ?:i and yogwa, the conjunction being
either ha or hagwe (cf. the example in 16.31). Examples:

'yesterday was Sunday' (Av Nn)
'the president manages our country badly' (N'n)
se! se-yemiahii ha a-karu-se

'I don't care at all if he comes' (PnPh CjC)

~ l=am=hungry and I=eat=want)

'I am hungry and I want to eat' (Pn)
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i-serio iterei

(that-one

he=is-serious very)

'that fellow is very serious' (NnPh)

""'mW P' i-p<><! >iM
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Compound predicate without attributes.

'I am hungry and I want to eat'
Compound predicate with attributes.
o-gwenoM

'are you not yet doing your work well?' (NmC!)
i-katu~ya-M

(it=is-possible~ we=go)

'it is possible for us to go' (Cl)
i-poril:-ve~re-heya o-h6

(it=is-beautiful=more~thou=let he=go)

'he took the dog and tied it outside'.
In one type of compound predicate, one of the constituents is the word nahanfri
(cf. 14.32):
rey-u yel ta

rx

'you'd better let him go' (Cl)
na i-seguro i

®

?6 nahanfri
+

( l:ou=come again FIn the Friday~

'will you come again on Friday or not?'

----®--

'it is not certain that he will come' (CjC)
16.22
The predicate may be simple, compound or complex. A simple predicate may be
transitive or intransitive: an intransitive predicate consists of a verb or a verbal phrase
with or without attributes; a transitive predicate consists of an objective constitute
with or without attributes, or of a transitive verb either inflected for object or for
subject, with or without attributes. A compound predicate consists of two or more
simple predicates in coordinate construction, with or without attributes. Complex
predicates are dealt with in 16.221. Examples:

16.221
A complex predicate is like a compound one in that it contains two simple predicates, but differs from it in that (1) the first predicate is restricted as to the choice of
the verb: it is always a motion verb (cf. I 4.2222); (2) the predicates are never linked by
a coordinator. A complex predicate is transitive if an objective constitute occurs as
second predicate; otherwise a complex predicate is intransitive, because the first
predicate is always of this type. In a complex predicate, both verbs are usually inflected for the same person subject; even when inflected for different person subjects,
the subject of the first predicate is included semantically in the second.
Semantically, the relation between the two predicates is not additive most of the
time, but the second predicate rather indicates the purpose for which the "motion"
in the first one is performed.1 Examples:
t-o-Mj t-o-ke

Simple predicate without attributes.
i-poti-ma rna~ Ia ne-platillo

pa Ia vit!rne

(it=is-clean=thoroughly already~the thy= plate)

I

(ds=he=go ds=he=sleep)

'let!him go to sleep'

I

ma?e ?ora ~rei-ke ra?e re-ma.apo

'your plate is thoroughly clean already'

thou=work)

Simple predicate with attributes.
'at what time did you begin working?'
The meaning is nevertheless different from that of the constructions with hal)wil. (16.2311): e.g.
oho hast! 'she went away to cry' (Sp. 'se fue a !lorar'), and oM has~ hauwii 'she went away in order to
cry' (Sp. 'se fue para llorar'). Cf. also the examples at the end of 16.2312. This difference does not
,
always show in the English translation.
1

'leave the bones for those pigs'
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(today night

:];that-one that man~~

'I am afraid of that man'

'last night I went to the theatre to see a picture'
ha?e

'he remained for half an hour in order that we might go together'.

'he looks at the boy'

Temporal and modal modifiers, and the modifier for negative command appear in
only one of the verbal phrases:

a-yey-ap6 ta pa?i .. rami's

(I=rf=make F rriest~

'I will become priest'
'Se-manu?a

(I =remember

'I will remain in order to wash my clothes'
'I remember the way'
se-manu?a maEa-hes·~~

(!=remember already

1--Ji=====

(thou=begin M thou=speak again the our=language very)

..

'I now remember that I have seen him'

'you will have to begin to speak our real language again'

ant re-h61 si-isulci

kwehe

I

(yesterday ~

(DN thou=go me=insult)

'stop insulting me'.

'yesterday I forgot you'

16.23

There are two types of attribut7s in a predicate. We call one of them adverbial and
the other one non-adverbial. Non-adverbial attributes are distinguished by the
following criteria: (1) they are not interchangeable with adverbs; (2) they are postpositional constitutes, unless they consist of a nominalized clause or an inflected
postposition; (3) the postposition occurring as director varies according to the class of
the verb that is center in the verbal phrase (cf. 14.2213 and 14.2223); (4) when the
axis would be a nominalized clause, the postposition, as a rule, is omitted. A postpositional constitute with pe as director belongs also to the class of non-adverbial
attributes, but it can occur with all transitive verbs, and we call it indirect object. With
pronouns, this postposition is sometimes omitted or, in other words, the indirect
object may be only a personal pronoun. Examples:

'I brought you a present'.
16.231

The adverbial attributes of the verb or the verbal phrase, in every type of predicate,
may be one of the following constitutes.
(a) an adverb:
e-gweraha ~ momiri

(im-thou=carry-away~

'carry it far away'

I

L
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(e) a nominal phrase:

(N he=rf=find N

'the murderer is nowhere to be found'
'he went on Monday'.

(b) an adverbial phrase:
re-ye?~

(thou

ka.aru

3

'you speak very fast'

'may I go out this afternoon?'

Ia ?6ga o-im~ momiri lupe tapelgi

1

(it=is-possible ~ l=go-out this afternoon)

(f) a conjunctive constitute;

.t>

(he it=rain if N he=go M N)
~

'the house is far from that road'
(c) an inflected postposition;
lea karia?ili-tuya-vege-hegwi

(this mal he-be-old-more~my=than)

'if it rains he is not going to come'

r-----,

~ikwa pela-ru~ ?iJr.

'this man is older than I am'

.------------,

(I=go=wantbwell to I=bring 1in-order-that I water) ..

ko?i!ro

'I want to go to the well to get water'.
'tomorrow you will come with me'
(d) a postpositional constitute;
(thou=have4one louse Xlthy=head ~

'you have a louse on your head'
se a-movivi I Ia se-vetido petef inim6 i-pogwasu'\Yipe

4

&

J,

(1 l=sewl the my=dress one threadlit=is-thick~/1 with)

~

e
<

'I sew my dress with a thick thread'

~

There is no sure criterion for determining if a given constitute is an attribute of the
predicate or of the clause. We have treated all constitutes other than conjunctive
ones, as a rule, as attributes of the predicate (but see 17.2 for a different situation).
On the other hand, we have considered all constitutes directed by a conjunction as, in
general, attributive to the clause; except that, in the two following cases, they are
normally considered as attributes to the predicate: (1) the conjunctive constitute
occurs between constituents of the clause that are partners in the same constitute, e.g.
in the example ha?e okl ron ou mo?ii i, where the conjunctive constitute okf ro occurs
between the subject and the predicate; (2) the director is either hal)w:i or vo (e.g. in
the second exampie above), in which case the constitute has certain characteristics it
does not have otherwise. This second case is discussed below.
16.2311 Constitutes with hal)w:i as director (1) always occur after the predicate;
(2) can be axis of postpositions, a privilege of occurrence shared only- among conjunctive constitutes- with those directed by h:i (the conjunction that directs clausal
objects); (3) may occur as attributes of some verbs as equivalent to non-adverbial
attributes. In the latter case, the hal)w:i-clause is analyzed as a non-adverbial attribute;
in the other two cases is analyzed as an adverbial attribute.
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Example of (2):

1

pe kuyil-karai o-f o-s~ hal)wii 1isa

...
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4>~

(that woman=gentleman she=is she=go-out lin-order-tha~ as)
J,

~

'that lady seems to be ready to go out'

signal of past is present, either in the main clause or in the subordinate one (but see
the example in the analyzed text I, sentence 17). The constitutes of this kind are usually attributive to the clause, and can occur either preceding or following it. In this, as
well as in the other functions of vo, the subject of the vo-clause is the same as the one
in the main clause (examples in 17.24).
In its other three functions vo is not replaceable by kwevo. The vo-clause is attributive to the predicate and usually occurs after the verbal phrase. The temporal
relation between both clauses is in two of these functions (I and 3 below) one of
simultaneity, while in the third one it is a relation of posteriority of the vo-clause with
respect to the main clause. The three functions are distinguished either by the verb in
the main clause or by the verb in the vo-clause.
(1) The verb in the main clause is one which may have a non-adverbial attribute,
mutually exclusive with the vo-clause:

Examples of (3):

a-vi?a ~ne-resa vo

(!=am-glad~thee=see X)

'I am glad to see you'
compare with
a-vi?a ya-yo-topa-pa yel hagwe re

(!=am-glad

...
'I never remember to bring it'; compare with

l r

8e-manui'a ne-ru

(l•rememberlthy=father~

n o-tf ri~o-pitil. yevi vo

'I remember your father'

compare with

'he is afraid to go out'; compare with
(he=fea1the dog~

'he is afraid of the dog'.
16.2312 Four different types of constitutes directed by vo can be distinguished.
One of them is easily differentiated by the fact that vo may be replaced by kwevo.
Both kwevo and vo indicate that the event of the clausal axis happens simultaneously
with the event of the clause to which it is related by the conjunction. vo is much more
common than kwevo, which is only used for explicitly indicating past when no other

(N he=is-ashamed N~ he=remain again X)

'he is not ashamed of remaining again'

in-order-that)

:t=EfS

o-kihiye lla yagwa~

'I am glad we have all met together again'

n

(he=is-ashamedf±

'he is ashamed of his face'
(2) The verb in the main clause is a motion verb, and the vo-clause fills the position
of the second constituent in a complex predicate:
hwanlo-u-sete-visitil. vo

:J

he=come=want~me=visit X)

'John wanted to come to visit me'
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hwim o-u-se se-visita

'John wanted to come to visit me'
(3) The verb of the vo-clause is a motion verb; in some cases, the semantic relation
with the main clause is equivalent to the semantic relation both verbs would have if
they were constructed as a complex predicate:
se-rasi ai-k6 VO (I=am-sick !=go-around X) 'I am sick',
equivalent to
ai-k6 se-rasi (!=go-around I=am-sick) 'I am sick';
but this is not always the case:
h-ase o-se vo (she=cry she=go-out X) 'she goes out crying',
not equivalent to
o-se h-ase (she=go-out she=cry) 'she goes out to cry'.

In other of its occurrences, yaimo?li is in construction with a subject, but there is no
predicate attribute and the subject is a clause directed by h3. (or hagwe), which otherwise occurs as subject only with the verbs ?ii and yogwa 'seem' - though with these
verbs the preferred constitute in the subject is a narrative clause. Moreover, the
constructions with yaimo?li on the one hand, and with ?li or yogwa on the other, are
not the same, because with the latter an attribute consisting of a personal pronoun
directed by pe always occurs. Consequently, this construction with yaimo?li cannot
be equated completely with any other construction, and must be considered as constituting a special type; perhaps, even better, a type of minor sentence. Example:

'it seems that my ring got lost'
compare with

16.3 CONNECTIVE CLAUSES

Connective clauses consist of a subject, a connector, and a predicate attribute. The
same types of constitutes that occur as topic or comment in an equational clause may
also occur as subject or predicate attribute in a connective clause. Besides, a clause
may occur as subject when the connector is yaimo?li. Examples:
peva 'yaimo?V oi-kwaa heta va

---<¥

(that-one~he=know

much Nm)

'that one seems to know a lot'
pea hu 'Yaimo?v tatapif

--¥

(that-one black "-Seems/ charcoal)

¥,----

'that one is black as charcoal'

k6va ko situr6

'¥/

'I think my dog got lost'.

ne-ma?e

(this-one this belt ~thy•thing)

'this belt is not yours'.

16.32
The form yaimo?liva(i)sa, which has been also listed as a connector (14.3.11), always
occurs with a personal pronoun directed by pe. Example:

The not uncommon clauses in which only the connector naha?ei and a predicate
attribute occur are considered fragments (17.341), because a subject is, in general,
easily assumed from the general context. E.g. in
~ku imaiJware isa

(Y/the before like)

'it is not like before',
the subject would be ko?liga 'now'.

'I believe your work is wrong'
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This is a petrified form of yaimo?[ followed by the adverb vaisa 'as if, like', which
usually also occurs followed by a personal pronoun directed by pe, as attribute to the
verb:
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(who~j he•corne)
-®---

'who came?'
But a different order is also possible:

'I think it will rain'.

16.4 ORDER OF THE CONSTITUENTS IN A CLAUSE

In the previous sections reference was made to the order of some of the constituents
in a clause. In this section we will put together and complete those scattered observations.
The order of constituents in a clause is, in general, rather free, and it is better in any
case to speak of preferred order; this is why arguments based on order are the weakest
ones for the grammatical analysis of Guarani. The following statements are to be
understood therefore only as very rough approximations, based on impressionistic
evaluations of what is more frequent.
The following order of elements in a clause is the most frequent: Subject- VerbIndirect Object - Object - Adverbial attribute(s). Among these elements, the one
whose position is the most fixed is the indirect object: it occurs either immediately
after or immediately before the verbal phrase. Examples:
a-gweni ne ve petef regalo (!=bring thou to one present) 'I brought you a present'
V
I 0
0
petef ao-yoheiva se ve o-yohei !a se-a6 (one clothes=washer I to she=wash the
S
I 0
V
0
my=clothes) 'a laundrywoman washes my clothes'.

'where do you come from?'
Though the subject usually begins the clause, it can also occur, very often, after the
predicate:
~

(rne•bite~one bee)

'a bee bit me'.
This order is more frequent when verbs like f, poril, ?il, katu, occur in the predicate, or
when the verb is inflected for reflexive (i.e. when the subject is semantically the object).
Examples:
.o-f ne~arete tuisii va

(it•is Ftoliday it=is-big Nrn)

'there will be an important holiday'

'there is a great deal of charcoal at home'

Whatever their function - subject, object, adverbial attribute, axis of postposition in
an adverbial constitute- the interrogative pronouns and adverbs regularly occupy the
first position in a clause. Examples:
.
'the murderer is not to be found anywhere'.
The subject may also occur, less frequently, interrupting the predicate:
r----------,

'where does that smoke come from?'
miiva l!::J~re-heka

(who ~£hou=look-for)

'who are you looking for?'

.

( much it=is 1the charcoal! house m)

'there is a great deal of charcoal at home'.
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When the object is a conjunctive constitute, or an interrogative or imperative clause,
it occurs regularly after the verbal phrase. Example:

e-nS~ n a-im~ i ~~::j~:·

(im-thou=tell ~l l=am

N

N~~~f(r:P;-?

17
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'tell him that I am not (in)'.
The other types of objects may occur before the verb. Examples:
~m-thou=giverhose dog to)

'give the meat to those dogs'
(that knife another's~DN thou=lendc

pe kise aMno

'do not lend any body that knife that is not yours'.
Adverbial attributes have a relative order depending, partly, on their internal structure. hal)wli-clauses occur in general after the indirect object or the object. Nominal,
postpositional, and adverbial constitutes occur either at the end of the clause, or
before the verbal phrase; when there is more than one of them, one usually occurs
before the verbal phrase and the others at the end; the one preceding the verb has in
general temporal meaning (chiefly the days of the week). Examples:
(that other week !=eat his=with)

Sentences are classified into major and minor sentences. A major sentence has as its
ICs the intonation and one or more clauses with or without attributes; a sentence
which does not have a clause as one of its constituents is a minor sentence.
The intonation is composed of one or more intonational contours, each delimiting a
macrosegment in the phonologic stratum. The end of the sentence is marked by the
terminal juncture, but the reverse does not hold since there can be one or more
terminal junctures within a sentence. When a sentence covers more than one macrosegment, the domain of each macrosegment usually coincides with a clause or a constituent in a clause. On the other hand, there does not seem to be any high correlation
between the intonational contours and the structure of the clause (cf. text I in Chapter
18 and 9.2).
17.1 MAJOR SENTENCES; SIMPLE AND COMPOUND

Major sentences fall, according to the type of clause, into the same classes as clauses
(cf. 16.0). Moreover, a major sentence is simple if it contains only one clause:
k6a ko

koti~-ki?a-pa

ite

(this-one this room£t=is-dirty=completely very)

'last week I had dinner with him'
~

(that Monday~he=go)

'he goes on Monday'

'this room is all dirty'
A sentence is complex if it contains one clause plus a clausal attribute:
re-purahei rola:e?i! ta neve premio

Non-adverbial attributes and vo-clauses occur after the verbal phrase (cf. the examples above 16.230 and 2312, and 17.24 (i)).

(thou=sing ifr:ve F thou to prize)

'if you sing I will give you a prize'
A sentence is compound if it contains more than one clause in coordinate relation:
o-si! pa ra?e h-6ga gi e pa n o-s~ i ra?e h-6ga gi

®

®

(he=go-out In Pt his=house from or In N he=go-out N Pt his=house from)
®

®

'did he leave the house or not?'
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o-pita ?Una ?6ra re-h6 ta rami'> ivi rupi ha re-h6 ta ramb kami6n pe o-pita media?6ra nte

upi!isaro, upeva gi, upegi, and ayeve, all of them with approximately the same meaning
'for that reason' or 'in that way', refer, as a whole, to what follows or precedes them.
When upeva gi, or upegi, or upeva re occur finally, they are preceded, as a rule, by a
clause directed by porke. Examples:

(it=is one hour thou=go F if earth by and

'it takes an hour if you walk it, and if you go by bus it takes only half an hour'
na i-ya-ve i rna Ia

ok~
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u¢isaro a-hesa ta ne ve ?iiga !a karpintero o-il haiJwii oy-aregla ne ve !a ne-rok~

rupi

®

·{so I=see F thou to now the carpenter he=come in-order-that he=fix thou to the thy=door)
>

(that-one

'well, I'll see the carpenter for you, so that he will come to fix your door'

®

'that one is so fat that he is not able to get through the door any more'.
17.2 COMPLEX SENTENCES

In a complex sentence, the clausal attribute is normally a conjunctive constitute, other
types of constitutes being in general attributive to the predicate (cf. 16.231). Besides
conjunctive constitutes, the following can also be considered attributes to the clause:
(1) the "coordinators" ha and pero, the postpositional constitutes upeva gi and upeva
re, the adverbs up~isaro, up~maro, ayeve, and upegi; (2) constitutes, usually adverbs,
with temporal or local meaning. These attributes occur preceding the clause; upeva
gi, upeva re, and up~isaro may also occur after the clause.

l=go !=visit his= to)

'John is sick, and (for that reason) I'm going to visit him'

17.21
ha and pero are considered clausal attributes when they occur initially in the utterance:
E a - h i l yei ta Ia m&liko rena pe

'I do not intend to come on Thursday because there will be a shut-down, that's why'
i-pi?a-mirf Ia pene-hente kwera ayeve n o-mom6 i ireme?i pe pea pe monaha

'but tomorrow I'll go again to see the doctor'
ha ko?iiga ro-pita ro-fna el veitisll]ko .IJwarii ro-ho yei ta hlna lomlmo hwego ro-huga haiJwii

(and now we=agree-on we=Pr the twenty-five for we=go again F Pr the-same game we=play

'your people are cowards, that is why they do not throw that thief into the river'.

>

in-order-that)

'and now we agreed on the 25th to go again to play the same game'.

17.23
Some adverbs occur preferably between the subject and the predicate; when they
occur before the subject we analyze them as attributes to the clause. Consequently,
when there is no free subject, or when one occurs after the verbal phrase, the analysis
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is uncertain. These are adverbs referring to time and place (cf. 16.4, at the end).
Examples:

:::1

(c) moive means 'before':

umf soldado~i-kira-\cira

'he told me before you left'
'here the soldiers are too fat'
ko?~r~-ma.ap6 heta ta

(tomorrow~I=work much F)

(d) peve means 'until':

'tomorrow I'll work hard'

'everything was fine until he came'
(e) porke is the form more frequently used for indicating cause:
up<!isaro a-hil-se yei rna vol porke n a-vi?a mo?ii i vol hi-?ii se ve

(then tomorrow or· day-after-tomorrow I you=visit F)
g

N !=enjoy M N soon it=seem I to)

'then, tomorrow or the day after I will visit you'.
17.24

'I already want to go again soon, because it seems to me I won't enjoy myself (here)'

In this section, examples will be given of conjunctive constitutes attributive to a clause.
It should be noticed that conjunctive constitutes may precede or follow the main
clause; the only ones that regularly occur after the main clause are those introduced
by porke.

(f) rire means 'after'; when in the main clause the modifiers varli and mo?li occur,
rire indicates condition:

(a) gwi indicates cause:

'after eating I rest'

re-turu-ye?e hfnalre-kihiye::

.----------.,

(thou=bugle=speak P r E ±

ya-vi?a-ve varii mo?ii ya-imt!~oyonive upepe

'you are whistling out of fear'
(we=is-glad=more M M

(b) gwive indicates the starting point; when in the main clause the modifiers mo?li
orne occur, it indicates condition:
~se-mom61a ekwela pe

(thou=strive-to if thou=obtain F)
+'

there
+

'we would feel better if we were there together'

(I=am-little+ since me=send the school to)

'they sent me to school when I was a little child'
re-yeha?a give re-hupiti ne

.--------:1

we=is~together

(g) ram6 means 'when' or 'if'; the time of the event may be more precisely rendered
by using instead the conjunctions ramtJgware for past and ra_,mtJywarii for future:
ne re-henu i pa ra?e

r------,

a-sapukai~ne

ve
+

.

>

'if you make the effort you will get it'

r------

--::~

(N thou= hear N In Pt I=shout 1when 1thou to )

'did you not hear when I shouted to you?'

+
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na ne-guta i ro n ay-apo mo?ii i

(N thee~like NfiN !~make M N)

..

'if you do not like it I will not do it'

r:-----------,

. se ay-u1rarn6gware1pe sikw~taisiete pe varato-vi: vakwe entero rna?e

r,--------,

( I I~corne[when llhat fifty-seven in (it)~is-cheap•rnore Pt every thing)

.

'when I came in 1957 everything was cheaper'

'I will be afraid when I meet him'

(h) rupi indicates cause:

'he is fat because he eats very much'
(i) vo, kwevo (cf. 16.2312):

r------,

r;:--------,
( l•descendlwhileltruck from lzfall)

a-gweyi ~ k:iro gi ha-?a

.

'while I was getting off the truck I fell'
re-vi?a piko rey-it+ kwevo

(thou•art-glad Inlthou•corn~

'did you have a good time while you were coming (on the trip)?'
G) vove means 'when':
5e-tui~a +vove a-h:i ta a-ma.ap6

~l=go F l•work)

'when I grow up I will go to work'.
17.3 MINOR SENTENCES

Most of the minor sentences fall into one of the following classes: answers, exclamations, and fragments. There are some other constructions that do not fit entirely into
any one of these classes; they are sometimes susceptible to more than one analysis.
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Answers contain one word of the Me-class. Two of them, Me and nahanfri, occur alone
as affirmative and negative answers to utterances that contain a predicative clause,
or a connective one if the connector is yaimo?ii. Me is not as frequent as nahanfri, the
repetition of the verb contained in the question being the more common affirmative
answer. Example:
Question: ne-ropehii pa (thou=art-sleepy In) 'are you sleepy?'
Affirmative answer: Me (but also: se se-ropehii, I I=am-sleepy) 'yes'
Negative answer: nahanfri 'no'.
yef, aye, and a yet~ are used, together with pa or pik6, to check the validity of an
affirmation which may have been uttered by the same speaker; ayet~ and aye occur
also alone as answers to either yef pa/pik6 or aye pajpik6. Examples:
Affirmation: a-ha ta ko?i!ro (l=go F tomorrow) 'I will go tomorrow'
Question: yef pa 'really?'
Answer: ayeti! 'sure!'
i-va1 sapi?a la pene-retii aye pa
(it=is-ugly now the your=country X In)
'your country is not good now, is it?'
17.32
Exclamations contain an interjection, sometimes with another word, or a vocative
expression (usually a noun or an adverb). Examples:
upi!isaramo ne 'of course!'
nevarvaro 'gosh!'
poriil)a 'fine!'
17.33
Fragments are sentences that, aside from intonation, contain a constitute not built
by a construction proper to a major sentence, but one that may occur as a constituent
in a major sentence, either at the sentence or at the clause level. The constituent with
which the fragment would be in construction is easily inferred from the context. For
example in the following utterance (the fragment is italic):

k6va ko situr6 naha?ei ne-ma?e - miiva ma?e
(this-one this belt is-not thy=thing - who thing)
'this belt is not yours, whose is it?',
the fragment is a topic whose comment would be k6va ko situr6. But not always the
lacking constituent or constituents are present elsewhere in the linguistic context, and
this is especially true in greetings. In a sentence like
ma?e isa pa (thing like In) 'how are you?',
the missing constituent could be rei-k6 (thou=art) 'you are', or else, according to the
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time of the day, either ne-ko?e (thy=morning), ne-ka.ani (thy=afternoon), or ne-pihare
(thy=night).
17.34

Other types of minor sentences are the following:
17.341
In 16.30 we analyzed clauses with the connector nahai'ei and a predicate attribute,
as fragments. Both naha?ei and ha?e occur as answers to utterances that contain an
interrogative equational clause; since both words also occur as answers together with
either the topic or the comment, in the instances in which they occur alone they could
be analyzed either as fragments or as belonging to the Me-class, and constituting
therefore an answer (cf. 17.31).
17.342
Some sentences consist of peina or k6ina plus a noun, a nominal phrase, or a
pronominal phrase:
peina ko ne-kwairii (here this thy=ring) 'here is your ring!', 'take your ring'!
k6ina ko sipa (here this cake) 'here is the cake!', 'have a cake!'.
Neither pi§ina nor k6ina occur elsewhere. These sentences do not seem susceptible of
being included in the equational type nor in any of the minor types listed above, and
must therefore be put in a separate class.
17.343
A few frequent expressions, like ?araporli 'it is good weather, it is a fine day' and
?aravai 'the weather is bad, it is an ugly day', are matched by other ones, like i'araporli
hfna, ?aravai hfna, with the same meaning. The former can be considered fragments
of the latter, in which hfna, in turn, can be considered a "propredicative" form. But
elsewhere hfna always occurs as a satellite element, and on the other hand there are
other examples of a nominal constitute occurring as the only constituent in minor
sentences whose interpretation as either exclamations or fragments is also not clear
(cf. text 1, sentences 6 and 8). All these cases, therefore, can better be considered as
belonging together in another type of minor sentence.

18
TEXTS

18.0 INTRODUCTION

Some remarks are pertinent regarding the selection and character of the following
texts.
Text 1 may be taken as an example of the common colloquial language, and it
will be noticed that despite the puristic attitude of one of the speakers, some Spanish
loans occurred in her speech. This text was preferred to the other, much longer,
dialogue, and to the stories, because it is not too laden with fragments.
Text 2 is an example of puristic Guarani: it does not contain a single Spanish loanword, not even the otherwise pervasive la; nevertheless the text is "normal" and
thoroughly comprehensible to uneducated Guarani speakers; it is included as the
second analyzed text because it offers a good variety of constructions.
Text 3 is written Guarani; it is midway in its purism (e.g. pero, enterovea), and it
was included here as an example of epistolary Guarani.
Text 4 is a short popular story of folkloristic character, that constitutes a good
example of the impact of Spanish on Guarani.
18.01
The analyzed texts are divided into sentences. Each one is accompanied with a wordby-word translation and a free translation. The conventions used for the word-byword translation are the same as those used in the grammar.
In the grammatical analysis we have aimed more at clarity than at strict consistency
in the IC hierarchy. The letters below the Guarani lines indicate constituents at the
clause and at the predicate level; while the subject is signaled, the predicate is already
analyzed in its ICs and no special letter indicates it as a whole, as it is easily identified
by the verb. Every constituent goes from the letter set below its first element to the
next occurring letter. If there is more than one constituent of the same type in one
sentence, these are differentiated by apostrophes. When a letter is repeated without an
accompanying apostrophe (or repeated with the same number of apostrophes), this
means that the constituent is discontinuous. Constituents whose internal structure is
complex are also analyzed; in this case after the letter that marks the whole constituent
a parenthesis is opened in which the internal structure is signaled.
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Following the free translation comes the analysis, starting with that of the sentence
as a whole. The explanation of the internal structure of each constituent follows the
sign of equality; parentheses indicate ICs. When the analysis reaches the point of the
clause and predicate level, the internal structure of the constituents marked below the
Guarani line is explained. Constructions are simple if there is no label indicating
some other type; in the case of sentences, they are all major unless otherwise indicated.
18.02

The meanings of the abbreviations used are:
A adverbial attribute
C comment
CA clausal attribute
E exclamation
InC intonational contour
intr. pred. intransitive predicate
IO indirect object
NA non-adverbial attribute
0
object
S
subject
T
topic
tr. pred. transitive predicate
. .
.
y
verb or verbal phrase; the subscript numbers 1 and 2 mdicate, repectlvely, the first and second
verbs of a complex predicate.
x
marker (clause markers and coordinators)
in Text 1, terminal juncture within the sentence;
in Texts 2 and 4, pause;
in Text 3, punctuation mark.

18.1 TEXT 1.

1. ma?e iSa iko ne-ka.aru laura
T
X
c
E
what like In thy=afternoon Laura
'how are you this afternoon, Laura?'
Compound sentence = InC + (equational interrogative clause + ex~~amation)
T = postpositional constitute = interrogative pronoun + postpositiOn
C =noun
E =noun
2. sinoverll-mf nte, ha ne sey6ra
c
X E
as-usual=dm merely, and thou madam
'just as usual; and you, madam?'
Minor compound sentence= two InC+ (fragment +exclamation)
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C
E

= adverbial phrase = adverb + qualifier
= appositional nominal phrase = personal pronoun

+

noun

3. ma?e iko rey-apo ra?e se-pore?i me, a-ha aya gwas. pe
0
x V
A
CA(V' A'
)
what In thou=do Pt my=absence in, I=go while Wash. to
'what did you do in my absence, while I went to Wash.?'
Complex sentence = two InC + (predicative interrogative clause ( = tr. pred.) +
clausal attribute)
0 = interrogative pronoun
V = transitive verb + modifier
A = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
CA = conjunctive constitute = conjunction + predicative narrative clause
( = intr. pred.)
V' = intransitive verb
A' ~ postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
4. se-remi-apo kwera, tapiagwa isa sey6ra
0
A
E
my=work PI, as-usual as madam
'my daily tasks, just as every day, madam'
Compound minor sentence = two InC + (fragment + exclamation)
0 = noun phrase = noun + qualifier
A = postpositional constitute = adverb + postposition
E =noun
5. ma?e isa iko ne-trata Ia tormibta
A

X

v

s

what like In thee=treat the storm
'how did the storm treat you?'
Sentence= InC+ predicative interrogative clause(= tr. pred.)
A = postpositional constitute = interrogative pronoun + postposition
V = transitive verb
S = nominal phrase = article + noun
6. ha ma.eve, Ia sey6ra
E
E'
and nothing, the madam
'well, it did nothing, madam'
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Compound minor sentence= two InC+ (exclamation +exclamation)
E = coordinator + negative pronoun. This is the type of construction
referred to in I 7.343 which could be considered a type of minor sentence
different from exclamations.
E' = nominal phrase = article + noun
7. o-hasa nik6, ivitu-vai sa
V
A
A'
he=pass indeed, wind=evil like
'it really passed like an evil wind'
Sentence= two IC + predicative narrative clause(= intr. pred.)
V = intransitive verb
A =adverb
A' = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
8. ivitu-hatli
wind=strong
'a strong wind'
Minor sentence = InC + fragment
The analysis of this fragment is not sure. It may be a comment of an equational
clause whose topic is the entire sentence 7, or it may be the special type of minor
sentence suggested for E in 6.
9. araka?e iko re-h6 ta, Ia paragwai pe
A

X

v

A'

when In thou=go F, the Asuncion to
'when will you go to Asuncion?'
Sentence= two InC+ predicative interrogative clause(= intr. pred.)
A = interrogative adverb
V = intransitive verb + modifier
A' = postpositional constitute = nommal phrase (=article + noun) + postposition
10. pero, vok6i ete nte sey6ra a-ha ta
CA A
E
V
but, soon very just madam I=go F
'well, just soon, madam, I will go'
Complex sentence = two InC + ( (clausal attribute + predicative narrative clause
(= intr. pred.)) +exclamation)
CA = coordinator
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A = adverbial phrase = (adverb + qualifier) + qualifier
E =noun
V = intransitive verb + modifier
11. rei-kwaa rna piko, araka?e te pa Ia re-h6 ta
v
X
O(A
X V'
)
thou=know already In, when very In the thou=go F
'do you happen to know just when will you go?'
Sentence= two InC+ predicative interrogative clause(= tr. pred.)
V = transitive verb + modifier
0 = predicative interrogative clause = intr. pred.
A = adverbial phrase = adverb + qualifier
V' = article + (intransitive verb + modifier)
12. a-malisili nf ne, ne rei-kwaa i Ia rei-pota va
V
O(S V'
O'(V"
))
!=suspect not-even thou, N thou=know N the thou=want Nm
'I suspect that you not even know what you want'
Sentence = two InC + predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
V = transitive verb
0 = predicative narrative clause = subject + tr. pred.
S = pronominal phrase = qualifier + personal pronoun
v· = modifier + transitive verb
0' =article+ nominalized predicative narrative clause(= tr. pred.)
V" = transitive verb
13. ne rei-kwaa i gweteri araka?e pa re-h6 ta, nf araka?e pa re-ho-se
V
A
O(A' x V'
x' A"
x" V"
)
N thou=know N yet when In thou=go F, nor when In thou=go=want
'you don't know yet when you will go, nor when you want to go'
Sentence = two InC + predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
V = modifier + transitive verb
A =adverb
0 = compound clause= two interrogative predicative clauses = two intr. pred.
A' = interrogative adverb
V' = intransitive verb + modifier
A" = interrogative adverb
V" = intransitive verb
14. ko?ero pihareve ya-M ta ya-hesa ya Iuisa pe

A

vl

vz

o

tomorrow morning we=go F we=see Mrs. Luisa X
'tomorrow morning we are going to see Mrs. Luisa'
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Sentence = InC + predicative narrative clause ( = complex tr. pred.)
A = appositional adverbial phrase = adverb + noun
V 1 =motion verb+ modifier
V 2 = transitive verb
0 = postpositional constitute = nominal phrase ( = ya + noun) + postposition
15. re-hO-se pa se-ni.e

v

X

A

thou=go=want In my=with
'do you want to come with me?'
Sentence = InC + predicative interrogative clause ( = intr. pred.)
= intransitive verb
A = inflected postposition
V

16. a-hil.-se la sey5ra

V

E

l=go=want the madam
'yes, I do, madam'
Compound sentence = InC + (predicative narrative clause + exclamation
= intransitive verb
E = nominal phrase = article + noun
V

17. ma?e iko a-prepara ta yane ve, ya-raha varti ya-hil. kwevo
0
x V
10
O(V'
)CA(V"
)
what In !=prepare F we for, we=carry Nm we=go when

'what shall I prepare for us, that we should take in going?'
Complex sentence= two InC+ (predicative interrogative clause ( = tr. pred.) +
clausal attribute)
0 = appositional pronominal phrase = interrogative pronoun + nominalized
clause(= tr. pred.)
V = transitive verb + modifier
IO = postpositional constitute = personal pronoun-+ postposition
V' = transitive verb
CA = conjunctive constitute = predicative narrative clause + conjunction
V" = intransitive verb
Obs.: The use of kwevo in this sentence is not clear, and it is the only instance we
have of such a use; we would expect vo, since the action in the subordinate
clause is clearly simultaneous with the action of the main clause (cf. 16.2312).
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18. ha ey-ap6 yane ve algun temi?u paragwai
CA V
10
0
and im-thou=make we for some food Paraguayan
'well, make us some Paraguayan food'
Complex sentence = InC + (clausal attribute + predicative imperative clause
(= tr. pred.))
CA = coordinator
V = transitive verb
10 = postpositional constitute = personal pronoun + postposition
0 = nominal phrase = attributive pronoun + nominal phrase ( = noun +
noun)
19. ey-ap6 yane ve sipa, ha meyu
v
10
0

im-thou=make we for cake, and manioc-flour-bread
'prepare us (starch-) cake and (manioc flour) bread'
Sentence = two InC + predicative imperative clause ( = tr. pred.)
V = transitive verb
10 = postpositional constitute = personal pronoun + postposition
0 = coordinated nominal phrase = noun x noun
20. upeisaro ya-hes-uka ta ko?ii griiJo pe, ma?e isa gwa pa la yane-remi?u
CA
V
10
O(T
x C
)

in-this-way we=see=make F these foreigner X, what like from In the our=food
'so that we may show these foreigners what kind of food ours is'
Complex sentence= two InC+ (clausal attribute+ predicative narrative clause
(= tr. pred.)
CA =adverb
V = transitive verb + modifier
10 = postpositional constitute = nominal phrase (attributive demonstrative
pronoun + noun) + postposition
0 = equational interrogative clause
T = postpositional constitute = postpositional constitute ( = interrogative
pronoun + postposition) + postposition
C = nominal phrase = article + noun
21. a-prepara ta yane ve temprano porii Ia sey5ra

V
IO
A
E
!=prepare F we for early well the madam
'I will prepare things for us very early, madam
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Compound sentence
InC + (predicative narrative clause (= tr. pred.) +
exclamation)
V = transitive verb + modifier
IO = postpositional constitute = personal pronoun + postposition
A = appositional adverbial phrase = adverb + adverb
E = nominal phrase = article + noun
22. ma?e pi n a-ha i la merklido pe a-gweru yane ve la tekoteve
A
X VI
A'
v.
IO
0

why In N I=go N the market to !=bring we for the necessary-things
'why don't I go to the market to get everything we need?'
Sentence= InC+ predicative interrogative clause(= complex tr. pred.)
A = interrogative adverb
VI =modifier+ motion verb
A' = postpositional constitute = nominal phrase ( = article + noun) + postposition
V2 = transitive verb
IO = postpositional constitute = personal pronoun + postposition
0 = nominal phrase = article + noun
23. i'ek6va
market
'recova'
Minor sentence = InC + fragment ( = noun)
Obs.: This type of fragment may be called "correction"; it refers to merklido in
sentence 22 but, we think, it would not fill the same syntactic position in a
major sentence.
24. ma?e piko e-re merklido
A
X
v 0
why In thou=say market
'but why do you say mercado?'
Sentence = InC + predicative interrogative clause ( = tr. pred.)
A = interrogative adverb
V = transitive verb
0 =noun
25. i'ek6va e-re vari niuko

T

C

market thou=say Nm indeed
'recova is what you should say'
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Sentence = InC + equational narrative clause
T =noun
C = nominalized narrative clause = tr. pred. = transitive verb + adverb
26. anive re-ye?e la karai-ye?e me

V

A

DN=more thou=speak the lord=language in
'do not speak Spanish any more'
Sentence = InC + predicative imperative clause ( = intr. pred.)
V = intransitive verb + modifier
A = postpositional constitute = nominal phrase ( = article + noun) + postposition
27. e-ye?e !a ava-ye?i§ me, yane-ye?~ te pe
V
A
A'
im-thou=speak the man=language in, our=language very in
'speak Guarani, our true language'
Sentence= two InC+ predicative imperative clause(= intr. pred.)
V = intransitive verb
A = postpositional constitute = nominal phrase ( = article + noun) + postposition
A' = postpositional constitute = nominal phrase ( = noun + qualifier) +
postposition
28. ma?e isa iko h-era la ne-yegutaha laura
A
X v
s
E
what like In he=is-named the thy=sweetheart Laura
'how is your sweetheart called, Laura?'
Compound sentence = InC + (predicative interrogative clause ( = S + intr.
pred.) + exclamation)
A = postpositional constitute = interrogative pronoun + postposition
V = quality verb
S = nominal phrase = article + noun
E =noun
29. n a-ye-guta i se la sey6ra
V
S E
N I=rf=like N I the madam
'I don't like (anybody), madam'
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Compound sentence = InC + (predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred. +
subject) + exclamation
V = modifier + transitive verb
S = personal pronoun
E = nominal phrase = article + noun
30. n a-rek6 i !a se-yegutaha

v

0

N I=have N the my=sweetheart
'I don't have a sweetheart'
Sentence= InC+ predicative narrative clause(= tr. pred.)
V = modifier + transitive verb
0 = nominal phrase = article + noun
31. ha ne iko e-re se Ia re-ho yei varft paragwai pe, re-mena taM segida
A
) O(V"
A'
CA S x V IO S(V'
and thou In thou=tell I the thou=go again Nm Asuncion to, thou=marry F that
immediately
'and you are telling me that when you go back to Asuncion you will marry
immediately?'
Complex sentence = two InC + (clausal attribute + predicative interrogative
clause ( = tr. pred.)
CA = coordinator
S = appositional nominal phrase = personal pronoun + (article + nominalized clause ( = intr. pred.))
V = transitive verb
IO = personal pronoun
V' = intransitive verb + modifier
A = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
0 = conjunctive constitute = predicative narrative clause(= intr. pred.) +
conjunction
V" = intransitive verb + modifier
A' =adverb
32. a-heka ta seguro

V

A

I=look-for F surely
'I will try, for sure'
Sentence = InC + predicative narrative clause
V = transitive verb + modifier
A =adverb
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33. na ne-guta i pika !a grfl)o, !a ne-m~na-r:i
V
X
S
N thee=like N In the foreigner, the thy=husband=future
'wouldn't you like a foreigner for a future husband?'

Sentence = two InC + predicative interrogative clause ( = subject + tr. pred.)
V = modifier + transitive verb
S = appositional nominal phrase = nominal phrase ( = article + noun) +
nominal phrase ( = article + noun)
34. !a gri!Jo na se-guta i sey6ra
V
E
S
the foreigner N me=like N madam
'I don't like foreigners, madam'
Compound sentence = InC + (predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred. + subject) + exclamation)
S = nominal phrase = article + noun
V = transitive verb + modifier
E =noun
35. ai-pota la se-pais:ino

v

0

I=want the my=countryman
'I want a countryman of mine'
Sentence= InC+ predicative narrative clause(= tr. pred.)
V = transitive verb
0 = nominal phrase = article + noun
36. ne re-ye?~-kwaa-ve i rna !a yane-ye?~ laura
V
0
E
N thou=speak=know=more N already the our=language Laura
'you don't know how to speak our language any more, L.'
Compound sentence = InC + (predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.) +
exclamation)
V = (modifier + transitive verb) + modifier
0 = nominal phrase = article + noun
E =noun
37. ya re-ye-mo-grfl)a rna hfna

v
already thou=rf=fc=foreigner already Pr
'you are becoming a foreigner already'
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Sentence = InC + predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
V = (modifier + transitive verb + modifier) + modifier
38. re-yepirtl varil re-ye?~ yei !a yane-ye?~ te

vl

Y2

o

thou=begin M thou=speak again the our=language very
'you will have to begin to speak our real language again'
Sentence= InC+ predicative narrative clause(= complex tr. pred.)
V 1 =motion verb+ modifier
V 2 = transitive verb + modifier
0 = nominal phrase = article + (noun + qualifier)
18.2 TEXT 2.

1. yagwarete?i o-se iy-ivikwa gwi ha he?i,
S
VA
xV'
tiger he=go-out his=borrow from and he=say,
'the tiger came out of his burrow and said'
Sentence = predicative narrative clause = subject + compound predicate ( =
intr. pred. + tr. pred.)
S =noun
V = intransitive verb
A = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
V' = transitive verb
Obs.: Here, as in other cases below, the object of the verb he?i is the following
quotation; we do not indicate this in the analysis.
2. ?ilga ai-pihi ta agwari pe,
A
V
0
now I=catch F vixen X,
'now I shall catch the vixen'
Sentence = predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
A =adverb
V = transitive verb + modifier
0 = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
3. oi-ke ka.agwi pe ha o-henu petef aivu,
VA
xV'
0
he=enter forest in and he=hear one noise,
'he entered the forest and heard a noise'
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Compound sentence = predicative narrative clause ( = intr. pred.) + predicative
narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
V = intransitive verb
A = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
V' = transitive verb
0 = nominal phrase = attributive numeral pronoun + noun
4. sau, sau, sau,
Minor sentence = exclamation = onomatopoeia
5. o-mayil ha o-hesa agwara oi-kiti hit pe isip6,
V
x V'
O(S
V"
0'
)

he=look and he=see vixen he=cut that that lianas,
'he looked around and saw the vixen cutting lianas'
Compound sentence= predicative narrative clause(= intr. pred.) + predicative
narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
V = intransitive verb
V' = transitive verb
0 = conjunctive constitute
predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.) +
conjunction
S =noun
V" = transitive verb
0' = nominal phrase = attributive demonstrative pronoun + noun

.,,

6. agwara o-hesa kwevo yagwarete?i pe he-?i,
S
A~
0
) V'
vixen he=see when tiger X he=say
'on seeing the tiger the vixen said'
Sentence = predicative narrative clause = subject+ tr. pred.
S =noun
A = conjunctive constitute = predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.) +
conjunction
V = transitive verb ,
0 = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
V' = transitive verb
7. a-poti rna

v
I=die already,
'I am done for!'
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V' = transitive verb
A' = postpositional constitute = noun

Sentence = predicative narrative clause(= intr. pred.)
= intransitive verb + modifier

V

8. se-?u ta hfna,

9.

v s

me=eat F Pr,
'he will be eating me'

DN wind me=take-away M
'so that the wind will not take me away'

Sentence = predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
V = (transitive verb + modifier) + modifier

V

v

Sentence = predicative imperative clause = subject
= (modifier + modifier) + transitive verb
S =noun

up~maro o-yen~ agwara ha he-?f yagwarete?i pe,
CA
V
S
x V'
10
then he=turn vixen and he=say tiger to,
'then the vixen turned and said to the tiger'

Complex sentence = clausal attribute + (predicative narrative clause ( = subject
+ intr. pred.) + predicative narrative clause(= tr. pred.))
CA =adverb
V = intransitive verb
S =noun
V' = transitive verb
IO = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
10. o-u hfna petef ivitu marete,

s

he=come Pr one wind strong,
'a powerful wind is coming'
Sentence = predicative narrative clause = subject + intr. pred.
V = intransitive verb + modifier
s = nominal phrase = attributive numeral pronoun + (noun
quality verb)

+ postposition

12. anf ivitu se-rerah:i tei,

v

v
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+ attributive

11. ey-u se-pitiv6 a-ye-yokwa hal)wii ivira reM,
V1 V2
A(V'
A'
)
im-thou=come me=help I=rf=tie in-order-that tree to,
'come help me tie myself to a tree'
Sentence= predicative imperative clause(= complex tr. pred.)
V1 = motion verb
v2 =transitive verb
predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
A = conjunctive constitute
conjunction

+ tr. pred.

13. yagwarete?i oi-pitiv6 agwara pe o-mo-gweyi hal)wii isip6, ha he-?f supe,
S
V
0
A(V'
0' ) x V" 10
tiger he=help vixen X he=fc=fall in-order-that lianas, and he=say his=to,
'the tiger helped the vixen to felllianas and said to her'
Compound sentence = predicative narrative clause(= subject + tr. pred.)
predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
S =noun
V = transitive verb
0 = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
A = conjunctive constitute = predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.)
conjunction
V' = transitive verb
0' =noun
V" = transitive verb
IO = inflected postposition
14. se-apiti-mf se ve ra~,
V
10 A
me=tie=dm me to first,
'please, fasten me first'
Sentence= predicative narrative clause(= tr. pred.)
V = transitive verb
IO = postpositional constitute = personal pronoun
A =adverb

+

+ postposition

15. se se-tuvisa-ve ne-hegwf ha i-katu se-rerahi ne moive,
S V
A
x V'
S(V"
A'
)
I I=am-big=more thy=than and it=is-possible me=carry-away thou before,
'I am bigger than you and it can carry me off sooner than you'

+

+
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Compound sentence = predicative narrative clause ( = subject + intr. pred.) +
predicative narrative clause ( = subject + intr. pred.)
S = personal pronoun
V = quality verb
A = inflected postposition
V' = quality verb
S' = predicative narrative clause(= tr. pred.)
V" = transitive verb
A' = postpositional constitute = personal pronoun + postposition
16. agwarii he-?i yagwarete?i pe oy-ayuil hagwii petef ivirii pogwasu, ha oy-apitf rire
S
V
IO
O(V'
0'
) x CA(V"
i-pi ha i-po rupi he-?i supe,
A
)V"' IO
vixen he=say tiger to he=clasp that one tree thick, and he=tie after his=foot and
his=hand X he=say his=to,
'the vixen told the tiger to clasp a thick tree, and after fastening his hands and his
feet to it she said to him'

Compound sentence = predicative narrative clause ( = subject + tr. pred.) +
(clausal attribute+ predicative narrative clause(= tr. pred.))
S =noun
V = transitive verb
IO = postpositional constitute = noun + postposition
0 =conjunctive constitute = predicative narrative1 clause (= tr. pred.) +
conjunction
V' = transitive verb
O' = nominal phrase = attributive numeral pronoun + (noun + attributive
quality verb)
CA = conjunctive constitute = predicative narrative clause ( = tr. pred.) +
conjunction
V" = transitive verb
A = postpositional constitute = compound nominal phrase ( = noun + noun)
+ postposition
V'" = transitive verb
IO = inflected postposition
17. ?iiga re-pitii ta upepe, ayil-memi, ha se katu a-ha ta
A
V
A'
E
x S
V'
now thou=remain F there, devil=her-son, and I certainly l=go F
'now you shall remain there, son of the devil, and I shall depart'
1

a. 15.561.
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Compound sentence= predicative narrative clause(= intr. pred.) + exclamation+ predicative narrative clause(= subject+ intr. pred.)
A =adverb
V = intransit verb + modifier
A' =adverb
E =noun
S = pronominal phrase = personal pronoun + qualifier
V' = intransitive verb + modifier

18.3 TEXT 3.

I. pee pei-pota ha-?e pee me oimera?eva ma?e, ha a-yeha?ii ta nik5 ay-apo pee
pei-pota h:i isa.

you you=want !=tell you to any thing, and !=strive-to F certainly l=do you you want
X like.
'you want me to tell you something, and of course I will strive to do as
you want'
2. se paragwai gwii ha upepe mante ai-kove va.ekwe ay-u moive ko tetii koa pe.
I Asuncion from and there only !=live Pt !=come before this country this-one to.
'I am from Asuncion, and I lived only there before I came to this country'
3. okaraigwa o-ye?e ava-ye?e me mante.
country-folk he=speak man=language in only.
'countryfolk speak only Guarani'
4. o-f avei umf o-ye?~-kwaii va karai-ye?e pero enteroveva o-ye?~-s~-ve ava-ye?e me=
he=is also those he=speak=know Nm lord=language but all-of-them he=speak=want.
more man=language in.
'there are also those who know Spanish but everybody prefers to speak Guarani'
5. paragwai pe katu o-ye?e karai-ye?!l me mante.
Asuncion in we-may-say he=speak lord=language in only.
'we may say that in Asuncion mainly Spanish is spoken'
6. okaraigwa o-u va paragwai pe o-yeha?ii avei o-ye?e karai-ye?e me pero o-ye?~-vai.
countryfolk he=go Nm Asuncion to he=strive-to also he=speak lord=language in
but he=speak=wrong.
'countryfolk who go to Asuncion try to speak Spanish also but they speak it
poorly'.
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18.4 TEXT 4.

1. petef diii pe niiJko a-ime a-fna ai'6yo k6ta re, hetii se-rima kwera a-rek6
one day in certainly I=am I=Pr stream bank at, many my=animal PI I=have
'one day I was by the bank of a stream; I had many animals'
2. ipe, rigwasu, entero ma?e, entero animill a-rek6
duck, hen, every thing, all animal I=have
'ducks, hens, I had every (kind of) animals'
3. ha upei peter ka.aru pe o-IJwaM o-u vo petef karai
and then one afternoon in he=arrive he=come when one man
'and then, one afternoon, a man who was coming arrived'
4. o-u he-?i se ve
he=come he=tell I to
'he came and said to me'
5. mi?fho, he-?i se ve
my-son, he=tell I to
'-my son, he said to me'
6. ?iirupi a-mo-hasii ram5 pe se-rima kwera
through-here I=fc=pass if that my=animal PI
'whether I could move those animals of mine through there (the stream)'
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11. n6 anisene
no it-will-not-be
'- no, it is impossible'
12. se ku ... , Ia se-rima kwera i-peso gi.e nte oi-ke, ha-?e supe
I certainly ... , the my=animal PI his=breast from only he=enter, I=tell his=to
'I...; my animals only go in up to their breasts, I said to him'
13. ha gweno mi?fho, he-?i se ve, se ko ro-gratifika-pod varil, Ia n oy-ahoga mo?il i
ram5
and O.K. my-son, he=tell I to, I certainly thee=reward=well M, the N he=drown
MNif
'- oh, O.K., son, he said to me,- certainly I will have to reward you well, if they
don't get drowned'
14. ha gweno, ha-?e supe
and O.K., I=tell his=to
'-yes, O.K., I said to him'
15. ha o-gweru o-mo-hasa mo?il ha oy-ahoga-pa ite lo kiniento o-gweru vakwe
and he=bring he=fc=pass M and he=drown=completely very the five-hundred he=
bring Nm
'and he brought them and tried to get them across and they drowned, every one
of the 500 that he had brought'

7. a-gweru petef tr6pa de kinit\nto vakii ?entre gwei novfllo
I=bring one herd of five-hundred cow between ox youngbull
'- I have a herd of 500 cattle, including oxen and young bulls'

16. ha upei o-u voi seve se-nupft hai]wll isa, i-posi voi
and then he=come immediately I to me=beat in-order-that like, he=is-angry
very
'and then he came at me quickly, as if to beat me; he was very angry'

8. a-gweru a-fna a-mo-hasa-se a-fna
I=bring l=Pr I=fc=pass=want I=Pr
'I am bringing them now and I want to get them across'

17. ma?e rene mitft-?i ai'uinilo peisa rey-ap6 se-rehe, he-?i
what by thou boy=small useless this-like thou=do my=to, he=say
'-why, you useless boy, did you do this to me?, he said'

9. n oy-ahoga i sene pa se-hegwi
N he=drown N F In my=from
'will they not get drowned "on" me?'

18. ha ha-?e supe
and I =tell his=to
'and I said to him'

10. ha ha-?e supe, a-mo-tavi-se se supe, ha ha-?e supe
and I=tell his=to, I=fc=fool=want I his=to, and I=tell his=to
'and I said to him (I wanted to fool him), and I said to him'

19. no ro-mo-tavi i
N thee=fc=deceive N
'- I did not deceive you'
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20. ent6nse porkatigo ha a-me?e ta ne ve k6a ko t6ro re-yami hal)wii

then as-punishment and I= give F thou to this-one this bull thou=milk in-order-that
'-and so, as a punishment, I will give you this bull to milk'
21. ko?ero rey-u ta re-yamf se ve, he-?i
tomorrow thou=come F thou=milk I to, he=say
'tomorrow you will come and milk it for me, he said'
22. n ai-kwaa i ma?e pa ha-?e ta upepe, nevarvaro
N l=know N what In l=say F there, gosh'
'I didn't know what to say to him then, gosh!'
23. ha a-kihiye ma?e isa piko a-yamf tala t6ro
and !=am-afraid what like In !=milk F the bull
'and I was afraid, how would I milk the bull?'
24. i-yar6 ha h-ati-muku nil)ko, nevarvaro
he=is-wild and he=is-horned=long indeed, gosh'
'he was wild and certainly had long horns, gosh!'
25. ha upemaro niiJko a-pensa a-fna
and afterwards indeed !=think l=Pr
'and afterwards I was really thinking'
26. gweno, n a-h:l mo?ii i, ha-?e
well, N l=go M N, l=say
'-well, I don't intend to go, I said'
27. ha upei, n ay-u i upea pe dia pe
and then, N !=come N that-one that day in
'and then, on that day I didn't go'
28. o-u ?6tro dia rna
he=come another day already
'already the next day he came'
29. ha upei he-?i seve
and then he=tell I to
'and then he said to me'
30. ma?e gi ne rey-u i kwehe, he-?i se ve

what from N thou=come N yesterday, he=tell I to
'- why didn't you come yesterday?, he said to me'
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31. ha ha-?e supe
and !=tell his=to
'and I said to him'
32. Se-si nil)kO O-imt§ 0-IDO-IJOVe O-man5 vakwe hfna, ha-i'e SUpe
my=mother truly she=is she=fc=live he=die Nm Pr, I=tell his=to
'-my mother, really, she was reviving someone that had died, I said to him'
33. ha ne-.ermiino, he-?i se ve
and thy=brother, he=tell I to
'-and your brother?, he said to me'
34. ha ha-?e supe
and !=tell his=to
'and I said to him'
35. o-ime oy-ap6 hfna idaigwelta, ha-?e supe
he=is he=make Pr forward-and-back, !=tell his=to
'-he is going back and forth, I said to him'
36. ha ne-ru, he-?i se ve
and thy=father, he=tell I to
'-and your father?, he said to me'
37. ha o-ime h-asi ete parto gi hfna, ha-i'e supe
and he=is he=is-ill very childbirth because of Pr, !=tell his=to
'- he is very ill of childbirth, I said to him'
38. ha he-?i se ve
and he=tell I to
'and he said to me'
39. ma?e sa piko ne mit~-i'i ai'uiniio la oy-ap6la idaigwelta oy-ap6 ram5la ne-.ermiino
what like In thou boy=small useless the he=make the forward-and-back he=make
if the thy=brother
'- how, you useless boy, is your brother going back and fQrth, if he is going so?'
40. ha ha-i'e supe
and !=tell his=to
'and I said to him'
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41. o-ime o-vara hfna, ha-?e supe

he=is he=plow Pr, I=tell his=to
'- he is plowing, I said to him'
PART IV
42. ha upei katu he-?i se ve
and then indeed he=tell I to
'and then he said to me'

VOCABULARY

43. ma?e isa pa la ne-si o-mo-!]ove ta Ia o-man6 va pe
what like In the thy=mother she=fc=live F the he=die Nm X
'- how would your mother be reviving someone that is dead?'
44. ha umf a6 i-ki?a ite va, o-ime, oy-agara o-yohei hfna
and those clothes he=is-dirty very Nm, he=is, he=take he=wash Pr
'-there were those very dirty clothes, and she took them and she is washing them'
45. ha ma?e isa piko Ia ne-ru petef kwima?e h-asi ta Ia parto gi
and what like In the thy=father one man he=is-ill F the childbirth because-of
'- and how would your father, a man, be ill of childbirth?'
46. ha ha-?e supe upepe
and I =tell his=to there
'and then I said to him'
47. ma?e isa ay[ piko rei-pota ro-yamf neve petef t6ro avei
what like devil In thou=want we=milk thou to one bull also
'- and how the devil do you want us to milk a bull for you?'
48. ha upepe a-gal'a supe
and there !=catch his=to
'and there I caught him'
49. ha a-ye-salva sugwi osin6 niiJko se-yuka varA mo?[, nevarvaro
and I=rf=save his=from or-otherwise in-fact me=kill M M, gosh
'and I escaped from him; otherwise, in fact, he would have killed me, gosh!'

l
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The second element of each entry is an indication of its class and, if it belongs to one,
of its sub-class too. Translations are given within single quotation marks; literal
translations are given for some entries and are written within double quotes. A T
after the translation indicates that the entry occurs in the texts. An example of the
most common use of a form is given for some entries, if they do not occur in the texts
or in the examples, and if their use does not clearly follow from their class membership. Whenever an analysis of a form is possible, it is given in parentheses following
the class of the form: the morphemes present are identified by reference to their number in the morpheme list preceded by ML (Morpheme List), if it is not a stem, and by
reference to their number in the vocabulary preceded by V (Vocabulary), if it is a
stem. For entries discussed in the grammar or in the morphophonernics, reference is
given to the pertinent paragraphs. In the case of Spanish loans, the Spanish word
and its translation are given. 1
Compound and derived stems are listed under the same entry number of the underlying stem; in the case of compounds this is always the first stem. Stems derived with
any of the productive affixes {mo-, ro-, -erni-, -ha, -pi, -kwe, -rli, -uka, -se, -ve, -re,
-mf, -?i} (13.2211 and 2212), for which practically no restrictions have been found, are
not listed unless they have a specialized or idiomatic meaning, not inferable from the
meanings of the stem and the affix, or unless they occur in the texts. The same is
true for the compounds with {kwaa, pa, porli, pota, vai} as second stem (13.2123),
and for the forms inflected for reflexive and reciprocal (which sometimes have more or
less idiomatic meaning).
A

a see va.
1. ae qualif. 'by oneself, by itself; by one's own initiative, of one's own accord' se ae 'I, of my own
accord'.
2. ae adv. 'not ... until' ko?~ramo ae aha ta 'I won't go until tomorrow!.
3. ae qual.v. 'to be skillful, dexterous'.
4. afilia intr.v. class y 'to be affiliated to a political party' (Sp afiliar(se) 'to affiliate oneself').
1

Only the Spanish words that have different forms or different meanings in Guarani and in Spanish
are listed in the vocabulary, except that all the Spanish words that occur in the texts are also listed.
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30.
31.
32.
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agai'a tr. v. class y 'to grasp, to grab' (Sp agarrar 'to grasp, to grab') T.
-age qual.v.jn. class A (10.331) 'to hurryjhurry'.
agotoras6 n. 'a small bird' (Sp agosto 'August', V 133).
agrasiado qual.v. 'to be nice, pleasant, agreeable (of persons)' (Sp agraciado, -a 'pretty').
agwapeas6 n. 'an aquatic bird'.
agwara n. 'vixen' T.
agwara qual.v. 'to court, to woo; to flatter'.
1. agwarase qual.v. (ML 29) 'to like to be flattered'.
agwasero n. 'downpour' (Sp aguacero 'rainfall').
-agwe poss.n. class A 'hair, feather' (10.46).
agwe!ita poss.n. 'grandmother, granny' (Sp abuelita 'granny').
agwl adv. 'near'.
aM n. 'the devil' (euphemism instead of aya).
ah<!mona adv. 'by no means'.
ahi!no 'another's' (Sp ajeno 'another's'). It occurs only once in the corpus.
-ahli n. class A (10.331) 'ant'.
ahii'6 poss.n. 'voice, throat'.
1. ahii'opa?a qual.v. (V 682) 'to choke'.
ahoga intr.v. classy 'to drown' (Sp ahogar(se) 'to drown') T.
1. ahogapa intr.v. class y 'to get all drowned' T (V 668).
ahoya n. 'anything that is good for covering: lid, covering, blanket, roof, etc.'.
1. aho?i tr.v. class y 'to wrap, cover, envelop, shelter'.
ai n. 'ulcer, sore'.
-iii poss.n. class A (10.331) 'tooth'.
-aime qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be sharp'.
1. haime?e tr.v. (13.2222) 'to sharpen'.
alna interj. 'exclamation of pain, of sorrow'
aip6 attr.dem.pron. (14.312; 15.121) 'that (out of sight)'.
I. aip6va dem.pron. (10.41 ML 35) 'that one'.
-aiti n. class A (10.331) 'nest'.
1. aitlp6 intr.v. classy (10.342) (V 104) 'to make a nest, to make a house; to nestle'.
ai qual.v. 'to be watery, insipid, simple, a simpleton'.
-aiviru?l irnpers.qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to drizzle'.
aivii qual.v.jn. 'to be noisy, loud/noise' T.
aka poss.n. 'head'.
1. ak<i.apu?a qual.v. (V 110) 'to be round-headed'.
2. ak.igwasu qual.v. (V 228) 'to be big-headed' (10.2112).
3. akilhata attr.qual.v. (V 138) 'to be stubborn, obstinate'.
4. akilhoya n. (V 22) 'anything that covers the head: mantle, mantilla, etc.'.
5. akilka!Jwe n. (V 365) 'the bone of the head, sknll'.
6. akilkusu qual.v. (V 473) 'to be reckless, libertine; to be foolish'.
7. ak<inanl qual.v. (V 618) 'to be bareheaded'.
8. ak<inunu qual.v. (V 634) 'to be feverish'.
9. ak<iiJatU n. (V 391?) 'memory'.
10. akill)a?U qual.v. (V 400) 'to be dizzy, confused'.
11. aki\:IJita n. 'pillow'.
12. akiiiJwapi qual.v. (V 226) 'to settle down'.
13. akil:pukU qual.v. (V 793) 'to be long-headed'.
14. akil:ragwe n. (V 13) 'hair (of the head)'.
15. akilraku qual.v. (V 45) 'to be hot-headed, enthusiastic, exalted'.
16. akilrasi qual.v. (V 132) 'to have a headache'.
17. akil:si! intr.v. (V 837) 'to begin to appear, to begin to show; to stick out'.
1. yemoakil:si! intr.v. (ML 42, 10; V 837) 'to stick out the head'.
18. akat! attr.qual.v. 'to be gray-haired' (V 140).
1. akatima qual.v. (V 668) 'to be completely whitehaired'
19. ak.ivot6 qual.v. (V 997) 'to have a protuberant head, like a button'.
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20. akil:yeka intr.v. (V 1044) 'to break one's head'.
21. akil:yohei intr.v. (V 1077) 'to wash one's head'.
33. -aka n. class A (10.331) 'branch, bough'.
!. hak.i?6 tr.v. 'to split off a branch'.
34. akanu n. 'bump'.
35. -akate?i qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be stingy'.
36. akarua poss.n. 'right hand'
37. aka?<! n. 'magpie'.
38. aki qual.v. (3 hi-; 10.343) 'to be tender, not ripe (of fruits)'.
39. aid qual.v. 'to be wet, soaked, moist'.
40. -akikwe n. class A (10.331; 14.212) 'back, rear'.
41. akita n. 'piece, bit, lump (of sugar, of earth)'.
42. ako article (14.39) 'the'.
43. ak6i adv. 'always'.
44. akoturnra motion intr.v. (16.221) 'to be in the habit of' (Sp acosrumorar "to be in the habit of').
45. -aku attr.qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be hot, warm'.
1. -akutibio qual. v. class A 'to be lukewarm' (Sp tibio 'lukewarm').
46. akuti n. 'agouti'.
47. aku?i qual.v. 'to be crumbled, to crumble, to go to pieces' (cf. V 478).
48. akwa qual.v. 'to be fast, quick, light-footed'.
alakarua see akarua
49. algll.n attr.pron.? (14.3.13) 'some' (Spa/gun 'some').
50. am n. 'rain'.
I. am.lnaivi n. (cf. V 30) 'drizzle'.
2. amanau n. (13.2221) 'hail'.
3. amil:sapi?a n. (V 832) 'downpour'.
51. arnai'i n. 'fern'.
52. amenil:so n. 'signs of storm' (Sp amenaza 'threat').
53. ameno n. 'green lizard'.
54. amigo n. (10.45) 'friend' (Sp amigo 'friend').
55. amiri! attr.qual.v. 'distant; dead, deceased' (cf. V 585).
56. amiu n. 'snot'.
57. am6 attr.dem.pron. (14.312; 15.121) 'that (within sight) away from both speaker and addressee'
1. am6va dem.pron. (10.41 ML 35) 'that one'.
58. am6 dem.adv. 'there'.
1. am6goto dem.adv. (ML 4) 'toward there, toward that place'.
59. amomi! adv. 'sometimes'.
60. amopl n. 'fringe, ragged edge'.
61. amu qual.v. (3 hi-; 10.343) 'to pant'.
62. amu.e (attr.) indef.pron. 'other (one), another (one)'.
63. amu?a n. 'a kind of centipede'.
64. anal n. 'squash'.
65. anamusu attr.qual.v. 'to be thick'.
66. an! motlif. (14.3.10; 15.432) 'do ... not' T.
1. anial)a(ke), anial)atei (V 906) neg.adv. 'never'.
2. an! ke (nii) (V 401, 613) 'will you please not .. .'.
3. anisi!ne (V 619) neg.adv. 'it can't be, it is not possible' T.
4. an! ... tei (V 906) 'so that ... not; do not, by no means' T.
5. anlvi!(na) (ML 37) modif. 'no more, please!' T.
67. anirnat n. 'animal' (Sp animal 'animal') T.
68. anu tr.v. classy (10.342) 'to visit'.
69. anu tr.v. classy (10.342) 'to hear of, to be informed of'ne pareyanu sei!ierasl M '<lid you hear
that I was sick?'
I. yeyanu intr.v. (ML 42) 'to know; to feel, to be' mai'e isa pa reyeyanu 'how do you feel, how
are you?'
70. al)a interj. 'exclamation of pity'.

a
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71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

aJJaipa n. 'sin, deffect'.
al)apihi n. 'satisfaction'.
aJ)ata qual.v. reM-class 'to be anxious, grieved'.
aJ)a?u qual.v. gwi-class 'to be downhearted'.
aJ)e dem.adv. 'today (past)'.
1. aJ)e pihare (V 742) adv.phr. (14.211) 'last night'.
2. aJ)e tete (V 904) adv.phr. 'just now, very recently'.
76. aiJek6i qual.v. 'to be worried'.
77. aJ)uya n. 'rat'.
1. al)uyatutu n. 'mouse'.
78. agu?a n. 'mortar'.
a!Jwe see -agwe.
79. -aJ)win6 qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to stink'.
80. a6 n. 'clothes; suit, dress' T.
1. aoapoM n. (V 104; ML 5) 'dressmaker, tailor'.
2. aoyoheiva n. (V 1077; 972) 'laundrywoman'.
81. apa qual.v. 'to have a cramp'.
82. apasuru n. 'mudhole'.
1. yepasurli intr. v. 'to sink'.
83. apayuai n. (10.48) 'entanglement; muddle, mess'.
84. ape n. (14.212) 'top, surface; cover; bark, shell'.
85. -ape n. class A (10.331) 'road'.
1. -apekwe n. class A (ML 8) 'abandoned road'.
86. apekii n. 'palate'. Cf. 13.210.
87. apere?a n. 'guinea pig'.
88. apes:! n. 'raceme, bunch'.
89. apeyli qual.v. (3 hi-; 10.343) 'to be ripening'.
90. apesif attr.qual.v. 'to be smooth; to be groomed'.
91. api tr.v. classy (10.342) 'to hit the mark; to hurt'
92. apf tr.v. 'to cut (the hair), to shear'.
93. apiku?i n. (cf. V 47) 'dandruff'.
1. apiku?i?6 intr.v. (ML 46) 'to remove the dandruff'.
94. apira poss.n. (13.2221) 'scalp'.
95. apiru?a n. 'blister'.
96. -apisa n. class A (10.331) 'companion; fellow man'.
97. api n. 'point, tip, top, end'.
1. apira n. 'point, tip, top, end, limit' (13.2221).
98. apika n. 'bench'.
99. api!Jwa poss.n. 'nose'.
100. apisa poss.n. 'ear'.
1. apisa?t qual.v. (V 1124) 'to be deaf'.
apisi! see si!.
101. apite n. (14.212) 'middle part; center'.
1. apitere n. 'middle part, center' (13.2221).
102. apitf tr.v. classy (10.342) 'to tie, to fasten' T.
103. apitu?ii poss.n. 'brain'.
104. ap6 tr.v./intr.v. ram6-class classy (10.342) 'to make, to do/to become' T.
1. apoM(ra) n. (ML 5; cf. 13.2221) 'maker, author'.
2. apopa tr.v. classy (10.342) (V 668) 'to finish'.
3. apovai intr.v./tr.v. classy (10.342) (V 973) 'to do or to make poorly, in the wrong way/to

harm'.
4. -emi.ap6 n. (ML 3) 'task, work, occupation' T.
5. yeyap6 qual.v. (ML 42) 'to be proud' (cf. Sp hacerse 'to pretend; to presume').
105. -ap6 n. class A (10.331) 'root'.
106. apopi! qual.v. 'to be curled, waved (the hair)'.
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apov6 attr.qual.v. 'to be sticky'.
ap6yo n. 'thick milk'.
apura intr.v. classy (10.342) 'to hurry, to be in a hurry' (Sp apurar(se) 'to be in a hurry').
apu?<i qual.v. 'to be round'.
arai n. 'cloud'.
araka?e interr.adv. 'when' T.
1. araka.eve neg.adv. (ML 37) 'never'.
113. aramir6 n. 'starch; manioc starch'.
1. moararnir6 tr.v. (ML 10) 'to starch'.
114. aramoM n. 'pillow'.
115. aranu qual.v. (cf. 10.343) 'to be wise'.
116. arapaho n. 'a kind of cake'.
117. arapire n. 'pin'.
118. arasa n. 'guava apple'.
119. aratikU n. 'a kind of wild fruit'.
120. are adv. 'late; a long time'.
1. arete adv. (V 904) 'a very long time; a long time ago'.
121. arete n. 'holiday'.
122. aririi qual.v. gwi-class 'to quiver, to shiver'.
123. arum qual.v. 'to be sprinkled, sprayed with water'.
124. aiiero attr.qual.v. 'to be a commoner, a common man' (Sp arriero 'driver of pack animal').
125. af6 n. 'rice' (Sp arroz 'rice').
126. af6yo n. 'stream' (Sp arroyo 'stream') T.
127. afuin.io cf. 14.3.13 'useless' (Sp arruinado 'ruined, destroyed; having lost all one's money') T.
128. asado n. (10.45) 'roasted meat' (Sp asado, -a 'roasted').
129. asaye n. 'time of the day a little before and after noon'.
1. asayepite adv. (V 101) 'late in the morning'.
130. -asi! qual v. class A (10.331) 'to cry, to weep'.
1. -aseiJi n. class A (10.331) (13.2221) 'whiner'.
2. -as~?i qual.v. class A (10.331) (ML 45) 'to whimper'.
131. asi adv. 'very'.
132. -asi qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be sick, to be ill, to have pain; to ache, to be painful; to be difficult' 5eresa hasi se ve 'my eyes ache' T.
1. mohasi tr.v. (ML 10) 'to make sick; to make difficult; to hinder'.
133. -as6 n./qual.v. class A (10.331) 'worm/to get wormy'.
134. asu poss.n. 'left; left hand'.
135. asuka n. 'sugar' (Sp azucar).
ata see vata
136. at£ adv. 'very, much'.
137. -ata n. class A (10.331) 'fire'.
1. -atilkwa n. class A (10.331) (V 479) 'furnace, oven'.
2. -atapii n. class A (10.331) (13.2221) 'charcoal'.
3. -atilr<i n. class A (10.331) (ML 23) 'match'.
4. -atatf n. class A (10.331) (13.2221) 'smoke'.
5. tataupa n. (V 959) 'firebox'.
138. -at£ qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be hard; strong'.
139. ate?! qual.v. 'to be lazy'.
140. at! qual.v. (cf. V 32.18) 'to become gray-haired, to be gray-haired'.
141. -at! n. class A (10.331) 'hom; thorn'.
1. -arlmuku qual.v. class A (10.331) (V 793; cf. 10.212) 'to be long-homed' T.
2. hatli'6 tr.v. (ML 46) 'to dehorn; to remove thorns'.
·
142. atfa qual.v. (3 hi-; 10.343) 'to sneeze'.
143. ati?i poss.n. 'shoulder'.
144. ati qual.v./n. 'to gather/pile, heap'.
1. atira n. (13.2221) 'pile, heap'.
2. atire n. (13.2221) 'pile, heap'.
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145. at6i tr.v. classy (10.342) 'to touch lightly; to play (a musical instrument); to alert'.
146. atua poss.n. 'nape of the neck'.
1. atilakanu qual.v. (V 34) 'to be humpbacked'.
147. avii n. 'human being; Indian'.
1. avaye?<! n. 'Guarani (name of the language)': "language of the Indian, of man" T.
148. avii inter.pron. 'who'.
1. avave neg.pron. (ML 37) 'nobody'.
149. avati n. 'maize, com'.
1. avatlld n. (V 38) 'ear of com'.
2. avatiti n. (ML 33) 'cornfield'.
ave see avei.
150. avei adv. (10.48) 'also' T.
151. -aviru attr.qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be withered'.
152. -aviyti qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be downy; to have down on the upper lip'.
153. avufi intr.v. classy (10.342) 'to be bored' (Sp aburrir(se) 'to be bored').
154. ayii conj. 'while' T.
155. ayii n. 'devil, demon' T.
1. ay!memi n. (V 547) 'child of the devil' (an insult) T.
2. ay!retii n. (V 212) 'hell': "devil's land".
156. ayakii n. 'basket'.
157. aye hi!e..class (10.48; 14.32; 17.31) 'really; yes; it is; precisely; sure'.
1. aye! hi!e-class 'is it?; really?'
2. ayet<!, ayetetl\ h&..class 'yes; true; really; certainly; of course; sure' (V 904).
3. moayetl\ tr.v. (ML 10) 'to guarantee; to assure, to assert'.
158. ayeve adv. (17.22) 'for that reason, in that way, because of that, thus'.
159. aye?i adv. 'some time ago'.
160. -ayikii n. class A (10.331) 'chin, jaw'.
161. ayti qual.v. (3hi-; 10.343) 'to be ripe' (cf. V 89).
162. ayuii tr.v. classy (10.342) 'to embrace, to clasp' T.
163. ayumi n. 'a kind of common bird'.
164. ayfua poss.n. 'neck'.
165. a?e qual.v. rehe..class 'to get on well with, to be congenial with'.
166. -a?li n. class A (10.331) 'seed, core'.
167. -a?6 qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be stinking; to be rotten'.
D

168. de 'of' (Sp de 'of, from'). It occurs only once in the corpus. T.
169. demii adv. 'much, many; too much, too many' (Sp denuis 'too much, in excess').
1. demA ite adv.phr. (V 904) 'a great deal, very much; too much, too many'.
170. dereco qual.v. 'to be right, to be correct; to be straight' (Sp derecho 'straight; right (hand)').
171. dia, dia n. 'day' (Sp dia 'day') T.
172. die attr.num.pron. 'ten' (Sp diez 'ten').
173. diparii intr. v. 'to run (a race)' (Sp disparar 'to run away, to escape running').
174. doit6r n. 'doctor' (Sp doctor 'doctor').
E

175. -einl poss.n. class A (10.331) 'elder sister; female cousin (male speaking)'.
176. eira n. 'honey'.
1. eira laMina nom.phr. 'queen bee' (Sp Ia reina 'the queen').
2. eirete n. 'honey'.
177. -ek6 n. class A (10.331) 'disposition; moral qualities; condition; conduct'.
1. -ekovai qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be evil, wicked'. (V 973).
2. mohekovai tr.v. (ML 10) 'to corrupt'.
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178. -ekoitii qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be one who likes to be coaxed'.
179. -ekove n. class A (10.331) 'life; person'.
180. -ekoviii n. class A (10.331) 'substitute, replacement (person)'.
1. mohekoviii tr.v. (ML 10) 'to replace'.
2. muekoviii tr.v. (ML 10) 'to return; to recompense, to reward'.
181. eliida n. 'fog; snow' (Sp he/ada 'frost').
182. -erne n. class A (10.331) 'lip(s)'.
183. em<!de, em<!deke (?) 'instead, instead of' (Sp en vez de 'instead of').
184. -eme?i n. class A (10.331) 'shore, bank'.
185. -emigwiii n. class A (10.331) 'servant'.
186. -emireni n. class A (10.331) 'lamp, lantern'.
187. -emi qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be more than enough; to be left, to remain' se veiJwarii yii na
hemive i rna 'there is nothing left for me any more'.
188. -enii n. class A (10.331) 'place'.
189. -enii n. class A (10.331) 'a place to live in, habitation; horse'.
190. -enime n. class A (10.331) 'bed'.
191. -enim6 n. class A (10.331) 'thread'.
192. -eni n. class A (10.331) 'saliva'.
193. -enivii n. class A (10.331) 'beard'.
194. -enih<! qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be full; satisfied; satiated'.
195. -enipi?;i poss.n. class A (10.331) 'knee'.
196. -enone n. class A (10.331; 14.212) 'forefront, front part'.
197. -enotii n. class A (10.331) 'gang leader, ringleader'.
198. entaulillii tr.v. 'to splint' (Sp entablillar 'to splint').
199. entero attr.indef.pron. 'all, every' (Sp entero 'whole, entire') T.
1. enteroveva indef.pron. (ML 35) 'all of them, all, everything, everyone' T.
2. enteroveteva indef.pron. (ML 35; V 904) 'absolutely all, all without exception'.
200. ent6nse adv. 'then' (Sp entonces 'then') T.
201. -e.OIJwe n. class A (10.331) 'body, corpse; lazybones'.
202. -epi qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be expensive'.
1. -epikwe n. class A (10.331) 'price, cost' (ML 8).
2. -emirepi n. class A (10.331) 'jewel' (ML 3).
3. -emirepikwe n. class A (10.331) 'money' (ML 3, 8).
203. -era n./qual.v. class A (10.331) 'name/to be named, to be called'.
1. mohera tr.v. (ML 10) 'to name'.
204. ermiino n. 'brother' (Sp hermano 'brother') T.
205. -er6 n. class A (10.331) 'nickname'.
206. -esii poss.n. class A (10.331) 'eye(s)'
1. -esai n./qual.v. (V 1123) 'tear/to be tearful'.
2. -esllragwe n. (V 13) 'eyelashes'.
3. -esatd qual.v. (V 280 ?) 'to be one-eyed'.
4. -esavii qual.v. 'to be cross-eyed'.
5. -esavi qual.v. 'to wink; to look with half..closed eyes; to have defective eyes'.
6. -esa?i n./qual.v. (ML 45) 'small eye(s); to be scant, not enough'.
7. -esa?li n. 'pupil (of the iris)'.
8. hesape intr.v. 'to shine'.
207. -esiii qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be healthy'.
208. -esa.iyti attr.qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be pale, pallid; yellow'.
209. -esakii qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be transparent; to shine'.
210. -esariii qual.v. gwi-class class A (10.331) (14.2213) 'to forget'; n. 'forgetfulness, oblivion'.
211. -eta qual.v. class A (10.331) 'many' T.
1. heta adv. 'much' T.
2. moheta tr.v. (ML 10) 'to increase'.
3. hetave adv. (ML 36) 'more'.
212. -etii n. class A (10.331) 'nation, country' T.
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213. -ete poss.n. class A (10.331) 'body'.
ete see te.
eterei see terei.
214. -etia?e qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be of good humor, lively, gay'.
215. -etimi poss.n. class A (10.331) 'leg(s)'.
1. -etimilyu?ai poss.n. (V 1103) 'calf (of the leg)'.
216. -ey6i qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to sprout, to germinate'.
217. -e?6 qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be humid, moist'.

241. gwira n. 'bird'.
1. gwirilra?ii intr.v. (V 254) 'to chase birds'.
2. gwirilrupa n. (V 959) 'nest'.
3. gwirad n. (V 280) 'thrush'.
4. gwirali8ore n. 'blackbird'.
H

F

218. fara n. 'revelry, festivity' (Arg.Sp farra 'revelry').
219. flno qual.v. 'to be smooth, even' (Sp fino 'thin, polite').
G

geteri see gweteri.
gi see gwi.
giti see gweterl.
give, gi.e see gwive.
220. gratifikilpocl tr.v. 'to reward well, to give a good reward' (Sp gratificar 'to reward') T.
221. grli)o, grii)o, vriiJO n. 'Italian; foreigner' (Sp gringo 'Italian') T.
1. yemogrl!Ja tr.v. (ML 42, 10) 'to become a foreigner' T.
gusu see gwasu.
222. guta tr.v. (14.2236) 'to like' (Sp gustar 'to like') T.
1. yeguta tr.v. (ML 42) 'to like' (cf. Sp me gusta 'I like') T.
2. yegutaM n. (ML 5) 'sweetheart' T.
223. gl!to qual.v. (14.2212) 'to be pleasant' (Sp gusto 'pleasure').
GW
224. gwa uninfl.postp. (10.212; 10.224; 15.653) 'from; belonging to; native of'.. T.
.
.
1. gware uninfl.postp. (ML 25): the same as gwa, for the past and only With adverbial runs.
225. gwahu intr.v. 'to howl'.
226. gwapi intr.v. 'to sit, to be sitting'.
227. gwaranl n. 'Guarani (name of the language and the people)'.
228. gwasu qual.v. (10.212; 10.43) 'to be big'.
229. gwasu n. 'deer, stag'.
230. gwata intr.v. 'to walk'.
231. gwavira n. 'a kind of fruit tree'.
232. gwe intr.v. 'to go out, to die away, to be extinguished, to have disappeared'.
L mogwe tr.v. (ML 10) 'to put out, to extinguish; to tum off (lights, etc.)'.
233. gwei n. 'ox(en)' (Sp buey 'ox') T.
234. gwiSno adv. 'O.K., fine' (Sp buena 'good') T.
235. gweterl adv. (10.3.3.13; 10.41; 10.43) 'yet, still' T.
236. gweyi intr.v. 'to descend; to get off'.
1. mogweyi tr.v. (ML 10) 'to fell' T.
237. gwi infl.postp./conj. (10.2111; 10.322; 10.3.3.11; 10.41; 10.43; 10.57; 15.654; 17.24a) 'from;
out of; than; about; because of/since; because' T.
238. gwigwa uninfl.postp. (15.655) '(made) of'.
1. gwigware uninfl.postp. (ML 25) (15.655): the same as gwigwa for the past.
239. gwive uninfl.postp.fconj. (10.212; 10.41; 10.43; 15.656; 17.24b) 'from; since/since' T.
240. gwi n. (14.212) 'inferior part, lower part, underneath'.
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242. hacoord. (10.2111; 17.21) 'and' T.
243. hi conj. (10.341; 13.221212; 14.2233; 14.2237) 'that' T.
1. hagwe conj. (ML 8): the same as M for the past.
244. M qual.v. 'to be one's turn'.
Mseeh6.
245. ha.ar6 tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to wait'.
246. ha.ey6 adv. 'alone'.
1. moha.ey6 tr.v. (ML 10) 'to isolate'.
247. hairnete adv. 'almost'.
248. haihU tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to love'.
249. hai)wA conj. (14.2234; 15.56; 16.2311) 'in order that, to, for' T.
250. hapi tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to burn'.
251. hasa intr.v. class B (10.332) 'to pass (intr.)' T.
1. mohasa tr.v. (ML 10) 'to pass (tr.)' T.
2. mohasase tr.v. (ML 29) 'to want to pass' T.
252. M8a n. 'axe' (Sp hacha 'axe').
hatii see atii.
253. havia n. 'fieldfare'.
254. ha?i intr.v. class B (10.332) 'to try; to procure'.
1. yeha?a motion intr. v. (ML 42) (16.221) 'to strive to' T.
255. ha?e dem.pron./conn. (14.311; 14.312; 17.341) 'he, she, it, they/it is'.
1. naha?ei conn. (V 615) 'is not'.
256. h6 qual.v. 'to be tasty'.
1. he?i qual.v. (V 1124) 'to be tasteless, unseasoned'.
257. h& h&-class (14.32; 17.31) 'yes'.
hegwi see gwi.
258. heka tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to look for' T.
1. yeheka tr.v. (ML 42) 'to manage, to get along'.
259. hekwav6 tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to spill'.
henive see ni.
260. hen6i tr.v. class B (10.332; 14.2232) 'to call'.
261. hiSnte n. 'people' (Sp gente 'people').
1. Mnte kwera nom.phr. (V 488) 'family'.
262. henu tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to hear'. T.
1. mohenu tr.v. (ML 10) 'to cure somebody's ear'.
263. herakwi adv. 'it is said, rumor has it that'.
264. hefUI]wi adv. 'perhaps'.
hese see reh6.
265. hesi tr.v. 'to roast'.
266. he8a tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to see' T.
1. he8aplr:i n. (ML 20, 23) 'thing to be seen, to be admired; wonder:.
2. yesa, yue8a tr.v. (ML 42 or 43) 'to meet, to see each other, to have a talk with',
3. he8uka tr.v. (ML 34) 'to show' T.
267. hetd tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to smell; to kiss'.
268. heya tr.v. class B (10.332) (14.2235) 'to let, to leave, to permit'.
269. he?i qual.v. 'to be sweet; salty'.
1. he?~moSi qual.v. (V 782) 'to be salty;' to be too much sweetened'.
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he?i n. 'spindle'.
he?li tr.v. 'to scratch'.
hikwil.i qualif./modif. (1438; 14 3.10; 15.438) 'plural'.
hlna modif. (10.315; 14.3.10; 15.439; 17.343) 'progressive aspect' T.
hiupi n. 'bread; food'.
hipii tr.v. 'to splash. to sprinkle'.
hi?a n. 'jar, gourd, gourd for drinking mate'.
h6 motion intr.v. (10.335; 16.221) 'to go' T.
1. hbvai qual.v. (V 973) 'not to be doing well, to have bad luck'.
hok6 n. 'kind of heron'.
hovasa tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to bless'.
hti attr.qual.v. 'to be black'.
1. hul)il. n. (13.2221) 'black-and-blue mark'.
hua?i impers.intr.v. (plural meaning) 'they arrive'.
huga intr. v. 'to play' (Sp jugar 'to play').
hupi tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to lift'.
hupiti tr.v. class B (10.332) 'to reach, to obtain'.
huvaiti tr.v. 'to go to meet'.
hu?f n. 'fermented manioc'.
hu?i n. 'arrow'.
hu?u n. 'cough'.
hu?d qual.v. 'to be bland, soft, tender; mature'.

HW
290. hwente n. 'tray, platter' (Sp fuente 'platter').
291. hwersa n. 'strength' (Sp fuerza 'strength').
292. hweve n. (14.211) 'Thursday' (Sp jueves 'Thursday').

I

i see gwi.
293. f intr.v. 'to be, to be at, to be there' ( = Sp estar and impersonal haber) T.
1. mol tr.v. (ML 10) 'to put, to set, to place'.
294. idaigwelta n. 'back-and-forth' (Sp ida y vuelta 'round trip') T.
295. ielo n. 'ice' (Sp hielo 'ice').
iko see pik6.
296. ikoe adv. 'very; too'.
297. ikoe intr.v. gwi-class 'to be different, to differ'.
298. imi§ motion intr.v. (16.221) 'to exist; to be at, to be standing'(= Sp estar) T.
299. lna infi.modif. (10.315; 14.3.10; 15.439) 'progressive aspect' T.
inime see -enime.
inim6 see -enim6.
300. ird n. 'mate, companion'.
1. moird tr.v. (ML 10) 'to go with, to accompany'.
301. iruni (attr.) num.pron. 'four'.
iSa see sa.
302. ita n. 'stone'.
ite see te.
iterei see terei.
iti see gweterf.
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303. -i.akwil. qual.v./n. class A (10.331) 'to smell/smell'.
304. -i.e n. ciass A (10.331) (10.41) 'belly, womb'.
1. -iekwe n. class A (10.331) (ML 8) 'bowels'.
2. -iepi n. class A (10.331) 'belly, stomach'.

-ige see -i.e.
305. igwa n. 'water trough'.
igwa see gwa.
306. ike n. (14.212) 'side'.
307. ikwa n. 'well'.
308. -ikwe qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to get soaked, wet'.
309. -ima kwera nom.phr. (V 488) 'animals; cattle' T.
1. -ima-yagwa n. class A (10.331) (V 1003) 'dog'.
310. imil. adv. 'before, formerly; a time ago'.
1. imAgware adv. (V 224.1) 'a long time ago; in old times'.
2. imil:ve adv. (ML 36) 'before'.
311. inamu n. 'partridge'.
312. ipaka?a n. 'guinea hen'.
313. ipe n. 'duck' T.
314. ipekd n. 'woodpecker'.
315. ipf qual.v. 'to be dry'.
316. ipi n. (14.212) 'proximity'.
317. -ipi qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be deep'.
318. ireme?i n. 'river'.
319. irivll n. 'crow'.
320. -irU n. class A (10.331) 'container, case, sheath'.
321. isip6 n. 'Iiana' T.
322. isiri n. 'stream, torrent'.
323. is6 n. 'worm' (cf. V 133).
1. isoini n. 'glowworm'.
324. ita intr.v. class xa (10.342) 'to swim'.
325. iti n. 'garbage'.
326. ivan. 'fruit'.
327. ivaga n. 'sky; heaven'.
328. ivap6 adv. 'here, in this place or house I am referring to'.
329. -ivatil. qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be satisfied; satiated'.
330. ivate qual.v. 'to be tall; to be high; to be up, upstairs'.
331. ivi n. 'earth; ground'.
1. ivlku?i n. (V 478) 'sand'.
2. ivlkwa n. (V 479) 'burrow; ditch' T.
3. ivlp6ra n. 'inhabitants of the earth; people'.
4. iviti n. (ML 33) 'hill'.
332. ivi! qual.v. 'to be short; to be down'.
333. ivira n. 'wood; tree; stick' T.
1. ivirakarni n. (V 359) 'sap'.
2. ivirapire n. (V 723) 'bark'.
334. ivitii n. 'wind; air' T.
1. ivitilhatil. n. (V 138) 'strong wind, temporal' T.
2. ivituvai n. (V 973) 'evil wind' T.
335. iviya n. 'any non-poisonous snake'.
336. ivoti n. 'flower'.
1. ivotimil.ta n. 'plant' (Sp mata 'bush, shrub').
2. ivotlti n. (ML 33) 'garden'.
3. ivotlyera qual.v. (V 1056) 'to blossom'.
4. ivotlyd n. (V 1093) 'wild flower'.
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337. ivu n. 'fountain'.
338. -iytl.i n. class A (10.331) 'foam'.
339. -i?ai qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to sweat'.

K

340. kit qual.v. 'to be dry, to get dried'.
1. mokil. tr.v. (ML 10) 'to wipe dry'.
341. kaa n. 'mate, Paraguayan tea'.
1. kaai n. 'a beverage made from mate'.
2. kail.kaigwe n. (V 350) 'beverage made from mate and burned sugar'.
342. ka.agwi n. 'woods, forest' T.
1. ka.agwi disierto nom.phr. 'mountain' (Sp desierto 'desert').
343. ka.apl tr.v. 'to weed with a hoe'.
344. ka.aru n. (14.211) 'afternoon' T.
345. ka.av6 n. 'plant'.
346. ka.ayarii n. 'mulatto'.
347. kagl n. 'a fermented drink'.
348. kagwal intr.v. reM-class 'to attack; to expostulate'.
349. kagwiyi n. 'thick com soup'.
350. k:ii intr.v. 'to be burning up'.
1. kaigwe n. (ML 8) 'something burnt; burning; scald'.
351. kaigwe qual.v. 'to be or become bored; to become disheartened'.
1. mokaigwe tr.v. (ML 10) 'to bore, to annoy'.
352. ka.irili n. 'prisoner, convict'.
353. kaigw:i n. 'little gourd for drinking mate'.
1. kai?u intr.v. (V 1130) 'to drink mate'.
354. kakwa:i intr.v. 'to grow, to grow up; to be an adult'
355. kaluU intr.v. 'to dote, to become childish'.
356. klima n. 'teat, udder'.
357. kama n. 'Negro; darkish person'.
358. kamisil. n. 'shirt' (Sp camisa 'shirt').
359. kami n. 'milk'.
360. kamu intr.v. reM-class 'to suck'.
361. kamusi n. 'jug'.
362. kane?6 qual.v. gwi-class 'to be tired'.
363. kanu n. 'hump, swelling' (cf. V 34).
364. kai.Ji qual.v. 'to be weak'.
365. kaJ)we n. 'bone'.
366. kapi.ipe n. 'joint grass'.
367. kapi.iva n. 'capybara'.
368. kapital n. (10.3.3.10) 'city' (Sp capital 'capital').
369. kapi?l n. 'straw'.
370. kapu intr.v. 'to float'.
371. karagwata n. 'maguey'.
1. karagwatitti n. (ML 33) 'maguey field; difficulty, predicament'.
372. karil.i tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to scratch'.
373. karai n. 'gentleman, older man' T.
1. karaigwasu qual.v. (V 228) 'composed, serious, reliable'.
2. karaiye?<! n. (V 1067) 'Spanish (name of the language)': 'language of the gentleman, of the
master' T.
374. karitkara n. 'soarrow hawk'.
375. karapil. qual.v~ 'to be bent'.
376. karapa!lil.i n. 'addition, attachment'.
377. karape qual.v. 'to be short'.
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kara5a qual.v. 'to be mangy, scabious'.
karil.u n. 'ibis'.
karaya n. 'a big monkey'.
kart! qual.v. 'to be lame'.
karia?i n. 'man, guy, fellow'.
kartl. intr.v./qual.v. 'to have lunch or supper, to dine/to be a glutton'.
1. karilha n. (ML 5) 'dining-room'.
2. mol)aru tr.v. (ML 10) (10.334) 'to feed'.
384. karugwa n. 'muddy hole; difficulty'.
385. karume n. 'turtle'.
386. kas6 n. 'trousers'.
387. ka!lil. intr.v. 'to stagger'.
388, ka5Hii n.'peasant, churl'.
389. kate qual.v. 'to be smart, elegant'.
390. katu qual.v. (14.2212; 14.4 at the end) 'to be possible'. T.
391. katu qualif./adv. (10.312; 10.315; 14.38; 14.4) 'indeed, certainly/rather, if we may say' T.
392. katupiri qual.v. 'to be skillful; trained (a horse); clever (a dog)'.
393. kava n. 'bee; wasp'.
1. kava lal'<!ina nom.phr. (cf. V 176.1) 'queen bee'.
394. kavara n. 'goat'.
395. kavaytl. n. 'horse'.
396. kavure?i n. 'little owl.'
397. kay! intr.v. 'to get lost'.
398. ka?<l n. 'roast'.
399. ka?i n./qual.v. 'monkey/to be rachitic'.
400. ka?u qual.v./intr.v. 'to be a drunkard/to be drunk, to get drunk'.
401. ke modif. (14.3.10).
402. ke motion intr.v. class i (10.342; 16.221) 'to go in, to enter' T.
1. yeikeM n. (ML 42, 5) 'entrance, door'.
403. ke intr.v./n. 'to sleep/sleep'.
1. keh:i n. (ML 5) 'bedroom; burrow'.
2. kera n. (13.2221) 'sleep'.
3. kerai qual.v. (13.2222) 'to talk in one's sleep'.
4. keranil. qual.v. (13.2222) 'to be sleepy'.
404. kesu n. 'cheese' (Sp queso 'cheese').
405. kinii!nto num.pron. 'five-hundred' (Sp quinierztos 'five-hundred') T.
406. kirikiri n. 'kite, hawk'.
407. kirirlh:ipe adv. 'quietly, in silence'.
408. ki impers.intr.v. 'to rain'.
409. kin. 'louse'.
410. kigwa n. 'comb'.
411. kiM n. 'hammock'.
412. kihiye intr.v. gwi-class 'to be afraid of, to fear' T.
1. mol]ihiye tr.v. (ML 10) (10.334) 'to scare, to frighten; to revolt'.
413. kipi?i poss.n. 'younger sister (female speaking)'.
414. kira qual.v. 'to be fat'.
415. kire?l qual.v. 'to be diligent, willingly'.
416. kirli 'ticklishness'.
417. kise n. 'knife'.
418. kitl tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to cut; to hurt, to wound' T.
419. kivi poss.n. 'younger brother (female speaking)'.
420. ki?a qual.v. (10.334) 'to be dirty' T.
421. ki?li n. 'chili'.
ko see ku.
422. ko attr.dem.pron. (14.312; 15.121) 'this' T.
1. kova dem.pron. (10.41) (ML 35) 'this, one' T.
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423. k6 motion intr.v. class i (10.342; 16.221) 'to go around, to be, to feel'(= Sp andar): mai'e i8a
pa reik6 'how are you?'.
424. k6ga n. 'vegetable garden, cultivated field, sown land'.
425. kogoe n. 'a kind of partridge'.
426. k6ina (14.3.12; 17.342) 'take ... !, here ... !'
427. k6iSa adv. 'in this way'.
428. kokwe n. 'grange, farm'.
429. kokeri n. 'wild peach tree'.
430. kopi tr.v. 'to mow with a machete'.
431. koni n. 'stockyard' (Sp corral 'stockyard').
432. koras6 n. 'heart' (Sp coraz6n 'heart').
433. korire dem.adv. (ML 7; V 811) 'after this, after'.
434. kor6i intr.v. 'to scold'.
435. koror6 intr.v. 'to roar'.
436. korosire n. 'fieldfare'.
437. koros6 qual.v. 'to be rough, harsh'.
438. korupl dem.adv. (ML 7; V 819) 'through this place, through here'.
439. kose qual.v. 'to be harmful, destructive'.
440. kosereva n. 'orange preserve or marmalade'.
441. koslina n. 'military duties' (Sp consigna 'order, watchword').
442. kos6 n. 'mattress' (Sp colch6n 'mattress').
443. k6ta n. 'shore, bank' (Sp costa 'coast') T.
444. kotev8 tr.v. class i (10.342)/intr.v. reM-class 'to need (something)fto be in need of (someone)':
aikotev8 temi?U. 'I need food', aikotev8 hese 'I need him'. (Cf. V 907).
445. koti n. (14.212) 'interior; room'.
I. kotipl adv. 'inside, within'.
kotumci see akotumra.
446. kove intr.v. (10.334) class i (10.342) 'to live' T.
I. mol)ove tr.v. (ML 10) 'to revive' T.
447. ko?ii attr.dem.pron. (14.312; 15.121) 'these' T.
I. ko?iiva dem.pron. (10.41) (ML 35) 'these'.
ko?ilga see ?iiga.
ko?agwi see ?agwi.
ko?agwive see ?agwive.
ko?ape see ?ape.
ko?apevo see ?apevo.
448. ko?8 motion intr.v. (16.221)/n. (14.211) 'to dawn, to start the day, to get awake/early morning'.
I. ko?~mota qual.v. (V 783) 'to be nearly dawn'.
2. ko?eamu(a)8ro adv. (V 62, 803) 'day after to-morrow'
3. ko?&(am)o dem.adv. (V 803) 'tomorrow' T.
4. ko?M n. 'dawn'.
5. ko.etframo adv. (ML 803) 'at dawn'.
449. ko?6i tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to sting, to irritate; to offend'.
I. moyeko?6i tr.v. (ML 10, 42) 'to displease, to angry'.
450. kristiiino n. 'people; person' (Sp cristiano 'christian').
451. ku qualif. (10.45) 'certainly' T.
452. ku article (14.39; 15.111).
453. kd n. 'tongue'.
454. kill intr.v. 'to loosen, to come loose; to lose one's job'.
455. kumana n. 'bean'.
456. kunu?ti n. 'love'.
1. mokunu?ti tr.v. (ML 10) 'to pet, to fondle'.
457. kupe n. (14.212) 'rear part, back'.
458. kupi?l n. 'white ant'.
459. kupl n. 'leg, paw; shinbone',
460. kurapep8 n. 'squash'.
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461. kura?'li n. 'mange'.
462. kure n. 'pig, hog'.
I. kureka.agwl n. (V 342) 'wild boar'.
2. kurekwa n. (V 479) 'pigpen'.
463. kuri modif. (14.3.10; 15.434) 'recent past (the same day)'.
464. kuriyli n. 'boa'.
465. kuru n. 'boil, furuncle'.
466. kuru intr. v. 'to be a brooder (a hen)'.
467. kururu n. 'toad'.
468. kurusu n. 'cross' (Sp cruz 'cross').
469. kurusu qual.v. 'to shrink'.
470. kuruvi n. 'piece, shred, fragment'.
1. kuruviti n. (ML 33) 'heap of shreds'.
471. kusugwe n. 'ashes (especially of a cigar or cigarette)'.
472. kusai'il qual.v. 'to be deformed'.
473. kusu intr.v. 'to be loose, slack, sagging'.
474. kutll tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to butt, to run through, to pierce'.
475. kuyii n. 'woman, married woman'.
I. kuyharai n. (V 373) 'lady, madam, married woman'.
2. kuyatal n. 'girl, unmarried woman'.
476. ku?a n. 'waist; middle'.
477. kn?e intr.v. 'to move, to wave'.
478. kn?f n. 'bits, shreds'.
I. ku.is6 n. (13.2221) 'fine dust'.

KW
479. kwa n. 'hole'.
I. kwara n. (13.2221) 'hole'
480. kwii poss.n. 'finger'.
I. kwilgwasu n. (V 228) 'thumb'.
2. kwil.ird n. (V 300) 'ring'.
481. kwaa tr.v. class i (10.342) (13.21231; 14.2233) 'to know'; in comp.: 'to know, to be in the
habit of' T.
482. kwarahi n. 'sun'.
I. kwarahli'ii n. 'shadow'.
2. mokwarahi tr.v. (ML 10) 'to sun'.
483. kwartel, kwarter n. 'barracks' (Sp cuartel 'barracks').
484. kwaru intr.v. 'to urinate'.
485. kwati.a n. 'paper'.
486. kwave?8 tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to offer'.
487. kwehe adv. 'yesterday' T.
I. kweheamu.e adv. (V 62) 'day before yesterday'.
2. kokwehe adv. 'the other day'.
3. kokwehete adv. 'a short while ago'.
488. kwera qualif. (10.212; 14.38) 'plural' T.
489. kwera intr.v. 'to cure oneself, to recover'.
490. kwevo conj. (16.2312; 17.24i) 'while, when' T.
491. kwirnai'e n. 'man, male' T.

L

492. la article (14.39; 15.111) T.
493. lamare 'name of a hill near Asunci6n'.
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lafi!ina n. (13.33) 'queen (term of endearment)' (Sp Ia reina 'the queen').
lekaya n. 'old man'.
!emu n. 'bug'.
lepiy(! n. 'old man'.
Jete n. (13.33) 'the East wind' (Sp el Este 'the East wind').
limasutl n. 'lemon'.
!lya n. 'fish line' (Sp linea 'line; fish line').
lo article (plural) (14.39) T.
lok6te n. 'chili'.
lomfmo adv. (13.33) 'the same' (Sp /o mismo 'the same').
li\ne n. (14.211) 'Monday' (Sp lunes 'Monday').

M

505. rna qualif./modif. (14.38; 14.3.10; 15.436) 'now, already' T.
rna see pa.
506. ma.ap6 intr.v. 'to work'.
507. ma.asi n. 'illness'.
508. ma.eirU n. 'cart; wagon; bus'.
I. ma.eirU mogwataM nom.phr. (V 230; ML 10, 5) 'chauffeur, driver'.
509. ma.eri! n. 'wickedness'.
510. maime tr.v. 'to toast, to roast'.
511. mainumi n. 'humming bird'.
512. maip! n. 'polenta made of maize'.
513. maitel interj. 'hello, hi!'
514. mail:nfu-(am)o indef.pron. (14.313) 'everybody, all without exception'.
515. maimi!va indef.pron. (14.313) 'any (body)'.
516. malisii! tr.v. (14.2235) 'to suspect' (Sp maliciar 'to suspect') T.
517. mam6 interr.adv. 'where'.
1. mamliiJware interr.adv. (V 224) 'where from'.
2. mamovi! neg.adv. (ML 37) 'nowhere' (13.22137).
518. mam6ne n. 'quince'.
519. manehi tr.v. 'to drive (a car)' (Sp manejar 'to drive; to handle').
520. man! adv. 'at once; at one time'.
521. mani?6 n. 'manioc'.
522. maniyU n. 'cotton'.
523. man6 intr.v. 'to die' T.
524. mante adv. 'only' T.
525. manterei adv. 'often' T.
526. manuvi n. 'peanut'.
527. manui'a qual.v. reM-class (14.2213) 'to remember'.
528. ma1]6 n. 'mango'.
529. maraU n. 'guitar'.
I. marakilsi n. (V 822) 'guitar-string'.
530. marakani! n. 'a kind of parrot'.
531. marakaya n. 'cat'.
532. marai]a interj. 'poor me!'
533. marai]atu n. 'saint'.
534. maravi! adv. 'never mind, it does not matter'.
535. marete qual.v. 'to be strong, powerful' T.
536. marigwi n. 'gnat'.
537. m&o neg.adv. 'never'.
1. m&ove neg.adv. (ML 36) 'never more'.
538. masu n. 'grandmother; any old woman'.
539. matuitul n. 'golden plover'.
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540. mil.va interr.pron. 'who, what'.
541. mayil. tr.v. 'to look' T.
542. ma?e n. (15.122)/(attr.)interr.pron./interr.adv. 'thing/what/why' T.
I. ma?e gwi postp.const. (V 237) 'why': "because what".
2. ma?e isa postp.const. (V 862) 'how': "like what" T.
3. ma?e isa gwa postp.const. (V 862, 224) 'what kind': "from like what".
4. ma?emiasl n. (V 569) 'sadness'.
5. ma?eril. pa (ML 23, V 667) 'what for'.
6. ma?e re postp.const. (V 806) 'why': "through what".
7. ma.eve n./neg.pron. (ML 37) (13.22137) 'nothing' T.
8. rna.eve gi postp.const. (V 237) 'for no reason'.
9. moma?e tr.v. (ML 10) 'to praise; to esteem; to appreciate'.
10. yemoma?e intr.v. reM-class (ML 42, 10) 'to take possession of, to appropriate something'.
11. yemoma.ese intr.v. (ML 42, 10, 29) 'to be selfish, proud, contemptuous'.
543. rna?<! intr.v. reM-class 'to look, to look at'.
544. ma?i!ra n. 'weasel'.
me see pe.
545. megwe adv. 'slowly'.
1. momegwe tr.v. (ML 10) 'to slow down'.
546. memete qualif. 'all, totally'.
547. memi poss.n. 'son, daughter (female speaking)'.
548. mi!na poss.n. 'husband'.
I. m~naril. poss.n. (ML 23) 'sweetheart, fiance' T.
2. menare n. (ML 25) 'widow(er)'.
549. mena intr.v. 'to marry' T.
550. merkil.do n. 'market' (Sp mercado 'market') T.
551. mer6 n. 'melon' (Sp me/6n 'melon').
552. meru n. 'fly'.
553. mesa n. 'table' (Sp mesa 'table').
554. meyU n. '(manioc flour) bread' T.
555. me?<! tr.v. (14.2231) 'to give' T.
1. me?~vai ~r.v. (V 973) (13.2123 and fn. 1) 'to give something in the wrong way, to give the
wrong thing'.
556. mi, Oliva modif. (14.3.10; 15.434) 'customary past'.
557. migwa n. 'dabchick'.
558. milit[ n. 'military men' (Sp mi/itares 'military men').
559. mimi attr.qual.v./intr.v. 'to be brilliant/to shine'.
560. mimtli intr.v. 'to boil'.
561. mid qual.v. 'to be humble'.
1. momid tr.v. (ML 10) 'to humble, to humiliate'.
562. misa n. 'burial, funeral' (Sp misa 'mass').
563. misl attr.qual.v. (10.343) 'to be little, small'.
564. miSi tr.v. 'to broil, to roast'.
565. miril. n. 'boy, child'.
1. miti!kamu n. (V 360) 'suckling'.
2. mit!kuyi! n. (V 475) 'young girl, small girl'.
3. mit!ra?i n. (V 903) 'small child'.
4. mit!?! n. (ML 45) 'small boy, child' T.
566. mi?lho n. 'my son (term of address)' T.
567. mia n. 'man'.
568. miai tr.v. 'to undo; to disorganize, to break'.
569. miasl tr.v. 'to lament, to mourn, to regret'.
I. -emimiasl n. (ML 3) 'sorrow, regret'.
570. mil intr.v. 'to move'.
751. mild attr.qual.v. 'to be short'.
572. mlkur<! n. 'weasel'.
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mitd n. 'brush turkey'.
miyu?i n. 'swallow'.
mogweyi tr.v. 'to lower, to let ci,1wn, to bring down'.
mohapi (attr.)num.pron. 'three'.
577. m6i n. 'snake'.
I. moisinl n. 'rattlesnake'. (If 873).
2. moisume n. 'coral snake'.
578. moi (attr.)interr.pron. (10.41) 'how many (persons and things)'.
1. moive neg.pron. (ML 37) 'nothing (things)'.
579. moive uninfl.postp./conj. (15.658; 17.24<:) 'before, sooner' T.
580. moka n. 'firearm'.
1. mokapu intr.v./n. (11791) 'to fire (a gun)/shot'.
581. mokaya n. 'coconut'.
582. mok6 tr.v. 'to swallow'.
583. mok6i attr.num.pron. 'two'.
1. mokoivi! attr.num.pron. 'both'.
2. mokoivi!va num.pron. (ML 35) 'both, the two'.
584. mome?u tr.v. 'to tell, to narrate'.
585. momiri qual.v./adv. (10.343) 'to be far/far away'.
1. momomiri tr.v. (ML 10) 'to move away, to remove'.
586. mom6 tr.v. 'to throw; to send'.
587. mona qual.v./tr.v. (14.2231) 'to be a thief/to steal'
588. mone intr.v. ram6-class 'to dress'.
589. mono tr.v. 'to send; to order' ( = Sp mandar).
590. mono?6 tr.v. 'to pick up; to harvest'.
591. mo6 interr.adv. 'where'.
1. moovi! neg.adv. (ML 37) (13.22137) 'nowhere'.
592. moopl qual.v. 'to be a miser'.
593. mop! n. 'bat'.
594. moraihu n. 'love, fondness'.
595. moriahu qual.v. (10.48) 'poor'.
596. morotf attr.qual.v. 'white'.
mot:iseepot:i.
597. moti tr.v. 'to close, to cover'.
movi see moi.
598. movivi tr.v. 'to sew; to knit'.
599. moya tr.v. 'to run after, to pursue' (10.45).
600. moya?6 tr.v. 'to divide, to split, to split open'.
601. moyek6 tr.v. 'to set upright'.
,
602. mo?A modif. (10.45; 14.3.10; 15.433) 'intend to, almost, perhaps T.
603. mo?A tr.v. (14.2235) 'to think, to believe, to judge'.
604. mo?e tr.v. 'to teach'.
1. -emimo?e n. (ML 3) 'lesson'.
2. yemo?e tr. v. (ML 42) 'to pray'.
605. mo?i n. 'necklace'.
606. mull n. 'firefly'.
607. muih:ira n. 'donkey'.
muku see puku.
608. murika n. 'mule'.
609. muruvisa n. (13.2221) 'chief'.
610. musia n. 'blood sausage' (Sp morcilla 'blood sausage').
611. mutu n. 'horsefly'.
muyA see moyA.
612. muyape n. 'bread'.
mu?il see mo?A.
573.
574.
575.
576.
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613. nii modif. (14.3.10).
614. nahanfri Me-class (14.32; 16.220 at the end; 17.31) 'no, not'.

naha?ei see ha?e.
615. na .. .i modif. (10.2111; 10.221; 10.223; 10.3.3.14; 14.3.10; 15.432) 'no, not' T.
616. nami n. 'ear'.
I. namiSAi n. (13.2221) 'ear-ring'.
617. nanil n. 'pimple".
618. nan! qual.v. 'to be uncovered, naked'.
619. ne modif. (10.3.3.15; 14.3.10; 15.434) 'obligatory future' T. .
620. ne pers.pron. (14.311) 'thou, thee' T.
621. ni! qual.v. 'to stink'.
622. nev:irvaro interj. 'gosh!' T.
623. ne?'rra, ne?'rra(g)iti adv.phr. (V 235; cf. 10.3.3.13) 'not yet'.
624. nf qualif. (14.38) 'not even' T.
625. (n!) ... nf coord. '(neither) ... nor'.
626. ni infl.postp. (10.311; 10.3.3.12; 10.343; 10.41; 15.652) 'with, together with' T.
ni.e seen!.
nik6 see nii.Jk6.
627. nii.Jk6 adv. (10.313; 10.48) 'indeed, truly, certainly' T.
628. nipetef (attr.)neg.pron. 'no one (persons and things)'.
nive see ni.
629. nivU. intr.v. 'to spit'.
630. n6 'no' (Sp no 'no'). It occurs only once in the corpus. T.
631. nohi! tr.v. class C (10.333) 'to take out, to remove'.
632. novfllo n. 'young bull' (Sp novillo 'young bull') T.
633. nte qualif./modif. (10.2111; 14.38; 14.3.10; 15.437) 'just, merely' T.
634. nunu intr.v. 'to buzz; to beat, to throb'.
635. nUIJA adv. 'almost'.
636. nupA tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to beat; to hit' T.

637. l)aru adv. 'would that ... !'
l)ove see kove.

I)Wa see gwa.
638. !)wah<! intr.v. 'to arrive' T.
639. l)waivf qual.v. 'to be old (a woman)'.
640. IJWarA uninfl.postp. (15.653) 'for'.
!)ware see gwa.
l)wasu see gwasu.
641. l)wayil tr.v. 'to push, to shove'.
l)wera see kwera.
642. l)we?i! tr.v. 'to vomit'.
!)wive see gwive.
0

o see vo.
643. -ogwe n. class A (10.331) 'leaf'.
644. oimehilpe indef.adv. 'anywhere'.
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645. oimera?~(va) (attr.)indef.pron. 'any, anyone' T.
646. oka n. 'the outside, the exterior'.
I. okigoto adv. (ML 4) 'toward the outside, toward the exterior'.
2. okape, okare (V 685, 806) 'outside'.
647. okara n. 'countryside'.
1. okaraigwa n. (V 224) 'countryfolk, rural population' T.
648. ok~ n. class A (10.331) 'door'.
649. -old qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to sprout, to bud'.
I. hoki?6 tr.v. (ML 46) 'to cut the useless shoots off'.
650. oklti n. 'corner (of a room)'.
651. opa (attr.)indef.pron. 'every, everybody'.
1. opaisagwa adv. (V 862, 224) 'of every kind'.
2. opirupi adv. (V 819) 'everywhere'.
652. -opea poss.n. class A (10.331) 'eye-lashes'.
653. -opehii qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be sleepy'.
654. -opepi n. class A (10.331) 'eyelid'.
655. -opevi qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to doze'.
656. ordenil. tr.v. (14.2234) 'to order' (Sp ordenar 'to order').
657. ore pers.pron. (14.311) 'we (exclusive)'.
658. -ori qual.v. ni-class (14.2213) 'to be glad, to rejoice'.
1. -oripa n. class A (10.331) (V 668) 'happiness'.
2. mohori tr.v. (ML 10) 'to like; to gladden'.
659. osin6 adv. 'otherwise' (Sp o sino 'or in that case, or other wise') T.
660. -ova n. class A (10.331) 'face'.
1. -ovitragwe n. class A (10.331) (V 13) 'beard'.
661. ovasa intr.v. classy (10.342) 'to make the sign of the cross'.
662. -ovaya poss.n. class A (10.331) 'brother-in-law'.
663. ove8a n. 'sheep' (Sp oveja 'sheep').
664. ovetil. n. class A (10.331) 'window' (Sp ventana 'window').
665. -ovi attr.qual.v. class A (10.331) 'to be blue'.
666. oyonivt\ adv. 'together'.

p
667. pa clause marker (10.2111; 14.33) T.
668. pa intr.v. (10.212; 13.21232) 'to end, to come to an end, to cease'; in comp.: 'thoroughly, all'.
1. moma tr.v. (ML 10) 'to finish'.
669. pahi n. 'end; limit'.
1. pahaite adv. (V 904) 'last time'.
670. paisil.no n. 'countryman, of the same country' (Sp paisano 'countryman, of the same country') T.
671 pai intr.v. (10.334) 'to wake up, to awaken'.
672. pakova n. 'banana'.
673. panami n. 'butterfly'.
674. papa tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to count'.
675. para attr.qual.v. 'to be variegated; polychrome'
676. paragwai n. 'Paragnayan' T.
677. paragwai n. '(city of) Asuncion' T.
678. paragwayo attr.qual.v. 'Paraguayan'.
679. parto n. 'childbirth' (Sp parto 'childbirth') T.
680. patronfta qual.v. 'to be selfish'.
68 I. pa?a n. 'avocet'.
682. pa?il. intr.v. 'to get stuck'.
683. pa?l n. 'priest'.
684. pa?U n. (14.212) 'middle'.
685. pe infi.postp. (10.2111; 10.2112; 10.322; 10.338; 10.339; 10.57; 14.311; 14.312; 15.657) 'at, in,
on, to, for' T.
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686. pe attr.dem.pron. (14.312; 15.121) 'that' T.
1. peva dem.pron. (ML 35) (10.41) 'that; that one'.
687. pt\ qual.v. 'broad'.
688. pt\ n. 'bark'.
I. pe?6 tr.v. 'to strip off the bark of a tree' (ML 46).
pet\ see peve.
689. pd pers.pron. (14.311) 'you (plural)' T.
690. pegware uninfi.postp. (15, 653): the same as gwa, for the past and only with nominal or pronominal axes.
691. pehe?il. tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to split'.
692. ~ina (14.3.12; 17.342) 'take ... !, here ... !'
693. peisa adv. 'thus, this way' T.
694. pekl qual.v. 'to be tender, young, not ripe'.
695. pensa tr.v. 'to think' (Sp pensar 'to think') T.
696. pel]ati poss.n. 'niece'.
697. pei]waril uninfl.postp. (10.338; 14.311; 15.653) 'for'.
698. pepe adv. (13.22133) 'there'.
699. pep6 n. 'wing'.
700. pert\ n. 'scar'.
701. perere intr. v. 'to palpitate, to throb'.
702. pererl qual.v. 'to be thin'.
703. pero coord. (17.21) 'but' (Sp pero 'but') T.
704. per6 qual.v.'to be bald'.
705. perupi adv. (13.22133) 'thereabout'.
706. peso n. 'breast' (Sp pecho 'breast') T.
707. pete tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to hit'.
708. pete! attr.num.pron. 'one, a' T.
1. petelsa adv. (V 862) 'the same, likewise'.
2. petelva num.pron. (ML 35) 'one'.
709. petl n. 'tobacco'.
I. petlni n. (ML 33) 'tobacco field'.
710. peu n. 'pus'.
711. peve uninfl.postp.fconj. (10.41; 15.659; 17.24d) 'till, until'.
712. peyl! intr.v. class i (10.342) 'to blow'.
713. pe?a tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to take away from; to remove; to open'.
pi see pik6.
714. pi intr.v. 'to finish, to calm down'.
715. p!a n. 'grain'.
716. pia intr.v. (10.334) 'to turn aside; to separate, to withdraw'.
717. pik6 clause marker (10.2111; 10.313; 10.41; 10.48; 14.33) T.
718. pina n. 'fishhook'.
719. pin6 n. 'palm'.
pi.6 see pik6.
120. pira n. 'fish'.
721. piril.i n. 'piranha'.
722. piritpire n. 'money' (V 720, 723?).
723. pire n. 'skin'.
1. pire?6 tr.v. (ML 46) 'to peel'.
724. piri n. 'rush'.
1. piriti n. (ML 33) 'growth of rushes'.
725. pir! qual.v. 'to shiver, to shudder'.
pir6 see pirt\ (723.1).
726. piro?i attr.qual.v. 'to refresh, to get cooler' (cf. V 817).
727. pinl attr.qual.v. 'to be thin'.
728. pisil.i tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to pinch'.
729. pi8a.irne n. 'curly hair'.
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pita intr. v. 'to smoke'.
pituva n. 'indolent man'.
pi qual.v. 'to be broad, wide'.
pi n. 'foot, feet' T.
1. plbei intr.v. (If 1077) 'to wash one's feet'.
2. plnani qual.v. (If 618) 'to be barefoot'.
734. piahtl qual.v. 'to complain'.
735. pi.aho tr.v. 'to like'.
736. piahu attr.qual.v. 'to be new'.
737. piapt! n. 'fingernail'.
738. piapi n. 'wrist.'
739. pi.api tr.v. 'to grieve; to oppress'.
740. pi.aro n. 'bitterness, sorrow'.
741. piai'e adv. 'fast'.
742. pihare n. (14.211) 'night'.
1. pihareve n. (14.211) (ML 37 ?) 'morning' T.
743. pihi tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to catch' T.
744. pikasu n. 'a kind of dove'.
745. pika?! qual. v. 'to be narrow'.
746. pikn.ipe n. 'turtledove'.
747. pipe n. (14.212) 'interior, inside'.
748. pipe qual.v. 'to be broad'.
749. pipore n. 'footstep, footprint'.
750. pipuku qual.v. 'to be deep'.
751. pis~ n. 'toe'.
1. pisapt! n. 'toenail' (cf. V 737).
2. yepisape?6 intr.v. (ML 42, 46) 'to cut one's toe nails'.
752. pis6 tr.v. 'to stretch; to unfold' (class i: 10.342).
753. pita poss.n. 'heel'.
754. pita motion intr.v. ram6-class (16.221) 'to remain; to stay; to be left' T.
755. piill attr.qual.v. 'to be red'.
756. pite tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to suck'.
757. piti?a n. 'chest, breast, bosom'.
758. pitiv6 tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to help' T.
759. pitu qual.v. 'to breathe'.
760. pitd attr.qual.v. 'to be dark'.
761. pitu?U intr.v. 'to rest'.
762. pi?a n. 'heart; bosom; stomach'.
1. pi?agwasu qual.v. (If 228) 'to be brave, valiant'.
2. pi.akwe n. (ML 8 ?) 'liver'.
3. pi?iiman6 n. (If 523) 'fainting fit'.
4. pi?lunirf qual.v. (If 561) 'to be a coward'.
5. pi?avai qual.v. (If 973) 'to be wicked, rancorous'.
6. pi?ayere qual.v. (If 1057) 'to vomit'.
763. pi?li adv. 'often'.
764. plataheta qual.v. (Sp plata 'money'; V 211) 'to be rich'.
765. platillo n. 'plate' (Sp platillo 'small plate').
766. po poss.n. (14.213) 'hand(s)' T.
1. pogwi pe postp.const. (If 240; 685) 'in the hands of, in the power of'.
2. pohei intr.v. (If 1077) 'to wash one's hands'.
3. popina n. (If 718) 'thief'.
4. popuku qual.v. (If 793) 'to be a thief'.
5. poyopi intr.v. class i (10.342) (If 1087) 'to shake hands'.
767. pogwasu attr.qual.v. 'to be thick' T.
768. poh~ n. 'medicine'.
1. pohan6 tr.v. (13.2222) 'to cure'.
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769.
770.
771.
772.
773.
774.

pohil qual.v. 'to be heavy; to be thick (a liquid)'.
pol tr. v. 'to release, to let go; to throw'.
poko tr.v. 'to touch'
popf n. 'manioc dried in the sun'.
popfa n. 'sting (of an insect)'.
por~ attr.qua!.v.fadv. (13.21233; 14.2212) 'to be beautiful; to be good; to be all right; to be
fine/very, well'; in comp.: 'well' T.
775. poranu tr.v. (10.45) 'to ask'.
776. por~l)a interj. 'fine!'
777. pore?! n. 'absence' T.
poriahll see moriahu.
778. porkatigo adv. 'as a punishment' (Sp por castigo 'as a punishment') T.
779. porke conj. (17.22; 17.24e) 'because' (Sp porque 'because').
780. porte n. 'life' (Sp porte 'carrying, portage; dress, bearing') mare pa Ia porte 'how is your life,
how are you doing?'
781. porn tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to borrow'.
1. poruka tr.v. class i (10.342) (ML 34) 'to lend'.
782. posi qual. v. ni-class 'to be angry' T.
783. pota tr.v. class i (10.342) (10.212; 13.21234; 14.2235) 'to want, to like'; in comp.: 'to feel like,
to be on the point of, almost' T.
784. poti intr.v. 'to be done for' T.
785. potf attr.qual.v. 'to be clean'.
786. poti qual.v. 'to be blooming, to have flowers (a plant)' (cf. V 336).
1. potiyera qual.v. (If 1056) 'to open into flowers'.
787. po?a qual.v. 'to be lucky'.
788. po?i qual.v. 'to be thin'.
789. po?o tr.v. 'to gather, to collect, to harvest'.
790. prepara tr.v. 'prepare' (Sp preparar 'prepare') T.
791. pu intr.v./qual.v. (10.334) 'to sound, to ring/to burst, to explode'.
1. momu tr.v. (ML 10) 'to blow out, to crush'.
2. mopu tr.v. (ML 10) 'to ring, to play (music)'.
792. puka intr.v. rehe-class 'to laugh'.
793. puku attr.qual.v. (10.212) 'to be long, tall'.
794. pupu intr.v. 'to boil'.
795. purahei tr.v./n. 'to sing/song'.
puranu see poranu.
puru see porn.
796. puru?a qual.v. 'to be pregnant'.
797. puru?~ n. 'navel'.
798. pu?~ motion intr.v. (16.221) 'to get up'.

R
799. rail adv. 'first; formerly' T.
800. raha tr.v. class C (10.333) 'to carry; to carry off, to take away' T.
801. rair6 tr.v. class C (10.333) 'to scorn; to attack; to run over; to rape'.
1. yorair6 tr.v. (ML 43) 'to fight, to quarrel'.
802. raka?e modif. (10.315; 14.3.10; 15.434) 'remote past'.
803. ram6 conj./uninflected postp. (10.314; 10.45; 17.24g) 'if, when'/untranslatable as a postposition: cf. 15.6.5.10 T.
1. ram5gware conj./uninfl.postp. (V 224.1) (17.24g) 'at the time of'.
2. ram5l)war~ conj. (If 640) (17.24g) 'at the time of'.
ramO. see ram6.
804. rasa adv. 'too much'.
805. ra?e modif. (14.3.10; 15.434) 'past' r~
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re see rehe.
806. rehe infl.postp. (10.2111; 10.311; 10.343; 10.3.3.10; 10.57; 15.6.5.11) 'at, through, by, with,
by means of' T.
807. rei adv. 'idly, for nothing'.
808. reito qual.v. 'to be straight' (Sp recto 'straight, righteous').
809. rek6 tr.v. class C (10.333) 'to have, to possess' T.
1. -emirek6 n. (ML 3) 'wife'.
2. -emirekoril. n. (ML 3, 23) 'fiancee'.
ri see rire.
810. rlko qual.v. 'to be rich' (Sp rico, -a 'rich').
811. rire infl.postp./conj. (10.2111; 10.311; 15.6.5.12; 17.24f) 'after, because of' T.
812. rigwasu n. 'hen' T.
1. rigwasirragwe n. (V 13) 'feather'.
2. rigwasirrupi?a n. (V 969) 'egg(s)'.
813. riril intr.v. 'to quiver; to vibrate'.
814. r6 qual.v. 'to be bitter; to be unbearable'.
ro see ram6.
romeru see mome?u.
815. rova tr.v. class C (10.333) 'to move, to transfer'.
816. rovia tr.v. class C (10.333) 'to believe, to trust'.
817. ro?i attr.qual.v. 'to be cold'.
1. ro.isil. qual.v. (13.2222) 'to be cool, to have cooled'.
818. ru tr.v. class C (10.333) 'to bring' T.
rii see ram6.
819. rupi uninfl.postp./conj. (10.311; 15.6.5.13; 17.24h) 'through, by, because of/because' T.
820. rum qual.v. 'to have a bump or lump on the head; to swell up, to be swollen'.

ii
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837. si§ motion intr.v. (16.221) 'to go out, to leave, to come out' T.
1. apisi§ qual.v. 'to show, to stick out; to rise (the sun)'.
2. yeseM n. (ML 42, 5) 'exit'.
838. segl motion intr.v. (16.221) 'to continue, to follow' (Sp seguir 'to continue, to follow').
839. seglda adv. 'immediately' (Sp en seguida 'immediately') T.
840. segliro qual. v./adv. 'to be certain/surely' (Sp seguro 'sure') T.
841. semil.na n. (14.211) 'week' (Sp semana 'week').
842. seseos6 qual.v. 'to be one-eyed'.
843. ·sev6i n. 'onion' (Sp cebolla 'onion').
844. sevo?l n. 'worm'.
845. sey6ra n. 'madam' (Sp senora 'married woman, lady, madam') T.
846. sinoveril. adv. 'as usual' (Sp sin novedad 'as usual') T.
847. slra n. 'cider' (Sp sidra 'cider').
848. si poss.n. 'mother' T.
1. siaJ)a n. (13.2221) 'step-mother'.
849. sil n. 'parakeet'.
850. siri intr.v. 'to flow'.
851. siriku tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to gulp down'.
852. siriri intr.v. 'to slide'.
853. siva poss.n. 'forehead'.
854. s6 intr.v. 'to get loose, to break down'.
855. sor6 intr.v. 'to burst, to explode'.
856. s6sio n. 'friend' (Sp socio 'partner, fellow').
857. so?6 n. class A (10.331) 'flesh, meat'.
1. so?i>kaJ)We n. (V 365) 'bone'.
2. so?okwe n. (ML 8) 'meat'.
858. suina n. 'little owl'.
859. sunil impers.intr.v. 'to thunder'.
860. susu?a n. 'furuncle'.
861. suru tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to bite'.

l'6ito see reito.
821. l'ek6va n. 'market' (Sp recova 'shed; market') T.
l'lko see riko.

s
822.' sii n. 'string, rope'.
823. sai n. 'skirt'.
824. sa.iyli attr.qual.v. 'to be yellow' (cf. V 208).
825. salva tr.v. 'to save' (Sp salvar 'to save') T.
826. sania n. 'watermelon' (Sp sandia 'watermelon').
827. santor6 qual.v. 'to be disagreeable (of persons)'.
828. sitnto?ara n. (Sp santo 'saint's day'; V 1114) 'birthday'.
829. saparu n. 'shoe' (Sp zapato 'shoe').
830. sapayli n. 'squash' (Sp zapallo 'squash').
831. sapi intr.v. 'to close the eyes'.
832. sapi?a n./adv. 'moment/now'.
1. sapi?a ite adv.phr. (V 904) 'in a moment, just a moment'.
2. sapi?a nte adv.phr. (V 633) 'suddenly'.
3. sapi?api?a adv. 'sometimes'.
833. sapukai intr.v. 'to scream, to shout'.
834. sarami qual.v. 'to spread, to scatter'.
835. savanii n. 'sheet' (Sp sdbana 'sheet').
836. sa?l qual.v. 'little, few'.
1. sa?isa?l adv. 'little by little'.

862. sa uninfl.postp. (10.228; 15.6.5.14) 'as, like' T.
Sa.irne see pi8a.irne.
863. sake interj. 'watch out!'
864. salai qual.v. 'to be tom, ragged'.
865. sara n. 'coarse woolen fabric'.
866. sarara intr.v. 'to crackle'.
867. Sa?i qual.v. 'to be wrinkled'.
868. se pers.pron. (14.311) 'I, me' T.
si§ne see ne.
869. sereyape interj. 'go away!'
870. siil. intr.v. 'to shriek'.
871. sigwa qual.v. 'to be bulky'.
872. slka n. 'girl-friend' (Sp chica 'girl').
873. sinf n. 'strident noise'.
874. sipa n. 'cake made of starch' T.
875. sisar6 n. 'cracklings' (Sp chicharr6n 'crackling').
876. sis! n. 'caress, endearment'.
877. si?6 qual. v. 'to whine'.
878. si?6 qual.v. 'to be a miser'.
879. siriri impers.intr.v. 'to fry'.
880. si?li intr.v. 'to creak, to squeak; to crackle'.
sugwl see gwi.
supe see pe.
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T
ta modif. (10.2111; 14.3.10; 15.434) 'future' T.
tagwat6 n. 'falcon'.
tahaSi n. policeman'.
tai qual.v. 'to be hot, highly seasoned'.
taita poss.n. 'papa, daddy'.
tam6i poss.n. sub-class A, (10.331) 'grandfather'.
tampura?e interj. 'would that ... ; I wish .. .'.
tanimu n. 'ashes'.
tapia adv. 'always; constantly'.
tapiagwa adv. 'as usual, as every day' T.
tapiti n. 'rabbit'.
tapli n. 'small house, hut'.
taragwi n. '(city of) Corrientes'.
tarave n. 'cockroach'.
tarova qual.v. 'to go crazy'.
tataupa n. 'a kind of partridge'.
tam n. 'armadillo'.
tava n. 'town'.
tavl qual.v. 'to be silly, to be ignorant'.
1. motavl tr.v. (ML 10) 'to fool, to deceive, to lie' T.
2. motavise tr.v. (ML 10, 29) 'to want to fool, to want to deceive' T.
900. tayasilgwira n. (cf. V 241) 'crane'.
901. tayl n. 'lapacho (a tree)'.
902. tayi(ra) poss.n. sub-class A, (10.331; 13.2221) 'daughter (male speaking)'.
903. ta?l(ra) poss.n. sub-class A, (10.331; 13.2221; 10.3.3.16; 14.213) 'son (male speaking)'.
904. te modif./qualif. (10.225; 14.38; 14.3.10; 15.437) 'very' T.
teA see ted.
905. tedia adv. 'today' (Sp este dia 'this day').
906. tei modif. (10.48; 14.3.10) 'reinforcer of a command' T.
907. tekoteve n. (cf. V 444) 'what is needed, the necessary things' T.
908. tekove qual. v. 'to be competent'.
909. temprano adv. 'early' (Sp temprano 'early') T.
910. terA coord. (10.41) 'or'.
911. terel qualif./modif. (10.225; 14.38; 14.3.10) T.
ti see tei.
912. tl intr.v. gwi-class 'to be ashamed; to be bashful'.
913. t! poss.n. 'nose'.
914. tiei'l qual.v. 'to be very wicked, merciless'.
915. tim6 n. 'smoke'.
916. tirnple n. 'electric bell' (Sp timbre 'electric bell').
917. tini qual.v. 'to be crestfallen'.
918. tiJJasu n. 'magpie'.
919. tiJJwa?A n. 'weevil'.
920. ti tr.v. 'to throw'; class i (10.342).
921. tike(ra) poss.n. sub-class A, (10.331; 13.2221) 'elder sister (female speakin?)'· ,
922. tikei'i(ra) poss.n. sub-class A1 (10.331; 13.2221) 'elder brother (male speaking).
923. tipei tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to sweep'.
924. tipisa n. 'broom'.
925. tirei'l n. 'orphan'.
926. tiriri fr.v. 'to drag'.
927. tiriv6 tr.v. class i (10.342) 'to shake, to dust; to spread; to unthread'.
928. tivl(ra) poss.n. sub-class A1 (10.331; 13.2221) 'younger brother (male speaking)'.
tivir6 see tiriv6.
929. tivita poss.n. 'eyebrow(s)'.
881.
882.
883.
884.
885.
886.
887.
888.
889.
890.
891.
892.
893.
894.
895.
896.
897.
898.
899.
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930.
931.
932.
933.
934.
935.
936.
937.
938.
939.
940.
941.

tii'ru n. 'hook'.
t6da (attr.)indef.pron. 'everybody' (Sp todo, -a 'every, all').
topa tr.v. 'to meet, to find (a person)'.
tormenta n. 'storm' (Sp tormenta 'storm') T.
t6ro n. 'bull' (Sp toro 'bull') T.
toror6 intr.v. 'to bubble, to boil up'.
tosa qual.v. 'to be an Indian'.
tove modif. (14.3.10; 15.431) 'let...'.
trata tr. v. 'to treat' (Sp tratar 'to treat') T.
tr6pa n. 'herd' (Sp tropa 'troop, herd') T.
td n. 'chigger'.
tlia poss.n. sub-class A, (10.331) 'father' T.
1. tuaJJa n. (10.331; 13.2221) 'step-father'.
942. tudia tr. v. 'to study' (Sp estudiar 'to study').
943. tu.ere n. 'whidah bird'.
tuiSa see tuviS:i.
944. tukii n. 'toucan'.
945. tUIJUSU n. 'flea'.
946. tupA n. 'god'.
1. tupa6 n. (V 80) 'church'.
2. tupasi n. (V 848) 'mofher of god, Mary'.
947. turn n. 'comet made of a hom'.
1. turityei'i intr.v. (V 1067) 'to whistle'.
tusa see tuvlsa.
948. tuviSa attr.qual.v. (10.343; 10.41) 'to be big, to be great' T.
949. tuya qual.v. 'to be old (a man)' (cf. V 639).
950. tuyli qual.v./n. 'to be rotten/mud'.
951. tuyuyli n. 'stork'.
952. tui'l n. 'parakeet'.

u
953. u intr.v. class y (10.342) 'to come' T.
1. mou tr.v. (ML 10) 'to give'.
954. -ugwa n. (14.212) 'bottom; innermost part'.
955. -ugwai n. (14.212) 'bottom; tail'.
956. -ugwi n. class A (10.331) 'blood'.
957. uhei qual.v. (13.2222) 'to be fhirsty'.
958. umi attr.dem.pron. (14.312; 15.121) 'those' T.
1. umfva dem.pron. (ML 35) (10.41) 'fhose'.
959. -upa n. class A (10.331) 'bed'.
upe see pe.
960. upe attr.dem.pron. (14.312; 15.121) 'fhat'.
1. upeva dem.pron. (ML 35) (10.41) 'that one' T.
2. upeva gi postp.const. (V 237) (17.22) 'for that reason, in that way, because of that'.
3. upeva re postp.const. (V 806) (17.22) 'for that reason, in that way, because of that'.
961. upegi adv. (17.22) 'because of fhat'.
962. upei adv. 'then' T.
963. up6i5a adv. 'thus, in this way'.
964. up~isaro adv. (17.22) 'so, in this way, because of that' T.
1. u~isaramb ne interj. (V 803; 620) 'of course!'
965. u~maro adv. 'then; afterwards; because of fhat' T.
966. upepe dem.adv. 'there' T.
1. upepete dem.adv. (V 904) 'right there'.
967. u~ramo dem.adv. 'fhen'.
·
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968.
969.
970.
971.

uperire adv. 'later, afterward'.
-upi?a n. class A (10.331) 'egg(s)'.
urukure?a n. 'owl'.
-uvisa(va) n. class A (10.331) 'president' (cf. V 948).

v
972. va nominalizer (10.41; 10.47; 13.221212; 13.221213; 14.36; 15.8) T.
1. vakwe nominalizer (ML 8) (10.227; 10.316) T.
2. varil nominalizer (ML 23) (10.227; 10.316) T.
va.ekwe see va (10.47).
va.eril see va (10.47).
973. val qual.v. (13.21233) 'to be ugly, evil, bad'; in compos.: 'wrong'.
974. vaisa adv. (16.32) 'it seems, as for me, I think'.
975. vaka n. 'cow, cattle' (Sp vaca 'cow') T.
1. vakapi n. 'leather'.
2. vakaratl n. 'horns of a buil or cow'
976. vakwe modif. (14.3.10; 15.434) 'past' T.
977. vale qual.v./intr.v. 'to be proud; skiilful; corageous/to be worth; to be good; to be of use for;
to cost' (Sp valer 'to be worth, to cost').
978. vane n. 'village' (Sp valle 'valley').
979. vara intr.v. 'to plow' (Sp arar 'to plow') T.
980. varil modif. (14.3.10; 15.434) 'obligatory future' T.
981. vare?a qual.v. 'to be hungry'.
982. varte n. 'pail' (Sp balde 'pail').
983. vario n. 'town, village' (Sp barrio 'quarter (of a city)').
984. vata tr. v. 'to lack' (Sp [altar 'to lack').
ve see pe.
985. vela intr.v. 'to freeze' (Sp helar(se) 'to freeze').
vel)waril see pel)waril.
986. vera impers.intr.v. 'to lighten'.
987. veve intr.v. 'to fly'.
988. vevii qual.v. (10.45) 'to be light (of weight and touch)'.
vevui see vevii.
989. viru n. 'money'.
990. viso n. 'insect' (Sp bicho 'insect').
991. viro qual.v. 'to be silly, to be stupid'.
992. vi?a intr.v. rehe-class/n. 'to be glad, to rejoice/gladness'.
993. vo conj. (10.41; 16.2312; 17.24i) 'while, when' T.
994. voi adv. 'immediately, at once; very' T.
995. vok6i adv. 'shortly, presently' T.
996. vosa n. 'sack' (Sp balsa 'sack').
997. vot6 n. 'button' (Sp bot6n 'button').
998. vove conj. (17.24j) 'when'.
y

999.
1000.
1001.
1002.
1003.
1004.
1005.
1006.
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ya modif. (15.436) 'already' T.
ya intr.v. 'to come very close'.
ya qual.v. 'to be able to get through; to fit; to have enough room'.
yil 'Mrs.' T.
yagwa n. 'dog'.
yagwarete?i n. 'tiger' T.
yahei tr.v. 'to abuse, to ill-treat; to annoy'.
yahe?6 intr.v. 'to weep, to cry'.

1007.
1008.
1009.
1010.
1011.
1012.
1013.
1014.
1015.
1016.
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yahu intr.v. 'to bathe, to take a bath'.
yaimo?il connector (14.3.11; 16.31) 'seems, is like'.
yaimo?ilva(i)sa connector (14.3.11; 16.32) 'seems'.
yai?d n. 'clay, mud'.
yakare n. 'alligator, caiman'.
yaku n. 'a kind of wild turkey'.
yakurutd n. 'owl'.
yami tr.v. 'to milk' T.
yaminu?u intr.v. 'to ruminate'.
yanil n. 'weed'.
L yanil:ni n. (ML 33) 'weedy field'.
1017. yane pers.pron. (14.311) 'we (inclusive)' T.
1018. yani intr.v. 'to run (not in a race)'.
1019. yarn n. 'grease, fat'.
1020. yanu n. 'spider'.
1021. yanugwasu n. 'ostrich'.
1022. yapep6 n. 'pot, frying pan'.
1023. yapu qual.v. 'to lie, to be a lier'.
1024. yara n. 'master, owner'.
L yaneyara n. (ML 40) 'our Lord'.
1025. yari?i n. 'little pimple in the face'.
1026. yarii n. 'grandmother; great-grandmother'.
1027. yar6 intr.v.fqual.v. 'to bark/to be angry; to be wild, savage' T.
1028. yasaini n. 'moonlight'.
1029. yasi n. 'moon'.
1030. yati?i n. 'furuncle'.
1031. yati?d n. 'mosquito'.
1032. yave conj. 'while'.
1033. yavi intr.v. 'to make a mistake, to be wrong'.
1034. yavorru n. 'thicket, underbrush'.
1035. yavo?6i n. 'tangle, entanglement'.
1036. yayil qual.v. 'to be mean, vile'.
1037. yegwa tr.v. 'to adorn'.
1038. yehli intr.v. 'to ache, to hurt'.
1039. yehll impers.intr.v. 'to happen'.
1040. yei intr.v. gwi-class 'to move away; to come loose'.
1041. yei Me-class (14.32; 17.31) 'is it, really'.
1042. ye.idea intr.v. 'to be skillful; ingenious; to have many useful ideas' (Sp idea 'idea').
1043. yei modif. (10.41; 14.3.10; 15.435) 'again' T.
1044. yeka intr.v. 'to split, to crack; to burst'.
1045. yekebranta intr.v. (ML 42; Sp quebrantar 'to break, to crush') 'to sacrifice oneself'.
1046. yemamil intr.v. 'to take shelter; to wrap oneself up'.
1047. yemiahii n.fqual.v. 'starvation/to be hungry'.
1048. yemol)eta intr.v. 'to chat'.
yemoharai see yemosarai.
1049. yemosarai intr.v. (10.42 and fn. 5) 'to play'.
1050. yemo?i intr.v. 'to be standing'.
1051. yen6 intr.v. 'to lie down, to be lying down'.
1052. yepe conj. 'although'.
1053. yepe?a n. 'firewood'.
1054. yepigwaiSa adv. 'as usual'.
1055. yepird motion intr.v. (16.221) 'to begin' T.
1056. yera intr.v. 'to come loose, to get free, to come untied; to break loose; to extricate oneself'.
1057. yere intr.v. 'to tum, to turn around, to circle' T.
1058. yeroki intr.v. 'to dance'.
1059. yero?a intr.v. 'to bend, to lean'.
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1060. yerure intr.v. reM-class (14.2234)/tr.v. 'to ask for, to request, to implore'.
1061. yerutl n. 'turtledove'.
1062. yesil intr.v. 'to kneel'.
1. yestiha n. (ML 5) 'prie-dieu'.
1063. yetapa n. 'scissors'.
1064. yeti n. 'sweet potato'.
yevi see yei.
1065. yeyotl intr.v. 'to be buried'.
1066. ye?ii poss.n. 'heart'.
1067. ye?<! tr.v./intr.v./n. 'to say, to tell/to speak/language' T.
1. ye?ekwaa tr.v. (V 481) 'to know how to speak' T.
2. ye?eme?<! n. (V 555) 'promise; contract'.
3. ye.e!Jll n. (13.2221) 'proverb'.
4. ye?e!Jatu qual.v. (V 391 ?) 'to be a chatterbox'.
5. ye?eseve intr.v. (ML 29, 36) 'to prefer to speak' T.
6. ye?evai intr.v. (V 973) 'to speak poorly' T.
7. moyer<! tr.v. (ML 10) 'to read; to make to talk; to advise'.
8. moye.e!Ju intr. v. 'to be silent'.
1068. ye?6 intr.v. 'to become clean of spots, to discolor, to wash off, to fade'.
1069. ye?6i impers.intr.v. 'to go'.
1070. yi intr.v. 'to be cooked'.
1. moyi tr.v. (ML 10) 'to cook'.
1071. yi qual.v. 'to be resistant, strong, firm'.
1072. yiva poss.n. 'arm.'
1. yivaua poss.n. (13.2221) 'elbow'.
1073. yo.a adv. 'at the same time; all together'.
1. moyo.a tr.v. (ML 10) 'to put together'.
1074. yogwa tr.v. (14.2231) 'to buy'.
1075. yogwa tr.v. (14.2237) 'to look like, to resemble, to seem'.
1076. yaM tr.v. 'to spill, to shed'.
1077. yoh6i tr.v. (10.337) 'to wash' T.
1078. yohii tr.v. (10.45) 'to find'.
1079. yoivi adv. 'both together, both at the same time'.
1080. yoka tr.v. 'to cleave, to crack, to split'.
1081. yok6 tr.v. 'to hold'.
1082. yokwa tr.v. 'to tie, to bundle, to fasten'.
1. yeyokwa tr.v. (ML 42) 'to tie oneself' T.
2. yokwapi n. (ML 20) 'bundle; package, parcel'.
1083. yoml tr.v. 'to hide; to steal'.
1084. yo!Jatu tr.v. 'to save, to spare; to keep'.
1085. yopara n. 'a kind of dish with mixed vegetables and meat; mixture in general; mixture of
Spanish and Guarani (cf. 0.5 and fn. 8)'.
1086. yopi tr.v. 'to bite (an insect)'.
' 1087. yopi tr. v. 'to hold tight, to squeeze, to hug'.
1088. yopil tr.v. 'to injure (without wound)'.
1089. yotl tr.v. 'to plant, to seed, to sow'.
1090. yoya qual.v. 'to be alike'.
1091. yo?6 tr.v. 'to make a hole, to dig, to deepen'.
1092. yli n. 'needle'.
1093. yo n. 'field; countryside'.
1094. yuatl n. 'thorn' (cf. V 141).
yu(v)li see ayuli.
1095. yuavi intr.v. 'to be different'.
1096. yuayli tr.v. 'to join, to unite'.
1097. yuka tr.v. 'to kill; to murder' T.
1098. yukeriti n. 'underbrush'.
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1099.
1100.
1101.
1102.
1103.
1104.
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Yuki n./qual.v. 'salt/to be salty; to be witty'.
yukisi n. 'soup'.
yupi intr.v. 'to go up'.
yurli poss.n. 'mouth'.
yu?ai n. 'craw, maw; goiter'.
yu?i n. 'frog'.
i'

1105.
1106.
1107.
1108.

1109.
1110.
1111.
1112.
1113.

1114.

1115.
1116.
1117.
1118.
1119.
1120.
1121.
1122.
1123.
1124.
1125.
1126.
1127.
1128.
1129.
1130.

?a motion intr.v. class xa (10.342; 16.221) 'to fall'.
?a qual.v. (3 hi-: 10.343) 'to have fruit (a tree)'.
?ii qual.v. (3 hi-: 10.343; 14.2212; 14.2237) 'to seem, to be likely; to be wanted'.
?liga dem.adv. 'now' T.
1. ?!gagwa qual.v. (V 224) 'to be in force, to exist at present'.
2. ?!gaite adv. (V 904) 'shortly, presently'.
3. ko?liga dem.adv. (ML 7) 'now, today, at this time'.
?agwi dem.adv. (13.22131) 'from here'.
1. ?agwivo adv. (ML 38) '(moving) from close to the speaker'.
2. ko?agwi dem.adv. (ML 7) 'from this place'.
?agwive dem.adv. (13.22131) 'from here, since now'.
1. ko?agwive dem.adv. (ML 7) 'from this place, since this moment'.
?lima n. 'mistress (respectful word for addressing a woman)'.
?ili:Ja n. 'soul'.
?ape dem.adv. (13.22131) 'here'.
1. ko?ape dem.adv. (ML 7) 'in this place'.
2. ?ape(v)o, ko?ape(v)o dem.adv. (ML 38) '(moving) close to the speaker, toward here'.
3. ?apeove dem.adv. (ML 36) '(moving) nearer to the speaker'.
?:iran. 'weather; day'.
1. ?ilrako?<! n. (V 448) 'morning; daylight'.
2. ?araporli n. (13.211; 17.343) 'it is good weather, it is a fine day'.
3. ?arasund n. (13.211) 'thunder' (V 859).
4. ?itravai n. (13.211; 17.343) 'the weather is bad, it is an ugly day'.
5. ?itravera n. (13.211) 'lightning' (V 986).
?an infl.postp. (15.651) 'upon, above, on'.
?itrkoeno<! n. 'rainbow' (Sp arco iris 'rainbow', contaminated with area de Noe 'Noah's ark').
?arupi dem.adv. (13.22131) 'hereabout' T.
?ava n. 'hair'.
?liva dem.pron. 'these' (15.121).
?e tr.v. (10.336; 10.342; 14.2233; 14.2234) 'to say, to tell' T.
?entre 'between, among' (Sp entre 'between, among'). It occurs only once in the corpus. T.
?ila n. 'mount' (Sp isla 'island; mount').
?in. 'water'.
1. ?l?U tr.v. class xa (10.342) 'to drink (water)'.
2. mo?i tr.v. (ML 10) 'to put water; to rinse'.
?l modif. (14.3.10; 15.432) 'no'.
?6 coord. 'or' (Sp o 'or') T.
?6ga n. class A (10.331) 'house, home'.
1. ?ogape n. (V 84) 'terrace'.
2. ?ogayara n. (V 1024) 'landlord'.
i'6ra n. (14.211) 'hour, time' (Sp hora 'hour, time').
?6tro attr.pron.(?) (14.3.13) 'another' T.
i'6vra n. 'building under construction' (Sp obra 'building under construction').
ru tr.v. class xa (10.342) 'to eat, to drink' T.
1. ?Uka tr.v. (ML 34) 'to feed'.
2. -ernii'U n. (ML 3) 'food; dish' T.
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